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entered so ithers and western Europe, and, last of all, the Scandi¬
navian North ws® settled, la comparison with the Eastern Mediterranean,
all these Continental Neolithic societies wore impoverished, end Meso-
. ....
iithic tribes continued to- flourish side by side with the now settlers,
except when end where competition for load became too intense.
In may instances, the contact between Mesolithic sad Neolithic
groups is illustrated by the crch&eolo ical record, although this is
at best only a fragmentary view of the total cultural content, la spite
of tins fact that the indigenous hunters and gatherers eventually were
aeeultur&ted to & Neolithic economy, soiae of their equipment was in turn
taken over by the agriculturalists or retained by the newly converted
banters, la Central and Western Europe, the Neolithic colonisation
seems either to have overrun and sutnaerged the old inhabitants rapidly
or to have ignored the® for the time being, for the ftrat Neolithic
cultures had relatively little Mesolithie content, Sous© of the succeed¬
ing cultures, however, had more llesolithio traits than the earliest ones.
In the Southern Baltic region, there w%a wore a blending of the two
traditions, for the Monolithic influences appear to have been greatest
initially and thereafter steadily decline, Portlier north, il&oclithic
traditions continued to dominate, largely because of ecological factors#
Professor Mggeit (1954b) ha® shown how in Sri tain the Western,,
or "Primary," Neolithic cultures were complemented by certain cultures
which he calls "Secondary Neolithic," These lost were at least partly
later in tisse and had in their cultural makeup raony feature® reaiaiscent
of the Mesotithic. This MeaolitMc aspect in the British Secondary
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Neolithic, which is also present in certain Continental groups, has
often resulted in these cultures being considered chronologically early)
however, it is now clear that these represent nceulturated Mesolithie
populations which entered the scene after the first period of Neolithic
colonisation when contact between the two economies whs relatively
insignificant* In a sense there was then a "re-florescence" of Ueaoli-
thlc tradition in the later, nixed economies which retained a consider¬
able number of traits from the local pro-Neolithic background*
Although the Secondary Neolithic cultures are anything but homo¬
genous, there are a masher of elements uniting them* The pottery has
in common a clear deterioration of earlier Neolithic ceramic techniques,
Flint-siniag, although not unique in the Secondary Neolithic, is char¬
acteristic, and typically associated with the mining activities are
'•Csnpigniaa* picks and tronehet axes* A smaller flint type of lleso-
iitMe ancestry is the transverse arrowhead and its derivatives* A
number of other stone types as well a® bone and antler artifacts can
be traced back to Sieso 11 title sources* An increase in hunting activi¬
ties usually is indicated by the implements sad/or fauns 1 remiss*
The extent of Mesolithic influence naturally varies from culture to
culture*
This phenomenon, if it is to be accepted as a theory valid for
general application, should appear likewise on the Continent where Heeo-
lithic and Neolithic cultures came into contact, f&ai such mixed econo¬
mies do occur, although the patterns are not so clear, is what this





































































































The initial Henclttfcie cultures of Western Europe are not only
poorly defined but appear degenerate in contrast to the preceding 8ag~
d&lenian, The reason for the deterioration of Upper Palaeolithic in¬
dustries in boa® and antler and the disappearance of naturalistic art
remains n mystery? nor con we be certain these earliest Mesolithie
manifestations represent local retrogressions in material culture or
intrusive traditions.
The Azilinn typo station at 'fee d'Aseil, Ariege, la illustrative
of a typical assemblage, in this esse recovered free hearth* in a red¬
dish ©lay. Stag ; nd wild boar predominated twang the fouuel remains,
and although early report® assigned cultivated pleats to this occupa¬
tional level, there mm no indications of a Neolithic economy.
The larger stone tools at Mas d'izll included flakes, flake scra¬
pers, keeled scrapers, and burins. In addition to these were some very
snail tools? tiny burins, snail flakes, diseoidal scrapers, end geo¬
metric microlitka (triangular or croscentic but rarely trapezoid©.!).
The excel tent UcgdalsalM bone and antler work had disappeared, and all
the Aziliau deposit offered was a few bono awls, polishers, and the
typical broad, flat harpoons of deer antler (Fig. 2t f). The typology
••^r-!»W«3S!»V yy?ff jtjr.
and distribution of Mlinn harpoons is discaased in detail by Thompson
(1953).
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Perforated animal teeth and shells wre worn as ornsKnts,
and large numbers of painted pebbles were recovered in the cave.
Oberacier (1024, 841-2) has suggested a relationship between the peb¬
bles and conventionalised Spanish rock paintings, and believes that both
had some supernatural significance, possibly related to some sort of
ancestor cult.
Imbedded in the Azilinn deposit were two human skeletons. Since
the small bones are missing it has been assumed that before burial the
bodies were exposed end scraped nnd the bones painted with ochre.
In northern Spain the Azi Han ia limited to the north coastal area
(Gantabrica), where it occurs in nearly every cove which contain® a
thick MagdaIonian deposit (Almagro, 104T, 403-8). The work ia bone
and flint is much the same as in France, but no painted pebbles appear
in Spanish Azilien, probably as a result of climatic conditions*
Asiliaa distribution outside the Franco-Cantabrican area ia not
well documented. Of most significance are a number of cave sites in
southern Germany, some of which have yielded organic remains in consider¬
able amounts. The best known of these are Fal&steinhBlale and Bermufels
near Tiergarten in flohenzollern, Probatfels near neuron, and Teufelaloch
near Gutenstein (Peters, 19.34). Polished nntler sleeves (one containing
an axe), an "elbow-bone" dagger made on a fox ulna, "hone-polishers"
of boar's tusk and deer antler, and a polished and pointed object of
boar's tusk were among the more important objects. Ornaments were of
shell and the teeth of fish, deer, and fox.
The famous skull deposit® in Ofnet Cave, near NOrdlingen,
in Bavaria, are eoBaaouly attributed to Azi lion (Sekwantea, 1952, 11).
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the two pita contained six and £7 skull®, respectively. All
were sprinkled will* red ochre, nnd pieces of charred bone interred
with the crania suggest the trunks were cremated. Very little material
accompanied the burials? in addition to some snail shells nad
deer teeth, there were a few indeterminate flint blades and a single
triangular micro lit!) of Tardenoisian type (ifreuiI, 1901), £10),
Itreui i defines the assemblage as MAsr.i li o-Tardonoisian" ? others think
it Asailian. The sp&rsity of cultural traits in the deposits
makes it impossible to assign Ofnet to any particular MesolitMo
tradition.
The F&lkenstein material includes elements, notably the antler
sleeves, which suggest affinities with Northern Forest cultures. In
summarizing the south Gorman sites, Peters points to northwest Britain
for analogies, but the "Axilion" component in Scottish sites is now




The origins of Tardea©!aiaa lie in the Moditorranesn area. The
question is whether it arose from the local Upper Palaeolithic of south¬
west Europe or resulted from the immigration of North African Capstan
or represents a mixture of both. This problem has been discussed for
years without being solved, and the facts seem to lend some credence
to each. As Smith (195H, 119) lias suggested, w might better
speak of a "community of tradition" around the Mediterranean for the
present.
The most widespread of any MeaolitMe group, these people occupied
en area extending from the Mediterranean to the southern shores of the
Baltic and from the British Isles to the Soviet Union, Settlements
are found largely on sandy soils, although some sites re known
on elevated rock-outcrops, lake shores, and sea coasts. The majority
of these appear to represent only the most temporary sort of occupations
with no indication of the type of dwellings used. In some instances,
however, Tardenoisian remains have been associated with eaves,
rook-sheiters, or semi-subterranean huts (Clark, 1936, 195-290),
Both forested land and loess seem to have been avoided, and the industry
appears to contain few heavy implements for coping with the forest.
Due to the very nature of the sites, artifacts other than those
of stone are rarely obtained, imposing a severe limitation oa our
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perspective of Tcrdeaoisiftn technology. Another result is the rarity
of stratigrephiea1ly—supported chronologies for given regions.
In any case, the means of dating by the succession of postglacial
climatic events, so profitably employed in Northern Europe, ar© lacking
in the greater part of the fardenoiaion habitat. For these reasons,
relative dating is too often restricted to typological sequences one!
association with other, primarily Neolithic, cultures.
From the "classic" area of Tardenoie in France (Daniel,
19-18, 447) to Poland (fioxlovski, 1986, 58) it is certain that much of the
Tardenoiaian open falls within the Neolithic period. In the Tardenois
area itself only Sauveterrian appears to be pre-Neolithic, and Tardenoisiea
in some areas at least overlaps the Clwleolithie (Barrier©, 1955, 285-0$
Bail loud and lioofstheiia, 1955, 1 J—12). € ontem- orenei ty with the Neolithic
can be demonstrated by the presence of Neolithic pottery and
flint types and occasionally domestic fauna on fardenoisian sites
(Mnzaiek, 1954s Clark, 1956, 16). Since tho Tardenoisians occupied
land thai was relatively undesirable, it is unlikely that there mm much
conflict with farmers ot first, this is supported by the almost complete
absence of weajxms among the earliest Danubian colonists (CMlde, 1950,
108) and the mutually exclusive distribution of settlement.
Typical of Tcrdeaoisian are microlithe and the by-product of thoir
manufacture, the raicroburin# Earlier, non—geenetric microlithe blunted
obliquely or on one edge were succeeded by triangular* ereseeatio,
rhombic, or trapezoidal forms associated with ho1 low-bused points and
pointed flakes which still retain the bulb of percussion. Scrapers are
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usually plentiful* tmI hnrttm are ommontj present though not in
large numbers on any one site. While some of the mierolitha were hafted
singly, it is virtually certain that ©any were destined for use in
eossposite i&pIements.
Although o, number of classifications of Tardea©ision have been
proposed, investigators in France generally recognize ft "pre-Tardon-
oisian" or Sauveterrion, & "typical" Tardenoiainn, and an evolved (Neolithic)
Tnrdonoisian • la some cases, the post-Sauveterri an material is divided
into Tardonoisian I - III.
S«.«veierrti-ift-Lec!."nee (Lot-et-Garonne) provided the basis for the
creation of "Sftuveterrion" (Couloagea, 1935). Sauveterro is a strati¬
fied site containing Mngdaleninn, Sauveterrian, and Tordenoisian I -
III. The Sauveterrian level is characterised by microlithic triangles
and Tardenoisian I by irregular trapezoids and rhombic forms. Tardea-
oisian II has more evolved types, and trapezes are veil defined.
Tardenoialon III has tanged and barbed points, petit trancheta. oblique
points, and pottery, all in association with preceding types.
The Smiveterre sequence is supported by the CukouI rock-slselter
near Gram&t (Lsea®, Niodorlender, and Vellois, 194 i}, where tho levels
are as follow®* Sauveterrinn, Tcrdeaoisian I (2), Tardenoisian II (2),
Tnrdoaoisian III, and Neolithic (evolved Tardenoisiaa III). A gradual
and uninterrupted evolution may be detected in the flint types of the
first five strata* This continues in the last two but with the a dition
of Neolithic forms. Tho flint inventory is supplemented by a number
of bone and antler a: tifacts: perforated deer teeth, bone awla, bone
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gorges, perforated bone and antler fragments, awls and scrapers of
boar's tusk, and one antler axe. Worked boar's tusk was also found
in the Seuveterrian and Tardenoisian I - II levels at Sauveterre
(Coulonges, 1935, 83),
Flint types characteristic of French Tardenoisian in general
are raicroburins, burins, blades, notched blades, triangular blades,
cores, "Tardenoisian points" (blades with one oblique, retouched end),
awls or borers, scrapers (discoidal, blade, core), and trapeses
and triangles. In later Tardenoisian were added barbed points, petit
tranchets, leaf-shaped points, and axes, most of which may be traced to
Neolithic influences.
The use of "Sauveterrian" implies a derivation of Tardenoisian
from the French Palaeolithic or Azilian, for it appears to include types
coEimon to both the Palaeolithic and Mesolithic. Coulonges describes
\
Sauveterrian as the "last gasp" of the French Palaeolithic; others
(Giraud and Vignard, 1946) prefer to draw analogies with North African
Capstan and deny contact with the Palaeolithic, Although Sauveterrisn
may have had African affinities, it is difficult to explain it wholly
as a migration from North Africa (Smith, 1952, 189), However, it is not
within the scope of this paper to carry the matter further.
Another stratified site is Piscop in Seine-et-Gise (Gir&ud, Vache,
and Vignard, 1938), which was discovered by Giraud in 1939 and is
loeated on the eastern promontory of the Montmorency plateau near the
village of Piscop, Neolithic, Tardeaoisien, and Upper Palaeolithic were
superimposed upon one another, and in the Mesolithic stratum the remains
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of both henribs and hut foundations wore uncovered. There were also
two pita, each containing some rioroliths end a truncated blade similar
to those interred with skeletons at Tevioe (Pc'jusrt, Bouie, • nil Vallois,
1937). It ha a boon suggested that these were graves fro® which the
hone had long since disappeared.
Flint artifacts (Fig. Is b) included flakes and blades without
retouch* cores, pica—planea, scrapers* truncated blades with oblique re¬
touch, burins, microburins, "Tardenoteion points," crescents, triangles,
and trapeses. A distinctive feature of 11 scop was an industry in stone
(grcs lustre), consisting of picks with quadrilateral or triangular
cross-section (Fig. is a) f a few microiiths and Tardenoisian points
of catch the a suae composition as the flint ones? core®, scrapers,
blades, and burins* There were indications that Disoop was « factory
workshop, or series of thea, as well as a habitation site* The
authors discern two Meselititle occupations, one contemporary with
S uveterrisn and the other with true Tardenoisian* fho addition
of a heavy element may have something to do with the fact that the
site wa« occupied over a fairly long period* If it were not that most
Tardenoiaian sites appear to be only the remains of temporary enccuap-
laents, ©ore heavy tools might be ascribed to the culture* Because of the
heavy element, N tragi er (1959, 175) assign® Piscop to hia Cfttapignian
"forest" facias*
Two workshops at the "Desert d'Auffafgis" in S?eine-et-9ise
(Robert and Yiguard, 1945) also have industries in flint and Montmorency
sandstone with much the same inventory of types* These, however,
Fig. I
Tanienoisian industry from Piscop, Seine-et-Oise.
(^?4«r Giraud, Vac&e, and Vignard, 1938)
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seen to fee of » more temporary nature, since there were no sips of
dwellings or hearths.
Wi thin the Tardsnoisinn fr-tai ly there sea also a coastal
group of strand— loopers living on shell iciddeas on the islands of
Teviec and HoSdic off the Breton const. These islands were, «t the
time of the Tnrdenoislan occupation, a part of the mainland, and it
is therefore prob«ble that other sites were inundated.
Tevioe (Feqwart, Bottle, and Vellois, 193?) lies iiaaedlately
off the gulboron Peninsula. The primary features within the midden
were a number of pits sad rock—built tombs. The tombs were constructed
by mesas of piling a protective wall of boulders around the body and
covering the grave with a stone slab, upon which a ritual hearth
was placed. The lest phase of construction involved, heaping stones
over the ritual hearth* in which there were found offerings of deer
or pig mandibles. These tombs contained from one to six bodies
either "squatting" or extended dorsally with the head and shoulders slightly
elevated. The legs were in forced flexion and the hands usually placed
over the front of the body. Those adults buried with an Infant were
always in the so; ted position. At least some of the dead were interred
wearing a sort of antler headdress (Pequort, 1929, 399), and all were
covered with red ochre.
In addition to shell necklaces and bracelets, the graves
ordinarily contained bone "stilettos" rmd truncated, retouched blades.
The Teviec people seem to hrve been particularly concerned with euch
blades, which were habitually larger cad better made than those found
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in tins midden itself# The rest of the grave goods varied with the
individual concerned. There were perforated teeth, hone awls,
csicroliths, boa© points, perforated patellae, schist pebbles, and
so on.
Besides the ritual hearths associated with the graves there
were a- number of domestic hearths fall of cooking debris. J?o«e of
these were so well laid oat that considerable care mast have been token
in building ther,.
The midden itself was not ©specially informative. Large numbers
of raicrolithic flints wore scattered about. Rather irregular triangles
wore used as arrowheads (one was found imbedded in a vertebra of a
skeleton). Trapeses were also irregular in sise and form, and micro-
burins and burins appeared only rarely. Fin© worfcmaaship is shown on
Home oliaond-shnped points retouched on only one side. Triangular blades
also functioned ns projectile points. Notched blades, avis, truncated
blades, scrapers, and worked or utilised pebble tools were eomon,
Bone artifacts, in addition to the daggers, included awls, polishers,
gorges, a roe-deer bAton de eoraacadetaent (?), and perforated teeth,
As at Sanveterre and Cusoul, boar's tusk was a frequent raw material.
Any sort of art was practically absent, although there was one smell
armlet of bone with checkerboard cross-hatching (typical of Hagleissose),
nn engraved fish mandible, and three bone stilettos with aeries of short,
parallel lines Incised upon the®.
The Teviec people lived cjostly on see food, ©specially shellfish,
although land mammals- were represented. With the fish bones and marine
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shells were the remains of pig* ret! deer* roe-deer, hearer, hedgehog,
star ten, wildcat, clog, fox, and seal? and about twenty species of
birds were identified from the midden* Mo domestic animals were
identified, with the exception of one sheep or goat molar.
Te'viec is most fraquenily assigned to early Tnrdenolsian
{Barriers, 1035, 205? Contangos, 1935, -53), since Neolithic traits
appear to here been entirely absent. The contemporaneity of the
burials and the middon is supported by the complete correspondence
of artifacts. Except for the absence of axe® on the one hand and the
preoccupation with burial ritual on the other, one cannot help but
he struck by the general similarity between these MesoiltMe maritime
inhabitants and those of the Baltic,
Hoodie {Pe.pr rt, 1954) is in the sane chain of islands as
Tovice but at the southeastern extremity. Without any doubt the
site was occupied by a group closely related to that on Te'viee, The
flint industry is exactly the sane, although bono utensils are
represented only by badly preserved and virtually unidentifiable
pieces. In the Hogdie Bidden the graves were not atone—buiIt,
There were nine groves with thirteen burials, all of which were oriented
north-south with the heads placed to the north. In spite of the
differences in grave construction the picture is natch the easts as at
Teviec. The heads sad shoulders of the bodies were elevated, ochre
was used, and grave goods were of the same nature. Again, there
appeared to have been no more than one occupation.
It soetna relevant at this point to mention sosae analogous
Iberian coastal sites. In the Togas River valley of Tortugal are ft
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number of bag# shell heaps (Rendea-Correct, 19341 Qhermier, 1924)*
The marine shells making up the middens were gathered at a tinse when
the sea level was much higher than now* hernias of wild land mammals
(wild cattle, deer, horse, swine, dog or wolf, felines, badger,
civet, and hare) are present, but not domestic animals. Pottery
and polished stone are likewise -absent*
Scattered about in the middens are numbers of bono and stone
implements, including geometric raieroiitha and blunted blades*
the microliths consist of crescents, triangles, trapezes, and micro—
burins, The bonevork is non-distinctive, if not indeterminate*
Ribeiro (1889, PI, III and I¥) illustrates some pieces of worked
antler, bone spatulas, bone "awls" (plain bone points?), end also
a number of unmistakable transverse arrowheads* The Togas middens
are assigned to the Caps!an by most of the Spanish and Portuguese
archaeologists, but Oberacier (1924, 328) has stated} "This final
Capstan phase is in all essential points identical with the Tardenoisian
of France*"
Near the base of the shell heaps hove been found many human
skeletons of different age end sex. TIio bodies were in squatting or
extended positions (as at Tewiee), and there are few indications of burial
ritual r.ad no grave goods (Ribeiro, 1889, 288? Kerve, 1899, 288)*
Similar sites have hoes recognized on the Sado River in southern
Portugal (Almagro, 1947, 418), There is still little information
on the stratigraphy and typological evolution of material in the
Portuguese shell mounds*
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In the Cantahrican area Is the Asturion culture, vU«& appears
in caves and rock skelters along the coast, flie deposits consist of
shell pounds in end around the habitations. In the middens occur
the bones of deer, horse, cattle, boar, ibex, chamois, vessel, otter,
wolf, wildcat, badger, and hare. So human remains have been recovered
thus far. Cultural oaieriftl is found in layers of ashes, charcoal, and
ochre. Implements—eoarae scrapers and elo vers, nondescript flakes,
end "Aatari an picks"—are made of quarts!te. The Aaturiaa pick is
simply a pebble with a few large flakes taken off one end* The bone
industry is rudiaentary and poorly preserved. Pieces of antler with
oblong perforations and bono punches for getting the most out of shell-
fish ere the two Most cmsoa types*
Although largely later than Azllian, in some sites Astorian
stonework is mixed with the final stage of Mlian. Pottery in the
late phase indicates that the Asturinn ©steaded into the Neolithic.
These Iberian middens illustrate the fact that Tevioe and TfoSdic
were not isolated phenomena during the Mesolithic. In fact, the Tagus
shell mounds have a number of features (burials, combined economy of
hunting and shellfish collecting, blade and microHtMc industry) in
common with Teviec* Stone-built tombs are lacking in the Tagus mounds*
but they arc absent at Hoddic also. The Asturien industry is much too
poor for comparison, but pebble tools an?! a "baton tic; eomaandement"
wore found at Teviec. In a broader sense, it is clear that there was
a MesolitMc "midden complex"* extending along the Atlantic coast from
Scandinavia and Scotland down to southwestern Iberia*
is
In Switzerland the expansion of the moora during the period of
fore btali on mat have been an important factor in the liesolliliic settle-
sent {>«ttern (Yogi, 1953, 155), for the fowling end fishing opportunities
would have lured Mesolithie hunters. These potentialities nay have led
to n. csore sedentary way of life, anticipating the lacttstriaa occupation
characteristic of the Neolithic. Ho,rover, Swiss HesolitMe sites as a
whole are not very enlightening, nost of them being surface deposits
of micro!ithie flints (Snuter, 1948, 184-5), Although a harpoon and
n colored pebble were discovered at the site of Wschtfeicen near
Grellingen and assigned to the Assi lice, raost of these assemblages appear
to be Tcrdenoision. In Kt» Soleure, a rock—shelter called ttnter der
Fiuh cad an open station, f?tudcnveid-Dttniken, were found to contain
numbers of Tnrdenoiaiaa atleroiiiha, and in Bern and Zurich, Tordenoisinn
sometimes occurs in mixed Neolithic altos. More than fifty MesoiitMc
sites are known from the Constance region on Bodeasee (Beck, 1939)., but
this material also is mixed with Heolithic types.
the stratified site of Ilirsmtten-Bcaiahdhla at Nenslingen, Kt.
em (Bandi and 1955? Bandi, 1956) illustrates clearly the
presence of both Sauveterrian and Tnrdenoieian. Super!tscosor! upon
a Sauveterrian level, the Tardenoisiaa implements (Fig# lit c-e) include
smell blndee (some of the© notched), scrapers, petit tranche is and
derivatives, sutler hide-scrapers (?), bono avis, and worked boar's
tusk. Perhaps most important is a aeries of fragmentary antler harpoons,
one of which appears to have been perforated at the base. The striking
thing about them is that they are broad, flat types much like Aailinn
and Swiss Neolithic barbed points.
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Frw tlie Souveterrian strata® is a different industry (Fig, 2 s a),
also based on blades, The lending type is an ftgyawtrical triangular
point, which vaa associated with » few creseestic mieroliths (no trnpeeeo),
cnicroburins, burins, crude scrapers, antler "hide-sernpcrs,* bone awls,
worked beer's tusk (Fig# lit b), and eelire# Interred in the Suaveterrian
level was a dorsally extended skeleton in an excellent state of preserva¬
tion but without grave goods. Below thia was still another cultural
stratum, bat water actios has made it impossible to analyze. The arti-
facts are larger and cruder and say represent ft mixture of different
levels.
Animal bones abounded and ore still in the process of being identi¬
fied, Wild pig and deer see® to have been predominant throughout, cad
fish bones were plentiful, in the Tardenoisian horizon. Bond! suggests on
early Postglacial date for the site, although no radiocarbon or polloil
dating has yet been undertaken,
Vogt (195k) found a- barbed point in the ScbOts caiseusa (busera)
whose closest affinities see® to be with Maglemoso examples. This type,
unlike the Aziliaa, Biresetten, and Swiss Neolithic points, is made
of bone and has one small b rb on en eh side. Analysis of pollen con¬
tained in the exposed spongy bono at the butt supports a Mesoiithie date.
Fig. 2. Sftttvetorrioa and Tardenoisi«n tools fro® Birsswtten-
Basishdhie, Rt. Bern, Switzerland,
aj flint tools (Snuveterrian)
b: hoar's tusk implement (Sauvetorrian)
cs transverse arrowheads (Tardea©isian)
dt barbed antler points (Tardenoisian)
ei aornper and blade (Tnrdonoiaian)
f s A si 1ian h&rpoono
(Alter Bond! and Lttdin, 1955} Bandi, 1956} Obormaior, 1994,)
 
The Meaoiithic sites of southwestern Germany described by
Peters (1934) contain Biraasetten—type antler harpoons, on the basis
of which the complex w«e assigned to Aeilian, The indeterminate
nature of the flint types, the occurrence of polished antler sleeves,
end the duplication of the antler points in Switzerland suggest a
re-evaluation of this material would he in order,
Knsdorf, Bavaria, has produced a reasonable amount of worked
bonet the tips of a couple of pointed objects, a fragment with
sig ns of sawing, three bowed, pointed piece® made on small ribs,
another fragment with Incised lines, and bird bones broken off at
the ends. In one of the latter a tuicrolith was hefted.
It is from the Federsee moor in fiirtteiaberg (Reinorth, 1929)
that we have the best evidence for branch-woven or wattle—and-daub
huts. At the Meaolitiiic level were found oval hut-foundations,
containing hearths and traces of tree-branch frameworks. These
appear to have been characteristic of only late Tordenoisian
(Clark, 1936, 209), With the exception of one plain bone point,
all the material from Federaee was inorganic,
Clark also mentions the occurrence of other semi-subterranean
huts in England, Belgium, and Germany. These parallel pit-founda¬
tions in France already discussed (p. 12), At lla&iee in southern
(liasalek, 1951, -52, -53) and Tasovice in western Bohemia (Prossek,
1951), Sauveterrian or early Tardenoisicn material has been
discovered in association with such pits, at least some of which
represent dwelling foundations.
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Raaiee appears to have Intent a fairly p®mttsnt site with
workshops and dneHlaga. Some of the pits contained he rth®
find postholes; some disclosed atone anvils used in the production
of quarts!te tools* The duration and popularity of the site are
reflected by the large number of pits and suggestions of an earlier,
Magdalen!an occupation.
\/
The Taaovice material consists of two ceamunieating pits
y
with traces of a hearth between* : < ii-sslgas the asseeiated
stone industry to Snuretcrrian, which is common elsewhere in the
region.
In Westphalia, Tordenoi sian flint types hare been found at
a number of locations in the Teutoburger Forest, and near derlinglmusen
in association with a circular hut foundation outlined by poatholes
(Diekmaaa, 1989). The tool series was characteristic of late
Tnrdenoisinn, except for the appearance of a core axe with ft ground
edge.
With the exception of the loess areas and the Baltic coast,
Tardenoisian is known nil over Poland. Much of the culture was
con temper < ry -i th the Neolithic. Since most of the material he,®
come from dunes, only the lithie element has been preserved. One
rmj note that in these sites, Tardenoisian is often raised with a
"Campigninn" heavy industry {Eossloasfei, 1928),
In Britain, the "Tardonoisian" industries have been re—classified
as Seuveterrian by Clark (1956). Ac in French Scuveterrtan, cites
like Peacock's Fares in Cambridgeshire (Clark, Godwin, and Clifford,
1935) display a preponderance of elongated triangles and obliquely
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blunted points as opposed to the trapooes typical of Tnrdenoi si r,n.
Araairong (1925) tried to establish the origin of the British
aicrolitftie trndiiioa in Creovellimi, largely on the basis of a
taiaed site at Mother Grundy*® Parlour in the Pennine district* However,
the possibility of & Preach origin can not be ruled cut, British
Soavoterrinn industries occur from Cornwall to eastern Scotland but
primarily in non-forested areas.
The so-called Horsham eultare has a similar aterollthie
assemblage in addition to axes* ndir.es, and hollow-based microtithie
points (Clark, 1956, 14).
Swiderisn (also Clivalibogeviclan) was centered in the valleys
of the Vistula and the Bug, extending vest into Germany and southwest
into the Ukraine* Since Svidorian is essentially the satse ae Ahrensburg
and Eewraefjaispa, Clark (1936, 62 ff.) includes it under Ms Tanged
Point Cultures of Northern Europe.
Only the stone element has been preserved, for the Swidoriana
also settled in sand—dune areas. The stone work includes only flake
end blade implements) there is no kecwy industry* Cuidorian is
characterised by a very evolved blade technique, the results being
similar to Solutroan work (Koalowski, 1920). Blade scraper® and
burins ere distinguished from Ahreasbnrg by the abaenee of obliquely
blunted, hollow-based points and soae differences in flaking. As in
Aftrensburg there are no microburina.
Most authors aaauno Swidorian woe derived from som facias of
Anrign&cion, e.g. Fredaost or Font Robert. At least in its early




f!ie fooKte Culture at Lough Nengh, Co. Londonderry, is the
earliest Irish Stone Age. An early Boreal manifestation (desaen,
1949, 121), it is of Croawelliaa antecedents with no apparent
Tardenoisian or Baltic increment (Lacaille, 1934, 124), Flint types
are harasserstones, small picks, cores, steep scrapers, gravers,
utilized blades, end scrapers, end perforators. Bed—deer tibiae
were worked into points.
hnrnian
The primary occupation of Ireland is represented by Early
and Late Larni&n, referable to the Boreal and Atlantic periods
respectively. Early Lcrnian is mostly a carry-over from the Upper
Palaeolithic, but Late Lcrninn represents a change from forest-
fenland hunting and gathering to a coastal economy (Ibid., 135),
Early Lamina types include mostly flakes and blades, steeply-
dressed blade Implements, end scrapers, aide scrapers, hollow scrapers,
perforators or awls, core scrapers, "Lnrae picks" (typical of Late Larnien),
end "Cuahendun picks." In Late Larnian are thick and poor flakes
and blades, crude tanged points, retouched scrapers, perforators,
choppers, Lome picks, end sporadic flake axes and adees. Bone work
ie rare and atypical, although it undoubtedly waa important#
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That southwest Seotlend ted relationships with the Lamina
culture-area ia shown by the ''advanced Early Lnraian" at Casapbeltovn
and Albya Pistillery.
CHAPTER IV
NORTH! UK PODSST CULTPRES
A review of the natural history of Northern Europe is an
essential preface to any consideration of the culture history of
this area# From the archaeologist's standpoint the sequence at
natural phenomena enables one to set up a cultural chronology,
and it is precisely in this ares that archaeological dating by
moans of geological and botanical methods has been most highly
developed. Of late, the greatest erapltasis has fallen upon the
floral succession following the retreat of the glaciers. This
succession is determined by the analysis of pollen deposited in
different strata of peat. Since the nature of the vegetation
at any given time depended to & large extent upon climatic condi¬
tions, we have a sequence of correlated pollen and climatic zones.
While the climatic divisions are the same all over Northern Europe, the
pollen zones given here will be those of Denmark* On the following
page eiay be seen the zoning of England, North Germany, and the
Scandinavim penimnla.
The Lute Glacial period is subdivided by three pollen zone®
(I, II, and III). This period w s characterised by subarctic
climate with only « few stunted trees scattered over grassland
end tundra. lone I (Older Dryns) was followed by the Aller^d oscil¬
lation of Zone II, during which there was a slight amelioration
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of climate, fhia oscillation lifts been trace*! in Britain sad even
North America. Zone II is the only zone with a good C-14 date
(roughly 11,090 years). The Mankaio porcine i» Wisconsin, which
supposedly represents the acme oscillation, yielded the sane date
(Crane, 1950, 009). It is hoped that dates for the other cones
will soon be published.
Zone III (Younger Rryns) marks a reversion to the condition®
of Zone I.
The tundra of Late Glacial tissea supported herds of reindeer,
which in addition to deer, elk, bear, bison, horse, and hare, formed
the basis of human economy during that period.
The Zone III - IV boundary represents the beginning of Post¬
glacial forestallon. Culturally, we my now speak of the Hesotithle
period. The first Postglacial period, the Boreal, had a rather
war® and dry Continental climate and is subdivided by pollen zones
IV - VI, zone IV being termed " Ire-Boreal" by many authors. At the begin¬
ning of Zone IV birch was dominant, and pine was appearing. In Zone
VI pine and birch were joined by raised-oak (oak, el®, and lis©),
la certain areas hazel spread wildly but fell off before the end of
the Boreal.
The Atlantic period, corresponding with Zone VII, was milder
and more humid. Mixed-oak forests reached their peek, accompanied
by alder.
The Sub-Boreal is supposed to have been again drier and oore
Continental and is correlated with Zone VIII. Sob© consider this
a?
period nterely a transitional phase between Atlantic and Sub-
Atlantic (Zeuner, 1959, 62). Mixed-oak, alder, oat! hasel retreatedf
pin© increased, with beech and spruce appearing as subordinate
elements. Iveraon (1941) sees the sudden decrees© in mixed-oak
just above the Zone VII - VIII boundary as an indication of land-
clearance. Associated with this decrease in the pollen diagrams is
a layer of eh.* rco-1, followed by n general decline in all tree
pollen and a threefold Increase of herbaceous plants. Plantain
(Plantsgo) was present in ail Iworsen* c diagrams, (this plant is
typically associated with European cultivation all over the world.)
Only s assail amount of cereal pollen was present, but since most
cereals are selfpo 1linntors the small quantity of grain pollen is
not surprising. After the forest clearance, represented by the
charcoal layer, birch was the first tree to reach a maximum, as it
does characteristically following n forest fire. On the cleared land
there was a preponderance of Plantago lanceolate., a. species of plantain
which grows where graving animals keep the vegetation low. All
this evidence suggests agriculture was introduced in Denmark
immediately above the Zone VII - VIII transition, and there is some
evidence that it w«« introduced even ocrlier (Troela-Sraiih, 1954).
In Zone IX, the Sab-Atlantic, b eeh gained dominance over
oak, and spruce extended its donnin. The climate was cooler and
more oceanic, and forest demolition continued.
Shortly after the advent of the Postglacial ported, reindeer
and the giant Irish deer, as well as horses and bison, virtually
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disappeared. The ox (Bos primigenius) end elk became the major
large Esammls, «1 though elk declined after the Boreal, Animals
like red deer, wild pig, bear, and dog were present throughout
the period. Immediately following the Zone VII — VIII transition,
of course, domestic animals were introduced by the first Neolithic
settlers,
English pollen zonation agrees with that of Denmark up to
Zone VII, at which point they diverge, Zone VII (.Atlantic) is repre¬
sented in England by Vila and Zone VIII (Sub—Boreal) by Yllb, Late in
England's Sab-Boreal a transitional zone VII - VIII is recognized.
English Zone VIII (Sub—Atlantic) then corresponds with Zone IX,
Jessen (1949, 104—107) made so»ae alterations in his previous
donations for Ireland which bring the latter into harmony with
England. However, these changes zmy lead to confusion if the reader of
pre-1949 articles does not keep them in mind. Mitchell (19-51, 117)
gives the following table for synchronizing the two systems?
Papers 1938-1948 I II III IV V* Vb VI VII VIII
Papers 1049 and Inter I II III IV V VI VII VIII
The North German and Swedish—Norwegian zoning® are entirely
different from the others end my be seen in Fig. 3.
Wit 'in the major zones are fluctuations called "recurrence
surfaces" (RS or BY) caused by minor climatic changes which allowed
peat to dry on the surface, whereupon now peat deposits accumulated
on the weathered surface (Godwin, 1946). The recurrence surfaces
subdivide the zones cad allow correlations to be established between
various bogs.
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Postglacial variations in sen-land relationships provide
further possibilities for relative dating. The changing levels of
land i nd sea are caused hy tiro factors! eustatic rise of aea
level as the glaciers released huge amounts of voter and
igostatic rise of land surfaces as the weight of the ice was dimin¬
ished, As the earth's surface lifted the old beach lines were
raised* These beaches arc not horizontal but rise northwards or
inland {where the greatest depressions occurred), thus tanking it
possible to trace the history of the Baltic basin {Zeuner, 1959,
Fig, 14).
The first phase of development wrs the Baltic Ice Lake of Late
Glacial times. Initially covered with ice, it formed a raelt-
vater lake us the ice began to retreat. During the early Boreal period,
salt water entered what Is known es the Yoldia Sea, though it was still
a glacial lake by virtue of the fact that its northern shores were
composed of ice. Following this isostasy exceeded eustasy, and the
Baltic was again land-locked. This second fresh-water stage, the
Ancylus Lake, ended when w tor poured in froia the ocean through the
North Sea, forming the Litorina Sea, The present shoreline is
generally loser then that of the Litorina Sea*
During the Litorinn phase unequal isestntie cad castatie rises
caused oscillations in bench formation. These re the Litorina
transgressions, four of which have been recognized in Denmark and
occurred as followsI
m
(1) Early At1aatic (beginning of Zone VII)
(2) Middle Atlantic ( 'one VII)
(a) bate Atlantic (end of /one III)
(4) Sab-Boreal (early in Zone VIII)
The Sub-Boreal transgression was the iwurfnu® Litorinn- transgression
of Denmark and Scania# It is very difficult to draw parallels with
ether parts of Northern Europe, Although the importance of the
transgressions perhaps has been overrated, they have been of
eonsi lersble use for determining archaeological correlations within
limited areas (Zeuner, 15)60, ?S).
The First Inhabitants
During the Late Glacial period the ice sheets prohibited
human occupation of Scandinavia, except during the Albr^d phase
of riodersted climate. However, there were groups of hunters
living immediately below the glaciers in northern Germany, A
reindeer-hunters * settlement off Meiendorf represents the earliest
cultural horison of the Baltic area. The Raaburgion culture is
assigned to /.one I (Older Dryas). Neither forest fauns nor woodworking
tools appear in the archaeological remains# Essentially, it is an
Upper Palaeolithic culture, the material resembling East Gravettian
more than Magdalenion.
The flint-work includes giaken, bisdo scrapers, shouldered
points, burins, and awls# Burins were used for levering out antler
splinters end alakea for prying out the cancellous tissue underneath.
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Among the bone ami antler tools ore uniserially barbed antler
harpoons, double-pointed objects, knives made on reindeer ribs,
and curved antler handles with slots for flint inserts ("thong-
cutters")* The harpoons differ somewhst from Magdalerii an forma,
notably in the upturning of the lowest barb (Clark, 1950, 89).
At Helendorf also was found a thin amber plaque perforated through
the center,
Ueiendorf seems to have been a summer camp occupied by hunters
following the reindeer north. There are indications that the first
reindeer killed was thrown in the lake as an offering*
A number of Hamburg!an sites are known in Holland, especially
in the Breathe area northeast of the Zuider Zee, At least four
more lie immediately south of the guider Zee (Bohaers, 1947, Pi, 33:
maps 1 oad 2),
At Broome, near Sjfro, in centre1 Zealand, n crude flint
industry marks the first certain penetration into Denmark, which occurred
during the temporary improvement of climate during Son© II, The
8ror.®© complex includes tanged points of a type previously related
to Lyngby, but there were no hyngby axes or any other bone or
antler tools, A number of scrapers, core scrapers, burins, and
sandstone "shaft—strutgfeteners" were also found* The few fauna1
remains were dominated by elk, for which the heavy points were
perhaps developed.
The origins of Prorc.se, according to Bust (1951, 50), may li©
either in late Ilamburgian or new element® from the southeast*
3d
At St&llmoor, again in the ffaeibarg region* Hoot (1943) found,
characteristic flint-work with bone and antler forms in a '/one III
(Younger Bryan) deposit is-roediately above a Hamburg!an occupation,
The tanged points are nuch like Swidorian ones but lack the inverse
retouching* Scrapers include keeled* homeshoe, and end—of-blade
types. Burins and jariiaitive microlithe are included in the flint
inventory, end antler tools are typified by "Lyagby" u.-a>« end harpoons
with angular, hiserial barbs. Wooden arrows had slotted, rounded, or
pointed tips,
About twice as mmj Lyngby axes were found fit Stellsoor as were
previously known all over northern Europe, Nearly one-half of these
were hammers or clubs, the rest axes and adaes, Therefore, it would
seen doubtful that «n independent Lyagby culture ever existed
(Clark, 1953, 90), It is highly improbable that Lyngfey "fixes**
could ever have boon used ns chopping implements because of their
light weight. However, Childe (1943), who points out the fact that
antler "axes" and "chisels" were used in the Palaeolithie of south,
east, and centra 1 Europe, suggests ouch tools were handled wedges
for use in wood-working. These tools also sight hove functioned
as clubs or blubber smttocks,
Bohiaers (1947, ITS) reports Akronsburg-type flints fron a
site at Veaseci in Brabant, Holland, The tool typos are shown
in Botaera, PI, 32*
Although Ahreneburg lay directly above « Hamburgien level
at Stellmoor, the two appear to have been separated by some thousands
m
of years. If this is true, any direct relationship between the
two seems unlikely. Also, the tools ; nd antler-working techniques
were different Tram those of the Hcssitmrgiaas, making a direct
descent From the letter eves less likely. Hor is the flint-work of
Broome similar enough to that of Ahrensburg for it to be considered
ancestral (ChiItle, 1950, 28), Schw&niea (1952, 98) would equate
Ahrensburg with Swidorian,
The question has arisen whether these cultures are Hesolitliic
or Upper Pelneolithic. Clark (1950, 91-2) believes the JUite Glacial-
Early Postglacial (ill - IV) boundary is the decisive factor, since
it oarits the beginning of forestotion, and terns them Upper Palaeolithic.
The absence of true axes supports this division.
Huglemoae
This stage in the Baltic area coincides with, and ©ay have
been largely a result of, drastic changes in ecology. The Fre-Borenl
(Zone IV) narks the beginning of the Early Postglacial period when
Scandinavian forestation began and forest fauna replaced tundra
animals. Magleetoso (Mullerup) culture shows in its material equipment
an adaptation to both lecustrian and forest environments. Bird,
mammal, and fish remains in the settlements are predominantly those
of forest and inland-lake species. Apparently, llaglemosinne were
semi—nomadic, living in small groups and nigrating seasonally.
Sites are usually found in what are now low-lying bogs or fens,
and these represent only seasonal hunting places. The Magleaose
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tradition was centered in Denmark and south Sweden but extended,
at least to aone degree, over much of Northern Europe. It is
difficult to trace Maglemoee distribution precisely, since may of its
flint and stone types ©till prevailed in the Neolithic, end organic
material remained intact only under exceptional conditions, Becker
(1933, ISO) has called attention to the fact th t we are dealing
with a series of groups with considerable differences in artifact
types. Even within Beamark several groups oust be dealt with,
but unmixed settlements and bono or antler remains are all too rare
for recognising clear distinctions,
Hoglemose flint-work includes a microtitbie element, as well
as raierohurins (Fig. 4s a). As in early Tardenoisian, transverse
arrowheads are relatively rare. Angle, medial, and polyhedral burins
occur in the earliest phase. Among the heavy tools, core axes and
adr.es predominate (Fig. 4i b), but a few flake exes (Fig. 4s c)
begin to appear, gore picks and chisels are also present. Other lithic
elements ere maceke&ds with hour—glass perforations, pebble tools,
and flake, blade, disc, and core scrapers, typical but not numerous
ore narrow, awl-like points (which arc also typical of Star Carr).
Fig. 4. Maglemose artifacts.
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(After Clark, 1936.)
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Wooden Artifacts include "pikes," clubs, sleeves for the insert!on
of flint blades, blunted and slotted arrows, composite bows, and
paddle-rudders, .toiler end bone work unfortunately has not been
preserved frost the earliest settlements, although the Star Cnrr site in
eastern England gives tie setae idea of whet ouch material say have been
like in Scandinavia, Bone was idely utilised for barbed points
(Fig. 5t top) for hnfting as »!tipie—pronged leisters, fecrfetess
fishhooks (fig. 4s f), double—pointed gorges, awls, end e. variety
of plain bono points. One peculiar bono type (Fig* 4s c) perforated
at one end may hove served as a needle for plaiting nets (Clark, 1950,
114). Perforated axes end adzes, handles, and sleeves were cocaaoaly
node of antler (Fig* 4s d), The elbow-boae dagger frequently appearing
in Srteb^lle is rare in Jteglerae.ee (Fig. 4s j). During the Boreal
period the first nets and funnel-shaped traps appeared, Araber mis
used for irking pendents, some, of which ere aoocsorphic (MctMnssen,
I95;i)»
Art ens largely a matter of decorating utilitarian objects,
although antlers ore sometime® decorated without having any apparent
function. Engraving was accomplished fey pricking, drilling (Fig* 4» i),
or incising. Motifs include accentuation of crocks or scars, geometric
patterns (zigzag, chevron, net, checker, etc.), sad bioiaorpfeic
Pig, 5. Magleraese and Obanian barbed bone points,
topi Mngleraose (after Clark, 193©)
bottoms ©banian (after hacoilie, 1954)
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representations which ere symbolic rattier titan naturalistic. In
central Ian!,and was found an aurochs metatarsal with five toneaa figures
incised upon it (lr^&4st«it 1940), A moderate percentage of the geo¬
metric ornamentation i« also found in Magdalenion (Clark, 1936, 179).
Micro litliic and burin eleaeuts end many art motifs have their roots
is the Upper Paleolithic; the heavy element of woodworking tools,
some of the fishing paraphernalia (nets, hooks), and drilling apparatus
are HeaolitMe innovntioaa (ibid., 131).
Kloaterlund, on the shore of the Billing Bf( in central Jutland,
is the earliest Megieraoae site (upper IV), typologically ami chronologi¬
cally. Implements include flake, blade, disc, and core scrapers;
microliths (mostly primitive blunt-edge types, the rest scalene or
isosceles triangles); eagle, medial, and polyhedral burins for bone and
antler work; small, crude core axes end ft few flake axes; narrow,
awl-like points; and & very few microburias. Closely approaching
Kloaterlund aro B^ilund and Hadsunt! Syd in eastern Jutland. Hone of
these sites has euiy organic material.
finnberg, in the Akreasburg tunnei-va 1 ley, has been referred to
tone IV (fre-Boroal) along with Klostcrlnnd. fMs complex includes
heavy "Lyngby" points (as well as smaller tanged points), aieroliths,
and rough core «-nd flake axes# However, the status of the site is somewhat
confusing; it may possibly represent a mixture of two or three cultures
(Clark, 1950, 93). As at Oosierluad there were no org nic remains,
although the stone tool© wero supplemented by five irregular hut
foundations (Bust, 1938). Freundt (1948, '14-5) feels that something
like Mnnberg was the most likely predecesaor°Soma—Fosn&.
3T
B/lfomd (Vebi ekf 1040) is seen m & connecting link between the
Xlosterluml stage and frttdenan, though nore eloaely approaching Oosterluad.
The flint technique is similar to that of Klostorlund but more advanced.
Artifact types ere generally the seme, but at B/lluxid micro it the make
up more than 50 per cent of the implements. Triangles are numerous
(20 per cent of the total), and there are no transverse arrowheads,
trapeses, or rhoiaboido—vhieh do occur in Oktdenna. Ho real core
or flake mat* hove been found. Pollen analysis suggests a date in
%one VI.
It is now clear that the island of Borohelm had a strong
Mftglemosi&n occupation daring the Boreal period, although the implements
were somewhat conditioned by the character of the local row material
(Becker, 1951a, 17!—;i). Unfortunately, no bone or antler was preserved
in cultural context, Becker believes the industries are allied to
(1) SVfsertlborg and {&) Bj/llund. two bogs on the island yielded sis
bone points and -an elk-horn adae with a slotted edge for an inserted
blade, all belonging to Zone III or IV. Similar odz.es are known from
Estonia (Xunda) and Poland. Becker believes the implements may date
back to the time of Pinnberg (ibid.. 177), The bone point® are ass
follows» one barbies*, one double-barbed, three with two barbs on
one side, and one with three herbs on one aide.
Hullerup of Zone V is the earliest Zealand Mnglemcee. The
blade technique is poorly developed, sad in contrast to Jutland micro-
lithe show little variety. Core oxen predominate though most ore
"atypical" or "nsyiaraetried."
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To Zone VI belong Svcerdborg, noted for its fine nicroiithic
technique, and the sites at Holtsegoord* In Ifoliaega&rd IV were
found two wooden hows with pointed and h Inntod arrow. Pew of the
arrows had stone or bone points, although some bad alits for
inserted barbs* Both those sites in south Zealand are chor< cter|r.«d by
excellent flaking of «. strong rfcrolithic nature, a® la the site of
Lundby* Becker (1933, 182—3) suggests a chronological sequence my
be set up for Zealand on the basis of Holmegoard and Swordborg.
While the flint axes and bone/antler implements change only slightly,
a atusiior of assniler flint implements prove chronologically valuable.
The st ges are as follows:
1, Kullorup, Lundby II
2, Lundby I, Holacganrd V
3. Early Svacrdborg, Tlolsaogaard IV
4. Middle Svaordborg, most of Holissegoord I - II
3, Lete Swcerdborg, upper Soleeguard IV
Although the distinction® are rather fine, Becker feels at least two
chief groups, consisting of stages 1-3 and stages 4-3, may he
distinguished.
In western Zealand the site of Aaaosen hat produced a good cross-
section of Magieiaoae partly raised with Ertebj/lle elements, Approximately
sixty site® are known in the moor, which has been the scene of
intensive archaeological exploration, A few of the major sites are
described below*
Viade-flelsinge (although not in the bog itself) is the oldest
site, contemporary with older Mullerop and exhibiting rnny of the same
m
features, layrsaetrical pickaxes predominate, the blade technique 4s
poor, nad lanceolate and triangular microlithe are numerous. Bone
and nutlor remains include antler chisels, plain and barbed bone points,
and fishhooks, Vinde—llelsinge probably should be placed in Zone V.
fhe site of Kongoted yielded no organic material. The flint-
work consists of early pickaxe®, excellent blade work, scrapers, knivea,
.and burins, borae of the roicrolitha are the mme sort as characterise
the inland fmdenaa Culture, a,g, transverse and oblique arrowheads.
The site of Hesse lbjorggaard is very similar, Mathiasaea (1943, 208)
suggests both sites represent Gudeaaa transplanted to Zealand, This
complex is placed in the lot© Boreal (zone VI) period (Tree-a-Ksith
in MrthiRosen, 1943, 218),
Mnglelyng (bate Atlantic) appears to be a Maglemose site
with Ertobp'lle influences, One coarse potsherd tree found. Ho Gudenaa
admixture was recorded hero.
The three stations of Hallebyguard, lildeganrd, and Tingbjorggaard
are closely related culturally and chronologicaliy. There are late
ErtehjAle elements (tranchet n es nnd trunaverse points) as well
ns Magtemosa elements in the nicrolitliic tradition. In addition,
the Early Neolithic is represented by polished axes and decorated
pottery. All three sites, therefore, are placed in tee VIII,
The largest Aamosen site is that of ^gourde, ia which there were
evidently two occupations. The uppermost level is a relatively thin
stratum containing Neolithic elements, representing a settlement
of Mcsolithie hunters end gatherer® during the Early Neolithic period.
A single shallow dish Pig* 47) suggests the tine level was not
far renewed froo the Middle Neolithic*
flie taaia occupation of pfgoarde belongs to Sane VI, although there
are slight indications of a still earlier occupation* fio&sxes predorai-
nnte over tranchet axes, the blade technique is excellent? tools wide
on blades include borers, scrapers, knives, ami burins* There are a
msciher of transverse and oblique points, maeng which are a group of large,
very oblique points ordinarily found only in the early coastal culture
(Cars tensedndtMHslinge hanraefjordi)* Large numbers of Gutlenr.a-liko
taicroliihs occur* Bono tools ere like those of H&glottos® and are often
richly decorated* Most important ma the discovery of coarse, thick
pottery in those supposedly Boreal beds* A piece of sun-dried pottery
was found in the earliest level. Since early coastal elements are present
and the stratigraphy leaves something to he desired, the possibility
that the pottery belongs to Srtsb^lle is rather strong, and we my
reject this "Boreal" ceramic cipfcerial with considerable justification*
Mngle^ is & site on which Worasae worked ©s early as 1862*
The material is mixed, bat there are apparently two occupations?
one cinch like early ^gourde and another representing a later Mesolitliic
group corresponding to that at Stitdeguard.
Thus, the Acuncsca finds represent a cross-section of Meaolithie
culture from early Maglemose to MegclitMc tieies* Represented in the
various si tea are early Magi eraose (stullerup) of Zona V, late Magiewoae
(Svaerdborg) of Zone VI, Magleraese bearing a Oudenae stump of Zone VI,
Magleiaose with influences from both Chtdenna end early coastal culture
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of Zones VI and e.-rly VII, Itegleraose with Ertebjftle influence of laic
Zone VII, Late BrtebjAle culture with Magierne c and Neolithic traits
of Zone VIII, and pure Neolithic culture of Zone VIII# Aside from
the last stage, Mathiaaaen feels there arm a continuous occupation
absorbing now elononis frota without as tine went on. It is more likely
that the A.-rjosen sites represent seasonal occupations by different
group®, and that the cultural material is mixed# Becker has shown
that all the Zealand Mngleraoae settlement® were summer encampmenta
only (with the possible exception of Holoeganrd V)# Due to water
encroachment the occupation level® were not deposited horizontally
but diagonally, giving an illusion of larger sise (Becker, 1953, 181),
This is especially true at Svnerdborg, where the levels are not aaper-
imposed but juxtaposed, Probably no more than one family lived
at the same time in way one of these bog settlements.
Alihin (1954) uses the site of Agerttd I as a foundation upon which
to build the latest Mesolithic chronology of Scania# With this material
and that from otter sites a three-fold division of the Meaoliihic is
derived# The stages as defined are typological only and are as follow®!
It Tfsis phase is supposed to be contemporary with the
earliest southwest Baltic MesolitMc, i«e# the
"Tanged Point Culture®#" However, the sole evi¬
dence consists of stray reindeer-antler picks?
there ore no sites#
II t The Mftglemosian stage ha® four subdivisionst
a. core axe® predominant? blade technique poor?
small flake scraper® and aicrolitha# The
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type site of fleanings Bost&lle is felt to
be the Swedish equivalent of Klosterlund,
b, core axes predominant? better blades; rough
micro!iths? introduction of keeled scrapers
and handle cores# bower Agerttd 1 is the
type site#
c, core axes predosain&nt, but fluke axes appear¬
ing? flake cad blade scrapers? good blade
technique? mierolithe made on narrow siero-
bladen# fills stage is represented at
AgorOd I, section C» level 3.
d, core axes still predominant? excellent blade
and ssicro-blftde technique; blade and. flak®
scrapers? micro iiiMc work includes the
broad impose. Upper AgerSd I is typical#
Those last three subdivisions re equivalent to
" %&n Iand Mag1 ernese«"
III, The final stage represents south Swedish Frtebj/lle.
Sccniaa Period II (Haglemose) sites are always on lakes, and
ell ore on water systems draining to the west,
I
The results of this classification are not entirely convincing.
For one thing, mixed Mesolithic-Neo1 i fhi c sites mnke it difficult to
aepr-rate the material satisfactorily# The scarcity of organic remains
X, See a lac Professor Clark*® (1955) review of fh& f'tono
A«e Settlement of Scania I,
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1b ft serious deficit whoa it coses to judging the relationships
between Period II sites or between Period II end the coastal
(Erteb/lle) stage. The hone and nntler wrk for Agerdd I is
unreliable stratigraphicsHy , but includes the following typest
leister prongs with fine or coarse barbs (the former oa a broad,
flat point or a cylindrical one)? antler sleeves (either split to
facilitate flexibility in gripping the flint edge or without split¬
ting)! antler axes (edge forced by cutting from both sides of the
stem or consisting of part of the frontal bone)? one socketed hone
oxej bone chisels with hollowed, blunt edge or flat, pointed edge;
and slotted bone points, cylindrical or broad and flat. There
are nlao clubs, picks, perforated animal teeth, and "fabricators."
Art taotil's on Scan!an material fall into the fraiaework of northern
Mosolithic art, with two exceptions. One of these is comprised of
sandstone slabs with incised decoration* most of which is geometric*
One zoocsorph of a fish ia a simple outline with cross-hatched filling
(MagloEsos© technique). The second group consists of flint with incised
ornament on the cortex.* Both ore well-known in the Upper Paleolithic
and Meeolithie of foatera Europe (Althin, 1950, 258).
Corresponding to Itaglemose in the ©astern Baltic is the laada
culture, centered in Estonia but extending into the Russian forest
sono and east of the Urals. This Russian notorial is, however,
chiefly Neolithic in time (HyrdpftS, 1850, 6). In Finland are the three
1. One handle core has lines incised upon it anticipating
the shape of micro-blades.
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re!( tod finds of Antren, Eyrkal&ti (Sirkkonurini}, n»d Jteifiola. ftore
is also sosue Kuada-like Material in Poland and East Pmsia*
la Kund« quart® implements are relatively naaeroas because of
the ac rci ty of f iat. As a miter of feet, throughout the Meeoilthie
(when trade was not yet highly developed) large flint Implements were
scarce (ladreko, 1948, i07~8). Also for this reason flint projectile
points are subordinate to those of home in the archaeological record.
The flint points which do occur are mostly tanged. Other stone tools
include subtriangular implements of flint and quarts, quarts an.us {?),
quarts burins, unretouched flakes with a sort of graver tip, primitive
flint and quartz zinfaen, flint and quartz scrapers of various forms,
quarts awls or borers, hollow chisels of stone, thin flint blades used
as inserts for composite tools, sandstone whetstones, and imperforated
stone axes based on core axes. Since quartz and quartz!te are such
intractable materials, it is scarcely strange that no true microliths
occur in either Finland or Estonia.
As in the western Baltic a large number of bone and antler types
are recognized* There are antler axes with end without perforations
(elk-antler axes being typical), hollow-edged bone gauges, antler
shaft—str.- ighteners or Imton do coamndieeent, barbed bone points,
antler "arrowheads" with extremely long tangs, conical bone points,
fishhooks, awls, and needles. Souse of the larger points ere slotted
for flint inserts* Two hone types typical of the casters Baltic but
absent in Magloiaose are socketed spearheads and heavy "icepicks." The
axes of elk : atler are paralleled by one of early elate on Bornholts
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{Becker, 19S1&, 1T7) end others ia llorway (G,jessing;, 1045, Fig,
34). .
la Finland, the richest finds are from Antren on the Karelian
latlwtts in southeast Finland, Here were found remains of bene and stone
implements rs well as a net of tree fiber. The stone tools include
axes with pointed butt and oval cross-section, A type of bone spearhead
with a groove for <uarta splinters on oao side also is present ia
Kuftsla and linglemose, except thai the inserts ere of flint. The other
two most characteristic bone typos ore hollow chisels and elk-antler
axes similar to the stone axes (cf, Xyrftpft#, 1950, Fig, 4t e cad 4s d).
At JJeiaola a complete sled—runner was found.
Allowing for local specialisation and the differences in raw
material, Kunda culture was very close to Magleesoee in its general
economy. Many features illustrate a close affiliation with the Arctic
(Ciretuspolar) Stone Age. Kunda and its successors undoubtedly contributed
heavily to the cultural content of later C ireunipolar cultures* tyr&p&ft
believes the Kunda people represent a group which, after the final ice
age, moved into the eastern Baltic from east central Europe in close
contact with Ms ■: glomes© and formed the core of the Stone Age settlement
there* Kuado was one of the heaviest contributors to the equipment of
the Meolitlsie bit-Comb Ware culture in the same area,
Britisft Magloaoae
Much of Britain may be considered o western outpost of Magioaoso,
perhaps ia a larger sense than the eastern margins of the suae culture
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in Estonia ami the U.S.S.B. (Mggsoii, 1954b, WO), and in the far
north there are traces of Cireun»j>ol«r Stone Age Infiltrations*
A parallel of Ouster land ia Zone IV ia Star Crrr In Yorkshire,
the age of this site by radiocarbon dating is e, 9488 years. The
actual dwelling area wm a brushwood platform originally located on
the edge of a lake, where two occupations (perhaps separated by only
one so-son) are suggested (Clark, 1.954, 9—19), Hunting undoubtedly
was the chief occupation.
More than half of the raleroll the at Ste.r Cnrr are obliquely
blunted. Geometric form include triangles, elongated trapeses, rhorahoids,
and crescents, Tnnged flakes, sawe, awls, core ttcrapero, flc .e and
blade scrapers, burins (end combination burin-scrapers), eiiorolmrias,
and core axes fill out the flint inventory. Of seven core axes at
least two appear to be adse blades.
Antler was utilised tauch mora than bone. Of 191 barbed points
all but four are certainly of stag antler, and ell are uniserially
barbed, In most cases the barbs are fine, but some have relatively
coarse barbs. Only one of the points is perforated at the b«se»
Antler tines wore bevelled down for use m tools, and elk antler
provided perforated emttock-heodo, Elk metacarpals wore used for pins.
Ox—bone scrapers with a hollowed edge closely resemble Eskimo tools
for working caribou skins.
Beads and pendants were mode of caber, shale, animal teeth, and
bird bone. The perforations suggest bow-drilling (ibid., 160).
Humorous tightly-wound birch-bark rolls were recovered, and resin
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was widely used, especially for hefting implements. Yogt (1.949) has
discussed the wide use of Mreh-bnrk m a raw materiel during the
Mesolithic and Neolithic.
Unique at Star Cnrr are stag frontlets having worked portions of
antler still in place. Perforations suggest they were worn as
headdresses for either hunting or ceremonial purposes. Theso recall
the occurrence of similar attire on Teviec skeletons.
Oilier than part of a paddle-rudder, few indications of wood¬
working wore noted.
Among the fauna represented vers rot! doer (80 per cent), roe-
doer, elk, or, pig, and «t number of smaller mammals. There are some
indications of fowling but not of ft siting.
The flint industry is very much like that of K.lost<riund,
although the latter contained no organic material for comparison.
The microlithic series resembles that of Buvense© in Sehlesvig—Holstein.
The raicrolithie element at Broxbourne, the sole veil-dated British Boreal
site of Hftglsaose affinities, is not numerically sufficient for compari¬
son*
Bro;bourne, & settlement on the Lea floodplain in Hertfordshire,
with its microlitks, micro?airins, burins, core axes, scrapers, and
qunrtssit© hammeratones, is also assigned to the Mag i©a©so culture-
area (Clark, 1936, 280),
A iioglctoese harpoon of late '/one IV or early V was dredged
up from the Lemon-Over Banks of the North Sea, and another cms*
from S&ipsea, Yorkshire (gone VI).
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la southeast England, a tmnbtr of Mesolithie stone nwicelieads
with hourglass perforations have been ;'i ©covered (Bankine, 1949),
and the affinities of these implements also a oca to he with Msgleraose,
The antler nxe-hammero found in association with whale
skeletons on the Firth of Forth are certainly Baltic forms, and
subsequent investigation® in enstorn Scotland should bring to light
settlements related to those in western Scotland (Obanlen), demonstrating
that nil Scotland was closely tied to the Baltic sphere of influence.
The Ohanian culture of southwest Scotland has long been
attributed to Asilian influence, but it now seems clear that this
complex is to be related to the Northern Forest Cultures, The assumed
"Ar-iliaa" Influence appears in certain barbed antler or hone points
(Fig, 5« boiler;}, whose crudity produces a misleading resold)lance to
Azilinn harpoons* ©titer features, howev r, Indicate the Baltic
affiliations of ©banian*
©banian, like Erteh/lle, hod an economy geared to a maritime
environment* Although land animals were hunted, the presence of
seel, dolphin, rorqual, sen—birds, shellfish, and deep-sea fish
(Local He, 1954, Table V) illustrate© the dependence on marine
resources and implies the use of boats#
Among Ohrni&n bone, and antler Implements are finger-like, end-
worn sliver®, chisel- and adae-like tools, barbed points, plain
points, end awls and pins. Examination of ©banian material at the
Scottish National Museum, Edinburgh, reveals fragments of perforated
antler mattocks like those found on the Firth of Forth. The stone
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industry is composed of narrow pebbles ("limpet fuusetera"), heavy
pebble implements, picks, choppers, ohise i-like fores, and a variety
of flake and blade tools, Tronehet edges oa som® of the axes show Baltic
influence.
There are in addition strong affinities within Obanion to Irish
Larniaa, but these are subordinate to the boa© and antler work (lloviua,
1953, 94), Ob nian is probably younger than Late Larniftn; it hardly
can be earlier than late Atlantic (Laeallle, 1954, 239),
A few stray finds of Uaglemose-type barbed or slotted bone points
and one antler sleeve are recorded for France and Belgium (list of
finds in Clark, 1936, 231 and 337), but there are no site® attributed .
to Maglemose,
Gudenna
The status of Uudenmi culture (Mathiossen, 1937) is rather
tenuous at the present. It is supposed to bo an independent culture
of interior Jutland which overlaps Mnglemose at one extreme and- the
Neolithic at the other, Since Gudenan finds are from open stations,
and no orgnate remains have been preserved, satisfactory comparisons
with Maglemose and Ertebp'lie are impossible. The Industry is character¬
ised by a good flaking technique end the following flint typest core
and flak© axes, transverse arrowheads (gone oblique), nierolitha,
burins, blades, awls or borers, and cor©-, blade-, and round-scrapers.
Uathisssen drives a distinction between early and late Gudeaaa oa the
basis of the proportion of microliths to transverse points (1943b, 140),
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By all appearances there seems little except the proportion
of flint types to separate Gudenna fron either Erteh/flle or Mngleaoee,
Its leading iiBplerteni forssa are duplicated is either one or both of
these other two Banish cultures. Aitkin (1954, 159) prefers to
interpret Gndenaa as a masker of occupation® which lack stratigraphy.
If Gudenan is not to be regarded as an independent tradition, it
my fee that it was an inland fades of Erteb/lle, particularly in
light of the trail®verse arrowheads.
In Sehleswig, the Oldealoe group corresponds to Banish
Gutieaaa (Sohwuntes, 1952, 100),
ErieWile
Erteb^ile for the swat part represents an extension and
development of Uaglemose techniques, the sites» however, ere
predominantly coastal, and the difference in environment is reflected
ia the fennel remains (Clark, 1938, 51 end 1952, 37-8), On KrieL/lle
sites sea—ansnals, such as seal, whole, dolphin, sad porpoise, tacrine
fish, cat! see-bird® are represented. In contrast, fauna 1 remains
in Mnglemose settlements are those of inland specie®. Moreover, while
the aaiml bones from Magiemosc occupations indicate only summer
encampments, the number of taaomnl bones and the occurrence of
winter birds in Erteb^lle middens substantiates year-round occupation.
In ErteWllo, there are few trait® which cannot be recognised
as logical continuations or improvements of native traditions, Flint-
work ia in general better and more extensive, transverse arrowheada
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bocone almost the sole type of microlithic flint-work, nod the
proportion of eore to flake axes is reversed. Antler sleeves and edges
tend to drop out, as does ornamentation of antler and bone.
Each-scrapers and burins are typical, especially angle burins.
Pseudo-awls on the end of blades are asv. Stone types show continuity
with Msglexiose in types like perforated asc©heads but also include
the ffalseabeil (round-battedtpeeked axe with ground edge) and the
portly polished stone axe of Mahassa type# The Idnhajni-type
axes appear, however, is late Ertebdlle when agriculture was
spreading into Denmark end south Sweden (Clark, 1052, 172). .Antler
axes are comma, although the Ertebj/lle type is perforated through
n side-tine to provide a short socket (Fig. 8s inset). Barbless fish¬
hooks occur again, and bone cordis appear for the first time. The
most important innovation is pottery, which was m4e by coiling and
is usually brown or gray in color# Surfaces were frequently burnished
with a pebble. There are two chief formst beakers with pointed
bases and oatcurved rips and ovr-1 saucers with round bases# The s- ucers
probably were used with animal fat end moss winks as leaps (KatMsssea,
1085). Many of the vessels ere plain* but some have fingertip or finger-
ae.il impressions ©long the top of the ri«#
Work in Kesland has brought to light nn early phase in coastal
culture drting from the Early Atlantic transgression—•Gislinge
Lapsaefjjord and Carstensainde# C rate *ss»inde (off Castrup on the
island of Araoger) shows a good deal of Magletaose influence (tfathiassen,
1948a, 49), . uclt as primitive core axes, rounded greenstone axes,
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large oblique arrowheads, deeply incised ornamentation, and lack
of pottery. Biathlonsen considers Carstensminde to be partly drawn
from Ahreasburg, but there appears to be a gap of about 5,000 years
between the two,
Gislinge Lftiaafcfjord (northwest Zealand) also shows Maglemoaian
influence and may be a precursor of Erteh^lle (Childe, 1948b, 50),
A later variant is present at Vedbaek and Bloksbjerg.
Clark (1950, 95) has set up a sequence of coastal cultures
which illustrates the progressively increased divergence from
Maglemoeet Kioeterlund (zone XV), Holeegaerd (VI), Cnrstenstainde
(VII), Dyrholraen I - II (VII), Byrholaen III (VIII). Within this
sequence the proportion of core to flake axes falls off, decoration
of bone and antler is reduced and finally ends, antler adzes
disappear, and the now type of antler axe appears.
Pyrholsaea I - III represents Ertebj/lle proper (linthiassen,
1948a, 49), although there ©ay be & Bjornsholas phase between Dyrholmen
I - II. At this site in northeast Jutland, the three occupation®
were referable to Litorina transgressions and recessions (ifathlassen,
begerb/l and Troels-Smith, 1942)}
Zone Ij ©ore core axes than cleavers (none of
the late type)| isolated Wftlr.enbei ie; transverse axes;
a number of blade awls? blade kni\jes? flake scrapers}
a few simple disc scrapers} many burins (including
medial forms) without transverse retouch} a few trans¬
verse arrowheads. Bone implements were ©ore abundant
than those of stone? deer antler implements usually
hful sbafiholes through the butt) antler chisels;
double-pointed gorges; points of bird bone, Poise
bone objects were ornamented. There »«s a oosbcr of
wood objects, e.g. fish-spear tines. Only n Utile
pottery, always thick—wailed. This represented an
early level of Erteb^ile, apparently older than the
next to last Litorine transgress!en (pre-bate Atlan¬
tic).
^one Hi far more flake axes? specialized core
axon) isolated ffalzenbeito? blade awls (no flake n ia)?
ao disc scrapers{ only a few flake scrapers) many
blade scrapersj angle burin with transverse retouch
dominated) blade knives rare) transverse arrowheads
abundant. Few bone implements s perforated (through
the tino) aatle-r axes) a few bird-bone arrowheads?
shoulder-blades with rings cut out. Neither trans¬
verse axes nor chisels. A good deal of pottery, mostly
thick—walled (painted-based pot® and saucers), but
also thin, undecorated pottery. This was Into
Erteh/lle and precedes the last transgression.
Zone Ills UeaolitMe implement types occurred
in mixed proportions as in II, but no bone tools were
present* A strong Neolithic element earn© ins thin-
butted polished flint axes) disc scrapers? flake owla)
decorated ceramics. Culturally, it was still Erte-
tyflle, baaed on hunting end fishing.
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Zone III »• erne to hove heen it continuation of II j perhaps another
phase (Bjcrnshoba) fell between I and II. Typical of Hyrholmen
and other Danish middens ere large numbers of elk and ox hones.
Degerb/l believes the letter may he from domestic cattle. Human
hones, scattered al.l over the middens and shoving cat-marks, probably
iadicats caoniballsm«
it SoHad, 20 ki1©meters ©est of Dyrhojraon, was an ©von more
complete section of four levels s
K IV B III (Sub-Boreal transgression)
K III 5 II (High to Late Atlantic
transgression)
E II BJornshole?
II HI (High Atlantic trassgross!on)
'lone 11 a number of core axes? no flake axes?
blade knives? angle burins without transverse retouch?
antler axes perforated through the butt; bone points?
olbow-bone daggers? a few ornamented bone implements?
a wooden—pronged fish spear. Thick pottery with wavy
cord-like decoration.
Zone Ut equal numbers of core and flak© axes?
Wal-^enbeile; two pointed weapons? angle burins? a few
transverse arrowheads? isolated hone points and thick
sherds*
Zone III? chiefly flake axes? blade knives and
scrapers? transverse arrowheads? a few bono implements?
a number of thick and a few thin umlecorated sherds.
S5
'.one IVt axes as before but with Neolithic pointoel¬
and tilin-hutted types; disc scrapers; tongued axes? ft few
fishhooks. Thick sherds as well os thin decorated sherds
of the Early Neolithic period.
Thus,, the makeup of Est lad was tneb like that fyrholraen,
although Koliad I sees® a little older than Dyrholmen X. At Brabroad
was a similar eoeplex, with the final part falling in the Neolithic.
Intensive pollen analysis at Aoaosen has brought to light a
distinct agricultural horizon preceding that noted by Ivcrsen in
1041 (Troels-Scsith, 1054). Xversen*a land occupation phase was
Charcot' rised by extensive land clearance and pasturage, but the
ratio of plants in the first phase suggests an economy based on
stable-feeding, as in Swiss pile-dwellings.
Polished, pointed—butted uses and type "A" funnel beakers
(Becker, 1948) have been found at Muldbjerg I (Aaraosen) in associ¬
ation with typical Erteh/11© implements and pottery. Borsestle cattle
and sheep (or goats) were represented a® well as wild animals,
and grain impressions were recorded also. There appears to be no
question of a mixture of cultural remains, and the settlement ante¬
dates the main (land clearance) agricultural occupation defined hy
Ivorsen. Recently, froels-Smith (1950) has reported a radiocarbon
date of c. 2020 B.C. for Muldbjerg X.
It is pointed out that virtually no typical or "classics,1"
I'riebj/lle* site lack© domestic animal bones and thin-walled sherds
1. Dyrholmen II onward.
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propter to A~beakers, mu4 it is very often possible to associate
/
the decline in els indicating the collection of fodder (because
the trees once polled eease to pollinate) with typical Brteb/ile
material, Therefore, Erteb^lle (excepting the initial stages) s.-ess
to have had at least a semi-agricultural economy in which hunting
end fishing were complemented by the raising of stable-fed animals
and limited crops.
However, Becker (1055) contests this proposal on the basis
of an unmixed MA"-Funnel Booker occupation at Store Vnlby in western
Zealand, Treels-Saitfc is also accused of ignoring Krtebjflle settle¬
ments which antedate or follow those contemporary with Early Neolithic
A* There is, for example, the fact that typical Ertebjflle pots continued
long after A—beakers disappeared.
Troela-Smitft is convinced that the A-besters are direct
dovelofronts of the Srtefe^Il© jar©, but this still fails to explain
the origin of ceramics in Scandinavia, domestic plants and animals
certainly were introduced from the outside, so there is no reason
t© assume pottery was not also, Probably both the funnel beakers and
Krteb^llo jars, whatever their relationship, were ultimately derived
from some Continental Neolithic complex. Since funnel-necked vessels
are known in early Neolithic context® on the Continent, it is not
impossible thai the Ertebj/lle beakers ■■■re degenerate copies of the
A-benkers, rather than vice—versa. The Erteh/ftle lamps or saucers
are perhaps special Northern forms related to stone and clay lamps
used by the Eskimos of the present day.
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la Setuaio, Althin's Siege III of the iiesolithic is made «p of
sites which are saoetly coastal and repro©eat Swedish Ertcb/tle. Ia
the earliest phase* no typified by the site of IMljnrp, core axes still
otittimaber flake axes* end handle cores* rsiero-blades, cad oblique
arrowheads are common stone types. la the second phase (AgerOd V
and Arlfhr I) core axes continue to be dominant* but e rlier types of
transverse points art? more coomb than the oblique form* Handle cores
and piero-blades continue. la the third phase, for which there is
no really good type site* flak© exes finally become predosaiaant,
and handle cores and laicroliths have disappeared. At this time
the Lirhamn axe makes its appearance• In the final stag®, flake
axes retain their dominance* blade-work is excellent, and transverse
arrowheads are typical forms. Ertebj/lle pottery appears for the
first tisrs©. The tyre sit© is Elinelund.
Period III (Ertob/lle) sites are on coasts* rivers, or lakes?
only the second phase is represented by material from bogs.
Scan!an Ertebjftle is correlated with Denmark as follows?
IXIsd (Eliaeiund) Jfyrhoiaea II
III jc {no type site) Dyrholsaea I
IIIjb (Agerbd V- *?
Arlbv I)
1111 a (il* 1 j©rp) Cnrstensminde
liesolithic burials in Scandinavia1 are rare and for the Rjoot
part inodequotely published. K&ny of the settlement burials recorded
1. Correspondence with Prof. C. J. Becker, Universiteteta
Porhi atori sk-Arkaeo log! site Lahore tori ust* Copeabe gen.
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in the older literature are of dubious antiquity and probably
belong to the Neolithic* Four Erteb/llo burials (extended) are
fairly well authenticated and were located as follows* lors^r ?!or
(west Zealand), Vedbaek (north Zealand), BloLsbjcrg (north Zealand),
and Erteb^lle.
At BHokasfeog, Scania, was found a sitting burial which gome
assign to Magleiaoae and some to the Neolithic (Becker favors the
former view).
Also at Vedbaek occurred a cremation burial, but the date remains
very much in doubt.
the Finnish equivalent of Ertcbjflle is Snorauajffrvi culture,
whieh typoIogice Uj and chronologically succeeds funds (Syrftp&ft,
1050, 11). Numerous dwe11iag-pinees belonging to this culture are
found at or icaaedlfttely above the naxienm Li torinn boachline (leaner,
1050, 85). In contrast to Kunda-Maglemose and like Erteb^lle, the
settleBents ere on the sea coasts instead of inland lakes.
Stone typos of Suormsjftrvi (lilio, 1909 and SyrSpltft, 1950) consist
of primitively flaked and sparsely polished axes and chisels (moat of
which have transverse edges), cleaver© with oval cross-section,
veil-polished hollow-edged chisels, perforated maceheads, and rather
large spearheads of slate. These slate spearheads seem peculiar to
the eastern Baltic—elsewhere bone was need for such points—and provide
another link with the Circumpolar Stone Age. Bone and antler remains
have been lost except in rare eases, end no pottery has thus for been
attributed to SuotauajRrvi•
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The oldest SnemuajKrvi finds are designated taper in, after
finds in that area* Other sites are relatively late, sneh na
Silomsuo nn<! MRki pel to in KyrketAtt and Hentt&la 1 in Borga, and
are grouped under the term Slkmasuo. In this phase the stone axes
and chisels tend to be smaller and show evidence of having been
hefted in antler alcoves, which had disappeared in the western Baltic.
The final stage is called ICisko« and the leading implement is a stone
ax© with rectangular cross—section and transverse edge. The llisko
material is earlier than the oldest Comb-Ware dwelling places.
The Volsiku culture of Estonia has axe types identical with the
earlier Suomaajftrvi ones* la Karelia, the primitive as© forms and
slat© spearheads of Suonus.JHrvi were used in addition to the "IIoranaisi"
axe, an Qlonetz type with a transverse edge, one flat face, and a
pointed butt.
Probably Stand© elements contributing to Suomuajftrvi entered
(1) by way of the Karelian latfeus and (2) directly into western
Finland by sea from Estonia (jtyrfipftft, 1959, 18).
In Olonetz, there are Suonusjflrvi axe types, pertly-polished
chisels, and a few WalaonbaiI forma* Olonetz green slate was imported
into Finland over a considerable period* The evidence suggests a
contribution to SuoransjBrvi from Olonetz ns veil as from Estonian
Kunda (Ibid*, 23).
In the north of Finland there ore atone types much like those
of SuomsjHrvi in the south and west. The axes there resemble southern
form, slate spearheads aro abundant, and. perforated stones are more
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numerous* The Finnish perforated picks are divided into three groupst
simple (double—pointed), cruciform, and four-pronged. The "picks"
perhaps should be included in the same category with the spheroid
ami stor-shaped tmceheada at soapstone» All are polished and have
hour-glass perforations* Most of these forms are paralleled
in Scandinavia (Clark, 1936, Fig. 38j 1 - 3j Montclius, 1922, Figs.
339—40; Ojeasing, 1945, Fig. 79).
The so-called "Finnish quartz dwelling-places"—hearths with
burnt bono and quarts implements—belong partly to the Suocmsjftrvi
•• • • -.-.-I*
horizon. Some rather good transverse arrowheads of quartz are attributed
to this complex* SyrhpHH thinks the sites represent temporary encamp¬
ments of people belonging to the major occupation rather than an
independent culture.
bower Halstow in north Kent has been recognised as the British
counterpart to Erieb^lle, although the types differ in detail greatly
from it (Clark, 1932, 63 and 1936, 138), The most typical and important
implement here is the "Thames pick," na am or pick with tranchet edge
which is » "Campi galea" for®.# Core axes were more common than flake
axes. Other tools include pebbles with countersunk hollows, a few
simple ©icroiiths, burins, and rough scrapers of various forms. Neither
bone nor antler appeared.
Lower Halstow was pronounced a late Mesolithie site by its
discoverer, J. P. T« Bureholl. This date has, been generally accepted,
but the stratigraphy of the site was admittedly very difficult to
unravel, and a second site ne rly contained both an Krtebfflie-type
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industry sad a decidedly HeolitMc industry (Burette 11, 19 '5),
Again, the stratigraphy was such that « chronological distinction
between the two industries seems qu©tsti©noble, Because of this, it
is likely that Lower Ralstow was an trtct^lle industry of HeolitMc
date (Plggoti, 1954b, 384). The probability of this is increased
by TroeIs~3eith*s (1954) Neolithic date for Banish Srteb^lle,
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The Korasa culture ("Finnmvrkian") is known from sixty-odd
sites along the Finnmark coast of northernmost Norway, These
people may have been reindeer-hunters who noved north and developed
a coastal economy. The sites are very hard to dote; the association
of some finds with elevated shore lines lias been advanced as evidence
of a Palaeolithic character. However, there are obvious objections
to Komsa's being Palaeolithic,
The culture gives an impression of heterogeneity, i.e. a
mixture of macro- and raierolitfiic elements. In general, quartzite
was used for heavier tools and flint for the finer. Least important
numferiOally are core tools (axes, picks, plane and core scrapers).
Disc scrapers and small sub-triangular points (likened by H^e to
pointes Monsteriformes) are fairly common. Flake axes are important
and quite well developed, most resembling those of late Erteb^lle
type (flat-triraraed). All kinds of scrapers turn up, as well as
angle and medial burins, flake knives, and a few flake borers.
Tanged points are classified ass
(1) those with a tang with double retouch on the under¬
side, the blade being either untreated or obliquely
retouched near the tip;
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(&) those with blade and tang on one side merging
imperceptibly, the edge retouched along its entire
lesagthj
(3) large, thick, tanged points of "Lyngby" typo*
Types {1) and (2) are almost isicrolitMe. Transverse arrowheads
have been credited to Kemsa but not with great certainty.
Microlithe occur at most sites though never in large numbers.
They resemble Kloskrtwd typos, mostly crude and vague with the
lanceolate form predominating. One triangular and one trapezoidal
point ore the only geometric types known.
A consideration of the archaeological traits makes it quite clear
that Koraso could not have been Palaeolithic.
Poena, on Norway's west coast between Bergen and Yroudhei®
find also in jfotfold and west Sweden, is very much like Romeo. The
two are enough alike to indicate a "broad continuity of origin,"
though Soman may be somewhat older. The Fosnn industry includes
tanged points, oblique transverse arrowheads, scrapers (core, flake,
discoid, blade, plane), burins, Made knives and awls. Flake axes
are more numerous than core axes (a majority of the "axes" are
adzes). Lanceolate microItthe predominate, but narrow trapezoids
and triangles also appear. The characteristic types of implements
and their frequencies nre about the same in both Roman «nd Posna,
Susan appears to tie in with the Circusspolnr culture—area
but just how closely is difficult to establish. The ultimate origin
of Koiissn-Posna is probably to be found in the early hunting cultures
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to the south. Differences between the Northern Stone Age and the
south Scandinovin» Stone Age racy hinge to a large extent upon the
absence of good flint in the north (Clark, 1048). Freuadt (1048, 53)
believes that early KoEsaa-Fosna sites are about contemporary with
early Ertebj/lle (Dyrboltsen IT), which ejcuus they would barely
antedate the Neolithic*
The Nostvet culture of Norway is probably contemporary with
Ertebjflle and Eomc-Fosaa, but its closest relations see© to be in
quite a different sphere fro© that of Komsa—Fosna (Ibid.* 55).
At Rao, Sweden, and. Vcrborg, Holland, is an "©pipalaeolithic"
of wave-deposited flints. There are practically no established types.
Implements, such n» scrapers, hoIlow—scrapers, gravers, borers, and
handaxea, hove a minimum of flaking. In forra and appearance they seen
close to late Palaeolithic work, ©specially Aurignacion, and also
to Kosea-Fosnn (Shetolig and Pa Ik, 193T, IT).
Sandnrna is a Swedish (settlement near Gothenburg, which Hileson
and Jesses believe to have been contemporary with Lundby~Ho 1 mega«Mrd-
Sva.erdborg (lone VI) or a bit earlier. It has an array of imple¬
ments including core axes (dominant), flake exes, pebble axes, a
cruciform pick, axes with pointed butt and pointed-oval cross-section,
micro lithe (rsoatly lanceolate), end—of-blade scrapers, blade knives,
blade or flake awls, discoid, scraper®, core rad plane scrapers,
end a single burin.
Outside SvedM there is a tendency to regard Sandante. as
IteglOEaoeian, but almost all the forms foreign to Uogletaose, e.g. tanged
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points, occur ia Xestsa-Fosaa and the reindeer-heater cultures* Freundt
(1948 , 08) thinks Snadnraa neither Magieraoae nor ioina-Fosss but a
special early coastal culture with origin© in the Tanged Point
cultures, a sort of "Swedish C' rstensainde«" In apparent support
of this a crude Walsoaheil and pseudo-awls on the end of blades, both
typical of Eriels/lle, were extracted fro© Sandara® (Clark, 1935, 145
and 148).
CITAPfl'31 VI
TBI; »>,'>!C UNITY O'F IC CULTMilgS
Of all the European Mesolithic cultures, only those of the
Bo, 1tic or of Baltic derivation are very mil defined, last certain
parallels can be detected in the less well known cultures. Probably
a greater homogeneity existed am&ng the MesolltMc cultures than
most of the literature seems to admit, although the present lack
of evidence prevents the exact relationships frees being concretely
established. Many of the criteria for differentiation are based
upon the absence of traits in archaeological records which are
acknowledged to be incomplete, and this negative reasoning may
lead to inaccurate interpretations, this is not to deny the importance
of ecology or the existence of regional variations, hut it seem
at least as important to point out some of the actual and hypothetical
bonds between these cultures as to accentuate their differences.
Hagleasee and ErteWl le
Since these two Baltic cultures are the most informative they
can best serve as a basis for a generalised analysis of the Heaolithic
cultures, Magleoose is characterised by (1) a nicroiithic industry,
(2) a heavy flint industry of picks, axes, and chisels, and (3) a
well developed industry in bone end antler, Erteb^lle can he sutsaarisod
as « continuation of Magleraose with an emphasis on coastal rother than
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forest-and-lake settlement, Although new artifact types appeared
and otliers disappeared, the differences between Uttglemose nnd irteb^tie
ere aostly in terns of type frequencies (ignoring for the moment
Erteb^lie's possible neolithic content)*
The Qbnnian coastal sites in southwest Scotland, with their
Baltic affinities, represent a similar late Meaolitftic adaptation
to a marine environment* The problem now remaining is to see if these
features observed in the Baltic appear in other Mesolithic cultures*
Tardenoisina
Above all other groups, the Tnrdenofninns emphasized nicrolithic
flint-work. Few heavy implements have been attributed to Tnrdenoieian,
except at the Pi scop habitation-worfcehop, which contained » number
of stone and flint picks* The presence of hut foundations here
suggests the occupation was of a, sore permanent nature than most,
and If other such sites appear in the future we should obtain more
information concerning the use of aaerolitMc tools by Tardenoisinns.
One such indication is the presence of a core axe in the Tar-'enoisian
dwelling : t Oer 1 inghausen, Westphalia (Diektacim, 1939). Kos-lovraki
(192G) Indicates that Tnrdenoieian microtitha commonly occur "mixed"
with Carapigniaa tools in Polish dune deposits, and Clark (1950, 14)
treats the presence of a® axe and adsse element combined with a
microlithie assemblage is the "Horsham culture" of southern and
eastern England,
The small and incomplete inventory of bone artifacts contains
nothing foreign to Hagieraos©s pointed objects, incised fragments,
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avis, gorges , doggers, perforated teeth, and boar's tusk owla
and ser«per«t At Sauveterrc-la^kWet an aatier axe wns found
in a Tardenoiaian level. Harpoons «re known only from the Swiss
site at Biramotion, and their affinities seesa to be with Aailian types.
However, a glance at those fro® Oban reveals that ouch barbed points
are not characteristic of Axi lian clone (ef. Fig. 2: d and Fig. 5i
below). At Toviee, we may note the occurrence of antler headdresses
(paralleled at Star Carr) and a hint of geometric art motifs.
At Teviec end IfoBdie, we have a glimpse of a fardenoi si an
maritime tradition in which shellfish collection was of greater economic
importance than hunting. The Tagxts shell mounds in Portugal denote
similar marine adaptations and appear to have setae traits in common
with Teviee, A locustrinn facet is pointed out by the Tardenoiaion
occupations at Federsee.
The tsiicrolithic ties between lla leraose and fardenoisian have
been recognised for a long time, but there arc other correlations ».»
well. Although the nature of most Tardenoisisn sites has prevented
the preservation of bone raid ant Ior notorial, whet does remain fells
within the scope of tlaglemoslaa work. Likewise, Tardeaoisi&n has a
coastal subdivision, ranch of which rany have boon inundated. The
foremost distinction in material ©qaipraent is the paucity of heavy
tools in Tordonoisicn, which probably is explainable in terras of
the usual pattern of settlement on son-wooded areas*
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Aaillaa
AsiUan also possesses ft jaicrolitMc industry, although
laicroburins are absent and this numerical ratios of foxrm differ from
those in fordenoieiaa, Wood—working tools admittedly are not eomon,
hut some antler sleeves (one- with on inserted colt) vere recovered from
supposedly Aziliaa eaves in southern Oerraanyj ethervise there are few
indications of an axe—and—pick industry,
A certain amount of bone-work—needles and owls, elbotr-bone
doggers, polishers, harpooaa, perforated teeth, sad worked hoar's tusk-
is known, and again none of it would appear out of place in a Baltic
contest. The harpoons «re crude in comparison with most M&glemoaicn
examples, hut similar points occur in Obenian, a Maglemosina affiliate,
la fact, on the basis of the harpoons alone, Ob?nian for a long time
was assigned to Asiii&n* Moreover, we now know such paints ore also
at home in a Tardenoisian context.
That Asiliaa was associated with ferdenoiaiaa has bees
recognised for years. Especially in the older literature "Assilio-
fardenoisian" frequently is employed to signify flint industries
with both Asilian and. Tcrdenoioicn features. At-ilion seems to have
preceded typical fardenoisian and probably was absorbed by it.
Laraina
The Irish MeaolitMc, which is said to have developed independently
of Tardenoisian and Baltic influences, looks microtithic implements,
but contains a heavy element of picks, choppers, and core and flake
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as®a and &d$ee« Although bone-work undoubtedly wr» important in
the technology, all of it has long since disintegr« ted* Que of the
.moat significant trends in h&rnian was the shift fro® ft forest-
feninnd environment to a coastal one, paralleling the Baltic
trans to rvmti&n •
llagleistoae is characterised by & vast east-west spread* Simiiar
eelteres ere found fro® western Scotland to the Soviet Union, and,
as part of the Cirmnapolar Stone Age, may Maglemoae-type traits
reached eastern North America, In view of this, it seems reasonable
to expect aos© unity with the Continents 1 Monolithic. The apparent
Inch of" similarity mast be due largely to the sparsity of information
available outside Scandinavia and the British Isles,
Some continuity between the primary Meeolithic is indicated
by the presence of mierolith* and, when preserved, eonpitrablo bone
and antler forms. Typological variations are acknowledged, but
this variation hardly deserves recognition as a major facet of
the total economic pattern. The significant thing is that mierolithic
induetries or© found all over Europe as n basic technological feature
of the MesolitMe,
In the later MesolitMe cultures we find an emphasis upon the
petit tranchet, usually defined as a trapece or derivation thereof.
Fig, 7, MesolitMc transverse arrowheads,
a. Ordrup Hpos (Denmark) e. Spanish Aseilien
fe, Mftglemos© f, Tegus (Portugal)
c, Brisbane g, Scuveterrian (Svitcer-
d, Tardenoinla* lead.)




However, the transverse arrowhead is not limited to trapeses
but Includes triangles ami crescents as veil (Fig, 7). On this
basis we say recognize this implement type in stoat raicrolitMc
assemblages, while the trapezoidal fores are store characteristic of
late Monolithic* It might be suggested that some of the triangular
sad crescent!c Ssmveierrian taicroliths (Fig, 7s g) provide reasonable
prototypes for '•traditional" transverse points.
Perhaps store important economically was the late Mesolit'iic
shift front inland to coastal settlement, which my be observed
not only in the Baltic but in Ireland, Scotland, Franc®, Spain,
and Portugal. The French sites, Tovice and Hetidle, have been
described r® pre—Neolithic but primarily on the basis of cultural
content, i.e., there were no Neolithic artifacts or domestic animals*
Both these sites sad the Tagne ahell~raou»ds in Portugal contained
trapezoidal transverse arrowheads, which ore not early Mesoiithic
types*
The founol evidence clearly reflects the economic results
of the change in settlement pattern. Midden-ac cutnnl«ttion leaves
no doubt as to the emphasis upon shell-fish gathering, and the
presence of deep-sea fieh end eea-musaala presumably indicates
alterations in bunting and fishing techniques as veil as increased
navigational activities. While Iand mammals wore not ignored, their
remains are proportionately smell in number.
The presence or absence of wood-working tools is almost
certainly correlated with environment and possibly even with such
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factors as seasonal occupations and settlement changes. In any
cose, there is no reason to discredit the use of heavy tools
in Tnrdeaoisiaa, as Barrier© (1955) has recently stressed, or
perhaps even in Assilian (Fetors, 1934). We also find then in
England (Horsham), Scotland (Obrnian), and Ireland (Lorninn)f often
without the apparent benefit of direct Baltic influence.
We can not dispose Of the fact that regional variations in
economy and technology must be given full consideration, but it
seems unnecessary that we become ensnared in a typological maze.
Bather we should recognise Sauvetertian, fnrdenoisian, Aadlian, and
other Uesolithic cultures as local or chronological variants within
a Mcsolithie continuum to which Maglenoae end EridhjAle also belong.
Further evidence of this is offered by post-B nahian X
Neolithic cultures, from almost all of which are recovered Tardeaoisian
blade and nicrolithic flint-work (Hessalek, 1954) as well as Baltic-
tyj*0 bone and antler tools. For example, from Central European
sites like Jor<b naatlhl and ItSssen come socketed antler axes of the
same type found in ErtehjAle. the difficulty is that the liesoli thic
predecessors of these bone and cutler artifacts are unknown due to
the lock of preservation, so we must infer that the local 14. aolitMc




CU^IFICAYIOH 01" TttR NEOLITHIC CULTLTFS
In Northwestern Europe, the Neolithic cultures can he grouped
in four categories? Prinary Neolithic cultures and their derivatives,
Secondary Neolithic cultures, Sub-Neolithic cultures, sad an
intrusive group of cultures which appeared late ia the Neolithic
sequence and were not basically continuations of earlier patterns
in this part of Europe*
Primary Neolithic Cultures
This group includes the Dnnubinn# Funnel Beaker, and Western
Neolithic cultures# each of which was a widespread Neolithic pattern
beginning early ia the period* Local subdivisions of these three
cultures were primarily further developments of their respective
sterna# with certain additions us & result of contact with one another,
absorption of Mesolilhlc people, and diffusion of new traits fro®
the Mediterranean* Danubian# Funnel Beaker, end Western Neolithic
cultures lost isuch of their homogeneity because of such local dif¬
ferences arising during the course of time# bat the basic patterns
can be followed throughout «ost of the Neolithic period*
Secondary Neolithic Cultures
The Secondary Neolithic cultures developed as a result of
the acculturation of Udaolitlsic populations by Primary Neolithic cultures*
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These new Neolithic converts retained a decidedly Meoolithic
outlook even though their economies included many Neolithic pursuits.
Secondary Neolithic cultures are united as & whole by a ntttaber off
traits which can ho traced back to the Mesolithie, and winy of these
traits continued to flourish in the Gircufolar Stone Age up to the
historic period.
.Professor Piggott has succeeded in identifying several British
Secondary Neolithic cultures, and on the Continent it is possible to
recognise similar economics, such as Michelaberg (formerly assigned
to the Western Neolithic), Seine-Oise-Marne and Fort~Harrou«rd in
France, and Horgen (S iss "Middle Neolithic"). While none of these
is related to another, they share the following features: emphasis
upon hunting cad fishing, liosolitMe implement t pes, degenerate
ceramics, and a relatively late appearance. In the case of Hichelfi¬
bers, Fort—Barrounrd, Feine-Oise-M&rne, and aorao of the British
groups, we find a "Cftnpignian" tradition associated with flint-axe
industries.
Sub-Moo 1 ithic Cultures
Under the designation "i3ub~Heo 1i thie " are included Scandinavian
Pit-Ware sad the Cireumpolar Stone Age as a whole. These cultures
are classified as Sub-Neolithic because the Neolithic content was
subordinate to that of MesolitMc origin. Forming and herding were
of little or no significance in comparison with hunting and fishing,
largely as a result of environment. In the extreme north agriculture
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could not have been carried on, but in regions further south the
choice isuat have been possible, la a sense, t&© preference for
hunting nad fishing by Pit—Ware people duplicates the economic
pattern on the Pacific coast of North America, whore the fruits
of such activities were sufficient to ensure » fairly high standard
of living,
From an archaeological standpoint, the most significant contribution
from the Neolithic was the introduction of ceramics. As in the
Secondary NeolitMe, pottery was crude and simple, liftay other elements
were held in common by the Secondary NeolitMe sad Sub-Neolithic cultures,
and the two groups nut be considered as products of the same type of
cultural development. The essential difference between the®
lay in the economic emphasis upon agriculture, which was an integral
part of the Secondary Neolithic and of very little importance in the
Sub-Neolithic cultures *
Intrusive Warrior Cultures
Late in the Neolithic the Cord-Ware, Globular Amphorae, and
Bell Berber cultures appeared on the scene. All were warriors and
traders who ranged over Europe and may be traced by their distinctive
pottery and weapons. In their wanderings, these people mixed with
other groups and often obtained political control, the result being
a certain amount of cultural hybridisation, Burials, for example,
were often placed in nogalithic tombs belonging to local Primary
or Secondary Neolithic cultures—wMeh appears to illustrate
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political domination. Globular Aaphortte culture in particular contains
a mixture of traits absorbed fro® Mesolithic and Neolithic cultures
i
of Central Europe*
Although these cultures did sot bare a common origin or
even irnny eoasjioa technological traits, they did coue into contact
with one another and nil made contributions to the Early Bronze Age.
Cord-'?are and Globular Amphorae contact took place in Central Europe,
and further west Cord-Ware and Bell leaker groups were closely
associated, the first Beaker people in Britain were a mixed Bell
Be&ker-Cord-Ware group.
The Scandinavian Late Neolithic must be treated separately,
since it was extremely late and to a large extent was a reflection
of the Early Bronze Age already established further south.
CHAPTER VIII
PRIMARY KEDLimC
Under tMs heading falls the majority of European Neolithic
cultures north of the Danube. The three taaia culture-areas,
Daaubinn, Western Neolithic, sad Funnel Beaker, are distinguished
primarily on the basis of origin, distribution, tmd cerataic forms.
Each may be further sub-divided on approximately the same grounds.
To the Daaubirns moat go priority for earliest settlement
north of the Balkans, since the Linenrbandkeratalb (Setrabiaa I)
people were clearly the first Neolithic pioneers. Hot before the final
stages of Hanubian I did other Neolithic cultures appear in this
area. As their name indicates, these farmers entered Central
Europe from the Balkans via the Danube and its tributaries, and
in time reached the North European plain and the Rhine. They appear
never to have penetrated Scandinavia, and made only slight inroads
beyond the Rhine.
Those cultures which have been given the name "Western Neolithic"
entered Western Europe by way of southern France, spreading from
there into the "visa end north Italian lake country, northern France,
and across the Channel to England. The pottery of these groups
suggests » western Mediterranean source, for similar ware is
known from Sicily, North Africa, and Spain.
The origin of the Funnel Beaker cultures is an even greater
nystery. A® C. J. Becker has said, an origin outside northern
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Europe is supported sore than anything elso by the failure to
illustrate indigenous evolution or derivation front ©nnubinn or
Western Neolithic cultures. In Central Europe Dcnubin and Funnel
Beaker ctiliure-erens overlap to a point where it is sometimes
difficult to classify local cultures in one or the other#
Panubfsa
Early Dnmibicn (Danubian I)
These first Neolithic colonists, whose pottery also has given
the® the names Spiral-Hesudor sad Lineerbaattkoraiafk, pmctl cod a
fors of shifting agriculture on the fertile loess. Mono of their
sites was inhabited nore than n few ye; rs, since when the soil was
exhausted they merely moved on to a new location. Several type® of
groin and vegetables were raised, as well as smell numbers of entile,
swine, nftd sheep, but hunting and gathering seen to have been of
no importance.
Ceramics fount! in the settlements always include a coarse and
rarely decorated wore in association with finely decorated ceramics.
The forms consist of large storage vessels (sometimes up to one meter
in height), bowls (sorae of which are oval), hemispherical Mbasins"
(Kttepfc), flasks, and occ sional bookers* Chtlde {1951, 99)
believes the Dnnubian pottery was modelled after gourd vessels,
the likeness being increased by incised skeuoeorphie zigsegs
representing the slings used for carrying such containers, hater
appeared non-indigenous ware which was made up of such types as
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footed beakers, ladles, pedestalled bowls, and angular (biconlcnl)
jnrst all of these occur in Theiss, an eastern Dnnubian offshoot.
The stee|>~walled beakers which appear in late Denubian and EBason
aoeu to have originated in Moravian Painted Ware (Srngiae later, 1950),
It snat bo recognised that early Banubian forms held their ground in
marginal areas while these new types replaced Daaubias I elsewhere.
Ceramic ornamentation is typified by incised spirals and
meanders, alt.hou.gli linear motifs occur as well* In later 14nearbend-
bo-ratalk the designs of ton are filled with dots or short strokes as
stroko-ornnaentotion becomes more uad sore prevalent.
The type implement of Baaubiaa is the "sfeoe-l' st" celt, which
might hotter be described as an «dss© (Battler, 1938, 34). Some of
the atone exes were perforated, and for this purpose hollow drills were
used (Childe, 1953, 212). Discoid maeeheads also are common throughout
the area and could represent badges of status rather than weapons,
which are otherwise rare. .Among small flint tools ore awls and scrapers,
and triangular, transverso, and hoilow-based points. Ornaments of
Srondylus shell are found all over the Banubiem culture-area*
The most inform- tire Bnniikian settlement so far investigated is
that of 1n—14ndentim 1 in western Germany (Haitier and fishery, 1938),
The primary structures were e number of large "barns," in association
with a couple dozen pits, described by Bottler as pit-dwellings. It
is now clear that the actual dwellings were the so-called barns
(CMlde, 1051, 90), The whole site was surrounded by a trench and
palisade. Buttler (1938, 21) assigns Kttln-Llndeathal to late Denubina I.
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West of the Rhine, a few signs of D&rmblnn penetration ®&y
be recognised in Alsace and the Paris Basis, bet the raost significant
extension west of the Rhine land is Belgian Osselina {Hmaal-Naudrin,
Servnis, and Louis, 19t'J6)»
Otoolinn has long been recognised from a number of village sites
concentrated in the Liege-bitsbourg area# Of the dwellings themselves
only irregular pit foundations retaoin, and little can be said concerning
either house types or construction notorial#
The authors are convinced that the Omlians were not concerned
with the flint-workings el sites suck as Spiennes and Rrslves because
the typical rough flint axes are totally absent in Oaaiian contexts#
However, Rail loud and Roofeheim {1953, 4-'l) recognise the plentiful
Otsalian pyramid* 1 cores, prismatic blades, and crude "orange section"
implements as tyres illustrating "contact with Cumpigalea tradition,"
w' ifih itself implies flint-?;,lining#
Virtually all Ota&lian implements are rn.de on blades and include
end-of-blade scrapers, avis, blades for composite sickles, saws (?),
notched or truncated blades, arrowheads, and possibly burins. Many
of the arrowhead® • re in the form of petit tranchets or derivatives#
The crude flint implements which look like orange sections, as well
r-s s number of the blade tools, were probably used for working wood
and bone or antler# la polished stone there arc imperforated celts
of Daaubian type, grindstones, grooved polishers, sandstone disc®
with hour—glass perforations (maeeheada?), and fragments of other
perforated implements (at least one of which resembles British Secondary
Neoii IMc fmeehecds )•
B1
On only one site—Saint-Lambert in Liege—did conditions
periait the preservation of bone and antler, and even here such
remiaa were sparse* There was a four-tooth bene comb, on incomplete
polished bone instrument which my have been & chisel, rrnd an antler
"Buuoehofu!*" Also at Sain t-Laiabert the following animals have been
identified* cattle, pig, deer, and fish. Whether the first two
were domesticated is not known, drain imprints have been found on
pottery,
Corandies are plain or incised and occasionally decorated in
relief. The fortes are mostly Daxtubian hemispherical or globular
types, Perforated or imperforated bosses or lugs occur on many of
the vessels, but true handles are virtually absent. Vessels of
finer texture are almost always decorated with punctate chevron
and arc patterns, bands of curvilinear or linear incisions, meanders
with cross-hatched filling, meanders a.ad chevrons with punctate
filling, circles or pits, punctate concentric squares, or other
similar designs, A very few sherds have traces of white incrustation.
Ornament in relief is ordinarily combined with incised decoration,
except on voss. Is completely covered with relief patterns, Host of
this type of decoration is in the form of bosses or an all-over
"pinocp, le" effect of irregular depressions produced by repeatedly
pushing a stamp of none kind deep into the soft clay (all decoration
applied before firing). Four sherds from one Oksplinn site have
faint fabric or basketry impressions. One vessel has i-.o holes
placed next to a crack for mending purposes, a typical Cireumpolcr
trait.
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the QtmHtm culture appear0 to represent the iispaet of early
Baaubiaa upon a Belgian hunting and fishing population, for under the
Neolithic veneer there are nutaerous indications of n Mesolithic
economy,
Although Demotion I persisted in some areas until a relatively
late date, new developments were inking place as a result of
liosolithie and/or fresh Neolithic influences. One group of
derivative cultures {Stichhandkaramik, RSeaea, Uinkelutein) apparently
arose through the adoption of Dnnubian economy and technology by
indigenous Mesoiithic inhabitants of Central Europe. Meanvhile,
another group ( The i sa~»Jord ansmUh 1 —hengye 1 and associated cultures)
appeared in Central and Eastern Europe* Its origin seeraa to have been
in the Hungarian region, which was now in its Co • per Age (as shown
by the* frequent occurrence of copper trinkets in sites belonging to
this second group). At some time during this period, the first Funnel
Becker cultures appeared in Northern ami Central Europe,
Pnnubi^n Stroke~orncjaoated ¥ares
Ftl chhamlkeratai k
Tim development of »troke-ornnraentcd ware (or Sticlibftndkormslk)
probably took place in Bohemifi, fro® whence it spread to Moravia and
south, central, and oust Goraany {Child®, 105!, 106-7), Contemporary
with late Thinubian I cad early Theiss, it *«» replaced eventually
by flieiss in the east and E8 ssen in the west (Buttlor, 1038, 67),
Some signs of S11 ohb>* adkcrciMk are seen in northwest Poland (Jaadsovski,
1838) and as far south as Austria (Pittioni, 1954, 143-3),
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Geometric patterns produced by separate, short strokes iastead
cf continuous incisions constitute the primary eeroesie deviation.
Tot forss remained saudi the arse, Transverse arrowheads suggest #
greater emphasis on hunting then wbs previously the case, and a
number of other ?trdeuoisi&n I;lode and nicroHihic types vers shored
with R&esea*
ninkolateia
While lete hinearTmndkeranifc prevailed npon the sidile «ad lower
8Mne, a fftiehbrndkor• ai fa. derivative known as lUnkclstein occupied the
upper re- ches of the river. Ill nice 1 stein ware consists mostly of
deep panuhian bowls which ore richly decorated. Intrusive forms are
footed beakers and "flowerpot" (steep—walled) beakers. Chevron hands
and triangles character! ?.« the ornamentation of the body, while be lev
the rira are horizontal rows of furrowed strokes or lines. Transverso
arrowheads and extended burials (Child®, 1929, 49-59) are sugguative
of Mesolithic ojitecoeuto. Moat of the sites ore around Steins and
fdrsss and represent the furthest westward extension of stroke-
ornamented ware#
lids sen
This Neolithic culture of south and central Germany may be
an off-shoot of Stroke-oraaoentcd Ware (F.ngel, 1949), sad probably
represents the oecuIteration of some MesolitMc group under the
influence of the latter (Child©, 1951, 1 !)T)• 1 number of authors
have called attention to its "Nordic" affinities, ©specially the use
of deep-stroke decoration character!sttc of the Funnel Beaker cultures.
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It hardly seen* necessary to refute ©ace mm® the theory of its
derivation fro® Northwest Germn Kegalitftle ceramics, which certainly
did not precede Rtlssen {Battler, 1938, 44? Eitgel, 1949, 80). 14 new
seesra certain that Edseett developed quite independently of the
fdaool Beater evolutionary soften© (stroh, 1940, HT) nod any common
traits must he traced back to RSssen, not vice-versa. SOsMB mist have
been in contact with nt least the later phases of Stlehbnndkermaik
and possibly even with late Line?-rtendkeraiaik (Bnttier, 1938, 63).
It continued during the IIicheiaberg-early Funnel Beaker dove1operant and
represents the final "Itcnubian" of the west.
HI quet (1931) makes a division of Rdsaen ceramics based priaari ly
upon the presence or absence of decoration and pot profiles. Among
the decorated forms are storage vessels, footed, bowls, "tubs" (tonnes),
and "flowerpot" beaters. Globular pots and flasks occur either
decorated or undecorated. The decorated vessels with rounded profile
are older (Altrdaaea). having developed "not under the influence of
either ttoauhian or Funnel Beater culture.'1 Altrdssen is described
as an indigenous Central German culture having relationships with
many of the Neolithic cultures of the area, all of which hark back
to the underlying Mes&iitfcie basis (Ibid. t <46).
The angular-profiled and more rarely decorated ceramics (teg£ssea)
are admitted to have developed under Leagyel-JordansmSftl influence.
Jungrdssen is found primarily in south Germany* Engel (1943, 1)
believes Altrffssea and 3»a.grSsaen are bused sn assumptions which -"..re
too arbitrary and ignore stratigrapftice1 const derations* 3© suggests
3
substituting "Central German" and "Southwest (Soman" for the respective
"early" and "lata" designations.
Coram e «raaaeatatioa is either deep-stroke or stamped and
appear® to imitate basketry. Both linear and curved patterns were
used, triangles and zigzags being very common. Decoration of the
inner riro was a FIB asen specialty.
Tools closely resemble Bnnubiaa types, illustrating the Dnnubian
affiliations of RBssea. Various types of perforated and imperforated
stone axes were in use, including the familiar shoe-last celt. The
flint industry is based on blades and includes knives, scrapers,
medial and angle burins, truncated and notched blades, triangular
points (some bo How-baaed), and transverse points. Bear—sluv ed mace-
heads occasionally appear in graves.
Bone implements played no great role in RBsaen technology.
Most common are owls, a few of which are perforated. Chiae 1-1 ike
tools, bone daggers, brand scrapers or epatulee, end a few Jordans-
otthl-type (socketed) antler axes make up the bulk of the remainder*
Typical of P.dssen are marble arm-rings, which by their size must
have been placed on the arcs during childhood (as was done until
recently on the Sahara). Necklaces were made of chalk, jet, warble,
and shell beads. Perforated boars1 tusks served as pendants, and
"double buttons" of boar's tusk probably imitate amber buttons found
in East Prussia, Sweden, and Denmark (Niquet, 1937, 36-7). Necklaces
often include, besides the beads, stylized imitations of deer ie«th
in chalk. Deer teeth as well as bears* tusks were worn as pendants.
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{Irooved clay rings (Stroh, 1949, Tab. 28s 8, 5-7) occur with
souse fre:j«eucy in southwest Germany. Their use is not clear}
they may be imitations of control German marble armbands, but
it is highly unlikely that they functioned as rase supports#
Botli rectangular and irregular house foundations are attributed
to B8&s©u. By this tirae the two room "taogaron" house tos replacing
the Early Danuhian rectangular long house (Child©, 1949b, 79).
The association of ItBssen with hilltop settlements—©lauberg in
upper Hesse, Hichelsberg near Untergrorabach, Goldberg in Kr, Noresheim,
Bttrglelmck near Eiedl»8hr ingea, Ragscliut® near Niedereggenen, etc.—
is in line with the relative increase of weapons• By this time,
there must have been a considerable increase in competition for
land.
Bbssea burials are single inhumations in flat graves} the
few known cremations are attributed to the "Outers!©hen" sub-group,
whose pottery is related to that at Jordansii&l (Fischer, 1958, 40).
Although flexed, burials are typical, a number of extended ones
have bmm found. The site of Eds sen itself provides us with about
three-quoriers of the ft&ssen graves known in Germany.
While these cultures Just described remained essentially
Pcnubian, there are strong suggestions of & Mosolithio increment.
Extended burial, transverse arrowheads, ceramic pett«rn» copying
basketry, blade tools, ornasents of deer teeth and boats* tusks,
and an increased emphasis upon the chose indicate a Mesoiithie
sub-stratum of soma sort. Although the fauna 1 evidence remains
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Msocltik^ with the Stroke-ornamentes! Ware cultures have not been
descriM, CM id® (1026, 54) states that wild animals predominate
over domestic in all KSgsea Kbinelnnd settlements* Once the Dfthubicns
had become established local hunters and gatherers mat have
adopted Domibiaa culture or mixed with the Panubians, although
certain elements of the old tradition were retained* As yet, it
is impossible to place these people precisely in time and space*
Some of the flint types might have developed from a Tardenoisioa
background* Furthermore, long hone "daggers" and extended, burials
with the lower limbs flexed to one side assigned to RSssen (Niquet,
1937) were found at the Tardenoisian station of Tevieo on the Breton
coast (Peljuart, Boole, and Vailois, 1937).
Castcrn panubien Cultures
During the time of Danublan I survivals and the rise of the
stroke—ornamented wares in Central Europe, another group of Bauubian
variants appeared in the southeast* Originating in the region of
Hungary, it spread north and vest where it is represented by-
several related sub-groups* In Hungary is the Theias culture, which
is the atom often given this whole series. In east Germany are
Otti tz and Jordanssrtlhl and in south Germany MttnehshBfen and Mchbtthl*
Moravian Painted Ware occurs from Austria through Moravia and Bohemia
to Silesia and Poland, and the "Brsseso Kujnwski* phase is another
locill type in Poland, Pottery is ordinarily flat-based, in contrast
to Liaef.rb&ndkoramtk* One of the leading forts® is the pedestal led
bowI| there «re also high storage vessels, beakers, bowls, handled
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pitchers, angular vases, and ladles* Metal was known, but it wr-a
aot yet used for tools. In general, the Material equipment is Bauubien
ia char.-©tor. Since considerable confusion my arise a® a result
of inconsistent terminology, for the present purposes it might be
better to speak of this complex ia its entirety ©3 "Eastern Dcnubian"
(rather than Thaias, Lengyel-Jorttnnsmtthl, DanuMna II - III, etc.).
Although florae of the sub-groups penetrated south ant! central
Germany, their roots are obviously in the eastern part of Central
Europe. More-over, all of the© evolved fro© a cornea source
ultimately, and were essentially Donmbion.
Moravian minted ••inre
Stocky (1929) includes this under the term "Lengyel," e ftor
the tlttagarion hilltop site of the sera© name. Moravian Painted War©,
os it is ©ore commonly called, corresponds to Childe*s Dnnubiaa II
and is represented ia the area between Silesia and Upper Austria. It
ia often difficult to separate {feinted Ware from the very similar
Jordanssatthl. Moravian Painted Ware appears to follow late Drmibian I
immediately, being contemporary in its earliest phase with late stroke-
ornamented ware and in its later stages with the earliest manifestations
of Funnel Beaker culture, at least in the Moravian area (Milojeic,
1049, 96).
Ceramic forms include large storage vessels, beakers with
angular or globular bodies, flask-like vessels, biconical v aes,
and bowls of a variety of shapes, including the pedestal led form.
All these types characteriaiic«t1ly have ornamental warts on them.
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Unique are cubical clay blocks with one or more boles in them,
which soy represent an attempt te reproduce Early Minoan stone
vases (CMlde, 1951, 103).
Decoration normally covers the whole vessel surface end is
engraved and painted. Pointing is not limited to the outside but on
the bowls especially occurs on the inside. Patterns ore chiefly
spirals and meanders, although bands of parallel lines also appear.
There is a tendency for the spiral and simple linear designs to
be replaced by geometric patterns and at the same time for color
to become subservient to pattern {Pittioni, 1954, 152-4), The
early phase is typified by tri-chrome ware (black, red, yellow,
white, brown) and the later phase by the use of red end white
paints.
Also made of clay were simple and rather crude human (and a
few animal) figurines, socketed ladles, pintaderas (clay stamps),
and spinning whorls.
Stone axes are either pointed-butted or flat, trapezoidal types.
Tardenoisi&n blade and raieroliihic flint tools (Fig, 9; a) suggest
Mesolithic influences. Bone awls and chisels and antler picks
also are attributed to Painted »are, and as in other later Danubian
cultures, "polishers'1 of ox bone were in use (Ueustupny, 1952).
Little is known of house types. Eggendorf am Wald and some
other sites in Austria contain circular hut foundations (Pittioni,
1954, 158). From Strelice, Moravia, is a house model with five
posts on each long side and a gabled roof (Schranil, 1928, Tab. VI: 6),
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and a sisilap fragment or s found in Austria (Piitioni, 1954,
rig. iao).
Burial practices rare little known, A feu pit burials with
flexed skeletons have been found*
Closely related to the Moravian Painted Ware culture is the
fortified settlement of Lengyel in Hungary (Wosinsky, 1888-90).
The ceramic forms are much the swae, but handles are muck more in
evidence. Cordoned vessels with fingertip impressions sees rather
common (IMd., Tab. VIIt 12—16), Wosinsky also illustrates a
fragment of a "sieve," a howl-like vessel with a base full of
small per orations (Tab, XAXXIIt 451), The heavy stone industry
consists of perforated and imperforated axes end chisels, Including
hollow-edged chisels (Fig, 8i f), end there is also « blade industry.
Bone and antler forma are antler "laneehesds " (Fig, St e, j, k),
bone aw is (Fig, 8s i, 1), bone end shell «rm?> nds (Fig. 8: b), antler
sleeves (Fig. 9t f), and bone spatulas (Fig, S* m). Split boars'
tusks (Fig. 8» A) end perforated teeth (Fig. $» e) j re represented
also. Ornaments of copper and bronze were in use, although the rest
of the material shows ve re dealing with a Neolithic economy.
Fig, S. Fastern Damebian toola and ornaments,
n. stone axe
b, bone armband
c,j, k. antler "lencefieods"
d, boar's tusk lamina
e, perforated nsiwl teeth
f, stone gonge
g, h, i, 1, bone awls
ej, bone spatula
(g, and Ii, from Jordansedibl f remainder from Loagye 1, After




Jordnnanrflhl is a slightly later {Donubion III) development
within the Postern Banubi&a sphere. The Gttits group is perhaps
l R' ,i •
«os®evh-.t alder and like JordanaiaGM is affiliated with Moravian
Painted far®, but is not nearly so are 11 known as Jordaaa«tthl,
Although the Jordansuafthi type site is & cemetery in Silesia,
the culture itself extends into central Germany and apparently
Poland and Bohemia s® well* The basic pot forms are the sane as those
of Moravian Feinted Were, fro® which tfordaasnhhl may have been
derived (Sc firanil, 1028, 55), Jordaas.- OM pottery, however, does
not have {minted decoration, and sou® typos, like the well end®
small pitcher®, are foreign to Painted fare. Decoration is exclu¬
sively incised sad occurs mostly oa the single- and double—handled
"pitellers," Patterns include hands of several simple linos,
furrowed stroke®, meanders, and sigaegs.
Fig, 9, Eastern Pnmibiatt flint and antler implements,









(Aftert Mssalok, 1954| Pittioni, 1954f Soger, 1906 f
Fosinski, 1880-90} Child®, 19505 Clark, 1930.)
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The Jordcnsmtihl cemetery (Soger, 1906f 1916) lies about 25
hilemeters southwest of Brealau (now Wroclaw) and is mode up of
a large number of pits end groves. In some of the pits, vMeli
snot have been dwelling foundations, were remains of wickorwork
and lis©* the dead wore not placed in a separate cemetery, but
in the immediate vicinity of the houses. Flexed burials were the
rule, but a few were extended. Besides the grave goods most
burials contained a few sherds and animal bones left from a funeral
feast.
In 1902, two animal graves were discovered in the course of
the work. The first contained a young cow at one end and a sheep
at the other, both carefully laid out in the same order. The other
grave revealed the skeleton of a wild ox (Bos yrimigeaius) whose
horns had been broken off for trophies. In addition to the ox, there
were a couple of dog skulls, a child's skull, and on the ax's skull
a complete dog skeleton. Under the primary pit was a. second pit
bounded by a stone perimeter and filled with animal bones.
Animal burials with human rests ins as well as separate
animal burials are reported for a number of Central European Neolithic
situs ((landert, 1953). Cattle are most often found, and the ritual
burials must reflect the cattle graves which included ceramic grave
goodsj end near Potsdam the some phenomenon occurred. In Austrian
Burgenland was the grave of a woman and child which also contained
s. horse and the skull of another, a rnre and her feci, a gent and
kid, a cow end calf, and a sheep and iamb (Pittioni, 1954, 246f
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Fig# 172). According to Goadert at least 25 cattle and more than
20 cattle skulls hare been found under such conditions in Central
Europe «
Fauna on the site consisted of cattle (Boa urivtigenius-Rasae
and Bos taurus) , sheep, swine, dog, wild boor, wild ox (Bos printgenius
£e^.), aurochs, deer, and roe-deer, bat Soger does not give the
proportions of wild md domestic animals#
The economy was wholly Hoolithicj only ornnments were made of
metal, Sew 11 tools like knives, scrapera, saws, borera, and trans¬
verse arrowheads were of flint# Host of the trimming was limited
to that which was necessary, i.e.. there was no attempt to make sueh
implements pleasing to the eye. For uses and chisels, slots-like
stone or serpentine was utilised, flue axes included imperforated
types, para I lei lag Banubian celts, and perforated axes and at!?es.
Out Of bono were produced owls (Fig. 8s g, &}, needles, daggers,
handles, and pit-decorated pendents or amulets. Split boars* tusks
mule useful tools with little effort expended, and worked antler,
including picks (Fig. 9? J) and axes, was frequently found# The
axes (Fig# 9s e) were made on the same principle as the Brteb^lle
type (Fig. 9j i) with the perforation through a tine to provide
a socket# The copper was all cold-forged am! made into "spectacle
spirals," single spirals, spiral armbands, pendants with one rolled
end, etc# Metal tools were completely absent#
The JordnnaBhhl pits contained, in a dition to the fine bowls
and pitchers of the graves, numbers of crude cooking vessels. These
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have lugs or handles «ad decoration in the for® of notching,
strokes, or finger impressions. Part of a sieve also appeared at
Jord&namitM (Soger, 1990, fab. It 10).
Soger especially mentions one grave surrounded by a rectangular
stone jveriatalitfi, which he thought resembled Bottom Graves of
the Jutland JSingle-Grnve culture. The grave contained a woman's
body with several pots and three amber rings. These rings' are
all grooved on the outside and recall the .Boppelkadpfe of Northern
end Central Europe. Other affinities with the North are to be seen in
the ceramics, e.g. the handled pitchers, absent in Bandfcerwaik.
appear in Mogul!thic pottery. At Jord&namttiil there were also funnel
beakers (Ibid., Tab, XIIs 1) and cellared flasks (Tab. XIIt 0, 10?
Fig. 2T)j one of the collared flasks was in the grave just mentioned.
At other Jordaxtaetthl site® thin- and thick-butted flint axes, as
well as transitional forsass, have corse to light.
Draoac Ku.jawski
Another Rrmubitm-type complex, from Br:?esc Knjewski on the
middle Vistula in northwest Poland, has been described by Jaadaeweki
(1938)• On the two sites investigated were uncovered foundation
trenches of trapezoidal houses, and graves were strewn about among those,
29 of them in one site and six in the other. In the foundation trenches
were signs of burned and unharmed clay mortar. Over the huts lay
a mixed cultural strnt««a in which were found sherds of a local
Eastern Banabian culture, which Jaadsewski calls "Srrese Essjawski."
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the complete corre » pondence of grave n»d settlement inventories
shoved the two were contemporary. Most burials were flexed and
placed bead southward# A few bodies were extended oa their backs,
and a number of skeleton® were dug out of refuse pits# Wit?! sale
interments were socketed antler axes (Pig* ®s s)» stone chisels, bone
plates, hollow-scrapers of boar's tusk, hand mills, necklaces with
bone discs anA copper double-spirals, and qw 11titles of small flint
artifacts. Women's graves contained richly-decorated bone armbands,
copper beads, pottery, necklaces of bored teeth, amber beads, and
occasionally some flint objects* In graves of both sexes were copper
ornaments, necklaces, metal forearm bonds, and bone awls* The
graves themselves were roughly rectangular and had no stone cover.
The embossed copper disc© from Brsesc Kujovski are exactly like
one from Saltan, Jutland, end serve to align Br»esc Kujawskl with
Becker's Early Neolithic C of Denmark, Since other copper-work
recalls ornaments from Jordonscrah], the latter is also brought into
line with Breesc En jag-ski and Scandinavian Period C# TMs date also
was supported by the appearance of some sherds of early Eastern Funnel
Beaker type is refuse pits cad & foundation trench#
Two ceramic types were noted at Brsesc Kujowski• The first
was ft late form of ftaaubiaa I were, which occurred only oa one settle¬
ment# The other was an Eastern Dwnubirtn were, the primary forms of
which were wide-mouthed pots with slightly projecting rims, "tureens,"
flask® with dOttbte-conical bodies and cylindrical necks, globular
amphorae with short neck© cad two handle®, pa!I—shaped vessels,
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end spoons. Some vessels vith feet were found, and in a few eases
the feet were either hollow or in the shape of animal jjasra* this
"Braese Kujnvski ware" is marked, by an almost complete absence of
decor-iion, nrsd most of thnt which does occur is limited to rims
and handles. Occasional chevron hands or diagonal line patterns
are ©lose to stroke-ornament*
Decoration on hone objects was geometrical* The bono armbands
were mode of broad ribs perforated at the ends so they could be.
pulled together with laces. Copper armbands were made either of
twisted stripe or tubular beads, and in both cemeteries were
necklaces of copper beads, river shell-fish beads, gpoadylus
pendant®, bossed copper plates, copper double—spirals, amber beads
and pendants, and cnlcite beads* Peculiar to Braesc Kujawski were
forehead and cheek pieces of copper beads, sometimes flanked on
the ends by stone beads* Whether these were fastened to a head
covering or just hold in place by a band running over the crown is
not known. "Girdles" of bone cylinders or fish vertebrae alternating
vith clay or shell-fish beads were part of feminise attire.
Copper fro® the settlements was in the for® of a flat chisel,
an awlt rectangular pendants rolled at one end, triangular pendants
with bosses around the edges, a spiral cylinder, and various rods
of four-sided cross—section* All the copper objects had been
cold—hammered and possessed a high copper content. The "spectacle
spirals" may be copies of gold ones such as those found at Troy II
(Childe, 1051, 115).
if
So for there have been no authenticated early Linearb&nrfkeronaik
sites in Poland. One grave at Braes© Kajavski appeared to have
r-'tiehbfiad.hera.iaik affinities, and other such graves are known,
the Eastern BaonMen group is well represented in Poland, especially
by the Moravian Painted fcare sub-group in centra1 and southeast
Poland. Baden, a post~Jord&netdlh1 culture, is also represented.
Jasdsevskt*a "Braesc Kujawski" originally appeared only at Breesc
Kuj&vski, although at least one other site has since appeared
(Mociejevski, et »!.« 1954).
lliaost one-half the Panubian (of nil groups) graves in Poland
are from Brzesc gu.fo.weki, which illustrates the importance of this
sit® for our knowledge of Polish early Neolithic cultures. The most
common feature of all these graves is the flexed, lateral position
of the bodies. Exceptional were a few bodies placed on their backs with
the legs flexed, as occurred in ftOs&en, Graves scattered throughout
the settlements, rather than in separate cemeteries, is typical of
most Dnnubicn sites.
The Bratmc Sujnwski culture is most closely related to Jordonsrafthl
and Moravian Painted fare, and somewhat lose to Stroke-ornamented fare
(Jnzdzewski, 1938, 98). The bone armbands, long bone pistes, boor*s
tusk scrapers, and copper ornament® ore reminiscent of Jordansmttltl,
but pedestal led bovls were entirely lacking at Brsosc Kujowski,
MttnchahBfen
This group is found in Bevcric and north central Austria. Two
components appear in the potteryt & clear genetic relationship with
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Moravian Painted Ware ia form and at least some affinities to
sstroke-oracjaenied wore ia decoration (Pittioni, 1954, 105).
fo the former belong pedestalled heels, flasks, broad conical
bowls, conical beakers, and high conical vessels with two small
handles. Stichlmndkeraiaifc influence lies in bands cad triangles
executed with punctate impressions. Notched rims ere typical of
MttnchsMfen (Child©, 1929, 86).
According to Pittioni, it is probable that moat of the green¬
stone implements of Danubinn type in the Upper Austrian—Salzburg area
belong to ttinchshttfen. Geometric laicroliths are assigned to this
culture, and transverse arrowheads were used (Fig. 9s d).
Aiehbfihi
The coor-village of Aichbtthl appears to be at least partially
related to the cultures to here been discussing. Child© refers to
it 'v® » Danubian II culture with a pile-dwelling complex. The settle¬
ment is on the Federaee in Wttrtteisberg and consists of a number of
two-roomed, rectangular houses built on log platforms.
The pottery is a polished black ware that corresponds in its
forma to ceramics fro® Jorrfcnsotthl, flfissen, and HUnofashdfeti (ibid,.
166). Battler {1988, 42) thinks Aichbtlhl a mixture of the Eastern
Danubiaa types and Rbsaen. CMIde (1951, 286) sees a Western component
in some ioelmoiogieal details and ia the economy as a whole.
Baden
Because of the vide use of channeled decoration, Stocky (1929,
115) calls this the "Channeled fare culture." Badea falls under the
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designation "Kordic" according to a number of authors (Schraail,
192S| Stocky, S9.i9? Pittioni, 1954} because of certain similarities
with the North, Centered in Austria, «nd Bohemia, laden sites tire
often on fortified hilltops, Among other ani*lg, these herders
possessed horses (Child©, 1951, 112), Baden, along with Jordansmttltl,
foils under Banubian III ia Childe*s Dmiubian sequence.
Ceramic forms ore cups with high, strap handles, squat pitchers
with strap handles, double conical bowl®, amphorae-like vessels
(Kftngegefftsoo)» Ffahlbau storage vessels with fingertip impressions
under the rip, and a few collared flasks. On the amphorae there are
often subcutaneous handles. Decoration is incised or applied, as veil
a& channeled.
The tool Inventory ia made up of trapese-abapod, imperforated
axes, spheroid etaeeheods, triangular arrowheads (no transverse points),
and blade tools. Copper was used but not for tools or weapons.
Channeled decoration and ribbon handles seen to be new developments
from the southeast (Childo, 1951, 113), and the storage vessels parallel
Michelsberg-Cortfiillod types, Some ceramics resembling Funnel Becker
types suggest a relationship with Northern Europe, but actual corres¬
pondences are negligible. Essentially, Baden represents a continuation
of Dunabian technology.
A11heI c«~!k>ndace
In Bavaria and Upper Austria are a number of related groups,
e.g. Altheim, Mondse- , Laibaeh, which though prismrily Daaubion also
show a few Western and "Nordic" traits, Round-be1lied cups or pitchers
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with handles, double-conical bowls, crude storage vessels, and high
amphorae are common. Beep-stroke ornamentation is typical and often
incrusted. There are also figurines of animals and humans, and in
Austrian Mondsee clay ladles and "smelting bowls" were used for
manufacturing metal implements*
Stone tools include unperforated axes, polygonal b&tileaxes,
laaceheads, single-piece sickles of the Scandinavian Passage Grave
type, triangular arrowheads, blades, scrapers, and long transverse points
(Fig, 9s c). The copper implements—axes, daggers, awls, sickle blades—
support a late date for these cultures. From underwater lake sites a
large amount of organic material has been recovereds antler sleeves
and picks, bone awls and spntulae, pendants of bear, pig, and sheep
teeth, wooden hafts, cord, and food products (grain and apples).
In addition to lake dwellings, there are elevated settlements, as
at Altheim. The lake sites axe closely related to those of Switzerland,
The Altheim culture, first defined by Reinecke (1924), has
a flint and stone industry cbarcterized by hammer-axes, mace-heads,
trapeze-shaped axes, pointed-butted axes, hollow-baaed arrowheads, and
large single-piece sickles, Small flint types are blades, knives,
scrapers, and awls. Bone and antler were widely used, but the axes,
sleeves, awls, chisels, and points are not characteristic of AHheim
alone. A few copper tools and ornaments were in use.
The flat-based pottery is ordinarily of coarse clay and undecorated#
When it occurs, decoration is in the form of finger-tip impressions.
Less often plastic ornamentation appears and still more rarely
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incised lines* So®® of the ceramic forms closely resemble flat-
bottomed, strb ight-slded Borgea vessels of the Swiss Middle Neolithic.
The correspondences with Horgen ore strengthened by the
Altheim houses at Boldberg in iVitrtteabcrg (Bersn, 103?), which ftre
the socio typo of square, one roots dwellings ns ere found in Horgen
settlements* At Goldberg, Althotm is superimposed upon Miehelsberg,
as Bergen is in Switzerland* the single-piece sickles, which are
perhaps the roost char*;cteriatic implement form, ere cited by Piggott
(1954b, ESS) «e ty;ic 1 Secondary Neolithic flint types in Britsin*
A1 the!fit aeeraa to represent c phenomenon on the western end of the
Danube very like Bergen further south, which is a Secondary Neolithic
culture.
The Eastern Panubion cultures as a group ere derived from
three primary sources, the original Daauhian (Line rb'-mlkeriuoik)
background, contributions from aeeultarated Monolithic inhabitants
of the various local regions, ftad fresh Neolithic and Broaae Age
influences from the southeast. In some areas, such as Poland and
Bavaria, a certain amount of Stichbandkornnik influence is discernible,
and in other cases Western and Funnel Beaker elements played a limited
role*
Like the early Oannbiaa settlements, those of the Eastern
group were relatively temporary, although fortification was not
unusual. Some of the ceramic forms wore merely variations on the
Bandkorariik theme* other® were totally new* Most of the tool
inventory—shoe-lost adzes, maeehecds, perforated hfumser-anea—
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retained its &umbias character, Spir«ls end meander® still
appeared as decerative motifs, if far less frequently. Burials,
«a in Early DanuMan, often were scattered about in settlement
areas and the bodies almost always contracted. The economy was
predorainantly ©tumblon, strange traits being of secondary importance.
Obviously, sons indigenous hunters and gatherers wore
absorbed by these people, for in contrast to 1'arly ©onttbinn there
is a visible Mesolithie undercurrent. Blade and ciicrolithic industries
are commonly associated with the Eastern ©anubian groups, some of
which also used transverse arrowheads. The hem and antler
industry includes bone awls and chisels, antler axes and picks,
antler sleeves, bone ornaments, and boar's tusk laminae. Amber
ornaments were discovered at JordrnsRilhl and Braesc Kujawski•
Pitted ornament (as at Jordnnsedlhl) on bone is ty leal of Maglemoae,
and the evidence of funeral feasts or ritual deposits at JordanamBhl
is paralleled at Teviec (Pequart, 1929), While the changes from
incised to punctate decoration and from curvilinear to linear
patterns in the Stroke-ornamented Ware cultures is what one would
expect in the case of Uesollthic people adopting ceramic techniques,
the Eastern Baaubian pottery has the appearance of a continued
elaboration on the older Pnnuhinn foundation. In spite of Mesolithie
influences, the Ea tern ©nnubinn is primarily en evolved Pnnubinn
group rntber than « Mesolithie group acculturated by contact with
DanuMan farmers.
New ceramic forms, such us pedestalled bowla, socketed ladles,
biconical jars, perforated clay blocks, and two-handled pitchers or
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tankards, joined the old types of vessels* The use of copper and
bronze for oraanenta ia west of the Eastern Baanblnn sub-groapa
signifies the first appearance of metal in this area, bat tool®
were still of stouo and organic materials* these sew features can not
be explained purely as « matter of local cultural evolution! many
of the® mast he interpreted ss the result of contact with the Aegean,
ant! some suggest direct contact {CMIds, 1929, 91}* The two~fiA»dIed
pitchers of .JordattamUkl have metal prototypes in the Stodilterraneoa,
and the pedestalled bowls are & very ancient forts in the same area
which eventually diffused to the Baltic (8ehvo.bediesea, 1953).
The cubical clay blocks see® to be copies of Minoon stone wanes*
Zooraorphlc and antftropernorphi© motifs in the potter's art suggest
influence from the south, and clay stamps mast be imitations of
Hear Eastern stamp seals, even if they may not have been %ised for
the some purpose. The use of copper and bronze was also derived
from the Mediterranean.! the double spirals of Jordanawtthl and Brxese




Until recently, no comprehensive study of the French Neolithic
had ever appeared, but Professor Pig .ott's analysis* has done such
1. L*Anthropologic 57, 88 (1953, 1954).
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toward enabling as to set? tfi© devel©front and relntionehips of
the French Neolithic as a whole within Its Western European setting*
la France, three early Neolithic traditions way he identified*
The first, end least important, is a western extension of the Jbmuhi&n
culture-ares* The second group is characterized by the use of
*impressed* or "cardial" ware, and since it in essentially of
Mediterranean origin and affinities we need not disease it farther
hero. The third tradition falls within the Western Neolithic
complex and is generally known as Ghassey*
first established in the south of France, Chasaey was originaliy
a Neolithic culture, iral before the end of its development metal
was introduced along the Mediterranean coast. With the beginning
of the Metal Age are associated collective burial is chotoherod iossbs,
bell beakers, and pottery with incised or channeled decoration*
The principal centers of this mtmd tradition are Pea-Richard in
Charonte, Congi.se 1 in Brittany, end Fontboniaee in the south*
Me&nwhiie, Chassey spread north, one branch entering eastern
France and Switzerland and another coming Into contact with indigenous
hunters and. gatherers in northern Franco* The impact of Cfi&ssey
upon the aon-agricolturn1 inhabitants of the north resulted in
the formation of Secondary Neolithic cultures like Seine Oise—Morae
(SOU) sad the late manifestations of Chassey, as at Fort-flarronnrd*
Chassey resembles in wany respects Cortni1lad, Michelsbcrg,
sad Windmill Sill and shows certain relationships with upper Italy#
Much of the Cftassey material corses from caves which were occupied
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seasonally, b»t so©© la from lake dwellings at L# Chain!a in
the Jura or fro® fortified earn pa such as the type site, Chaasey.
So for ae causevnyed camps, typical of Windmill Hill end Michelsborg,
have teen reeognized within the Chaaaoy area, Choosey pottery,
when found in chambered tombs of western France, is associated
with 5eine~0i»o-4iarne, CoagtxeI, or Er-banatc pottery and beakers;
tombs assigned to Chassoy alone do not belong to the MegalitMc
tradition.
Chassoy ware is normally dork-colored, round-b©itemed, and
undocorated* Decoration which does appear was usually incised after
firing. The foms (Piggott, 1953, Fig. 2 - 4) ere baggy howls,
howls with carinated or S-profile, spherical amphora-Iike weasels
(often with "pan-pipe" handles), vide~rlmtaed plates, sisal I pots with
broad wsjjws.de handles" (probably of Italian ancestry), spoons or
ladles, end vase supports. Most of the square vase supports,
characteristic of Er-Lsnnic (a Ctessey derivative in the northwest),
wore relatively Into.
In southern France ornamentation wns of a geometric character
end incised after firing* Sometimes the incisions were filled with
white or red paste, a technique which is absent in Windmill Hill
am! Cortaillod but common in the Mediterranean* Decoration applied
before firing la rare in the south but occurs further north at
Choosey, Fort-!l»rrotmrd, and a number of Er-kannic sites. Hows
of applied bosses on the edges of vessels also are common, especially
in the later phases. Randies and lugs arc characteristic.
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Incision alter firing way be of Italian origin, there are,
for example, close ®i»JIcritlea between Western pottery cad undecorated
Stentinelio ware in Sicily (®rea, 195ft). This pottery appear® to be
related to certain Egyptian types, notably Amratiaa. Along the
Mediterranean coast it is very often difficult to separate indsed-
aftor-firing ware from the impressed ware, which Brer, believe® to
be earlier. Ptggctt, however, see® so basis for assuming impressed
ware (Chateauneuf) preceded early Chnssey in southern France.
there scene little doubt that Corbel Hod ceramics were derived
fro® south French Clwssey ((ionzenb-clt, 1049, TS§ Piggett, 1958, 424).
fbe absence of incised decoration after firing in early Cortni1lod
was perhaps aiaply due to the abandoning of tills Mediterranean
techaiijtie when the pottery was copied by HesolitMc tribes.
For the manufacture of axes & variety of stone was used in the
south, while flint predominated in the north, k large share of the
cams are "Castpigaiaa" forms, illustrating connections with French
flint mines. Transverse points were retained fro® the ttssslithie,
especially in western site® like Cu&pniec, Slant o, sad Castellic*
teaf-shaped nrswheade are common in north and south Chnasey, although
extremely rare in Brittany* Nor do they occur in Cartel 1 lod,
where the triangular or hollow-based type is predominant* the
triangular sad leaf-shaped points are associated «i Cetenoy and
Chossoy. Grand-Fressigay flint is rarely a feature of Choosey$ fro®
all appearances, it was exploited later, during the late Neolithic
and Early Bronze Age. la the north and west of France a number of
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flint saines were worked fey the Cfsaeaey people, who or® thus n part of
Naugier *et "Cr-aipignian" tradition.
Except pendants and «®ulets, there are few bone and antler
remains. Antler sleeves are known from e few sites, and polishers
and awls made on me to.pedals are found on almost all sites where
organic material lias been preserved. Harpoons are normally
tmilaterally barbed (Fig. 10: f), in contrast to CortniHod points,
which are usually bilaterally barbed like the A*i lion typo. Bone
and antler fishhooks ere reminiscent of Uagietaose fishing equip¬
ment, and antler combs {Fig. 101 i) also may have been derived fro®
the Mesolithie.
the eiiea at L. Chalnin have produced some wooden artifacts,
such a® bowls, spoons, bows, axe hafts, and combs, as mil a®
fabrics of wool or vegetable fiber.
Various pond-ats and figurines of bone, cutler, and el«y are
associated with Chossey. Stylived representations of the human
figure are not uneocsnon, but characteristic ere rounded pendants














which are notched (Fig, I0i fe*) or segmented and sometimes perforated.
Some pointed orasaaents have incised linear or geometric decoration
(Fig# lOt ft), Perforated animal teeth are relatively rare.
Chaaaey*s econotssy was based primarily on farming and herding,
although torn hasting and fishing is indicated by the implements and the
occurrence of wild fauna. Bones of wild animals are relatively
rare, but deer, hare, and boar sometimes are found in small numbers,
Among the doriestic animals, cattle ordinarily represent the largest
group,
la the north, contact was established with Monolithic people, and in
the Swiss lake region Chnssey developed into Cortaillod, Also in
the east there was probably a contribution to iJiehelsberg, Colonists
crossing the Channel from northern France initiated Windmill Bill
culture. Early Chassey and Chateauneuf, in soothers France, were
contemporary with Arene Candide 1 - II and therefore with Central
European Danubian II, In northern France, the Choosey sites belong
to a period preceding Michelsherg and the exploitation of Grand—
Pressigny flint.
In contrast to Northern Europe, metal ecmo into use not long
after the advent of the Neolithic in France, the economy at first remained
essentially Neolithic, i.e., metal objects were obtained through
trade or manufactured only by the simplest processes. The term
"Cbalcolithic" is one of descriptive, not chronological, value,
Cfiassey-type ceramics persisted but with the infusion of
channeled ware and beakers. With the beakers are associated tanged
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daggers, awls, and asm 11 rings of bronze. I'M 1© the Chasaey
figurines were faceless, the accent was now placed on the fecial
features. The whole complex is frequently associated with burial
in chmabered tombs, which are often gallery graves. This mixed
Chalcolithic is grouped in coastal clusters, suggesting that it
represents « mritisse civilisation of Mediterranean antecedents
which expanded along san routes. The beakers ere generally thought
to be of central Spanish origin, but Figgoti (1954a, 4) thinks
a source on the Mediterranean coast store likely. The Becker people
managed to maintain a large share of their individuality while mixing
with other groups. Therefore, Beaker elements were natch the a me over
all France. The channeled wore, however, is present in three distinct
regional fades* Fontbouisse in southern France, Oonguel in Brittany,
and Feu—Richord in the Charonte end Girounde, With these are found
Er-Lnnnic and Er-SJ»r ceramics, derived from Chassey.
Fontbouisse (Gard) is the most important of about thirty sites
in southern France containing channeled pottery. The ceramics are
mostly decorated with vertical or horizontal grooving in alternate
panels or with concentric semi-circles or chevrons. At one site,
this type of ornament®,tion is associated with double warts or nipples
forming an anthropomorphic design, rec.nl ling the fecial motifs on
Los Mi Hares pottery} thus a connection between Fontbouisae and Los
Mi Hares ceramics seems altogether possible (I bid.» 8). However,
along with this Anthropomorphic tradition go the engravings and
paintings in south French caves and the "menhir-statues" portraying
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the human figure in two dimensions, which arc allied to Portuguese
schist idols rather than Los Millars® sculptor© in the round# Finer
comparisons suggest a closer association of Foatbouisse ceramics
with certain Portuguese pottery than with Los Mi I lares ware, and
the presence in southern France of engraved schist pla ;uo® of
Portuguese style supporis this assumption.
The Fontbouisae sites appear to he related to sites in both
Portugal and Sardinia, for rock-cut tombs are found in all three
areas• The concentric serai-circle motif of Fontbouisse ware appears
on Cortai llod pottery with birch—bark incrustations, find channeled
ware and handled vases like some found in the south of France were
associated with late Corta.i Hod pottery at A reno Condido IV# Thus,
Foatbouisee ceramics offer e limited correlation with the Swiss chronology#
Fcmtbouisse appears to be about the same age a® the Becker material.
At the type site itself were a beaker sherd and two daggers#
The Feu—Hichord ceramics, named after a fortified site in the
Ch«rente, nre the most clear-cut group of the French channeled ware,
and it was J. flnwkoa (.1933) who first showed that this pottery
belonged to the channeled ware complex# Most peculiar arc pots
decorated with a pair of stylized eyes, each one of which often
surrounds the opening of a tunnel-handle set in the wall of the vessel#
Otherwise unknown in France and Iberia, such vessels occur in
Sardinia and Malts, which implies contact with the Mediterranean#
On the otiter hand, the passage graves of Choreate are similar to
those of Alraerin#
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With ike Fen-Elchard pottery ere found Er~hannic ceramics
with incised or posetote decoration# these also appear with Almerim
"symbolic" ware, whose decoration is inspired by the human face.
There is in Cfmrente & certain mount of undeeorated ware
which is possibly of Choosey origin* feu-Richard ware has never been
founds with Beaker material, but the two groups undoubtedly were
contemporary.
Moat of the Couguel sites are in liorMhaa* A majority of the
vessel®, with concentric arc® or alternating panels of vertical and
horizontal channels, are related to southern French types* A few
with incised zigzags resemble a Feu-Sichord pot from Avalllea-sur-
Chlse# At the type site Conguol eeroEiico were shown to be strati-
graphical ly older than beakers, hat there is no reason this is true
over all Brittany# Congo©1 pottery seems to be the most closely
related of any Breton pottery to Scottish Beachnrro, which does
antedate the Beaker occupation of Britain# Relationships els© can
he shown with ceramies of the Scandinavian Passage Brave period#
Again in Brittany there are undecorated "Choosey" vessels which «re
hard to distinguish fro® those in Iberian contoate#
During the Choice iitMe appeared two groups often included
under the terra "Chaeaey." The Er—hannie ware is characterized by
incised or .unelnto decoration filled with whit© paste, while Kr-M&r
pottery has small nipples over most of the pot surface. Especially
in the Er-Lannic group are found the peculiar vase-supporta known
in Chassey. Er-Lannlc pottery is ka rn in southern France and
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Ckarente but la centered ia Brittany. The Er-Mnr pottery Is hardly
represented ia southern France but is eorasuon in Brittany, northern
France, and Burgundy. Both are found in Britain nnd the Channel
Islands,
Vase-supports fall into two Categories: rectangular cups
incised after firing and cylindrical support.• The rectangular
type appears to belong to early Chassey because of its decoration.
The second type is probably intrusive. Both were present nt Fort-
llarrouard.
In the Iberian peninsula, vessels isuch like Er-Lannic and £r-
Mar war® appear in Algerian chambered tombs with channel-decorated
cerc^iinne a ay-roboiea, but there ore no vase-supperta, In Sardinia,
Angholu Ru.ju yielded Er—tannic style pottery in a@aocin.tion with
Beaker notorial and e&m pets with tunne1-hand1es like those of
Pea-Richord. At 14pari, north of Sicily, imported Hyeenean sherds
of c. 1509-1400 B, C, were associated with vase-supports and pottery
with punctate decor?.tion. In Britain, the Urease Age "incense cups"
are copies of French vase—supports. Correlations between the British
Bronx© Age and Central Europe suggest « date of 1559-1300 »• C.
for the former. Therefore, the Er-4tar and Er-tannic phases mat
have lasted at least until the 15th century B. C.
The anme French influence© can be seen in the Secondary Neolithic
JUnyo-Clncton group of Britain, which was approximately contemporary
with the Beaker "invasion" of ©rest Britain,
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Cortnillod
Although of minor significance, there are sotm traces of
Boaubiim settlement on tho upper Rhine in Switzerland (Slxsaig, 1350,
137-6). From tfie letaar region «r© graves and early Linoarhaadfaeraaik
and from Mserstdil a nd Tealberg several late Linesrfeandkermsik
complexes. Among Mm sites of this last ares, Opfingen at Tuaiberg
almost certainly had a great settlement similar to 18In-Hadenttel.
Wost of the Dnmiblcn influence was localised around the Lend of the
Rhine near Basel.
Numerous shoo—last celts from the Stwdgnu region appear to belong
to south German Stichbandkeramik. or JlSsaon. liSsson was the only
Dtvnuhian group which really penetrated Switzerland effectively? it
occasionally occurs in association with Cortai1led in the Early
Neolithic.
Within the Cortot11od culture, two regional end two chronological
ceramic phases are discernible# In both tho early cad Into periods
can bo rooognised « tost and a Central Swiss faeies, which are due
portly to local variation and partly to influences frees ether cultures
(Gonxonhacli, 1348, 3).
Early Cortalllod {%o 1 zwi 1}
In the West Swiss group most of the pottery is thilied
and well-fired, and the outer surface of the smaller pots Ms a shiny
black polish. The unity of the pottery lies in the rounded bases end
simple shapes, while the primary difference is between storage pots
and finer vessels. The first group includes deep basins, Musi spherical
bowls, and globular pots which characteristically have ornamental warts
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am decoration, ffse swiler Teasels are assail beakers, deep or
shallow bowls, forerunners of the late Gortai 1 lod r ngular (Inicukn 1 otten)
bowls, and flasks. Spoons are rare,
rilis group of ceraisics is known only From pi le-dwelling® oa
L. Neuohutel sad Bielersee, but this must be at least parti lly the
result of incomplete exploration. These ceramics are clearly but
one part of a tradition which extends south into Italy and west
into southern France,
The Central 8wio ? group is not so well defined, for only one site,
Seecaatte, has o rly Cortaillod is a strati graphics I relationship with
late Cortailled. Kastern sites which provisionally mark the eastern
boundary of early Cortnillod distribation—Bnuschomie, Kleiner Bnfner,
end Ofcerueilen oa L, Zurich—are difficult to define, since most of the
find® have been dredged up over a long period and are raised with Miebe Is-
berg.. At Seeeatte, most of the pottery is the s-sae as that of the early
West group, but the large vessels have applied fillets with fingertip
impressions. This sort of decoration appears in Micfcolsberg and Ebsson,
the lest being the most likely source »b for m early Cortai I lod is
concerned, Decorative warts or bosses ore also present. Flat-based
bowls are peculiar to the Central group.
In the fanwiler Moor around Egolxwll and 1'euvil are a number of
pile-dwellings, such as Seklitz I, Egelswil I, and Egolzwil He, in which
the lowest horison corresponds to early Cortnillod. Although the pottery
is essentially the mme as that of the West group, among the ceramics
are some of Rdssen ancestry. At Sch&ta 1, for example, there rre globular
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pots resembling siallar undeeorotod Teasels of Reason and also
sow® stroke—ornamented potsherds which are paralleled In south
German Edssea.
0a the basis of excavations «t Egolawil III, Vogt (1951)
extends the anise of the site to repines the designation "Early
Cortaillod," Egolsvll III is particularly informative because
of the- number of organ!e remains, especially wood* Manure was pro-
sent in quantities large enough to assume that animals were kept
right la the village. The site was inundated after being abandoned,
end the voterlogged piles seek ia place* the large amount of hark
found in the site suggests this use used as on insulating foundation
upon which the dwellings were built, as was the case ia many
Mesollthie sites* The concentration of lightweight articles which
wore Ci-st aside shows they could not have been dropped evon in
still water, Frebobly a strand was uncovered for awhile end
occupied# later being submerged again,
Stone axes were comparatively few in number, and most were of
serpentine, A rather poor abnfthole use came to light sad is
peculiar to Switzerland, The majority of the axes had a pointed-
oval cross-section r.nd hardly nay were completely polished, la
connection with axes, there were, about thirty axe hafts of ash
(only one of which still held its blade)* The most distinctive
implements were a number of sickles consisting of a blade set
diagonally into «, straight wooden haft* These are different
from nay other type of sickle known, including later Cortai1lod
nr>
implements, The remaining atone tools wore of less importance*
There were several scrapers and a single hoilev-based arrowhead*
Besides the wooden axe baft® were recovered some tools of unknown
use# Those were made of branch forks, one segment forming a haft
and the other a pick-like blade. They may have been used for grubbing
or hoeing. Other wooden objects were bowls, clubs, cuna, birch-
bark rolls, sad so forth. Bone nad antler remains were not numerous—
a couple of spatulas, a eonb fragment, awls, and n perforated
hof-r* a tusk lamina.
There are really only two tyjies of ceramics from Egolswi 1 III,
cooking pots and flasks* The first are oil round-bottomed and hove
two handles just under the rim, which is usus liy evertod or inverted
slightly. Otherwise the profiles are very simple* Incised strokes or
pita occur rarely5 in most cases there are just one or two warts
between the handles* The flasks have ovoid bodies, short necks,
and handles near the middle of the vessel. These pots ore not
decorated, fUisaen influence is indicated by one fragment of a
flat—based vessel and en ordinary lidssen globular beaker with incrusted
farrow© d--stroke orsanmontoti on ,
Although fauna1 remains were scarce, wild animals were well
in the laiaoriiy. Domestic animals were led by swine, with sheep
and goats second in number. Ho cattle were identified, which is
surprising since cattle normally make up tire largest percentage of
domestic animals.
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The picture at Egolzwil is fairly clear. The pottery corresponds
fully with that of early Gortnillod, -nd its purity here is rarely
found elsewhere. fogi believes the sit© representative of a cultural
division rather than just a loeai variation and is ia fact of the
opinion th- t the differences between early sad late Cortailloc! are
too great for one to have developed out of the other# He therefore
suggests *e refer to the later group as "Cortnilloi" and the earlier
plies© as "Kgolcwi 1." Whether or not this distinction is justified
will have to await further investigation of the early period.
The ftbsson element shows the settlement cannot bo older than
the appearance of late Danubian cultures in northern Switzerland
and southern Gereany. Radiocarbon analysis of two wood specimens
from Kgolstwil III yielded dates of c. d3S0 and £T00 It. C. respectively
(Zeuner, 19(55. 47-8), and Treels-Sisitk (.1958) reports an average
date based on radiocarbon date of about -740 B. C.
bf.fee Corfcaj 1 loo.
Within the ceramics of this inter pho.se there appears to be-
a. continuity of style i n the storage vessels, but new or modified
fores sake their debut. The pottery also varies in different areas
of distribution. la the oast, Michelaberg influenced Cortai1lod
ceramics to a constdurable extent.
The foot Swiss group (ttonzonbacb, 1949) includes among Its
ceramic forms a variety of angular bowls and beaters, rare "suspen¬
sion" vessels, flasks, "lamps" like soup plates,, spoons, globular
pots, great storage vessels, and necked amphorae. The angular bowls
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arc the sole lest Swiss forts which is decorsted, sad this type
of vessel is distributed fro® northern Italy to southern Spain,
The "suspension" vessels are not common and are the only pots
msioag the fine ware which do not have the polished black surface.
One type of flask is decorated with two large breesi-ahnped bosses,
which is perhaps a "Mother Goddess" motif*
host of the ceramic forras have perforated lugs (often in
pairs), which were of ©ore a functional than an ornamental nature.
Scratched decoration on the angular howls was applied after firing
as in Choosey, and the remnants of white incrustation are still to be
seen in the incisions. This forts of decoration, however, is so re
come, ton in Central Switzerland* A specialty w-a the practice of stick¬
ing thin layers of birch-bark upon the black surface of the vessel
to produce pleasing color contrasts. One bork-inorusted vessel
(Qonaenlr efi, 1049, PI, Vi 1) with a concentric arc eiotif perhaps
provides a correlation with south French Channeled Ware, This fits
in with the association at Areae Candid© of channeled pottery and late
Cortcillod (kfigesaa) ware (Piggott, 1954a, 19-13).
Many of the ceramic features ft.ro duplicated in southern France
and upper It iy, and there are a few parallels on the southeast
const of Spain,
In the Central Swiss group most elements are the same, but e
few variations are detectable* The best sites of this group are
Egolswil II, Feetswtie, and Burgftsehi-Ost, Among the special ceramic
forms are a high beaker with a slightly rounded base fro® Egolswi1 II
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(there is a. duplicate la trood from the same site), pots with a
marked S-profile and perforated lugs, flat-based bowls, and large
flask-like vessels with flattened shoulders, upon which are perforated
lugs. Specifically attributed to Michel8berg are amphorae, handled
pitchers and bookera, baking plates, and spoons. Decoration consists
of strokes or stabs applied before firing, fingernail impressions,
excellent bark ornamentstion, grain-kernel impressions, warts, and
cordons with fingertip impressions* The stroke-ornament and fingertip
or fingernail impressions are Ijichelsberg techniques. The Hichelaberg
intrusions constitute the primary difference between Western and
Central ceramics.
Vallon ties Venus is the only known Corial 1 lad land station in
Switzerland, end practically nothing but pottery comes from the site.
The commies seem to be most closely related to Choosey and the Cen¬
tral Swiss group.
In Cortaillod there is a significant variety of stone axes.
In the west are axes with rounded cross-section, which are related
to Western European types. At Seematte, one finds longer, polygonal
axes attributed to Mlehelsberg influence* In addition, there ore
perforated haramer-o.se©, chisels, and Edssen-type shoe-last celts.
Also made of stone ere millstones, oval netsinkers, and sandstone
implements used for pounding berk,
Flint blades are typically small forms with steep retouch.
Signs of pitch on some of these show they were at one time hefted,
and a fm blades have been found in wooden hafts. Irregular pointed
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blades, blade scrapers, discoid scrapers, end geometric microliths
(from Port-Conthy) are oilier f ii nt products♦ I*ont of the Cortci 1 lod
arrowheads are iriangular rather than leaf-shaped, but some are
hollow—based and a few tanged* Transverse points are very rare
{an example from Port-Coailiy is illustrated in Vouga, 1929, PI,
XIIt 19),
Many artifacts smile of antler have been recovered from
Cortaillod sites» ax© sleeves (Fig, lit i), axes (Fig, 11* k),
picks (Fig. lis h, j), Iinmers, maeeheads, barbed points (Fig, Us
a), herbless fishhooks {Fig, lit b), and double-pointed gorges
(Fig, 11: c). Small beakers and Indies were manufactured out of
horn. Arrowheads and spearheads were made of bone, as were twin-
pointed flax combs, daggers (Fig. lit g), chisels, awls (Fig. lis d),
and shin-scrapera (triangular bone plates with a long point projecting
from the apex). Aside from hafts and sickles, there are bowls,
spoons, decorated combs, notched arrows, and rudders of wood. Vessels
and act floats of bark also appear ia some quantity.
Fig, 11, Cortailiod bone and antler artifacts.










k, antler axe Inset* notched pendants, U.S.S.R.
(.After von Gonssenboh, 1949 and Rmtdonikna, 1940.)
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Ornaments, mostly pendants, occur profusely oa Cortcillod
settlements (Fig# lit e, f )• Among the forms ere rectangular,
incised antler pendants, boar's tusk pendants, small perforated
deer bones, end notched or segmented pendents like those of Chnssey.^
Beads of stone, hone, and antler are also common* Human cranial
discs are reported from Pori-Ccmthy (Child©, 1929, 170). The finest
ornaments eorae from early Cortaillod. Incised geometric designs,
for instance, are lacking on late Cortaillod ornaments (even though
incised cermaie decorations occur). Figurine fragments are rare
end crude? clay figurines of bison, rams, and a dog were identified
at St—Aubin IV (josien, 1958, 29).
The ceramic tradition of Cortaillod was drawn from the Western
Neolithic cultures, whereupon it followed its own line of development
and was influenced by Central European groups. Probably the Western
element forming the basis of Cortnillod diffused up the Phone from the
south French coast. There are no indications that an earlier Neolithic
occupation existed in Switzerland. That Cortaiilod did not originate
as a result of Central European influences is shown by the close
resemblance of o- rly Cortaillod to Cheesey and otSser Western groups.
Moreover, the use of triangular arrowheads and axes is more typical
of North Africa and Western Europe than Western Asia and Eastern and
Central Europe, whore adzes and slings predominated (Child©, 1950b).
The Mesolithlc substratum of Cortaillod is illustrated by the
wide use of antler and bark in particular. The barbed points or
1. The notched pendants typical of Western Neolithic
cultures are duplic ted by ornaments from the Sub-Noolithic
Olenii Ostrov site on L. Onega (Fig. lit inset).
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harpoons of nailer are not sin like those of south Geroou A*i linn
{cf. Gonwenbaeh, 1949, Tab, Si 9 and Peters» 1934, Tab. 9),
The preponderance of lake sites may also be a partial hangover
from the Mesolithic settlement patterns.
Characteristic of Seles Western Neolithic sites is the fauaal
evidence indieating the importance of hunting in the economy. The
percentage of wild anioal bones sometimes attains nearly §0 and is
almost always in excels of 30$, in striking contrast to the French
and British sites with virtually no wild fauna. Josiea (1936) has
aumoristed the fauns 1 remains from several (late) Cortai llod
settlements in Bern which have 7i elded sufficient amounts of bone.
On L. Bnrgttsebi, the site of Burgf?scM $«d—ouesi provided
3273 hone fr«gstenta which have been tabulated (according to numbers
of individuals) as followsj
cattle 22.6 deer 15.7
sheep 7.8 roe-deer 0.9
goat 2.7 oik 1.4
pfS 15.7 OS 0.4










Most of the wild fauna are forest species, and the cmjority are
large animals. Those like fox and wolf probably were killed as
vermin hut the rest wast have been hunted for meat, furs, horn,
or sutler. According to the author, the deer rermine show clearly
that these animals were killed to a large extent for antler. t>'e
tsight add that the large number of antler tools anil ornaments seems
to prove this.
The proportions of domestic animals, with cattle predominant
and pigs next most numerous, is typical not only of Swiss sites
but the Neolithic a s a. whole. Clark (1933, 119) has pointed out
that during the Neolithic cattle are almost always the leading
animal and sheep or goats subordinate even to swine, except in a
few non-forested areas such as Skara Brae and Br Toh* The implication
is that, since cattle and swine are forest animals, sheep were of
minor importance until extensive deforestation was accomplished.
At Locras (Ltischerss) in the Cerleier-Erlach district, 1336
bone fragments were analyzed as followss
cattle 36.5 tie or 9.6
pig 6.0 roe-deer 1.9
sheep 6.7 ox 15.5








-Atthis site, the percentage of game was smaller, although wild
cattle were second only to domestic cattle m «. source of food.
Lac *ie Lobsigen in the Acrberg district, with 161 identifiable
pieces of bone, had 41.2$ wild animals. While the number of bones
was too stan 11 to provide meaningful statistics, the nine uniranla
identified, in order of importance, woroi cattle, wild pig, swine,
sheep, wild ox, door, roe-deer, goat, and dog.
At St.-Aubin (Pert-Conthy) the Parly Neolithic level (f-everdin,
1932} provided these percentages! t
cattle 14.4 deer 7.2
Pig 21.0 elk 1.5
sheep/goat 29.2 roe-deer 1.5










In this case, no wild species exceeds any single domestic species,
and Ssoth pig and sheep exceed cattle. It say be noted also that
wild oxen *re conspicuously absent.
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The proportions off wild sad domestic fauns from the Early
Neolithic at Cortaillod wore 43.2$ and 56.8$ respectively, and at
Auvornier, the proportions wpfl 41.9/* and 56. i$.
la sotasinry, these six Cortri 1 lod sites present the following
percentages of wild sad (lores tic faunat
dimestie wild
Burgftschi 52.9 47.1
Loeraa 63, 4 34.6
Lohsigea 38,8 41.2
St-Aubin IV G7.8 32,2
Cortai1lod IV 56.8 43.2
Auvernier IV 58.1 41,9
The average proportions on the basis off these figures are 49$
for wild species and 60$ for domestic species, which is in con¬
siderable excess off the 30$ often quoted for wild fauna in the
Early Neolithic*
With the evidence off harpoons, fishhooks, gorges, and net-
floats in combination with the pattern off lake—side settlement,
there an he no doubt that fishing was a major industry*
Information from the t'nuwiier Moor shows early CertaiHod,
or Egoiswil, onn scarcely have antedated Mssen. The late Cortaillod
■w
sotileraents show contenporanoity with at least part of Hieheleberg.
The exact time when Cortai ilod disappeared h.-s not been established,
but both it and Miehelsberg were replaced by Horgen.
m
If late Cortaillod developed out of the earlier phase, there are¬
na transitional sitea to prove it* Yogi explicitly denies any such
continuity* Whatever the case say be, there is a break in the
development, for although setae of the old form continue now ones
appear* A maaber of ilie differences isuat be biased on intrusions of
Central Baropean cultures*
•andmill Hi 111
In Britain, the Primary Neolithic is best represented by Windmill
Rill culture, which is again pert of the cetera Neolithic euiiure-
area. Within the framework of Windmill Rill are local variations,
but an overall similarity prevails. Previously, this complex was
distinguished as "Neolithic A," as opposed to "Neolithic R," which
is now termed "Secondary Neolithic" by Piggott.
Three types of field monuments character!Windmill Hill
culture—•cftusevnyod camps, flint mines, and tmchwabered long barrows*
The first are regarded as seasonal "kraals" tied in with the herding
of cattle, whose closest Analogies appear to be with the continental
Miehe1sterg culture. Flint mines, such as Grimes Graves, were certainly
worked by specialists during this period, although the mines continued
in use well into the Bronze Age. The closest relationships are again
with Michelatorg, but it is difficult to derive the British mining
industry from Miclielsberg unless it is assumed that flint mining
was not on integral part of Windmill Hill culture In its initial stages*
1. Piggott, Neolithic Culturea of the British Isles*
Cambridge, 1054.
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f!ie long borrows ; re felt to have a common ancestry with the mgciithic
toiubs rather than being derived frosa them. The origin of these long
barrows is sot yet known, but their prototypes appear to be in Western
France—in the Morbihan area of Brittany. C. TIawkes (1940, 08) suggested,
on the basis of the T&rdenoisian Teviec end floddic cemeteries, that the
Breton cairns resulted frees the contact between native MoaolitMc
culture and intrusive agriculturalists. Piggott (19-50, 190) more
recently has suggested passible affiliations between British long borrows
sad Funnel Beaker totalis, particularly since Miehelaberg lias been
classified a® a Funnel Beaker culture by Vogt (1954).
the general feature® of British Western Neolithic pottery can
be described briefly# Western Neolithic pota are usually well mule,
having rounded bottoms and often smoothed or burnished surfaces.
Ricts are frequently simple and thin, but are sometimes turned over
or beaded. Shoulders and oariaations are not unusual, resulting in
bipartite bowl forms. Staple "baggy" shapes tre typical, ^tgs
appear frequently, perforated or imperforated, and in one suit-group
they developed into tubular handles. Decoration is often omitted5
if it is present, it usually involves Incision, grooving, punctction,
or dots. There is no fine punctated and incised decoration of Chc.ssey
style. Ornaitieni may be in curves or panels (Scotland) or in straight
or oblique strokes. Herring-bone and zigzag patterns nrc never employed
nor is cord impression normally. The regional variations are a®
follows: Heabury, Windmill Hill, Abingdon, Rest Anglic, end Whitehawk.
The Windmill Hill ware itself is the closest to Continental pottery
like that of Early Curtaillot.
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Pott*}ry spoons found on n number of site® probably belong to
the windmill Hill complex* Analogies con bo found in Western Neolithic
cultures of the Continent*
Hefted fixes ore the noat important tools associated with Windmill
Hill culture. NormaIly, these are of chipped or polished flint? all
are core exes, and most of the® are tMa-tmttcd. Pointed—butted stone
axes with oval cross-section occur less frequently. Arrowheads ere
always leef-shoped* Scrapers are rough end heavy and usually of
horseshoe form. Rough flakes with blunted backs are the only-
form of knife. Crude "choppers" appear at most sites.
Neither Windmill Hill pottery nor its limited inventory of
stone tools contributed greatly to subsequent cultures. There is
no sign of Monolithic influence in the stone-work, except in eases
where contact with Secondary Neolithic cultures has taken place.
Bone end antler tools include antler picks, wedges (Fig* JO* e),
scapula shovels, bone "hand—picks" similar to "hone axe if of the
Scandinavian Moaolithie (Fig. 10a. b), pressure-#lakers, antler combs
for skin dressing (Fig# 1.0? d), bone pins and awls (Fig* 10a e),
and notched pendants (Fig* 10* a). Bone chisels occur occasionally*
The antler combs are probably related to hunter-fisher prototypes
and are duplicated in Michelsberg*
Perforated blocks, balls, and cups of chalk ore distinctive
types, and a few chalk Burma figurines have been associated with
Windmill Hill sites. Generative or representational art is, however,
rare.
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Grftia-rubbera, slcUo-fU&tsi and grain impressions attest
sgriouKoral activity. Domesticated adistal remind include cattle,
sheep, gontBt pigs, and dogs—'all related to Swiss types. As in
France and Switzerland, cattle were mat numerous, hike most Early
Neolithic cultures, and unlike CortoiHod, the Windmill Kill people
Ignored hunting, except as a mans of exterminating vermin. Of
the great number of antlers found, 85? to 90# were shed (Clark,
1952, 48).
The e met origins of Windmill Hi 11 are a® yet undetermined, hut
its affinities are primarily with an ©orly stage of the Western
K olithic. ilggott feels that the indigenous Monolithic cultures
gave Windmill Hill its distinctiveness, especially skin-dressing and
leather-forking and quite possibly flint-raining.
There are a number of features in Windmill Kill, as we have
seen, which suggest re lotionships with Michelsberg. Among these are
certain ceramic parallels, causewayed camps, antler combs, flint-mining,
leaf-shaped. arrowheads, nd perhaps long barrows, Such traits appear
to denote a common tradition underlying both groups. The flint-mining
and antler combs in particular stay bo of Meseliikic derivation.
In view of the postulated Funnel Becker contribution to Michel®berg
(Vogt, 1954), we may he justified is suggesting at least a faint
Funnel Beaker sub-stratum uniting Hicholsberg nnd Windmill Rill.
Some of the analogous open-mouthed bowls of Windmill Kill and
Michclaberg cited by Piggott could be called f turns I-nocked bowls.
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Evidence* of the Windmill Hill culture north of the Wash la almost
solely in the form of burls! monuments, usually long harrows hat
occasionally round harrows. Windmill III 11 elements here are often
raised with those of Secondary Neolithic derivation. At any rate,
there is c.n area from Lincolnshire over to Cumberland and further
which is clearly related to Windmill Hill of southeast England.
In order to study megalith!c tombs it is necessary to divide
the© into various regional or typological groups, but the terra "culture"
should not be used too loosely in considering the burial monuments
of the megalith!© complex. Piggott classifies British megalith!e
tombs as followsj
Gallery graves and derivatives*
{i} Severn-Cotswold long cairns
(2) Clyde~€f»rlingfor4 culture of western Scotland rod
northern X reIand
{3) Irish galleries and deriva tive "dolmens"
(4) Miscellaneous local groups, including long cairns
Passage graves end derivatives!
(1) Boyae culture of Ireland
(2) Hebrides* passage graves
(3) Orkney-Cromarty tombs of north Scotland
(4) Clave passage graves of Scotland
(5) Shetland group
(6) Sci1ly-Trsraore culture of southeast Ireland end
Seiiliee-weet Cornwall
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(T) Miscellaneous local groups
Admittedly, these tombs cniusot always be associated with ether
cultural elements, sueh as pottery, end raruiy of the tombs wore
in use well into the Bronze Age.
The Clave group is linked with the first passage grave builders
in Ponmark. It is likely that the building of passage graves and
the bron.e trade between the Moray Firth and Denmark are two events
in a oontimmra, and ©ay not be too widely separated in iise.
On the basis of architecture, the Medway chambered tombs of
Sent have long been considered to bo of Butch or North German origin,
though there is no direct evidence for this. The other megaiithic
tombs of the British Isles seem to have had their origins in the
Franco-Iberian megalith! c complex*
Funnel Beaker
Among the Funnel Beaker cultures of Northern and Central
Europe, four major subdivisions have been recognised (Jnsdzcwsld,
1936}*
Norths Scandinavia, northern and central Germany
Westi western Germany and northeastern Holland
Fasti eastern Germany and Poland
South3 regions couth of the East Group in Germany
and Poland
All the groups ore closely related and undoubtedly of a cowman
origin. The East Group remained free from late Bemthian and
ItegalitMc influences for a longer time than the North and Pest
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Group®, la fact, the Dust mh! South Group® both maintained their
non-cseg' lithic status throughout.
Northern Funnel Benfaer
Shortly after the At 1 antic/Sub-Boreo 1 transition, and possibly
earlier (Troela-Smith, 1954), the first farmers reached southern
Scandinavia, Within n few centuries these agriculturalists had
expanded to the northern limits of deciduous forest (Clark, 1932, 17).
This did not mean the termination of Itoaolithic culture as such—
for inland and coastal hunting and gathering groups eo-esAsted
with the formers well into the SuWterenl, In fact, the possibilities
of trade created by the presence of the agriculturalists undoubtedly
resulted in an intensification of gathering t ctiviiies (Clerk,
1948a, 221).
In contrast to Switzerland, however, the farmers themselves did not
adopt hunting as an important economic asset. The sparsity of wild
fauna stands out in striking contrast to the high percentage on
epi-Mosolithic sites. Gradually, of course, those Haglemese-
hrietyiie descendants were aoeulturrted to the new trey of life,
for we can detect the steady weakening of the older economy. At
Ordrup Maes in northwest /'.eeland (Becker, 1930) we e disclosed two
distinct Ertcb^lle occupations, one corresponding with Early Passage
Grave and the other with » later Neolithic period. In the lower
level, red deer, roe-deer, grey seal, porpoise, water vole, duck,
razorbill, end mackerel mn-de up TOJI of the fauna, with cattle, sheep,
and pig providing the remainder. In the u per level domestic fauna
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increased from 30$ to 83$. The later occupation contained the
sniae animals, with the exception of the addition of horse. The
second component also lacked Erieb^lle pottery and axes.
Another type of i1lustration concerning the exchange and mixture
of Mesolithie and Neolithic elements con he gleaned fro© the contemporary
neighboring sitoo of Strnndeganrd end ffevnelev in southeast Zenland (Mathi-
assent 19dv>). Hsvnelev, situated on good agricultural land, yielded
characteristic Neolithic remainst etsmer, wheat, and barley; querns;
cow, sheep, and pig hones? few remains of wild fauna {mostly deer}?
thin-butted axes and polygonal battleases? collared flasks and
funnel-necked beakers, hut no Ertoh^lle pots. It also contained over
150 flake axes and a few cord-ornamented beakers, Straod@gs.ord,
on the other hand, showed no sign of cultivation end the ox wn®
the only domestic animal, but there were remains of seal, boar,
red deer, and dove. Flake axes outnumbered core axes over four to
one, only four thin-butted axes were found, and there were approximately
as many Ertebfflle jars and lamps a® Neolithic vessels. The Strandegnard
inhabitants possessed an excel lent blade technique, which ma poor
in both quality and quantity at fievnolev*
There are enough common traits to enable us to place both in
the Early Neolithic, but the Strandegeard people were evidently Erteb^lle
hunters influenced by their Neolithic neighbors, while the Havnolov
people rrust have been new.
These first Banish agriculturalists are recognised primarily
by their ceramic inventory of funnel beakers, collared fiesta, and
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amphora©. Consequently, their culture is tensed "Funnel Beaker"
(CMlde*a First Northern) and belongs to the cjore inclusive Northern
F»mael Beaker Group < s defined by Jazdzewski •
Monteiius* old terminology for the Scandinavian Neolithic has
been replaced by Early Neolithic (l - II, Dolmen), Mi-'die Neolithic
(ill, Passage Grave), end bate Neolithic (l¥, Bagger or Cist).
Until recently, tbe Early Neolithic was synonymous with do It tens
and their associated grave goods. However, C. J. Becker (19-18) has
revised this and, like Montelius, postulated a pre-dolraen Neolithic
period* Hi a conclusions rest primarily upon corasiic material,
particularly funnel beakers. Becker*© pot© we all deposited
in former lakes or bogs with no stratigraphy of any sort. The finds
consisted of on© or more vessel©, in some case© associated with
woodon spoon©, flint and greenstone axes, or bones (ox, sheep,
striae, wild fauna, human). Some of the deposits were found on
wattle platforms supported by vertical piles, the most frequent
bog fores traa the funnel-*necked beaker, which foil© into five
groups»
At a short, evenly ©played neck passes smoothly
without shoulder into an ovoid body with & flat bottom.
The only ornamentation is one or two rows of stab© or
short strokes just below the rim.
B» a fairly high neck is separated from the body
by a distinct angle? the bottom is round or rounded,
and ornamentation consists of dots and horizontal pat¬
terns in simple cord impressions or incised linos—
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usually just below the rim. Thus, this group
iaclude* the so-called corded beakers (Urbecher),
previously thought to constitute a separate group,
C* this type recalls the 8 beakers but is
always flat-bottoned and core profusely decorated.
Originally thought to be confined to central and
north Jutland, there is now « C beaker typical of
Zealand which resembles funnel beaker sherds in the
early habitat!on of Siretorp {Becker, 1940, 244—3).
8s there are two subdivisions, (I) is a
coarse, fairly short-necked form with chevrons and
rows of pits on the neck, (II) is often tastefully
decorated and possesses a very long splayed nock,
Ei the final phase is characterised by
degenerate pottery.
Beakers of type % have been placed in an advanced phase of
Middle Neolithic, Beakers of stage B occur in early Middle Neolithic
{Passage Grave), e.g* at Tr/ld«bjerg, the earliest Passage Grave
phase according to Mathiaosen (1944), Type C occurs in dolmens
and contemporary enrthgraves. 8 beakers are represented at
Ravnelev in Zealand, in the furious gr ve «t Virring in Jutland,
and in certain shell mounds. Although Becker at the time could
not prove that A beakers were earlier than R beakers, they have
now been placed in an ErtehjAle contest by Troels-Smith (1954),
Doubt was also raised (illIdeafeerger, 19-53, 93) am to whether
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Becker•a A and B beakers actually represented the earliest fennel
beakers and not just local <!e?elops»sis contemporary with beakers of
type C»
la answer to Troels-Scfith, who insists A beakers belong to
T'rtefe/lle, Becker (1905) has produced what fee believes is a purely
Neolithic A beaker occupation at Store Volby in western Zealand,
where there was no Krieb^lle pottery whatsoever. Although no animl
bones were preserved to .show the relative importance of hunting,
a number of sherds bore grain impressions.
Becker interprets mixed £rteb/lle as a hunting economy which,
even though coming into contact with forming cultures, continued
almost intact well into the Passage Grave period. Mixed sites
ore to be interpreted as intrusions of one group or the other.
Admittedly, fee 1ms several strong points in Ms favort Neolithic
cultures passed through continuous stages of development while
Ertehjflle remained unchanged, Ertefcj/lle pottery did not disappear
with the advent of A and B beakers, and grain impressions in no
instance have been found on ErtebffIle beakers.
Store Yelby also has added to the cere-mle inventory of
Early Neolithic A, for in addition to the ordinary funnel beakers
were funnel-nocked cups, storage vessels, and flat "baking plates"
(Backteller).
It is to be noted that Emny disagreements regarding the Neolithic
are due to raogalithic graves being considered the primary cultural
element of tit© period, whereas the tombs probably represent only an
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ideological phase vhieb my hove boon gialUr in different cultures
or vice-verso* "Meg.- lithie* should not be confused with **culture."
Becker extends A, B> cad C to subdivide the Early Neolithic
cad then discusses relationships with various cress of Europe*
Period A in Beautsrh is represented »t Store Vulby and la nixed sites*
Period B includes all se11 known pottery typesf sites like Davnelev
also yielded polished thin-butted flint axes, polygonal battleaxes,
domestic animals, end grain* .Period C consists of three local groups!
North Jutlend, South Banish Megalith!c, end Borah©Ira-South Swedish*
The first disappeared before the end of Early Neolithic. In all
of these, pottery is of the a«*ie suiin types end based on the simpler
B pottery, i.e., there was no foreign influence. During Period C
the non-roegnlithic groups were gradually displaced by the Southern
MegnliiMe group spreading frota southern Bemmrk (Becker, 1949, 1148)*
When Becker speaks of "megolithic" here, he is including the use
of dolmens* Other Banish € groups continued using flat graves until
displaced by the South Danish Megalith!c group.
It is now generally accepted that dolmens (dyaacr) did not
arise front the megalith!e -complex of Mediierraneen and Western cultures,
since Banish dolmens are single graves intended for one burial. In
the East sad South Funnel Beaker groups extended individual burials
were placed in cists mode of stone slabs* The Danish dolmen is merely
a local version of the cist burials cesaiaoa to all Funnel Beaker groups
(Child©, 1949, 144),
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In Mmden and Norway, there la bo definite trace of Period a,
Most i«port?mt in the S phase is the site at Oslo in Scania., which
is closely related to ?Iev»e lev and whore pointed-butted fiiat
axes occur for the first tins® in their natural environment (Becker,
1948). Period C material is prolific enough to recognise three non~
awgclithic and one aeg&li tMc group in Sweden* the Middle Swedish
0
Vrn culture was a non-mega 1 itliic Funnel Beaker group with permanent
settlements, It seem that the Middle Swedish group € did not survive
into the Middle Neolithic hut was displaced by a hunter culture with
a certain mega21thic air--'.In fron tin; west coast and, in some areas,
by the South Danish Megnlithic Group, One or two non-negr 1 ithic
Funnel Beaker groups were prog&bly present ia Norway, hut almost
nothing is known about then. In the southeast coastal area are
"votive deposits" of atOne axes, stray polygonal Imttleaxes, and
at least one do1wen, but ia general Norway was still dominated by
Mesolithlc groups, according to Hinsch (1955, 163),
On the Continent are a number of funnel beakers and lugged
flasks (amphorae) which resemble Banish A and B types, Becker places
these ia a composite A - 8 group and assumes subsequent developments
follow a course similar to that in Denmark, As in Denmark, the A -
B foundation underlay a variety of saogalitMc end non-raega11 thic
local groups,
A number of Funnel Beaker traits were of Mosolitide origins
extended burial, votive hog deposits (going beck as far as Hamburg!on
and Ahrenabnrg), use of amber, tm asverse arrowheads, tranche! axes,
and bloated arrows.
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CM Mo would include batlleaxeSf since fee feels they were
ultimately derived frosu Me/so litfdc sailer axes {CMlle, 1084, 158),
bat this ftu been critic!set! as a rather shaky hypothesis. Although
aom Continental battleaxes ©ny have fentares derived fro© antler
axes, the ultimate source was undoubtedly Near Eastern stone end
racial &/x- & which tod no antler prototypes m far as is known. The
inevitable cylindrical sliaft.hal.es in 'battlesxee also point toward
the Hear East.
Stone bottlecxea nre known from the 3rd millmnivm in Anatoli®
(especially Troy) end even Palestine. Excavations at the fortress of
Ay (lit—Tell) have yielded a number of connect!ons with the North
(Prausnits, 1955). Two stone hammer Axes, which have been assigned
to the Palestinian Early Bron.se Age, are very like those of Troy*a
"Treasure !»," which la tarn anew to have affinities with certain
CaneAsian cad North European battleaxes. At Ay, one ivory and
three tone handles with incised geometric ornamentation provide
another probable link with the North, Sack handles have also been
recovered at Bee Sinners, Byblos, liegiddo* end elsewhere in the Near
East. Certain Ay pottery is related to Kb. Kerofc ceramics of the
southern Caucasus. This Ay material «nd "Treaeuro LM {into Troy II)
(ire df.iteel c. 3490 B. C.
Fro® the beginning of the Scandinavian Neolithic stone types
were influenced by acta! ferns (Slob, 1948, 84). Most stone artifacts
were polished—except for flake and blade tools of Mcsolithie
derivation. Among the polished tools of Period C ore tangoed
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clubhands, thin- and. pointed-hutted stone or flint axes, flint
halberds, stone "plowshares" {perforated celts), and ey lindrieal ly
perforated battleaxes with expending or drooping blades* Spoons,
vessels, and hafts of wood appear in bogs*
As Clark (1952, 172) indicates, practically every technique
in Neolithic stone—working and been anticipated by Mesolititle craftsmen*
The latter had already extended Upper Paleolithic bone and antler
polishing .to stone, e*g>* Erteb/ile pecked and ground axes. Stone-
cutting by the use of sandstone and wood or bone with an abrasive
was another extension of antler- and bone-working techniques which
appeared among hunter—fishers, as in the Finnish dwelling-places*
This last principle as applied to cylindrical drilling of stone
axes, however, first appeared in Europe during Danuhian I* It is prob ble
that a tubular bone drill with scad and water <;a abrasive was used
for producing cylindrical perforation* The uso of a tubular drill
is verified by numerous unfinished axes with the core still in place|
the cores themselves turn up on various dwelling-places (SeInmates,
1952, 125)* (For unfinished specimens, see Mile, 1999, 1, Fig*
33f and II, Fig, 6 and 59*) It is likely that « bow-drill set-up
was used for the drilling*
A Zealr-nd settlement on Nekselff Island contained eight discernible
cultures ranging from Ertob^lle to Iron Age, although stratigraphy
was virtually non-existent. Among the recovered artifacts was a
"scapula knife," which is duplicated at other sites. Hade of ox
acapnias with two perforations on the back edge for halting, they are
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tentatively assigned to Funnel Beaker Culture (Becker 1983*, 197)#
la recent years single-piece hafts for thin- and thiok—hatted
axes have been found in Denmark (Becker, 1943; 1949)# The hafts are
round and made of ae& and at the top are increased in width and
perforated to receive the axe blade* In the case of the thin—butted
axes the bait stack oat the b«ckf the butts of the thick—batted
axes were nearly flush with the back edge of the heft# The hefts
are perforated ia « stunner which results in the blade's projecting
downward* producing an acute eagle of about 80 degrees between heft
sad blade#
One excellent haft cam frost the Hagleby Long bog is southwest
Zealand# At this s«u»e site were found funnel beakers and clubhesded
wooden arrows. These were evidently votive deposits, since the arrows
had been deposited in bundles (Becker, 1943, 102), On one site type
8 Funnel beakers were found near a hafted thin-butted axe. Another
baft for a thick-butted axe soens to have been specifically for
ritual deposit# Title shaft ia abort but complete, so Becker feels it was
originally set up either in the ground or in some sort of holder#
"Sacred exes" apparently ployed a major role in the Stone Age? typical
of the Passage Crave period are stone and a»her representations worn
as amlets# Since axe deposits also appear in Continental Funnel Beaker
contexts, this ritual importance of axe# appears to be a Funnel Beaker
trait#
The end of the Early Neolithic Period in Denmark was probably
near the time of the £a»t Anglian coastal submergence following the
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arrival of the first (B) Beaker people in Britain (CMlde, 1930,
126).
The first Neolithic farmers in the north, as defined by
fminel beakers of types A and B, left few traces of themselves,
They apparently were transitory farmers with a customary ritual
involving the deposit of pottery and axes in bogs. Such a culture
almost certainly did not originate in Denmark. Although certain
traits link the Early Neolithic inhabitants with Northern Forest
Cultures, many of its cultural e 1 esaonts—i ne 1 ud ing pottery, grain
production, animal husbandry—can hardly have been of Ifesolithic
origin. These people mast rather be seen as itaei grants who entered
Denmark near the At1nntic~Suh~Boroal transition, whereupon they
mixed with the indigenous Hesolithic population.
la Period C of the Early Neolithic dolmens were in use for
single burials. Presumably, in Periods A and B the dead were buried
only in earth-graves, which continued to be used during Period C
and even the Middle Neolithic. Funnel beakers, collared flasks, and
amphorae appear in association with the fatal liar polygonal br tt lenses,
thin-butted axes, and transverse arrowheads. Rather elaborate whipped—
cord ornamentation began to be used. For axes, flint was preferred
to stone, and amber was highly valued for adornment if not for
its magical properties. At Bnrkcer in BjurslamI were rectangular
houses which have boon assigned to Early Neolithic. These may have
been derived from Danubian houses (Schwantes, 1952, 152-3).
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Nothing eerteia can be established regarding the origin of '
Funnel Bunker cultures, but a number of theories kw teen put forward.
One, which ens held for tmny yea rs, is that the Scandinavian Neolithic
stesaaed from the eastward diffusion of the British agricultural complex,
but there are few resemblances between the Scandinavian Early Neolithic
and any Western Neolithic culture, except the round—bottomed pots of
Period 1 for which some sort of Western influence night conceivably
bo invoked (Becker, 194$), An attempt also has been «nde recently
(Hinach, 1935} to find Western Neolithic origins for the funnel Beaker
cultures (on the basis of pottery and transverse axes), but the evidence
is not convincing and ignores the fact that Funnel Beaker groups
appear almost simultaneously as far east as Poland,
Another explanation, which ia that given by Jaxd^ewski (1936)
and maintained by Kostrzewaki as late as 1949 (American Journal of
Archaeology 53« 355), rests on the assumption that all funnel Beater
groups case frost nn original center in. Jutland, This leaves us with
the question of how it became established in Denmark, The possibility
of an indigenous development aeoos impossible and all the Funnel
Beater groups seem to have appeared at about tu© same time anyway. It
ia more likely that all were local developments from a common prototype,
Becker denies any affinities of Funnel Beaker culture with either
Brnn'iifn or Western cultures and sees the three as independent
European Neolithic traditions. He feels the origins of Funnel Beater
culture mat be sought in the southeast, beyond the Danubian sphere.
In the eastern Ukraine and Kuban regions, certain parallels are to
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be seen in tieit leasea and ceramics, c 1though those types which are
closest to northern form are relatively rare (Storms, 1952, 14-15).
.Any valid assumptions concerning a southeastern origin crust rest on more
intensive investigations in that area#
The final theory suggest* an acculturation of Meeolithic people
on the north European plain by Dnnubir.n farmers. It is of interest
th t the oldest Funnel Beaker culture in Germany is found where the
Bonubifin eultureo had their northernmost settlements (on the
Weichsel and lower Oder), and instead of being confined to the
loess the former lived on streams, rivers, and coasts (Schvantes,
1952, 148-9), Child© (1949, 134) has also noted that Xtamtbinn
farmers spread beyond the loess ami reached the Baltic, where an early
phase of Funnel Beaker Culture has boon found. To explain the dif¬
ferences is ceramic types, he maintains that, rather than copy
Panubian gourd-shaped pots, the northern inhabitants would naturally
Attempt to reproduce their old akin and bladder vessels. However, a
number of ceramic correspondences exist in nny ease.
MiIdeaberger (1953) has carried CMlde's assumptions still
further by looking for specific parallels in ftanubinn or related cultures.
The most characteristic pots of the Funnel Beaker culture, funnel-
necked beakers, appear in the older levels of Vines. (Fig, I2t o),
although they are actually wide-mouthed bowls instead of bonkers.
However, in the e«nt central Europeon Funnel Booker complexes,
funnel-necked bowls are the leading form. They also are assigned
to the earliest Baalberg phase by Gritsm (1937, 157-02). Footed bowls
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with a funnel—sliaf>ed upper part e« present in Jordnnsmtthl• Other
funnel beaker forms are known in Theiss (Fig. 12: g, h, k, 1, r, a),
Lengyel {Fig. lit q), the Thessalian Late Heolititle and Early
Bronze Age (Fig. lils 1, c), and Siroke-ornnaentod Ware (Fig. 121
®)*
At the Hungarian cemetery of AengBvarkony, which is related to
Tiwiae and in certain respect© to Mick (Bombay, 1938, 218), there are
a number of vessels which are clearly funnel beakers, although most
arc ornomottted with applied bosses.
The amphorae, or lugged flasks, also hove prototypes in
Banubi an cultures t Vinea 1? nm\ C (Fig. 13» f, h), Erbsd, Tiaza,
Central Gowarm Bandkeramlk (Fig. 13* i), Thelse (Fig. 13* c),
Kdrds, and Lengyol*
The handled jugs (Kannon) of the Central German Funnel
Beaker cultures have analogies in Banublan and Balkan cultures
(Fig. 13I k, 1).
The origin of the collared flask remains a problem* Its wide
distribution from Iran to Western Europe suggests it my be o
clay imitation of some organic prototype. Childe felt at one time
Fig. 12* Neolithic funnel beakers.
a, Danish Erurly Neolithic A
b, d, j, n. Banish Early Neolithic B
c. Thessnlian Early Bronze Age
©, f, p* Boaiberg
g* Theiss
h, k, 1* ZeagBvnrkony (Theiss)
i* Thosaalian Late Neolithic
(After Becker, 1948} Grimm, 1937? Battler, 1938} Sehroller,






that collared flasks arose frost metal forms at Maikop but has since
retracted this (1931, 340 below). Both funnel beaker® and collared
flasks appeared at Jordanstntthl (Soger, 1900, Tab. XII).
At the moor site of Christ!aasholm in Benmark were found parts
of two wooden vessels which ©ay represent forerunners of Funnel
Beaker ceramic forma (jasdsevski, 1932, 81), One is a globular pot
whose underpart closely resembles that of a collared flank, and the
other has a cylindrical neck and fine vortical strokes on the belly
like those on funnel beakers and amphorae (Fig. A and B in Jnsd/evaki).
Polygonal axes almost certainly were derived from leer Eastern
metal forms. The Danubian rectangular house appears at Barkaer and
Troldebjerg. It has been suggested that perhaps the Funnel Soaker
long barrows were derived from the long rectangular or trnpecoidal
houses of the Danubians (Childe, 1949, 135),
Mi Idenberger (1953, 85) believes the acculturation of MesolitMc
people by the Denubinaa is supported by the fact that the disappearance
of the DanuMaas and emergence of the Funnel Beaker people coincide
rather closely chronologically.
Fig, 13. Neolithic amphorae,
a, d, e, j, ew Baalbcrg
h, Banish Early Neolithic B
c, Theiss
f. Vines C
g* Banish Early Neolithic A
h. Vin£«. Bj
i. Danubi an
k. Macedonian Late Neolithic
1, Kiri Xovo-Veselinovo (Thrace)
(After Grimm, 1937} Becker, 1948; v, To®pa, PRGK 1934-35;
Mllojdie, 1949; Sehroller, 1933.)
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It aeesas that the first two hypotheses may he Justifiably
discarded. Neither en indigenous Danish Neolithic nor the Western
Neolithic era fulfill all re^uireseats on the basis of existing
evidence. Clearly the foundations lie on the Continent and probably
in more thru one culture. Certain influences appear to be of DaauMsn
origin end others of more easterly origin, the polygonal bntilenses
in particular have no prototypes in the original bamibion cultures,
Still other traits must he Been na essentia!ly Mesolithic and probably
represent elements retained from the origins! cultures of the Baltic,
fhe acculturation must have t a ken place somewhere in north central
Europef for none of the Funnel Beaker groups se-tas significantly
older than the others.
The coexistence of ErtebfO. le and Neolithic cultures is strati graphi¬
cally demonstrated at the Si retorp dwelling-piace in Blekinge (Bagge
and KJellnark, 1939). The first and. third heri&ons belong to Becker's
noa-ewgalitMc Bornhola-South Swedish Funnel Booker group of Period
Cf which Bngge ond KJellsinrk refer to as "Cord-Ware,*' while the inter¬
mediate level was that of an Erieb^lie occupation* Both Ertebjflle and
Funnel Booker ("Cord—Wore") occupations were succeeded by Ht—wore.
Although the Ertefe/lle and Funnel Beaker groups hml many traits in
common, their pottery was distinctly different* Scattered Boot-Axe
material ia the Fit—Ware stratus shoved these two cultures were
contemporary (second half of the Middle Neolithic)*
Implements at Si re torp were aade of both flint end stone.
Large, well-ae.de flint blades occasionally occurred ia all levels.
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Made on blades were knives, scrapers# "tanged arrowheads# three-
sided arrowheads (seise of which list! a concave base), transverse
arrowheads# end angle and medial burins# Particularly in the Fit-
Ware stratum the transverse points were "atypical" (matte on various
sorts of flakes), The apgtc' rcneo of concave-based point® in the
seme level suggests Pit-fare colonisation ran on into the Late
Neolithic* Oblique transverse points were most common in the Funnel
Beaker horisr-ons*
la the Pit-fare stratum there were a few thick—butted greenstone
axes, some with rounded cross-section. Only one thin-butted axe
appeared* There was also one transverse stone chisel. Of the flint
axes most wore thick-batted, but s few thin-butted exes were found,
la the Funnel Becker strata were soee four-aided greenstone
axes which sees to be transitional thin- and thick-butted axes*
The remaining greenstone exes all belonged to the LinHasan type#
flakes! and polished with a ©ore or leas pointed-oval cross-section,
fhe best of these resembled pointed-butted flint axes with oval
cross-section# although others had a roughly rectangular cross-
section* Flint axes were chiefly represented by fragments of thin-
butted axe®# bat thick—butted types wore present# The Erteb^lle
stratum hod only greenstone Limhamn-type axes*
In all strata there were grindstone® or whetstones of granite#
quartsito# and greenstone. In the Fit-Ware strata® were clubs or
phalli of granite or beach pebbles# In both Funnel Booker end Fit-
Ware strata were found needle-whetstones and sfmft~str«ightoners,
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Bad in the brums strata were several pieces of polished slate,
la the lit—War© occupation level uniserially ami biserinlly barbed
harpoons mode on mammal ribs strongly resemble Mcglesoslnn types,
A chisel fragment, avis, and fishhooks of bone also were found.
Various artifacts of fired clay appeared in the Pit-Ware stratum
miniature double-edged axes, small discs with radiating lines (sun
symbols?), decorated pellets (imperforated), fragments of human (?)
and animal figurines, bonds, and part of a spoon handle. One piece
of amber in the same stratum represented a shefthole axe, and another
an axe of unresolved form. In addition, there were tabular beads of
hone and dentaliuis.
About 41$ of 't'fsc | >10 sherds of pit-ware were decorated.
Ceramic forms included a vase with pointed bottom (recalling Ertebj/lle
pots) and a few flat-b&sod pots with partly projecting rira (which
®»y have belonged instead to a beaker group). The vases varied
considerably in size but generally had rather wide mouths. Combed
ornamentation occurred commonly and pi t-inpr<*saions appeared on
almost all the vessels, while twisted cord impressions were very
rare. Of the decorated sherds, about half had pit decoration only.
Stroke—ornamented wares cam© to aljout 27$, comb—stamp wares to
20$, Round clay covers and approximately 40 miniature pit—ware
Vrsos occurred in addition to straight or S-profile beaker® and
some vases of Boat-Axe type.
Funnel Beaker pottery was represented by 35 K) sherds, 14$
of which were decorated, the usual vessel forms were either rather
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large beakers with decoration just below the rits (accounting for
the mil number of decorated sherds) or collared flasks# Ornr-
mentation consisted of twisted cord, pits, and, in two erases, "stnb-
».nd-drag" decoration#
Of about 200 Ertobfflle sherds, all were undeeorated.
Bone material from Siretorp shows that, as on siany dwelling-
places of the Scandinavian Peninsula, hunting was at least as
important as agriculture# Seal accounted for of the fnunnl
remains, while svioc (5.Op) and cattle (S>) obviously were of much
less significance in the economy# Clark (1946) has discussed the
emphasis placed upon seal-hunting in Scandinavia from the Stone
Age until historic times# Making tip the resmining 5^ or so of the
bones were sheep or goat, deer, hare, marten, wildcat, and white-
tailed eagle# The eagles probably were killed for their tail feathers,
which would have been used for fletehing arrows {Clark, 1948b, 127-
8), The estronely sparse occurrence of fish bones is most surprising
in view of the fact that fishing must have been of sor.se importance#
The Middle Heolithic, or Passage Grave, period began with the
spread of passage graves of Atlantic derivation# Collared, flasks,
lagged flasks, and lugged jars disappeared, but funnel beakers
continued# Central European influences are to be seen in the form
of sharply angular vessels, pedestalled bowls, socketed Indian,
and basket-like vases# Polygonal Imtt leases and toagued clubhands
gave way to shaftholed stone battleases with symmetrical upper and
lower sides, not nil of which were "double-edged linttleaxes" (Glob,
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194. , 90), Mesoiltkic flcke axes nnd transverse points were
still used, to some extent. Oilier implements were chisels, thick-
butted axes, pointed-butted adsea, disc-shaped meeehetMls, arid a
variety of bone tools (chisels, knives, points, ladles). Amber
ornaments often took the for© of miniature axes.
In the Early Neolithic the necks of vessels -sore small, bodies
rounded, and necks and bellies sharply differentiated fro® one
another. In the transition from Dolmen to Passage ©rave ceramics
the necks became shorter and wider and the profiles smoother.
During the early Passage—Grave period we are confronted with a
new form which was the starting point for a great part of later
Megalith!c ceramics. This is Sophus ?»ttller'a "Grand Style"—angular
pots ith horizontal rather than vertical decoration, which reflect
Central European influences* Later ia the Passage Grave period the
profiles again become gentler, end with the return to this profile
vertical patterns gained ground again (Kordman, 1935, 34),
It has been established that there were two ceramic traditions
among the people building passage groves, one the richly decorated
pottery appearing in the groves and the other a simpler type
decorated with horizontal rows of pits at the mouth and vertical
lines on the belly. The second type was utility ware and a direct
continuation of similar Dolmen pottery (Bogge and Raelas, 1950,
26),
Mathiassen (1944), feeling the settlements of the Passage
Grave period offer a clearer chronology than the graves themselves,
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set up five Dasssge Grave subdivisions booed on Banish settlement
sites? Troldebjerg, Blondebjerg, Trellefeorg, Bundsj/, and Lind^»
Troidcbjorg is directly associated with the Dolmen Period
by its thla-bnttod axes, discoid knives, funnel beakers, end cord
ornament bat is shown to be early Passage Grave by bottleaxes,
chisels, footed bowls, socketed Indies, cloy spoons, and rich
ornamentation (Cnrdiwa end. stamp). Cord ornamentation is rather
cobmb, the pedestallod bowls and socketed ladles seem referable
to Lengyel (Eastern Bnnubi n) influence in the last analysis
(Childe, 1948b, 88), At Troldebjerg were a number of polygonal
huts and a cent!noons row of rectangular houses under one gabled
roof, These last were sulti-faaiiy ("clan") duelling® (Cbilde,
1981, 1-8), There definitely wore not two separate occupations
(MatMnssen, 1944, 89).
Blandebjerg is much like Troldebjerg but seems to have been
later, for there «re for "Dolmen" goods, Biseoid knives have
disappeared. Funnel beakers are relatively rare and cord impression
declining. In this phase appeared the transitional (thin butt~
tiek butt) "lioadebjerg" axes. There is one fragment of a pointed"
butted adse, Battloaxes are represented by one of the broad forms
called "Fred®guards" at Troldebjerg, Vessels with & sh-.rp~tmg.led
profile dominate and can bo traced to Waitornionburg influence.
Deep-stroke ornamentation is typical. On the whole, decoration
is reduced in quality and quantity*
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Trelleborg is obviously later thnn Slnndebjerg, having nil
thiek-buttod flint axes {thin-butted greenstone axes were used
throughout the Middle Neolithic). No battlenxos are present. Pets
still have sharp angles, but are degenerate in shape and ernaatentat ien.
Bunds/ (Mathiasscn, i939} is characterised by thick-butted
flint axes, discoid maces, two-edged brttleases, and different
pottery with little decoration. Ordinary seracic forms are bowla
with or without a slight belly angle and hiconictil vasea without
a shoulder. Bunds/, late as it was, still retained a good cross-
section of MeaolltMe implement types, including handles, a pick,
hammers, and chisels of antler, ulna doggers, bone avis, transverse
arrowheads, and core and flake axes (Fig. 14). However, the fauna1
evidence shows that the economy was not greatly affected? of 10,000
bone fragments only 200, or 2$, belonged to wild fauna. Beer
accounted for half this total, with elk, aurochs, Greenland seal,
hear, car! wild swine making up the balance. Among the domestic
animals, cattle were predominant, with swine second in number.
Both the overwhelming dominance of domestic fauna and low percentage
of sheep end goats are typical of the Banish Neolithic throughout.
Fig. 14. Mesolithie artifacts of the Passage Grave Period.
g» h, 1, fa. Banish Passage Grave (Bunds/)
f, k, Polish Funnel Beaker
i, ri. North German passage Grove
j, o. Central German Passage Grave
{Wa1torn!enburg)




Lindjft also hr>,@ thick-butted axes and two—edged baitIestate a
but no discoid maces, The pottery is typified by sinple bowls
and jars? new are small "suspension vessels." There is about the
same amount of decoration as in the previous phase, but it is
coarser.
Setae artifacts, such as tida-butted greenstone axes, rectangular
flint chisels, borers and scrapers, flake knives, transverse points,
ulna daggers, and bone chisels, continue through the whole period.
For sos® reason, a number of typical Passage Grave forms do not
occur on any of the type—sites, Among these are tanged points,
tooth beads, bone pendants, and anker beads. Core and flake axes,
Eiicroliths, antler axes and picks, bone daggers and chisels, trans¬
verse points, bone pendants, arc forms still retained fro® the
indigenous Baltic Meaolitkic, Pit-decorated bone and amber ornaments
(Fig, 14: n, o) are typical of both Denmark nnd Germany,
llathinssen believes that these five sites cover the whole
Passage Grave Period end that each site cover© an independent phase,
However, Bngge end Kneie® (195s, 30} have decided two sneh similar
complexes as Blendebjerg end Trellehorg do not represent separate
subdivisions and combine the two. They also do not agree thai
each phase woa of equal length and suggest, for example, that
Troldebjerg covered a somewhat longer period. In addition, the
Troldebjerg phase can he divided into two sub-groups: Troldebjerg
and Ointebokken (after a new site in Langelnnd), The oldest
passage graves begun during lb (Klintebekken)t therefore, Troldebjorg
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belongs to the earliest Middle Neolithic preceding the building of
passage graves (Bagge and Keelas, 1052, 0-10), According to this,
then, the beginning of the Middle Neolithic and the Passage drove
Period were not airaultaneons. KnOll (1954a, 45) goes even further
and advocates a single "Late Dolmen—Early Passage Grave" Period
with corresponding grave goods. However, the differences between
Early Neolithic C and Troldobjerg material seem sufficient to justify
«■ division.
The passage graves themselves seen net to have developed from
the doIsens off the Early Neolithic, which were not meant to be
collective tombs. These multi-burial grove© ore most cora;on in
Denmark oad south Sweden but were built in Holland and in Germany
even as far inland as Saxo-Thurlngia« Influences fro® the Paris
Bo,sin appear to account for some North German end Dutch Megnlithic
features (Kordmn, 1935, S3).
The earliest passage graves are characterised by a. polygonal
chamber and a long passage covered by a round barrow. Later, the
chamber is elongated at right angles to the passage {Daniel's "T-
passnge grave''), Oeeneioanlly tombs contain up to 100) skeletons.
In some cases, earlier burials wore taken out and reburied to
make room for now interments.
The Passage Grave Period probably fell within Banubian III -
IV (though some Danublsn II types were present in the earlier part
of the period) and was no earlier than the Los Mi Hares phase of
the Iberian Chalcolithlc (Childe, 1951, ISO).
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Trade in flint and sunber was of sufficient magnitude to enable
Scandinavian passage grave builders to obtain metal iimplements and
oraoesents» The Bygholia hoard in Jutland (Heineeke, 1900), consisting
of four flat nates, a dagger, and two spiral armbands, is placed at
the beginning of the period.
Material from the older passage graves is found all over
Denmark, but the later types are mostly frost east Jutland end the
islands because of the Single Grave intrusion later in the period
{Glob, 1948, 89), The emphasis upon weapons may reflect the strife
caused by this "invasion" (Child©, 1951, 185),
Particularly during the early Passage Grave Period the GanuMan
culture-area contributed to Denmark's Neolithic (Glob, 1939),
Danuhian "shoe—last celts" occur either with or without shcftholea.
Those with ahaftholes are divided into two types, one of which
has a slisfthole running parallel to the blade edge and the other
(a flat type) has the perforation perpendicular to the edge. Both
typos are known in Denmark and Swede#. One example of the colt
with perpendicular perforation was found at No la®gawd, which
confuses the chronology, but Child® (1948a, 43) describes this as
being percussion-perforated in the Mesolithie manner. Glob produces
a fairly convincing argument that souse of the perforated celts were
used as plowshares, based primarily on the fact that a number of
the celts have off-center shaftholes with obvious signs of wearing
on one side of the implement (Glob, 1939, Fig, 8),
SCANDINAVIANNEOLITHICS QUENCE
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As jet no actual Bandkeramik pottery has been found in Denm&rk#
although Glob oees similarities between BanuMen wore {such as
ROsaen) and the earliest pottery from dolmens and kitchen raiddens.
Although CMltle (1948a# 43) finds many of Glob* a ceramic comparisons
not entirely convincing# the socketed ladles and pedestalled bowls,
disc-shaped jmeeheads# and rectangular houses of the Kiddle Neolithic
probably represent Danubian influences. Pedestalled bowls, accompanied
by socketed ladles# are typical of the first two Passage Grave periods
in northwest Gortmny# Pensmrk# and Scania, Sehwohodissen (1053# 58)
thinks, the jxidestalled bowls are saore likely to have arrived in
northwest Europe via east German Stichlmndkorasai 1; than via Jordonsaiihl#
«s is usually postulated. These vessels eventually should offer e
valuable mmaa of cross-dating with the Continent# but they occur
so eor.ffiionly in Draubinn cultures it ia difficult to determine the
exact origin of the Nordic ones.
Within Central Europe the three most important cultures of
the Northern Funnel Beaker subdivision are Ranlberg, Salsnsittnde# and
Waliernienburg—Bernburg. Only the fi^st was contemporary with late
BanuMsa cultures like EOssen and JordansciUhl, Previously, a great
deal of weight has been given Alttiefatiehkeratalk. or Altraegaljth-
keraeiik, e® the earliest (pro-Banlberg) Funnel Beaker ware in
Germany, Grimm (1040)# for example, associated it with Lineorbaodkeramik.
Such Mtiquity is no longer feasiblej it was probably contemporary with
Salsadlnde and Via Iternienburg, or the first half of the Passage Grave
Period in the Scandinavian chronology (Booker, 1048).
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Found in centre! Germany primarily, Baalberg corresponds to
Becker's T'arly Neolithic 0 in Scandinavia. Ceramics include undecorated
amphorae with two handles on the neck or four on the belly, funnel
beakers, handled cups (''funnel bowls"), and jugs (Kannen). According
to Grins® (1937, 158), the earliest pottery is characterised by angular
construction and lack of orn; aent, but Kndll (1954b, 48) thinks it logical
thai if there is to be a division between angular and rounded profiles
the forcer would he later (resulting from southern influences).
When ornamentation occurs it is in the form of different types of
molding hanging fro® the handles, shoulder, or neck, a type of decora¬
tion well known in Scandinavian pottery. Incised designs are almost
entirely absent.
Grim® (1937) produced a four-part division of Baalberg, begin¬
ning in the early Neolithic and continuing until the Bronx© Age.
However, since Baalberg Is never superimposed upon Salstmilnde,
Walternienburg-Bernhurg, or Globular Amphorae it proves to have had
a shorter duration than was supposed (Mildenberger, 1953, 49).
Burials are usually found in flat earth—graves and are always
acutely flexed. Stone cists were also in use and sometimes surrounded
by a peristnlith. Around one cist at Pohlsberg was a trapesoidal
outline of atones (Grirara, 1937, 165) recalling similar construction
in the lujavian tombs (Jasrfsewski* 1996{ Cfualetewski, 1953).
Grave goods or© .sparse, usually being limited to a single clr.y
vessel. Settlement burials often contain animal bones and imple¬
ments ne well m sherds, but tmnj of these have to be assigned to
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Salzahnde as well* On one site eastnihallim is indicated by a pit
fail of partially burned bones, including a disarticulated, human
skeleton (Fischer, 1956, 58). In sounds and cists angular-profiled
pots are ©ore prevalent than in earth-graves {KnBll, 1954b, 43),
suggesting that earth-graves and $—profiled pottery are earlier*
Over 50 Baalherg sites are known in Caeehoslovakia, where
the pottery lies oore accentuated profiles end mora plastic decoration*
^apotocky (1956) believes some of the Baa!berg ccmaic forus evolved
from Moravian Painted Ware end perhaps bad some RBssen associations
as veil*
Relatively few settlements can be assigned to Baalberg*
House types arc as yet undefined, although rectangular.and sub-
rectangular house foundations appeared at ffttiberg, a fortified settle¬
ment which contained sosse Baalbcrg elements (Bonesch, 1941).
Very little can fee said regarding Baalberg implements, for
there are very few definite artifact associations* For that matter
neither the ceramics nor burial, practices are typical of Baalberg
alone *
Becker (1948) ha® suggested that S&alhorg lay at the root
of SaixxiiiRde development, which then continued into Wal tomienburg-
Bernburg. This is supported by HiIdenberger*s recent (1953) publi¬
cation of material in central Gercaan barrows*
Salamttnde is leas prolifleally represented in Oeraan harrows
than Baalberg and appear# to bo later in tiiae. Salxtaflnde vessels
include handled cups and funnel bowls (both relatively rare), handled
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jugs {Oppersehteer ifoanea), amphorae, and pedestalled bowls, among
which angular profiles are still tSie rule. The source of such
angularity must la© the Eastern Dnnubi nn group, perhaps Jordanaratlhl*
Hocoration is much ©ore prevalent# Beep-stroke ornamentation now
prevailed# relating Saissiatede to tho Baltic (Gricvi, 1938, 7) and
Rttssen. Also, an emphasis upon vertical patterns is seen in
Salstttede ware, «s in Scandinavian Early Neolithic ceramics# Stomp
impressions eemetinea appear between linear patterns# Zigzags,
hanging triangles, punctate impressions, and cross-hatching are
common taotifs« In both Baalberg and. S&l&igftedo occurs a more coarse
utility v.tre, which frequently has fingertip impressions under the rim.
Mot very many implements are associated with Kalasted© finds.
Small flint implements consist mostly of blades and scrapers. A few
pointed-butted flint axes with painted-oval cross-section are known,
while in both So 1 ssiatede and 1 altera!enburg ore axes of Wiedr, slate
with rectangular cross—section. At the 8a 1 stated© site itself were
some clay spinning whorls and longitudinally bored net-sinkers {?).
Both settlement graves and stone cist burials have been
assigned to Snlsmtede# The settlement burials are often in refuse pits
without any reel grave goods, recalling Monolithic practices (ibid.,
25). As in Banlberg, bodies are usually flexed, although some settle¬
ment burials ore extended.
Hilltop "forts" occur In both Sal?-iatede and wel ternienterg~
Bernburg# Such sites with SalsmUndo occupations include Goldberg,
Hutberg, Oberverschen, Salssnttade, end Kohlenberg# Jozdsevski (1936,
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381) describee similar sites in the South Funnel Becker group,
especially on the Upper Bug in Poland. Irregular four-sided houses
are attributed to Sal/.ssttnd© by Oris;® (1938, Fig. 19-11).
%a1iernienhurg-Bernburg followed Selssmttnde and was at least
partially derived fro® the latter, although SnMl (1954a, 44-59)
feels A11tiefsti ehkera&i k of northwest Germany and Holland was
ancestral, Ialtera!eofeurg-Bernburg is placed in middle Passage Grave
time (Mildenberger, 1953, 92).
The culture is best known from a variety of graves, including
simple earth-groves (some with stone paving), cists of flat stones
(the most frequent form), and in Buns' Beds (early passage graves).
The stone cists often were built for several interments* Stone graves
are found along the middle Elbe, in the whole Saale region, in
Altioark and Braunschweig, and in Saxo-Thuringia, Flat graves prevail
east of the Elbe in Jerichov and Havelland. The differences are probably
due more to the presence ox* absence of suitable stone then to anything
else (Eprocklioff, 1938, 197). In Walternientrorg, both flexed and
extended burials ©ay occur in the same grave.
The ceramics are divided into five phases: falti rnienburg I -
II and Beruborg I -III. II is made up of "suspension" vessels
(nHniregefdaso), handled cups, end bowls, all of which continue the
angular tradition. In ¥11 there are cylindrical vessels, round-
bottomed bowls, and double cups. Heck and body ere less noticeably
separate, and angularity is reduced. In BI the "hanging" vessels
degenerate$ pointed—oval bowls and double cups disappear. Pots hnvo
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a doul}le-conieo 1 profile. In HII the double vessels appear again.
Ceramics are typified by large, broad bandies and fennel-shaped necks
on the howls, In BUI only a very slight aeck-body division is
to be seen, boss veil defined are other types of pottery, ouch
as covered vessels, large storage vessels, and basket ferae#
MlIdeaberger (1939, 51} notes t&nt collared flasks nay be
assigned to Baaiberg, ftolzmtlnde, and '«a 1 ternleaburg-Bernburg,
they were not often used as grave goods, and clue to the relatively
few Funnel Beaker settlements, it is not surprising that only a.
snail number of flasks have been found.
It is to be emphasised that the Wtt 1 temionburg-Bernbitrg
divisions are typological, not chronological. For this rocson,
different phases ore often stratigraphically associated. MiIdea-
burger (ibid., 57) feels a mere justifiable division would be
Wl/WII one! BIl/SIII, with Bl and part of WII seen as a mixture.
XfS ceramics ere not usually represented in graves. Where
%Sl/Bl or Mt/mxt occur, they prove to be later than Baalberg,
Time relationships with Sftlznudo are act so clear, but the evidence
suggests the latter was earlier, Wa 1 ternieabarg-0ernburg antedated
cad overlapped both Cord-Wore and Globular Amphorae,
After Early Neolithic C in Denmark, Megr.lithic influences
began to have their effect. These new influences soon spread all
over the northwest Funnel Beaker area from Control Germany to
Central Sweden, splitting the previously homogeneous Funnel Becker
cultures into a northern mogalitMe culture-area and a non-mega 1 ithio
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'East German-foIish culture-area* la Central Germany this change
is first reflected ia Walterml entoarg-Bernbtirg.
Bernburg shows considerable Banubian influence as well as
Nordic. At about this time the transition from Leagy®1-Jordannrolihl
to Baden was taking place, and Baden has a number of characteristics
in common with Bernbnrg. Bernbnrg potters hod o predilection for
bosses, ribbing, and scalloping as ia 1st© Bcmibiun. Rippled rims
ore known ia both Bttkk and Rife sen (Mildenberger, If33, 60)* the
Central German high-projoeting handles are also related to Isto
Raaubian ceramic styles, such no that of Baden.
According to Sprockhoff (1938), implement types are hard to
pin doe®. Characteristic are axes of Wiede slate (Wioda lies in
south Hare, outside of or on the edge of Wa 1 turnienburg-Bernburg
settlement) and transverse arrowheads. Among amber ornaments are
found croscentic beads like those in Meg&lithic, Single-Grave, and
Early Bronze Age groves of He1stein* There are also pit-decorated
bone pendants (Fig. 14s o) and black and white beads made of grain
seeds and bone* Bone needles imitating copper Auajotitss types and
bone daggers appear* there are also some toothed bone tools and
at least one bone fishhook is known. Metal ornaments include
finger rings, tubes, and small spirals. Among the ornaments ere
perforated teeth of deer, bear, and horse, animals which almost
certainly must hove been hunted for food.
Walts rnienburg development In Hovellnnd took a special coiarse.
The "laveI land culture" is known mostly from graves, end extended
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hurlnla ia earth-graves predominate. Ordinarily a single pot «o«
interred with the corpse? other grave goads are rare. However, one
burial included stone knives, a pointed bone, bored animal teeth,
arrowheads, a polished stone axe, a bronr-e armband, and a piece of
conifer resin# In. Uc.kerssa.rk, on the edge of the Havel land area,
are a few stone cist graves. Cremation has also been observed in
Have1land en1ture *
Pots are small hut well made, and the chief forms are cio.se
to Wftlternienbnrg type®. The oldest malarial corresponds to ¥1,
Geometrically stroked decorations are characteristic of the culture
throughout.
Artifact types include thin— or thick-hutted axes of Wieda
slate, double-edged axes, transverse points, flint knives, metal
armbands, decorated bones, bono needles, and bone spinning whorls.
Horse, cattle, and deer bones are commonly found with HoveHand
matt:rial, and the perforated teeth of dog, bear, nnd wildcat were
worn as ornaments.
¥«lt< mieabttrg-Bernlnirg is an extremely difficult culture to
define, particularly in view of the fact that information concerning
its predecessors, Baalberg and Salststtndo, is so incomplete* A great
deal of its content is foreign to Funnel Beaker cultures, end
¥«itcrnienburg-Bernburg traits are obviously of Mesolithic ancestry*
Perhaps the some would be true in the cases of fiaalherg and Balststtnde,
but we still know too little of their equipment. On the other hand,
the Meaolithic portion of Walternienbnrg-Bembarg may represent a
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recrudescence of MesolitMc techniques, similar to that observed
In Secondary Neolithic cultures. Such a relationship with Secondary
Neolithic cultures seemsnot altogether impossible, although
Walter«ienburg~Beraburg,s place is hard to ascertain*
Western Fuane1 Beaker
In the region of Holland, northwest Germany, ant! Denmark
appeared the A1 teer;;-" 1 i thherenaik or Northwest German deep-stroke
ware, which in some areas occurs with funnel beakers and collared
flasks (Jassdaewski, 1932, 92). fo it also belong shouldered vessels
(including handled cups), "flowerpot" vessels, and bowls. This
ware is characterized by angular profiles and furrowed-stroke
ornament, which ere lacking in the early Northern group^kn the
Southern ant! Eastern groups.
The Western Alttiefstichhernreik is character!aticolly
associated with nuns* Beds—long harrows with rectangular chamber
and short passage—and corresponds with the early Passage Grave
period in Denmark.
Eastern Funno 1 Docker
West .Poland was both the geographical and culture 1 center of
the Eastern group. Within this area Jssdsewski (1930) has postulated
the existence of an older (wiorek) and a younger (Lubonier) complex.
The Wiorek sub-division 4s characterised by funnel beakers
with clearly contrasted necks m well as collared flasks and amphorae
with double-conical bellies and cylindrical necks. Ornamentation
consists primarily of the so-called Leiterornfuaente, vertically
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incised lines in combination with transverse strokes. On some
of the amphorae comb-stamped decoration appears. Collared flasks
have little or no decoration (and are totally absent in Lubonier}»
Fennel honkers commonly have handles in the eastern group, in contrast
to Scandinavia, Other ceramic types are pitchers, bowls (funnel-
necked), "baggy" pots with a thickened rim, cups, and spoons. Most
peculiar are some vessels with perforations in the base, like
the '♦sieves'* from Longyel and Jerdansmtthl• Spinning whorls of various
shapes indicate some sort of textile industry.
In the Lubonier sub-group vessels have a less marked division
between body and neck, and funnel heathers end up as bowls. Two—
or three-strand cord impressions ore the most common form of decoration,
while Leiterornaaieato was not used at all. Amphora# re often orna¬
mented with vertical ribbing or vertical double rows of furrows.
There are fewer subordinate pot forms, but pitchers, bowls, spoons,
baggy pots, and spinning whorls still occur.
These divisions admittedly ere more typological then chronological,
and they ore weakened by the fact that Wiorek was picked as earliest
primarily because of its closer resemblance to the Northern group,
which Jasdeewaki regarded as ancestral. In addition, he thought the
cord-ornament of Lubonier necessarily a later Neolithic form of
decoration, but it appears on Becker's type B funnel beakers,
Knobbed hammer-axes and double—edged bnttleuxes appear in
Poland as in Denmark, Out; example of a stone hollow-edged chisel
was found in an East settlement. Grooved stone hammers or pestles
with flat buses are coeaioa {Fig. Ut k)« Thin-butted flint axes with
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rectangular cress-section appear* but thick-butted axes are sore
typical of the Eastern and Southern groups. One thick-butted flint
chisel with rectangular cross-section was associated with a fiorek
find. Laurel-leaf flint arrowheads are assisted to tiorek (sisdlsr
quarts; |>oint3 appear in Luboitier), bat arrowheads are not very
common, Flint scrapers, knives, saws, and borers appear frequently,
but blades are not numerous and usually are small# Baltic moraine
flint was used a good deal, as was the ens© at Braesc Eujawski.
.Antler axes (Fig, lit f) or sleeves are characteristic of the Eastern
group. In a Eiorek moorsettlement were found a wooden dugout and
two rudders.
Most of the material cornea front done settlements, but no
information lias been obtained concerning house types. There are
setae bog sites which Jasdsewski had originally thought of as being
religious in character (cf. Becker 1945, 1948, 1949), and in the
Southern group are hilltop "forts" placed on high promontories along
river valleys or at river junctions. As we have seen* such sites
ere also attributable to other Central European Funnel Beaker cul¬
tures.
Little is known of crop types or agricultural techniques, although
the use of animal representations in the ceramics may indicate herding
was relatively important.
In one Wiorek grave was a copper ring. This apparently is the
only metal which has bean associated with Funnel Beaker cultures
in Poland#
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From Denmark to Inland are found non-megaIitftic graves in which
one or more corpses were extended on the ground within an enclosure
of loose boulders (which was sometimes covered by a Round)* In
Poland, these are called Kuj&vion tombs and are not to be considered
meg&lithic structures. They originally were thought to have been
erected by Globular Amphorae people as well as, or instead of,
Funnel Beaker people, but it is now clear that the Globular Amphorae
burials were secondary (Chnielowaki, 195£, 105). There are variations
in the typo of burial, but most bodies were placed in a pit surrounded
by rooks. The skeletons are extended with their heads usually grouped
around the central part. Grave goods are relatively sparse. The
ring of boulders encircling the mound is either trapezoidal or
triangular in shape, but both Chiaielewaki and Jovsdsevaiti are convinced
the former were originally triangular, the apex having been removed
during the course of time*
Regarding the Kujavian tombs, Chmielewski shows that all are
on river drainages or lakes, not on the best pasturage but near it.
Neither do they occur in dense groups. He believes they were built
by pastors-lists, as opposed to other Funnel Beaker groups in Roland
who were primarily agriculturalists and/or flint-working specialists.
Southern FunaeI Beaker
The Southern Puna® 1 Beaker area stretched frota the H&rs along
the Sudeten mountains and north of the Carpathians to the eastern
border of Poland, Naturally on such rugged terr- in a number of local
groups appeared, and these in turn were influenced by different
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cultures. The South Group acted as & filter between the Eastern
group and southern Neolithic cultures, which may explain the rela¬
tive purity of the Eastern culture, Jasdssewski confines his
investigations to the Polish sub-group.
Funnel beakers characteristically have a short, iaturned rio,
a clearly divided neck, and n body about three times the height
of the neck. These occasionally attain huge proportions, sotae-
tifiies as ranch as OS centimeters. Very often they have angular lugs
or handles, Decoration usually is confined to the outer riraj
cojab-staaps, furrowed strokes, incised lines, or cord impressions
serve as ornamentation. Collared flasks are increased at the neck
at the expense of the body, which was also a tendency in the Eastern
group, and some have handles on the neck. In the great variety of
amphorae there is a noticeable aparaity of decoration. There are
also pitchers, bowl®, baggy pets, spoons, spinning whorls, animal
figurines, and one example of a perforated vessel, iSoosorpMc
handles and decoration in the Southern group point to southern
influences,
Jaadaovski (1936) aligns the Eastern and Southern Funnel SeoJcer
cultures with the later usaaifestations of Baauhiaa culture end at
least partly with Globular Amphorae and Cord-Ware, The Southern
branch is regarded as contemporary with Baden, earlier than Xlota,
and probably later than Fticlrtmndkerataik, A Funnel Beaker group
between the Bug and Vistula, which seems to have been derived fro©
the early phase of the Eastern group, shows affinities with the
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lier&via,a Feinted fare cut isre~—soosoypM e handles* dr&wU"»«fs handles*
miniature clay ftxea, cremation Imriels, etc. (G*jevski* 1949, 187).
The ssme mterlcl lends support to the eoa teiaporaoeity {at least






Among those traits diattnguiaIiiag Secondary Neolithic
cultures is the occurrence of a Cataplgnian element of crude picks
and traachot axes. In order to fully understand the Secondary
Neolithic cultures in northwestern Europe, it is essential that
wo carefully re—evaluate the significance of this perplexing
Caiepigaian tradition. Although may archaeologists in the past
have criticised its recognition as a "culture,M Louis-Rene
Nougier's (1050) exhaustive study of the origin and development
places Coepigaian at the fore of contributors to the Western
European Neolithic. A brief synopsis of Ms conclusions will
be useful in our treatment of the Cewspigninn problem.
The prototypes of the Cuspignisn picks «n<! axes are found
in Magletsose and komsa-Fosaa of Scandinavia, but ft south Russian
source is postulated for such tools. Upon this beginning the
"Pre-Cewpignien" was based, and two offshoots appeared in Northern
Europei one in Westphalia and Liege, centered at Aubel on the
Mouse, and one in Scania, centered at fLyvik near Gttteborg. these
groups were sedentary hunters using pottery.
The "classic" Campigalea is closely related to ErbebjAle
and Lower Halstow by virtue of the continued use of picks and
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tr< nchet axes, and these people spread into the Paris Basin, where
they lived in villages cultivating cereals and raising livestock.
Within the Classic Campignien were « number of special groups*
forest dwellers, exploiters of the natural reserves of flint and
stone, colonists in Britain and Ireland, and pioneers in south¬
eastern France who c; no into contact with the lncustrian Neolithic.
The "Post-Cafipig/sifln" arose out of the contact with the
Neolithic lake-dwellers. Hereafter, Cmapignian craftsmen polished
their axes. Sickles and unpolished, discoid usaceheads cnne into
use *
By this time Cecspigalan proper was overwhelmed by the Western
Neolithic, but the Compignian tradition still survived. Boring
this "Neolithic of Caiapignlan tradition111 the flint mines at Spiennes
and Grimes Graves were worked, along with less well known mines in
northern France, The Seino-Oise-l'nrne culture is typical of the
final phase, the "Choleolitaic of Cnmpignion tradition." The
type site is Cniapignyt from which the whole complex derived its
name. At this time, Chc.ssey pottery whs added to the ceramic stock,
and Grand—Presetgay flint was traded far and wide.
It is difficult to justify this elaborate theorication on the
basis of current evidence. The obvious flaw in it is that almost
without exception Caepigninn tools are surface finds—whether
they be in Ireland, Franco, or Russia, Consequently, dates and
cultural associations are not always reliable, and in the lost
analysis our knowledge of Carapignian is limited to the heavy flint
and stone tools which Characterise it.
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Cunpigpiinn am not, tlierefore, bo considered on independent
tradition, much less n population which nltwet siag!e-handedly
forged the character of Neolithic Europe* It is rather the survival
of Mesolitliic techniques which provide only one facet of Neolithic
tradition in Western Europe, and the cultures in which th is
"Caj»pigni«.aw element is strongest are the Secondary Neolithic
groups with their revived 'Monolithic heritage* The "Caiapigainn
industry" is in fact the contaon denominator which unites the
Secondary Neolithic cultures of Britain, and we ©re thus justified
in discarding the term "O&spignien" altogether and substituting
"Secondary Neolithic" (Piggoit, 1954, 2T7-8).
The source of the tranchei uses undoubtedly must be traced to
the Northern Forest Cultures. There is some evidence that M&gleisose,
or a related group, penetrated France and Belgium (Clark, 1936, 231
and 237) as well a® Britain* Mrs. Hawkea (1934, 36) went so far
as to describe Campignian as "a late and poor extension of the Baltic
Forest Cultures." In Froace, the Tnrdeaoisiana amy have obtained
what we know of their heavy industry from Meglesaosians, ©ad then
transmitted it along with indigenous Terdeaoisian types, e.g., the
petit tmncliet, to the Neolithic cultures of Western Europe* Since
Tordeaoisian distribution extended to the south shores of the Baltic
(Clark, 1936, Fig. 65), there ©ppenrs to have been a generous over¬
lap with Maglemeae, and the aicrolithic bond between the two groups
show i that they almost certainly were in direct contact.
Not all of the "Caiapignian" types are so easily placed. The
outstanding feature of moat of then is their crudity, whether they
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are attributed to the HeaslitMe ©r the Neolithie-Chaicolithlc.
Indeed, the rough workmanship on the "Cnrapignian" axes at Griaea
Or ves led to the assumption that the mine we Palneolithic (Smith,
1912; Armstrong, 1920, 1923, 1924, 1929), until Clark am! Piggott
(1933) were able to illustrate conclusively that such nines were
in reality Neolithic* In the case of Cacspignien tools, no typological
classification can survive scrutiny, and we nay be justified in
suspecting that only the beat examples ere selected for illustrations
and museum displays.
There sceias to he only one explanation for the ridespread dis¬
tribution of such crude implements at a relatively late date in
European prehistory. These tools .".re not finished artifacts at nil
but only factory roughouts, or unfinished implements. This assumption
appears to be supported by "Caiapigninn" distribution, for as Novius
(1942, 211) states; "The bulk of the evidence is from nx& factories,
workshops, end Often air stations." Clark (19=16, 161) noted the
association of the Catspigniun tradition with «.;•:« mining. The
correspondence between Western Continental f21nt-workings end Caspignien
distributions (Fig. 16)^ is almost exact. The extension in southeastern
England again coincides with the flint-Mining industry. In northeast
Ireland the focus of "Cajapignian settlement" was in Antrim and Gown-
where the cretaceous chalk contained the best flint (Moviu®, 1942,
3,,,^ In this region later appeared the Secondary Neolithic Enmi
I. After Nougier, 1939. British flint-Bine distribution
after Clark and Piggott, 1933.
DISTRIBUTION OF FLINT MINES AND
NEOLITHIC OF CAMPIGNIAN TRADI¬
TION.
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anil Sandhill cultures* The ansae phenomenon occurs is Wales, as
at Oraig Lwyd, which is also assumed to be n manifestation of
Secondary HeolitMc mining activity (Piggoti, 1954, 289 ff.).
Nougior*s Pre-Cnejplgnian "Eyvik phase" in Scania, strangely isolated
like Ireland fro® the core of Campignian settlement, is also in on
area of flint exploitation*
The fact that not all nCa«pigalanw implements are iron
quarries and workshops does not negate the argument, because most
are surface finds and not in cultural association. It is conceivable
that some of them represent trade items, for boards of flint rough-
outa are known elsewhere, cud possibly a certain number of then
were used a» tool®, such a® flint-picks or hoes, where in the
unfinished state they would be perfectly suitable. 8durantea (193-2)
long age recognised the fact that Compignian was inseparably tied
in with flint-mining and that the primitive appear: nee of the tools
was merely technological convergence resulting in ft fortuitous
resemblance to Palaeolithic and Mesolithie implements. He thought
the use of such crude forms was due to the abundance of flint, in
which case there would have been little need to grind end polish
the tools. While there mn-j be more than n germ Of truth in this,
probably most of the tools were never used or meant to be used in
thct state.
"Cajflpigttien" doe® not involve a flint-working tradition as
much as a flint-ruining tradition in Western Europe which persisted
as long as flint axes were produced.
In Figure 17: t - 14 are illustrated a number of Cmspi galea
tools frow Kottgicr's test# With the exeeption of the tranchet (l)
none can he acknowledged as finished implements, but all are des¬
cribed as axes or picks.
Some more or less comparable forms ore shown in Figure 17:
15 - 24, each of which is a known roughout or reject fro® North
America# One of these (17) had been exhibited as a Palaeolithic
implement because of its crude appearance (paralleling the early
estimations of Grimes Graves products). W. fl. Holmes of the Araeri
can Bureau of Ethnology i»u!e extensive studies in the early part
of this century on the association of such forms with mining and
quarrying in North America and cane to the conclusion that most
represented rejects or "blanks" produced in the course of working
the freshly mined flint or qunrtssite# It was Holmes1 belief that
many of the rejects were cast aside because they were too thick,
and this seems to bo the case also for some of the Caisipignian
flints (2, 5, 11, and 13).
Fig. 17. Churpignian axes and picks.




15- 24. American factory rejects
(After Nougier, 1959; Holmes, 1919: 23-4 courtesy of
Prof, r, F. Greenman, University of Michigan.)
Fig. »7. CAM PI GN IAN AXES AND PICK S
17?
targe blades, choppers, and bifaces hove been found in
association with relatively recent American Indian cultures, show¬
ing that crudeness is not synonymous with antiquity. However, some
of these factory "blanks," mostly picks and choppers, although
indistinguishable from quarry rejects have unmistakable signs
of use (Bryan, 1051, 8-0), Undoubtedly, some of tin© Cnmpigaian
picks were also need in or around the flint mines (Fig. 17? 7 may
be such a tool, but it is impossible to tell from a drawing).
The artifacts in Figure 17s 23 and 24 are quartxito roughouta,
-probably for projectile points, frora a quarry-worksho p at George
take near Ki Harney, Ontario, Canada, The Cc&plgnian "picks" in
Figure i?s 3 and 0 were possibly for the snrae purpose. Certain
other pick-like implements from George take ore felt by the excavator
to be very close to Campigains picks,*
Another "Campignian"—American parallel in mining activities
is rough flint axes or picks with side—notches for hnfting (Nougier,
1050, Figs. 27j 8 and 92s 2$ Holmes, 1919, Fig. 86),
With these facts in mind, we may tarn to the Secondary
Neolithic cultures, beginning with a consideration of the British
groups already defined by Professor f'iggott.
1, Correspondence with Prof. E. F. Greenmen, University
of Michigan.
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Bri ti. ah fieeon<lary Nooli thic
la part contemporary with the Windmill flill intrusive agri¬
culturalists, but sometimes demonstrably later, are those cultures
which Piggott terms Secondary Neolithic* On the whole, the Secondary
Neolithic cultures fall la a period preceding the arrive 1 of Beaker
people, which conventionally signifies the beginning of the British
Bronze Age. Although there is some overlap of these cultures with
Western Neolithic cultures in Sussex, Wcssex, and northern Scotland,
the former are found primarily in eastern Britain and in coastal
or riverine sites rs opposed to the predominantly upload distribution
of the Western group, the essential characteristics uniting these
cultures are those whose origins lie in the Northern European Meso-
li tide.
Pottery provides the basis of differentiation among the
Secondary Neolithic cultures. Ceramic degeneration can be so a
in all of them, end nil contain elements whose origins are mostly
of Mesoiithic ancestry or form part of the Circumpolar Stone «,ge
Knlturkreia.
Stone material includes the non-Western types in Western
Neolithic flint mines end flint-axe factories, as well as n heavy
industry of iranehet rxsb and picks end a light flint industry composed
°f petit tranchet derivatives (Fig. 18s b), polished knives, single-
piece sickles, and possibly small trcnchet flake axes. There are
etlao the products of axe lectories of igneous rocks with known
manufacturing centers in Wales, Westmorland, Northern Ireland, and
Cornwall*
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Regional groups is the Secondary Neolithic complex include
Peterborough of the Thames Volley and southern end eastern England,
Bonn and Sandhill of Northern Ireland, Hinyo-€1octon ("Grooved
ware") of southeast Bogland and the Orkneys (with intermediate
sites), Bonaldsway on the Isle of Man, and Dorchester in south
and east England.
Peterborough
Vessels ore usually coarse, heavy, and round—based with a
thickened rim and marked shoulder. Ornament ordinarily falls upon
the upper two-thirds of the ves -el, especially on the rim and shoulder,
and consists of impressed twisted or whipped cord, fin; erna.il
impressions, stamped impressions produced with the articular
ends of bird or scmll manual bones, shell or comb impressions,
rows of pits, and herring-bone and crossed-hatched motifs. From
the first its similarity with cord ornamented and pit-corah ware
of Northern Europe has been recognised. The distribution of Peter¬
borough wore ranges from the Firth of Forth and Galloway in the
north to the English Channel in the south, but the focal center
i© in southern England. In Ireland, Sandhill wares share certain
features with Peterborough. Most Peterborough pottery has turned
up as stray finds, but in some cases it is in a cultural context.
Two vessels belonging to the Mortlake (typical) sub-variety of
Peterborough recall Ertebj/lle bowls, or blubber lamps.
Stone and flint types associated with Peterborough include
flint end stone axes, a flint pick, a small tranchet axe,
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poliahed-edgo knives and scrapers, single-piece curved sickles,
leaf—shaped arrowheads, petit tre-nchet derivatives, serrated flakes,
jet or lignite "belt-sliders," stone balls, end s grain-rubber.
All of these are coscion to Secondary Neolithic cultures as a
whole, end many are of Mesolithic ancestry.
Not only the stone types hut also the pottery of Peterborough
is allied to Scandinavian fores. Pottery at Sirotorp is decorated
with both pit-comb and cord ornament, and cord ornament occurs
on Becker*s type B funnel beakers. Pit-comb ware is typical not
only of dwelling places in Sweden, Norway, wad Finland but extends
across the Circumsolar belt to eastern North America as an integral
part of the Clreuiapol* r Stone Age. 0jessing (1044, 65) includes
Peterborough in this complex, primri ly because of the pit-cosh
elements in Peterborough pottery. The use of pits is ©ore common
than coisib-storaps, which are replaced by the "bird bone" stamps.
It is, however, much sore difficult to separate the contributing
components in Britain as the cord-marked funnel beaker and pit-
cotab elements are not as clearly defined. The presence of the
funnel beaker element shows Peterborough was rtst purely a development
within the Cireurapolnr Stone Age. There its aem evidence that
Peterborough began during Scandinavian Early Neolithic €.
Fig. 18. IfosolitMo implement types of the Secondary
Neolithic* I.
a, j, k. Seine-Oi se-Marne
b, 1. British Secondary Neolithic
c, e, g, is, r. Fort-?Ikrrouard
d, h, if ca, o q, s. Micholsberg
f. ycmlian
(After Chiide, 1950} Piggott, 1954b? Philippe, 1038?




The Bonn culture arose as a result of Loralan-Heo 1 i tille contact
in Northern Irel nd and although centered on the lower -'nan Hirer
is found elsewhere in Ireland and on the Isle of Ibm. The Bona
site at Mewferry, Co* Londonderry, has been assigned by .lessen
to T.one VIlb*
Bom pottery is roletod to Boneharm and Sandhill. The
type implement is the "Bean points," of which there ore prototypes ia
all Lnrniaa levolo (iteviua, 1953). Other »ton© types ere triangular
cross—sectioned fabricators, scrapers, staal 1 basalt axes, le«f-
slmpet! lnneeltends, bone points, !oge atone axes, and two Iberien-
type pla.pses. Wlielon (1952) reports carved points end doable-
pointed gorges of ox bone, which suggest a strong fishing tradition
still persisted side by side with stock-raising.
Sandhill
This culture, found on coastal dunes in Northern Ireland,
also appears to have developed eat of contact between indigenous
Meaelithic inhabitants and Neolithic colonists* The group is not well
defined, Lot the pottery has been compared with Peterborough ware,
particularly because of the use of cord ornament. There are some
features recalling Beaeharr® C ware, which supports a date for
Sandhill lute in the Irish Neolithic* Pit-comb affiliations are
almost entirely locking, and "bird bone" stamping is absent. It is
likely that Sandhill and Beacharfa C ware, which do not have pit-
comb ornament, belong to a period of Scandinavian contact somewhat
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Inter than that accounting for Peterborough features, probably
the late Dolmen or early Passage Grave period.
&iayo-CIacton
Mnyo-Claetoa ware has a curious north-end-south distri¬
bution {Orkneys and southern England), although there are signs
of its existence between the two extremes. The pottery lacks both
cord ornament and pit-comb decoration and therefore seecis not to
he affiliated with Peterborough. Implement types associate Hinyo~
Clacton with both the Secondary Neolithic and, in the north, the
Circumj-fOlcr Stone Age. This phase of the Second* ry Neolithic
iaclndos the remarkable settlament of Skara Brae in Orkney. At
Skarn Brae the lack of forestation produced some distinctive
traits, not the least of which was the predominance of sheep over
swine. This site also provides valuable information on housing,
for the lack of lumber necessitated stone construction, even for
interior furnishings. Fishing and hunting are reflected in the
presence of fish, sea-birds, shellfish, crabs, deer, and whales.
It is not certain that whales actually were pursued at se«,
but the use of whalebone for implements and even roof supports
suggests they may have boon hunted. The absence of seal, how¬
ever, bears the implication that sea-aajsetal banting was by no means
a major industry. Walrus tusk has been recovered but only in
small Amounts. There are no traces of cereal production.
barge stone bowls appeared at Skara Brae, as well as small
stone cups which may be imitations of vhclebone cups, for both
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Iarge and small vessels were wade of whale vertebrae, Oae
polished flint axe from Skare Brae is similar to Banish thin-
butted aaeea. fell shed-edge knives, small scrapers, end pert
of a triangular arrowhead we? e also present. Fro® Share Brae
caste fourteen stone axe or adze blades, and. four are known fro®
Rinroj stoat are small and sab-triangular, A flagstone "hatchet"
from Skara Ilrao resembles Gje&sing's "boot—shaped" tools of
Circumsolar distribution. A variety of spiked or knobbed objects
of stone are characteristic of both Skara Brae and fUnyo.
Bone and stone tools froa Skora Brae include ox-meiapodiei
adzes related to Maglesaose end Star Carr tools, various chisel-
ended bone tools (Fig. ISi n perforated mcehe&d (or a.,-.© sleeve),
points and owls, polished blades (related to polished-edge knives?),
scapula shovels, and bono and antler pins.
Bends of stone, bone, teeth, or ivory were found ; t Skara
Brae. Pendants were made of teeth, or ivory carved to resemble
teeth, but boar's tusk pendants were rare. Art was confined
largely to peeking and incising zigzags, iriang'es, chevrons,
and lozenges, with occasional cross-hatchings.
la the south there are no well documented Binyo-Clacton
settlements, but the first Binyo-Clacton ware was distinguished
at the site of Woodfcenge. Southern Rinyo-Clncton were is
characterised by sore complicated onwaeatetion. fools include
leaf-shaped arrowheads, ;etit tronchet derivatives (typical of
Hinyo~C1acton), serrated flakes, scrapers, fabricators, single-piece
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sickles, and possibly flint and greenstone axes. Stone balls
and chalk phalli are known. Little is known of bone and antler
types, apart from antler picks, scapula shovels, and bone points.
Cattle in this area are like those of Windmill Slillf swine were
abundant and sheep were not.
Mnyo-Claeton illustrates vest French or Iberian influences
(pottery and bone pins) impinging upon a Secondary Neolithic culture in
the south, while in the north the same Secondary Neolithic elements
ore associated with traditions belonging to the Scandinavian Mono¬
lithic and Circuspolar Stone Age.
Roaalilstfay
The RoanIdaway complex on. the Isle of Man is known from both
settlements and cemeteries. The pottery is commonly in the form
of largo, round-based jars with risis which are often bevelled
or atari If flat-bottomed pots. Usually incised or punctate decora¬
tion is found on the rira of the first typo, but the rest of the pot
is plain. Axes characteristically have a thick oval cross-section,
a truncated butt, and ere deliberately roughened for about half
their length frou the butt, the reminder being polished. Flint
axes and adzos two or three inches in length are found frequently
in the Renaldaway culture. A stone gouge (Fig. IS* i) of Circum¬
solar type and a perforated me©head turned up on one site.
Lozenge-shaped arrowheads are typical, but one transverse point
ia a prob-ble product of this culture. Polished flint knives
form a link with other Secondary Neolithic groups. Serrated flakes
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and concave sawn of the "hollow—serapor" type show & gloss produced
by groin-cutting# Stone bails oecur here again# One bone pin
with a mushroom bend is known. Five amiI schist plaques Appeared*
one of which was on axe amulet. Ox* sheep* and pig are represented
among the faunaI remains*
Dorchester
The Dorchester "culture" is rather poorly defined. There
ia no consistent ceramic style oa its sites, but it is distinguished
by certain ritual taosnisaents (some of which are within the Bongo
group)* cremation cemeteries (as in Ron«l»Jsw«y), and burial under
round cairns. Stone types are shared, with Secondary Neolithic
cultures as a whole#
Dorchester sites ere concentrated near Dorehester-on-Thoraea, but
the first phase at Stonehenge belongs to this group, as do burials in
Wiltshire* Oxfordshire* end Bedfordshire# Other burials and scattered
finds indicate an extension as far as northeast Scotland.
Dorchester material equi pineal includes perforated stone mce-
he&cts,* partially polished flint axes, leaf—shaped arrowheads,
petit tranche! derivatives, flint knives polished on the edges
or face®, and fabricator®. Antler and bone types are bone pins,
perforated antler maces (some facetted), boar * a tusk blades,
perforated bone points (garment fringes?)* and imperforated bone
points. la addition* there are cholk balls, a jet belt-slider,
and pottery of Western Neolithic, Peterborough* and Biayo-Clncton
type®.
'
YV Secondary Neolithic raacehends* because of their cylindri¬
cal perforations, probably were not derived from Mesolithic
emeeheads, which have hour-ginaa perfor liens*
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No European parallels to the Hedge monuments are known. Of
two types of burial—inhumation under & round barrow and cremation
cemeteries—the forcer recalls British Beaker and Food-Vessel
tradition (appearing at the time of Single Grove and Boat-Ax©
cultures in Denmark and Sweden), the cremation practice is
best paralleled in Ronaldsway or Boyne cultures. The boar's
tusk blades are coravjon in Northern Stone Age cultures, especial ly
the pit-comb burials at Vfisterbjers and Visby In Gotland (of the
Passage Grave period in Scandinavia). Stone and antler maeehcads
are related to Moaolithic •samples and then in turn to those of
the British Bronse Age•
With the possible exception of Binyo and Ska.ro. Brae, no
village settlements comparable to those of the Deaubinn ore known
in the British Neolithic. Apparently individual farmsteads were
the rule.
Collective burial, either inhumation or cremation, is char¬
acteristic of almost all British Neolithic cultures, these burials
amy occur in either chambered or uachaiabered tombs, end in some
Secondary Neolithic cultures collective burial takes the form
of cremation cemeteries, e.g., in Ronaldstwsy and Dorchester.
Single grave burials which are found my be a reflection of Early
Brons-e Age practices.
Michelsberg
Much remains to be learned about Michelaborg, which is often
loosely assigned to the Western Neolithic complex. Beet known in
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soatfwest Germany, it extended to Belgian, Bohemia, Austria, ant!
Switzerland. Settlements are predominantly hilltop forts, * 1 though
moor villages and pile dwellings also yield Jlichelsberg regains.
In soue cases rectangular buildings are arranged along regular
streets. Most of the fortified sites seen to have been actual
settlements, although some closely resemble Windmill Hill cause¬
wayed camps which are believed to have been cattle kraals and
were earlier (Piggott, 1934b, 29-31). One Michelsberg earthwork,
Reusterburg, in lover Saxony (Tackcnburg, 1051) could have been
nothing else bat an enclosure for animals, for numerous openings
breached walls which were too low for defensive purposes, and
there were no hut foundations• The Sayea and Urmitz sites on
the Ilhino arc very sisailar, but Goldberg and l!ichoIsberg In southern
Germany are less closely related (ibid., 28). Fortified, elevated
settlements are paralleled in Eastern Danubian and Funnel Beaker
groups, but there are no clear antecedents of the causewayed
camps ia either the MesolltMo or early Neolithic. The Siiehelsherg
examples are too late to be ancestral to the British ones, and
it is taost unlikely that the Continental kraals were derived from
those of the British Isles. They could, of course, have been
independent deve 1 opinents.
The flint wines at Spieosos, Belgium, represent a specialised
aspect of Michelsherg. Flint-mining was another early Neolithic
trait in Britain, e.g., at Grim® Graves (Piggott, 1954b, *15).
The recent appearance of a double-ditched enclosure associated with
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the Spiennes mines (Scollar, 1955) supports the relationship of
Miehelsberg with Spiennes and produces n further parallel with
the British early Neolithic.
Micheisberg flint-working included a blade industry, among which
was a number of transverse arrowheads {Fig. 18; d). Leaf-shaped
arrowheads were used particularly in Belgium. Small celts were
hsfted in antler sleeves (Fig. 18: i®, is, o-q), and flint blades
were placed in slotted wooden handles (Fig. 19: d). Characteristic
polygonal baitleaxes are attributed to Micheisberg by Vogt (1954,
Fig. 3-5), These axes usually have flat top and bottom faces
and arched sides. The butt is sharply cut off, and two incised
lines often run down the top (find sometimes the bottom) face.
Most, however, are stray finds. In addition to antler sleeves,
antler picks or axes (Fig. 18: h, n, s) and bone harpoons were
widely used, although the harpoons are more characteristic of
Swiss sites. The harpoon in Figure 19: 5 is a plain bone point
perforated for the attachment of a line. Among the implements of
bone we find combs like the Windmill Hill type, awls, chisels,
needles, fishhooks (Fig. 19: f, g), and double-pointed gorges.
Metal tools and ornaments appear with some frequencj^, but there
is no evidence that these are anything but imports.
Large numbers of bones belonging to wild fauna illustrate
the importance of hunting in Michelsberg culture. Cattle, sheep,
and swine were raised and grain cultivated. Perforated teeth were
worn as ornaments (Fig. 19: k).
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Michelsfaerg pottery i® nost distinctive* The vessel®, which
possibly bad wooden prototypes (Butt!or, 1938, 82), include various
storage pots, bowls, handled cups and pitcher®, flat "linking plates,"
and tulip beakers, Ornamentation when present is usually in the
form of fingertip or fingernail impressions; betaking and pits
were used to some extent. The storage vessels with riias bearing
fingertip impressions that we have already mot in Funnel Beaker
and Eastern Dnaulsi n contests \>e e a widespread fores of utility
ware. The baking plates presutsably functioned as cooking utensils,
fillip beaker© are round-bottomed and resemble the bell of a trumpet
in profile.
Little information i® available on burial practices, A number
of graves with contracted or extended inhumations have been found,
some in the remains of houses. At Altonburg was a cemetery con¬
sisting of seven graves with only a few beads as grave good® and
cremations occur in Belgium, In addition to burials in Belgian
hnt foundations, there have keen found deposits of Michelaberg
skulls in abandoned flint-workings st Spiennes, recalling the
Ofnet skull deposit® of Bavaria,
Fig, 19, Wosolithic implement types of the Secondary
Neolithic r II
a, b. Horgen
c, hf j, 1-r, Fort—Barrouard
d, f, g, k,s, Miehelsberg
e, i, British Secondary Neolithic




0a the basis of recent radiocarbon dates, Miefsclsfeerg appears
to hove been at least parti oily contemporary with EOsoen. Over csost
of its distribution area Michelsberg was succeeded by Cord-Ware and
aloo by Bergen in Switzerland and southernmost Germany,
the origin of Michel8berg presents the biggest problem, for
it really fits la no group very veil, Michelaborg does resemble some of
th© Western cultures to a certain extent, but the differences are
becoming sharper and sharper (Vogt, 1954, 185). While rectangular
houses, fortifications, handled pitchers, and perforated axes fit
into the Bnnubinn framework, the iypicaI ceramics sees foreign to
both Banuhioxt and Western economies*
Reinecke (1018? 194Z) lias long called attention to the similarity
between Miefcelsberg and Brteb/He round-bottomed pots and subsets
a relationship between the two areas, Vogt (1054) hoe seen that if
Funnel Beaker and Micbelsberg distributions are plotted out the two
are contiguous, and consequently believes Michelsberg is but a southern
extension of the Funnel Beaker culture-area* There are many ceramic
correspondences in the two cultures* Grimes (1937, 103) noted the
similarity between certain Battlberg pots and Melielaharg t lip
bookers. This, in turn, brings to mind the presence of large
storage vessels and baking plates in the Early Neolithic A occupation
at Store Volby, Zealand (Becker, 1955, 190). Storage pots even
closer to the Michelsberg type are known in the Wiorek, or early,
Eastern Funnel Becker culture of Poland (Jovdsewski, 1930, Fig. 19).
Chronologically, the early Funnel Beaker cultures are probably not
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far oat of line xrith Micheisberg, m radiocarbon dates sees to
indicate (Troels-Sraith, 1058). A mixed occupation at the Tfutberg
Mil fort in Merseburg includes Micholsberg, JordnnaejUhl , Bnalbarg,
and Snlzmtiade, and Beneseh (1941) stresses the fact that all the
lending types of Micheisberg either occur in or show relations
with the Funnel Seeker cultures. Polygonal battlenxes strengthen such
aa assumption, although they have not been sufficiently well studied
to provide proof for uniting Michelaberg and Funnel Beaker cultures.
Most of these associations are admittedly typological end leave
a. great deal unexplained, but they seeia to give some direction
to years of theorizing about the place of Michel®berg in European
prehistory.
One thing not subject to doubt is the liesolithic strain per¬
meating Miehelsberg, a® seen in the use of antler and bone imple¬
ments such as axes, sleeves, combs, fishhooks, gorges, and harpoons,
the emphasis upon hunting and fishing, skull deposits, and the
occurrence of moor settlements. Because of its relatively late date,
Michel®berg appears to be an nocalterated Monolithic group in which
there is a distinct preservation or revival of Monolithic traditions,
i.e., ». Secondary Neolithic culture, Spielings is a part of the
"Cecipigninn" complex according to Kougicr (1959, 31-2), Also,
Miehelsberg, with the other *'lacustrine" Neolithic cultures is
supposed to have come under Campignitm influence (ibid., 202 ff,),
and n "Cmapigniftn" he vy flint industry is one characteristic of
Secondary Neolithic cultures in Britain (figgott, 1954b, 2fT),
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Another characteristic is degeneration of ceramic teehni .ue#
In this respect the coarse storage vessels end tulip beakers come
to mind, for these are the most ehnrc.cteri oti c pot forcms, although
isore finely-made handled vessels occur with them# The coarseness
of Mickelsberg tulip beakers has led to comparisons with T'rteb^lle
beakers, as we have already seen, At least over such of their
domain the Mlehslaborg people were semi-nomadic pastoralists and
hunters, relying on gasae as well as on crops and herds.
It seesas highly probable that further investigation, will show
Mlehelsborg was not one homogenous group, but t!r<t its economy
varied according to local conditions. In the area of south Germany—
Switzerland Miehelsberg is hardly separable from Corteillod, except
by ceramic comparisons. In scut vest and central Germany its use
of fortifications as well as the appearance of the pottery allies
it with late B&nubion end ej rly Funnel Beaker cultures# On the
basis of present evidence it still seems impossible to conclusively
assign Hichelsberg to any particular groups, elthough the Funnel Beaker
cultures present the closest affinities. Particularly if Ertebrflle
is not reg rded as part of the earlie t Funnel Beaker cultures in
the North, Miehelsberg embodies more MesoIitMc traits, la any case,
much in Uicbelsberg is clearly not of Funnel Beaker origin# It does
not seem strange that n culture developing on the cultural cross¬
roads of Neolithic Europe should absorb tr its from local repre¬
sentatives of ell three major Neolithic culture-areas while retaining
certain Mesolithic traits, Se seem to be dealing with a highly
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Adaptable society which took advantage of whatever its envlroiweat
happened to offer.
The Schufisenried culture is closely related to Michelaberg, if
it ia not a sub~gro«P the letter. It appears primarlly in the
regions of Federsee and Stuttgart, where the leading ceramic ferns
ore pitcher® with and without handles. There are also large Hi cite Is—
berg storage vessels, clay ladles, amphorae related to Althei® foros,
and handled cups. The sssa11 pots are decorated richly with incised
hatching, chevrons, triangles, and zoned patterns. Vogt (1053, 33)
describes Schusaenried as a fusion of late Danubian and Michelsberg.
Fort-Harrouard
Northward diffusion of Cbasaey resulted ia contact with
MesolitMc inhabitants of northern France and subsequently the
rise of two Secondary Neolithic cultures, Fort-Jlarrounrd and Seine-
Oise-Marne. The first of these is known primari ly fro® «. single
settlement and the second only fro® graves.
Two Neolithic occupations have been recognised at Fort-
gareouard, a fortified spur in Ettre—et-Loire (Pl»iiippe, 1936
and 1937), where late in the Neolithic period a group of cattle-
herders settled. The cerastes are affiliated with those of
Hi chela'.erg and Ckasaey and found in association with tools of
flint, stone, ?>one, and antler. The second Neolithic horizon has
Approximately the same tool types but more evolved pottery.
Neither Fort-tlarrouard I nor II contained any octal.
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Both "pit-dwel lings" and "granaries" were attributed to the
Neolithic occupations* Burials on the site- were extended in Me so¬
li thic fashion; those in the older Neolithic level were ruined,
hut in the next stratum an infant was found buried in a grave with
a couple of bone awls, an amber plaque, a sandstone polisher, a
limestons plaque, a flint saw, part of a greenstone axe, and a
small, two-handled pot* The whole affair was superimposed upon
a litter of half-burnt bone, which suggests a tradition of ritual
feasting or sacrifice {as at Teviee). Another skeleton, an adult,
was accompanied by five crushed infants' skulls, burnt bone, Fort-
Harrouwrd II sherds, a clay ball and block, a bone dagger, two frag¬
ments of deer antler, and part of a polished axe* The bone dagger
is a -ain reminiscent of Teviec, or at least the liesolithie in general*
Since the funeral practices remained the same—the corpse interred
in Ms hut without fixed orientation accompanied by bones indicating
a ritual feast or sacrifice—until the late Bronze Age and reappeared
at least partially in La Tone III, Philippe (1936, 555) believes the
same group occupied Fort-Harrouard throughout. A rsegaliihic tomb
sits «?>out 250 meters south of the camp, but its affinities have
not been established*
Most of the MeolitMe tools were of local flint, which was
made into scrapers, knives, sews, chisels, axes, picks, and arrow-
herds* licks and tranchei axe® (Fig. 18? e) of Catapigninn type
were supplemented by a few polished axes with oval cross-section,
although polished tools were notably rare. In the category of
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weapons transverse arrowheads (Fig. 18» c) were predominant. At
least by the time of Fort-Hcrrouard II Grcnd-l'rea «igny flint was
being imported for the manufacture of daggers. From Fort-dTarrounrd
I were aotne large hooked flint blades (Fig. IB* g), or bee do uerroguet,
which say have been single-piece sickles.
From antler were produced picks (Fig, IS* a, r), axes, notched
pendants (Fig. 19* q). and flaking tools (Fig. 19* ra). Bone was
used for ulna daggers (Fig. 19* c), awls (Fig. 19s n)» pins (Fig. 19*
r), needles (Fig. 19* 1), and occasional plain points (Fig. 19* j).
Gorges (Fig. 19* p) and fishhooks indicate line—fishing, Qne of
the bone fishhook shanks was decorated with pit-arassent (Fig, 18s h),
Boer's tusk Inminee (Fig, 19* o) probably were used for tools and
ornaments «
The Neolithic ceramics at Fort-Harroenrd included undecorated
vessels as well as pottery decorated in relief or with incisions,
associated with Itieholsberg baking plates, spinning whorls, spoons,
and crude figurines, Th© undeeorctod sherds belonged mostly to
smooth-surfaced pots with round bases. Bandies, properly speaking,
were absent, but some of the vessels had perforated or imperforated
lugs. Those pots decorated in relief were least important, bugs
or warts were no Ion er used os handles but just a a ornamentation.
Fingernail and fingertip impressions were commonly used for decoration
in Fort-Snrrouard II, The Chessey were at Fort-ffarrouard often hod
incisions filled with white paste. Vase supports were much in
evidence.
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Cottle pro-vide4 the economic basis ft Fort~larr©aard,
although there is soae evidence of cereal production and bunting
and flailing*
Fort-tiarrouar>1 is one of the few French sites providing
sufficient amounts of hone for fauna1 analysis* Cooking refuse was
composed pritr ri ly of domestic animals, with cattle representing 6f?>
of the total* Pig (18,5$), sheep and goat (l^), roe-deer
and dog { :<m5y) accounted for most of the remainder. Of 109 hone
fragments in the Neolithic II ossuary, 138 or 81,8$ belonged to
cattle, while mine made up $$, sheep and go- t 4,7$, dog 1,7$,
fox 4.7^, and deer 1.2$, The teeth of hear and wolf were kept
as hunting trophies or amulets*
Mandibles and vertebrae of pike and other large fish as
veil m small middens of shellfish indicate exploitation of the
natural resources of the rivers.
The flint industry of heavy "Cnmpignian" tools and traajaverse
arrowheads, the inventory of bone and antler tools, the affinities
with Michelsberg, and the burial practices—nl1 in association
ith Western Neolithic (Chassey) elements—mark Fort-liar ouard I -
II as a Secondary Neolithic complex which developed as a compromise
between Meso1ithic and Neolithic traditions after the first eoloni-
afitioa by agriculturalists from southern France.
An oven clearer example of the result of this acculturation
process in France is exhibited on the island of Er Yoh off the
Morbihan coast (?equart, 1026). In the center of the island was
a raised terrace containing bone and cultural debris# The stone
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industry ranged from crude quartaite pebble tools for dislodging
she!Ifiah to poll shod axes and barbed arrowheads. Antler was
limited to a few worked fragments, but bone w&e used for points,
awls, daggers, chisels, and polishers. Hide—scrapers were made
by jiiissaiag a gouge-shaped piece of bone into the spongy tissue on
the end of a fractured long bone,
Anita&l bones were extremely well—preserved, and the domestic




The predominance of sheep on this rocky iale reflects the lack of
forestallon as at Skara Brae in the Orkneys, Bog and goat were
not identified among the remains*
Seal—hunting was attested by the abundance of seal bones, and
fowling was indicated by the remains of auk, cormorant, and herring
gull* Other wild fauna were not abundant but included doer, horse,
hare, beaver, and feline.
The Er Yob people had added only stock-raising and a few taore
sophisticated tool types to an economy already established in the
liesolithic by the Teviec and Hoydie Tardenoisians on the same coast,
Se ine-6iae-li&rne
This population ia known almost entirely from collective burials
in caves, rock-cut tombs, or gallery graves. The gallery graves
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are usually built In trenches dug into hill slope**, the entrance
being at the shallow end of the trench# The passage itself is divided
by a porthole slab or two notched slabs placed edge to edge# Stylised
representations of the funereal deity ("Mother Goddess") in the foria
of breasts appear on the walls# None of these tonbs is covered by
a long barrow.
The grottos or rock-cut tombs are typical of the Sterne region.
The chamber is entered by a rorsp recalling the drotsoa of a Myeenean
toMb, The structure is separated within by a chalk partition
resembling the porthole slab of a gallery grave. On the walls
are carvings or drawings of the Mother Goddess (usually reduced to
symbols such as « figure, breasts, a necklace, and an axe). All
but the to. bs of SOU appears to be of local origin or development,
and the tombs are clearly of Mediterranean derivation.
Pottery is coarse find simple in design, Decoration consists
mostly of single scratches, an applied corrfon, or occasionally
corrugations. The typical pot has an everted ritu, a slightly bulging
body, end a splayed base—very like Scandinavian bote Neolithic or
Swiss Horgen ware.
Although our knowledge of the economy is limited by the lack
of settlements# much of the SOM equipment has Mesolitlilc antecedents.
Transverse arrowheads (Fig. 18t a) ere much in evidence, and there
is a "Camplgnlan" industry of picks, trancheta, and chisels (Railloud
and Roofzheio, 1955), Among the SOM sites in Belgium is at least
a suggestion of a S9M occupation at Spieanea (Marittn, 1952).
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Axes were hofted in polished antler sleeves with rectangular
shnftholes (Fig. 18i k), and antler axes with similar shnftholes
(Fig* 181 j) are sometimes referred to as "hoes." Awls, spatulas,
and other ssall tools were mode of hone*
In addition to the Mesolithie elements, there ore well made
blades of Grand-Presaigny flint, axe amulets, a few leaf-shaped
or barbed arrowheads, and polished axes, which with the trait of
collective burial indicate an intrusive Neolithic tradition.
Trephined skulls from SGM tombs are eomraon, and cranial
amulets are often found among the gr ve goods. Such cranial discs
have also been found at Fort-Conthy, Switzerland (Childe, 1929,
179). The leading ornament is an arc pendent of stone, Pierced
teeth also were used for personal adornment*
Copper trinkets and even a few bronze axe® have been recovered,
justifying a Chnlcolithic datef otherwise the culture is purely Neo¬
lithic.
The SOU people raised crops, bred animals, end engaged in
hunting and fishing pursuits, but the relative importance of each
of these endeavors is herd to determine since there are no known
SOU settlements end therefore few Fauna 1 remains. Warfa re was
certainly one of the major pastimes, as shewn by the number of
weapons and skeletons with wound-marks* The presence of copper
and Grand—Freasigny flint indicatestrading was of some significance*
Soine-Oise-Uarne influences were felt In the Channel Islands,
the Armorican peninsula, Brittany, Switzerland, Belgium, Westphalia,
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Sesadin&via, and even the Balearic® according to CM 14© and Sanders
v I
(1050, 1 - 11), hut this postulated distribution is probably exaggerated*
In Switzerland, Horgoa is said to he the equivalent of French SOM
%
(Vogt, 1908) although this is open to contradiction* the method
by which SOM influences reached Scandinavia has not yet been explained,
bat the correspondences in pottery and porthole cists seem to indicate
some sort of connection.
Seine—Oiao-Mnrne appeared during the late phase of Chassey and
was at least partially contemporary with Beaker culture, there is
some evidence that SOM lasted well into the Bronre Age. Attention
has been drawn to the resemblance between Chaispagnian pedestolled urns
of La Tone I and splay-footed SOM pots (CiId© and Sanders, 1950, 14).
However, the exact terminus of SOM is far from well established*
The features of SOU—its mixture of MeaolitMc and Neolithic
elements and its degenerate pottery—in the light of the culture's
late date show it belongs to the Secondary Neolithic group of
European civilisations. As a point of interest, Piggott (1954a.) warns
us that the apparent ceramic correspondences between such cultures
as SOM and Ilorgea, much less between these sad the British Secondary
Neolithic, are hardly enough to support direct relationships.
Such groups merely "share the common tradition of equally miserable
pottery,"
1. Personal «oavatinioption with Professor Piggofct*
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Horgen
This Secondary Neolithic group succeeds Cortoillod and
Michelsberg la Switzerland, where its purest occurrence is at the
Sippliagea lake duelling on L, Constance. Vogt (1938) aligns Horgen
with S01S, but the relationshi p between the two is not at all certain.
Several land stations are found at the southern extremity of the
Black Forest, where it appears to be linked with Altheiia {Kisaisig,
1959, 151), Vogt {1034, 93) also noted the ehronolgieni and
cultural similarities between A1thefts and Horgen, which hove already
been discussed,
Horgen pottery consists mostly of vessels with flat bottoms
and nearly vertical walls like SOU and Scandinavian bate Neolithic
ceramics. It is characterized by an extraordinary lack of variety,
Vogt joints out the fact that if such pottery were found in a pile-
dwelling belonging to another culture, it would be classified as
course utility ware. The clay used was extremely poor cad the
resulting pottery very thick, Decoration on these vessels ia sparse,
and what there is consists priserity of lines drawn carelessly
around the rita cad sometimes one or two broad channels placed
below the edge*
Perforated Horgen axes are triangular to rhomboid in form,
Arrohe&ds ere either triangular or tanged. Leaf-shaped daggers
were also made of flint. Metal wee known but not widely used,
Vnperforated nxea and adzes were hefted in antler sleeves, of
which there are two types. The first is a cylindrical form (Fig, 19?
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b }, and the second has a spur notched out on the base to prevent
slipping (Fig# 19: a). Picks and ehisola were also ea.de of
antler, end needles, awls, polishers, nad pins were fashioned out
of bone, but harpoons apparently are lacking. Ornacenta of any sort
are rarely found in connection with Horgen, although they were
common in the Cnrly Neolithic.
In the Federsoo raoor r.re«, the Dtillenreid *siie is assigned to
Morgan. the dwellings are wll rectangular houses, in contrast
to the long Cortaillod buildings*. These are duplicated by Altheim
dwellings at Goldberg, and both appear to represent an innovation in
house construction.
Hunting increased at the expense of herding, as shown by the
fauna! remains. In some sites the number of wild fauna increases
in proportion to that of domestic animals from Early Neolithic (Cortaillod)
to Middle Neolithic (Herges). The best example of this occurred at

























From this we see that the percentage of wild fauna increased
from 32.2$ to 44.4$ is the transition from Early to Middle Neolithic.
It is possible that this difference r.my prove to be unusually great,
for late Cortailled levels at Burgtfsciii Sud-oueat, Lobsigen, Auvernier,
and Cortaillod also contained over 49$ wild fauna (Josien, 1956).





the culture as a whole is usually described a® regressive,
but this is the appearance produced by any Secondary Neolithic
group. Although Horjgen pottery resembles that of S0M, there are




























in assessing the relationships is that SOM material is virtually
all from tombs, which in effect gives us a very one-sided picture.
In contrast, all the Ilorgen material is from settlements and none
from graves. Vogt (1938, 8) cites some graves—a stone cist near
Basel with 30 to 40 skeletons, the megalith!c grave of NeiderschwBr-
sindt (Baden), the porthole tomb of Courgenay (Berner Jura)—which
might be attributed to S0H or Horgen, but the evidence for this
is inconclusive. Horgen material was found near the Basel cist.
Vogt also draws parallels between long antler sleeves of SOM and
some similar sleeves in Switzerland. A semi-circular pendant,
releted to SOM arc pendants, was recovered near Saint-Blaise on
L. Neuch&tel. Most of his examples are anything but convincing.





The Cireumpoler Stone Age (Gjessiag, 1944), ns the name
suggests, is a generalised culture-ares almost entirely encircling
the glebe in the polar and Northern forest regions. Strangely
enough, setae of the strongest resemblances in the whole area
are to be found in northern Norway and eastern North America,
The Secondary Neolithic cultures of Europe are affiliated with
the CircuBpolar Stone Age by virtue of the Mesolithie basis
underlying each.
It is clear that there are two ecological zones to be con¬
sidered, one of which is the tundra zone end the other the forest
zone (Cfjessing, 1953, 133), With the tundra are associated whaling,
sealing, fishing, reindeer-hunting, the use of slate, nnd akin
boats. To the forest belong inland hunting and fishing, ceramics,
gouges, and so forth. These two were not, of course, entirely
independent of om another. Skin boats and slate tools are found
fur from the tundra, in areas such as the British Isles. Among
the inland elements in the maritime province arc curved-back
gouges, rectangular adzes, pebble hammers with handle grooves*
single—piece flint sickles, serrated arrowheads, various types
of harpoons, and bone point® with inserted flint edges ("bird darts").
a oe
la the eastern United States are found both eoasb—ware end
cheek-stamped ware (related to textile ceramics) which are virtually
identical with ceramics of north Norway in particular. In the
Eastern loodlnnds, there ere other reminders of its relationship
with the Circuirspolr-r region, e.g., cror,cent-shaped knives, slate
implements, od-es, gouges, and similar bone and antler foras
(Chapter WIT ).
Among CircttEspoler traits with Earn®iatie-American distribution
are»
compound bows
bone hunting implements, e.g, barbed and plain points
detachable harpoon heads
serrated arrowheads with concave bases
"bird darts"
slate tools, e.g., rhombic cross-sectioned points,
croscentic knives
curved-back gouges (hollow-edged chisels)
rectangular edges
round pebble-hammers with handle grooves and simple
grooved axes
crescent!c flint or slate implements
afeia boats (umiak)
semi-subterranean house®
cosh-ware and te .tile-ware (the latter usually is
found further north in both hemispheres)
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boring of boles to nernl vessels
rook carving and rook pointing
staple geometric ornamentation
anion1 sculpture, especially aniens. l*-hended handles
"»oati>-to—heart line" motif in art
Most of these traits appear in the Northern Mesolithlo (especially
the eastern Baltic), where they had their roots. The use of these
Old Stone Age elements up to the present among the Eskimos serves
to essphaslae the excellent adaptation of Mcsolithic hunters to
an exacting environment*
Gjessing states correctly that in this area archaeology
cna not he divorced from ethnology and vice—versa. While chronology
Is almost lacking In the Circumpolar zone, the importance of the
area archaeologically scarcely can be ignored when considering
the Stone Age cultures of Northern Europe or Worth America.
A brief description (folslev, 1940; also Rancor, 1951, 57-8)
of the Set•teminar culture on the Qxus delta (Aral Sea) illustrates
what appear® to be an outlier of Circumsolar Culture. The site
w>'-3 inhabited by a sedentary hunt!ng-fisiting group. Houses built
on the sand dunes were indicated b. • posts in three concentric
circles, which probably supported roughly oval, wooden structures.
I n the center was a hearth, apparently for ritual use. Cooking
hearths were around the perimeter*
The whole site was covered with bones, chiefly those of fish,
wild pig, and red deer* Implements are of flint and a jaspar-Iike
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substance and include microtitide blades, scrapers, chisels,
nvla, and flake arrowheads worked on one side only. There are also
larger blades trimmed to a knife shape and soae flat, polished
slat© knives with a curved edge. Other implements are unperforated
greenstone axes of undetermined shape, bono points with long
eylindro—conical shape, two bone bafts for harpoons (?)» and
smoothed sandstone slabs. As ornaments there nr® beads and
pendants of marine shell, colored stones, bird pendants, and
flat, chipped shell plaques perforated at the edge.
Tottery (sosaetieBee pointed) is composed of round-bottomed vessels
of several types ornamented with stamped and scratched patterns
arranged in narrow bands (especially on the upper ports). Typical
ornament consists of trapezoids and rectangles filled with
vertical impressions oade with an oval stamp. Xigseg herring¬
bone patterns are common. In Anau II are sherds of Kel'temtnnr
type.
Toletov describes it as a "late Neolithic" culture with Mesolltbic
traditions and dr-ws parallels with various Asiatic areas (but not
with any region vest of Russia). The culture is assigned to the
fourth or early third nil Ionium If. C.
The Sol•teminar culture bos been placed in its broader setting
by Jetimer (1954, 707), who describes it as a late Neolithic, pre¬
pay tora 1 civilization of the Kazakhstan culture-area in the
northwest steppes. Cross-dating supports the 4th or early 3rd
mil leniun date, Kol'tessinnr II (Aeneolituic) of the 2nd nilleniura
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represents the first pastoral aoiaad group of the area (ibid,,
768).
At Jerlshof in the Shetlands is a series of occupations
which, although presumably dating well into the first mi 1 Ionium
B. C., contains material related to both the Secondary Neolithic
and the Circuspolar Stone Age (Piggoii, 1954b). Stone types were
mostly of slate in the form of rough axes or clubs, large hatchet®,
handled knives, rough saw®, sickles, curved blades, and perforated
heart-shaped objects (perhaps used as blubber-mattocks). There
were also perforated bone ad sees, bone chisels with or without
sockets, scapula shovels, a- perforated whalebone aecehead, polished
bone blades, points, and perforated phalanges, Host interesting
was a aubtriangular bono girdle-plate perforated at each corner,
similar to those from VJfeterbjere and Banish passage graves.
However, its incised decoration affiliates it with Iberian schist
plaques, i1lustrating clearly the mixture of cultures in Britain*
Pit-Waro
In Scandinavia, the most significant Circuapolar Stone Age
affiliate was the Pit-Ware, or Pit-Comb, culture, which entered
the archaeological record during the Middle Neolithic. Numerous
"dwelling-pieces" in Norway, Sweden, Finland, Estonia, and Russia
were occupied by these people, and their influence w © felt
as far west as Ttenanrk (Becker, 1959) and Britain (riggoti,
1954b, 312). Although producing pottery end raising n few animals,
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Pit-vfare inhabitants were prlmari ly semi-sedentary boaters end
gatlserc-rs with a materiel culture based upon Mesolithic equipment*
Their toot inventory (dilio, 19005 lyrfipM, 1030) of imperforated
uses, atone gouges, meny—sh? ped isaceheadsf antler axes and chisels,
barbed and conical bona points, fishhooks of bone and stone,
slate knives and points, slotted hone points, and nets has already
been discussed in sorae detail in our consideration of the Baltic
Mesolithic. Pottery is composed of coarse, predominantly ovoid
vessels with cord, eotals, or pit decoration* fe have in this seed¬
er sub-Neolithic Forest Culture laaay elements belonging to Gjjessing*s
(19445 1953) Circurapolar Stone Age, including the pit-comb pottery
itself*
The economic self-sufficiency of those groups did not prevent
exchange of goods* Russian and Scandinavian flint were imported
into Finland (SyrHpflH, 1930), East Prussian amber appeared from
Norway to Russia, and Fiuao—Russian transverse and hollow—edged chisels
entered Sweden* By just such means the characteristic tool types
and pottery of the Ciretunpolar Stone Age must have been distributed
from Britain to the Eastern Woodlands of North America*
Becker (1952b) believes the Pit-Ware people carried on most
of the trade in flint with northern Sweden usually credited to
Boat-Axe traders, since e detailed analysis of the flint hoards
found in Norrland reveals closer affinities with Fit-Ware than
Boat-Axe forms.
SyrHpRN (1931) sot up a relative chronology for Finnish ceramics
based upon Litorina strand-lines which lies been found generally
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acceptable. Close en the heels of fSuosmsjSrvi culture cnise Tit-
Were, which f ft lis into throe main groups s iarty (I), Typical (II),
and Regenerate (III), During the first period cord impressions
were present in addition to pits, furrows, Incisions, and the
dominant comb-stamps. typical pit-comb pottery find long end
shallow cosh—marks, some of which wore georaotr cnl, often alternating
with rows of pits. During the final pert of this period cor;b-
atamping began to fall off", until in the Regenerate style pits
were predominant, this was followed fey Boat-Axe cord-ware, repre¬
senting intrusive agriculturalists and herders. Asbestos and
textile ceramics have nlao been found in Finland.
During the entire .Pit-Wore period, tr- nsverse axes and trans¬
verse or hollow chisels were the leading types, succeeded by
axes with elliptical or rectangular cross-section. Small slate
implements like fishhook shanks and sinkers first appeared with
Typical Pit-Comb Ware. The same is true of amber, which wits soon
imitated in slate (rings and ajsalets). Russian flint was imported
at this point only end is represented by pointed-oval or rhomboid
points, small scrapers, ".ad saws. When this material ceased to
be imported, arrowheads of slate began to appear. During the
Degenerate Period, relatively short and wide slate points were
typical. The chisels appeared with the first Typical Pit-Comb
pottery and remained in use until the end of the Stone Age. The
old Pit-fare transverse axes and chisels and small slate imple¬
ments lasted all the way through also.
I o
w *«»
Staple slmftholo axes and Scandinavian flint—work of the tote
Neolithic upperred in the eastern Baltic during the later Stone
Age la vm.ll numbera, end Boat-Axe elements are represented hy
rectangular axes and boat-axes,
ayrd}>ftH (ibid., 212) looks to Central Russian pit-ware for the
origins of Finnish pit-comb ceramics. In spite of the fact that
pits dominate the Russian ware, he feels there are enough parallels
to Justify a connection. Although central Russia is generally
accepted as the place of origin of pit-ware, there is little
agreement regarding the source of comb-decorated ceramics. The
early pit-comb ceramics are dated as early Passage Grew© (early
Middle Neolithic), and the complex a© a whole lasted into the Bronze
and Iron Ages of Central Europe,
Taking into account JlyrSptil's classification (and those of
Foas and Guriaa for Russia), Gimbutas (19SG) has re-summarlaed
the succession of ceramic styles in north Russia and the north¬
eastern Baltic, Her sequence begins with indigenous pit-comb
pottery, followed by pit-ware of Central Russian origin and
'♦classical pit-comb pottery" (Syrttpfft's Typical Hi-Comb Ware),
After this appeared pottery decorated with impressed geometrical
motifs, textile and asbestos ware, and finally flat—based, thin-
walled pottery with cord and pit impressions, Giabuiee emphasises
the point that although there are broad cultural relations!}!pa
over the whole Northern Forest Zone, we must recognise a number
of ceramic styles, which my have been characteristic of different
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ethnic groups. Thus, it is dangerous to use the term "Pii-Cotib
Culture" in too narrow a sense.
Belonging to the Pit-fire realm were a number of Baltic "dwelling
pieces" upon which lived sedentary hunters and gotherere who
probably raised donestic anionic, especially swine, ns a supple-
seat to their economy. The prolific occurrence of harpoons and
seal bones indicates the importance of seal—hunting among the Pit-
Ware people. On® of the most interesting dwelling-places is the
settlement-cemetery of Yftsterhjers in east Gotland (Sienherger,
1030 and 1943), which is assigned to the latter p. rt of the Passage
Grave period,
In the cemetery the graves were mostly oriented north to
south and the bodies extended in MesolilMc fashion. The graves
were in no way marked by stone construction. The dead typically
wore wide bonds of perforated teeth, which perhaps bad been
attached to shirts of sorae sort, and boar's tusk pendants were
worn as ornaments. There was no discernible difference between
male and female burials, except that harpoons were found wit!?
mie interments,
A number of hearths with burnt bono and sherds were probably
at one time in or beside huts (stenberger, 1939, 69),
Grave vessels at VHsterbjers were mostly pointed-based pots
with rows of comb-stamps in stroke or punctate design. One
sherd had two rows of pits, but cord-ornament, common in the
dwelling-place strata, was totally absent.
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im the settlement itaeIf most pots—like those on other east
Swedish dwe I ling-places—Iwd a pointed base and « wide math with
a groove just below it. Over four-fifths of the sherds were
undecorated, and store than o third of the the reminder were pit-
decorated only. The rest had cotsIj- or cord-Barked ornament or
incising, often in combination with pits#
Axes of flint and stone were predominantly ifsick—butted, and
of the axe®, 32 were stone and 27 flint# Seventeen of the former
belonged to the dweI1ing—place and the rest to the cemetery. Of
the flint axes, ail but four were fro® graves.
Among the atone axes were fragments of Walzenbelle and "Basra"
axes (resembling Idmhrnm axes but better in form and crnftssumship),
but thick-butted mxon with rectangular cross-section dominated*
There were also three specimens of shnfthole axes, one a Swedish
or Finnish Boat-Axe type, one bolonging to Late Neolithic, and
one representing the first Danish bottlease from the area# The
stone axe series was rounded out by three miniature polished
chisels or axes with oval croae-seetion.
There were three groups of flint axes, the chief one of which
was thick-butted and usually completely, if crudely, polished#
The other two types were quite similar and also polished# Again
there were indie, lions of contact with Boat-Axe Culture.
Arrowheads were of flint, slate, or bone. Tanged flake points
ordinarily had a flat underside, giving them a trapssoida1 or
triangular cress-section# Only two transverse arrowheads appeared#
The slut© points had abort tnngs, and nil were of about the ease
for®—narrow sad parallel-sided with rhombic cross-aoetlon. Tim bone
points were almost identical with those of slate, except that two
had incised designs on the blades.
Flint seems to hove been used rather sparingly ni V&sterhjero,
for there were few swnl i flint implements like scrapers and awls.
This is apparently true of nil Gotland dwelling-places and helps
account for the many tool® of slat© and bone.
There were two types of barbed bone points, on© quite large
and he vy with stout barbs and the other awl ler with more and
finer barbs. The first type iaeluded fifteen mode of pig tibia,
with two large barbs on one side and a perforated base.
Boar's tusk "knives" were store .likely to have been used as
implements for aoraping and skinning. They occur elsewhere in
Gotland and occasionally in Norway nad the rest of Sweden.
In the North those were imitated ia slate, producing the familiar
orescent!c knives (Child©, 1951, 200).
Awls, ordinarily of pig bono, were sometimes made of seal
or dog bone and on one occasion of oik antler. Two long boa©
points were found which have grooves at the bnse—like the only
two barbed fishhooks (boor's tusk > nd bone) from the site.
Titer© ia one piece of a bone "chisel," which looks isor© like a
scraper.
Some antler prongs, perforated at the base, soon to have been
used as doggers or picks, for they apparently bad been set in wooden
handles*
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Among ornamental objects, boars* task wr« very coamt* In
some oases, thoy were clearly worn as necklaces, usually two
teeth per person# These teeth were worked on the inside only#
Typically, there were two perforations nt the 5mtt end one ni
the point# About 50 (52 bored) are known from the cemetery and about
21 (10 bored) fraea the dwelling-place. These appear in the
Swedish Boat-Axe* Beaker, and Globular Amphorae cultures, and
ore especially important in Saso—Thuringinn (Centra1 German Cord-
Ware) culture (Steaberger, 1940, 01). la only three graves were
there fflher beads, but animal—teeth beads appeared in large
numbers# Most were seal, pig, or dog teth| in contrast to
the Continent, deer teeth were not used# There were also tubular
beads of bird bone, one dentotiuia bead, and sis bone rings.
Fro® VSlstorbjers came two decorated bone "girdle plates" of
trapezoidal for® with two oval-shaped perforations nt the wide
etui and one perforation at the narrow end. Both were on & woman's
body# The decora Hon resembled th t on triangular bone plates
fro® Banish passage graves# la East Prussia, two bone girdle
plates were found with a bottleaxe, and similar forms occur in
Central and Eastern Europe. Most of these are trapezoidal or
hemispherical# Boar's timk blades am! perforated bene pendants
(similar to the perforated teeth of VHsterbjers) ore known in
Britain frees the Dorchester Culture, end ft sabtriangular bone
girdle plate with a perforation -• t each angle is known from Shetland
(Piggott, 1954b, 06 )—1, 364).
m
At V.fsterbjers, as in other coastal dwelling-places, swine
outnumbered both cattle sad sheep, and seal® were -well representeds
swine 72.8$ seal 19.9$
aheep 3,3$ bird 1,8$
cattle 3,1$ horse 0,7$
dog 8.7$ fox 0,7$
fish 0,6$
hare 0,2$
The Mgh proportion of pigs aug eats they were boat adapted
to a pastoral economy and retired less en,re. At the Viaby site ia
Gotland, seise accounted for 87,3$, sheop or goat for 1,8$, and
cattle for 10.9$,
On the Finnish dwelling-places ©ore wild animals appear, and
awlno are not even listed by Aiiio (1909), However, seal remains
are very numerous, and with fish, beaver, and elk smite up the
majority of the fauna. The remainder is provided by cattle
\
or aurochs, dog, dock, grebe, and swan. Perch and pike account
for most of the fish bones.
Ho grain impressions wore found on the ceramic material at
VHsterbjers, and there were no millstones.
While older Gotland dwelling-places had & strictly hunting
economy, VHsterbjers and the analogous Gotland site of Yisby hod
a. sotui-Neolithic economy, influenced by "MegalitMc" culture,
Neolithic cultures to the south, cad, above all, Swedish Boat-
Axe culture to the west. However, the lack of Boot-Axe ceramics
2 IK
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and graves mast be noted, indicating tli."t there probably never
was an actual migration. Gotland's isolntion, lasting throughout
the Early Neolithic, had been broken down by the middle of the
Passage Grave period. Stenberger (1943, 114) feels ilr. t VKsterbjers
represents a transition from a hunting and gathering economy to
a Neolithic econory, but this is not exactly the case, VRsterbjers
and its slater dwelling-places were occupied by Sub—Neolithic
groups of the Kiddle Neolithic who were taking advantage of
natural potentialities in their environment, not continuing
in a Meaolituie pattern of life wholly through ignorance of
agricultura1 techniquos•
One of the saost informative Pit-fore dwelli«g-pl&ces in Scandi¬
navia is Fagervik in Ksp. Krokek, Sweden, flagge (1951) hea des¬
cribed Fagervik as having the best and. most complete stratigraphy
of any east Swedish dwelling-place alte so far discovered. Fagervik
had five horizona (the last of which represented the late Boat-
Axe culture) based upon beach levels and ceramic typology. Almost
all the material consisted of potsherds. Of 170,000 sherds,
approximately 26 per cent were decorated. The ceramics had
numerous types of ornamentation, four or five kind® of construction
material, and at least three different types of profile. Some
plain, round-bottomed pots were found but are not ns yet conclu¬
sively established, so they ore not considered in Sagge's sum¬
mary.
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The ceramica have been divided into cord-ware, compact pit-
ware, nnd porous pit-ware. The latter*s porosity aeens to be due
to the fact tbfit the tempering material consisted of organic
or unstable inorganic substances which have ioag since disintegrated,
the first profile type (a) has a marked transit!on between
neck and body, as on a funnel beaker. The second (13} is a he 11-
ahnped (S-profile) degeneration of the first type, The third (C)
is like (a) but with a sharp angle below the neck,
Pagervik 1 sherds were decorated by cord impressions, twisted
cord, diagonally punctured pita, and stamped impress!oas. Occasional
cross-hatehiug was noted. Profile A ime dominant at this level.
Although Early Neolithic influences were present, Bngge (1951,
94-5) feels that Pagerwife I can be dated no further book than
early SJiddle Neolithic (Troldeb.jerg),
Psgervik II pots typically had profiles of type B, Instead
of cord-ware, compact pit-ware was the rule. In decoration the
ceramics were rather heterogeneous. Some cord decoration and twisted
cord decoration was carried over fron pagervik I, Vessels with cross-
hatched designs on rim and belly were more comb and sherds with
only round pits wore still present* "Megalithic elements" were
coming in—single or double horizontal lines of chevrons, compli¬
cated vortical patterns, co©b patterns, etc. This phase was con¬
temporary with the early Passage Grave Period (Blnmieb jerg).
Fagervik III clearly represents an intensive occupation,
probably due to a greater population and/or a longer occupation.
2m
Almost all the pottery w&& porous pit—ware? only an insignificant
Rmmat of the compact ware was found. Profile S was dominated
by C. The latter1® sharp profile was characteristic of both I'll
and IV. Pot bases were more or less pointed (flat bases were
not uncommon in Fogervik II). Some of the ornamental motifs
from Fagervik II continued, but dominant were horizontal rows
of short strokes, soiae made by the comb technique. These were
often combined with pits, Bagge feels this sort of ornamentation
originated neither in the ?•'cnndiaavian Megalilhic nor in Baltic
Pit-Comb dweiling—places, He notes that the pattern occurs as far
south as Africa (Mtiller, 1923) on Nubian pots at the beginning of
the third ailleniu®, early enough to have spread fro® there all
over Europe. However, it seems unnecessary to invoke such far-
flung diffusion to account for this style.
Fagervih IV had a homogenous ceramic style} porous pottery with
C profile. Vessels were covered all over with either regular comb-
impressions or the "wolf—tooth" pattern. Round pits had disappeared,
so we really cm no longer speak of "pit-ware," The impressions
were arranged vertically or horizontally in about the name ratio,
diagonal patterns being somewhat less frequent. Both the regular
comb-i repressions and the "wolf-tooth" patterns are typical of a
number of east Swedish cad Gotland dwelling-places, although in
Gotland, they were combined with pits. With Ffigervik IV we
near the end of the Middle Neolithic. Other similar sites
(Torsiundo II in Sweden, JettbOle II in Finland) may have continued
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into Use Lute Neolithic, hut probably by- the end of Middle Neolithic
• tony of the strand-1 oopera had net to he?* to farraing*
Pagervik V contained Boat-Axe eeramieo of Ferascnder1a types
II - III, but no boat-axes are known fro© the site# Fcgervik shove
that ceramic style® II - III can fee placed at the very cad of
the Middle Neolithic (Bagge, 1951, 105)# Earlier writers have felt
that Style I should be placed contemporary with Fcgervik III, but
Bagge feel® the first part of Fagervik IV is just os likely, i.e.,
parallel with Ground Grave. If the four-pert division of the Middle
Neolithic (Bagge emit Kaelaa, 1950) is accepted, Style I would belong
at the beginning of Middle Neolithic si#
One of the most remarkable Pit-fare site® in the northern
U.S.S.fl* is the cemetery at Oleaii Ostrov on hake Onega* Here
were fount! over 150 extended, ochre-sprinkled burials with associated
grave goods (it udeaikns, 1949). Pieces of finely retouched
flint for insertion in composite implements were numerous• Other
email flint implements included awls and scrapers, rectangular
blades, sad long -pointed blades (some tanged). Schist, bone,
and antler tools were especially characteristic, and act least
important were a variety of unilaterally barbed harpoons* Of
decorative and/or supernatural significance wore pendants of wild
animal canines end incisors, sculptured figurines in bono and
antler (elk heads, winding snakes, humans), and animal-heeded
knives. Ceramic ornamentation was effected by the use ©f n bone
or antler punch, the impressions being arranged in zigzag lines*
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There was no evidence of any agricultural pursuits, so the group
represented must have been sedentary hunters and fishermen,
unloss the cemetery functioned as some sort of tribal "burial
ground#"
A soiaewbat analogous cemetery in the U.S.S.TU is on the Sea
of Azov aear the town of Mariupol (Makurenko, 1934)# Artifacts
included animal-teeth necklaces, awls and tubes of bone, round
beads with side holes, stone pendants and maeehesds, flint
scrapers, knives, drills, and chisels. The macehends were globes
with four hemispherical projections# There was & great variety
of ornamental objects, such as plaques, pendants, and bends
made of bone, teeth, and shell (including mother-©f-pe*r 1)»
A number of things were manufactured of the outer laminae of
boar canine# Only hunting was attested? there were no signs
of pottery, domestic animals, or agriculture#
It has been shown tint Pit—Ware culture is represented in
Denmark (Becker, 1939), where all the settlements lie either close
to or directly on the coast, and the finds are often mixed with
Krtebj/lle material (this association is said to be accidental).
Important Pit-Ware settlements occur on the inland of imager,
in the upper level at Sj/lager, at iagaard in east Jutland, and
on the islands of Hessel^ and Anholt in the Cattegat# Several
are known on Bornholm, but culturally this island is associated
with the adjacent Pit-Ware areas of Scania and Stealage in any
case #
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Pottery ia very similar to west Swedish material and distinct
fro® Funnel Beaker or any other Drni»h ware, hut little of it has
been found. Better indicators are certain flint types, the most
crucial of those being cylindrical cores producing long blades
from which long, tanged points were made. Arrowheads of this
type have been found on Pit-Ware sites end r rely elsewhere. Hardly
anything is known of bone types? one harpoon and some barbed hooks
may belong to the Pit-War® culture. The bone ornament© so typical
of Gotland are tittle known in Denmark, though a burial at Strj/by
in southeast Zealand contained amber and pig-teeth beads, as well
as split and polished laminae o? Isoar*® tusk.
Becker regards Pit-Ware culture in Denmark as nn independent
culture of the Middle Neolithic, existing at the same time as
Erteb^lle, Funnel Beaker, and Single Grave cultures but culturally
separate from them* Krteh^lle probably disappeared when Pit-Wnre
was at its zenith, and though Ertebjfile nasi Pit-Ware seem closely
related there is little possibility of deriving one directly
fro® the other (Ibid,, 269).
There arc few associations of Pit-Ware with either Jutland
or Bast Banish Single Grave cultures, but Becker thinks the
special tanged arrowheads of these cultures copy late fit-Ware
points, Flint axes and other Single Grave forms are known from
Swedish and Norwegian Pit-fare settlements.
The earliest phase of Pit-Ware culture is dated at Middle
Neolithic b - c, a time which within the Funnel Beaker culture
corresponds to the settlements at Blnndebjerg, Xrelleborg, and
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flwadaj^. Later Pit--S«re correspond8 to Middle Neolithic c — d
(Bunds/, Lind/), Apparently Danish Pit—Wore settlements were
later in tirae than those in Sweden, 14 is probable that the Pit-
Ware people we e in Denmark to obtain flint, some of which was
for trading purposes {Seeker, 1052b),
Indications of Pit-Were settlement also Iwve been noted in
Germany over the post treaty years or so. Most of the material
comes from done—land dwelling—places and is thus in the nature
of surface finds. Also, unfortunately, the majority of finds are
potsherds, so little is loiown of tool types, fit-Wars settlement,
if we are to Judge by the number of finds, scobs to have been
heaviest in Silesia (von Richthofea, 1934 and Coblenx, 1951).
Ornamentation consists of various linear patterns and pits. Especially
characteristic are deep pits produced by pushing the punch almost
completely through the wall of the vessel, leaving a series of
bosses standing out on the Inside surface. Linear furrows and
comb stamps were used, and there are a few examples of whipped cord
decoration (von Richthofen, 1954, 69). There is no clear chronologi¬
cal division of the Si lesion material, but it appears to be mere
closely related to Polish and Russian Pit-Ware than to that of Pin-
land,
Still further west, on the lower Rhine, similar pottery was
found (Rcrateu, 1932), The Rhineland finds are also from dune
areas. These sherds hove incised, pit, twisted-cord, and finger¬
nail-impression ornamentation, la Holland, there are comparable
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vessels known as Qiockennrenen, Kersten feels the Pit-Wore
elements of western Gorceny end Holland provide the link between




The term "Cord-Wore" is applied to a aeries of cultures which*
late in the Neolithic period* extended from the Caucasus to the
Baltic and Atlantic provinces of Europe. These people were
apparently pastor«lists of a rather warlike nature who buried
their dead singly in shaft-graves» most of which are surmounted
by barrows. Frequently the burials are grouped in small cemeteries*
suggesting a fairly sedentary life was led by seme of the Cord-
Ware folk. Like the Globular Amphorae people, they were prone
to using megelithic tatabs if these happened to be easily available.
The inclusion of a stone Imttlea.se in many of the single graves
has led to these culture® also being called the "Battleaxe"
cultures*
S«xo-Thnri ngi an
The "classical" Cord—Ware culture of Central Europe is
Saxo-Tfmringian, whose cemeteries of flat graves or b rrovs are
concentrated in the Scale basin but extend to Bohemia* Switzerland,
and the Rhineland. Swiss Cord—Ware belongs to the Neolitfeic-
Bronse Age transition, succeeding Uorgon.
Snxo-Thuringian bonkers have flat bases, ovoid bodies, and
high necks. Normally associated with them are amphorae. Both
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incised and cord-mrked onmaeni appear on the vessels, Two
styles c a be seen among the bonkers* cylindrical-necked and
funnel-necked, and Sangmeiator (1051, 48) set up three hypotheti¬
cal phases of Saxo—Thuringian development based on these differences.
The first was a relatively short period during which cylindrical-
necked beakers with furrowed—stroke decoration appeared within
a limited area. The second phase began with the appearance of
funnel-necked forms with cord decoration, marked rt its peak
by a mixture of ceramic types. The third, phase is an even more
hypothetical one in which Soxo-Thuringian Cord-Ware diffused and
"colonial" forms developed. There is no stratigraphical evidence
for s«ch a division, end the funnel-necked group, by virtue of
its distribution all over central Germany, seems to have been
present at an early stage of Cord-fare development (MiIdenberger,
1953, 64), Storms (1982, 19) believes the "older" and "younger"
groups were in actuality two different but contemporaneous
groups, one an intrusive Battloose culture end the other an
indigenous one. The local fa risers adopted cord ornamentation,
while the Battlease people took over sosae of the local ceramic
types.
The characteristic implement of Saxo-Thuringian is a facetted
(polygonal) battleaxe of stone, but audi nsea are not normally
found in graven in the west and are not found with the supposedly
earliest pottery (Saagmeisier, 1981, 50-1), Other artifacts
which occasionally occur in conjunction with Saxo-Thuringion
material are antler axes, atone adses, spherical Maeebeeds,
and a few cooper «nd bronze ornaments, Masalek (1954) credits
Central European Cord—fare cultures with a number of Tardenoisi tin¬
type blade and raierolitfaic tools, including transverse arrowheads,
tanged blade points, discoid scrapers, end—of—blade scrapers,
truncated blades, microti thic triangles, and sieroburins*
Daggers, awls, and chisels of bone sometimes appear in burials
(Fischer, .1956, 232). Shell beads and perforated teth were used
quite easissoaly for personal adornment, and boards tuek pendants
are typical,
Saxo-Thuringian Cord-Ware was a late Neolithic culture which
overlapped Globular Amphorae and Welieraieafeitrg-Bernburg on the
one hand and the Bronze Age on the other. It must have been
roughly contemporary with Single Grave culture in Denmark,
Attempts Dave been made to derive Saxo-Thuriagian from cultures
in Denmark, Central Germany, sad the Pontic Steppes, While none
of these has been conclusive, an origin in the southeast seems
moat logical at this time. Perhaps all the Central European
Cord-fare cultures resulted fro® the contact of indigenous
MesaIithic tribesmen with pastoral "warrior—nobles" from the
Pontic Steppes,
Schonfeld is generally regarded as n special Central German
Cord-Ware group. The oldest (Atmaenslehen) phase was derived from
Saxo—Tharingiaa Cord—Wore according to Grips (194), 391),
Odor
The Odor 8a.ttlea.xe Culture ia Brandenburg is closely
related to nxo-Thurittgien. Typical Soxo-Thuringian battle-
axes and beakers were in use, but steep-walled flowerpot beakers
replaced the amphorae* Funnel beaker®, funnel bowls, "spigot"
beakers, S-profiled bookers, four-handled bookers, cups, and
two—handled j«rs are else credited to Oder Cord-fare (Sproekhoff,
1928, 57), The flowerpot beakers occur in Northern Europe fro®
Jutland to Poland, but the exact source of the Oder type is
not certain,
Flint axes with pointed—oval cross-section and banubian
celts are found in addition to battleaxea. Triangular arrowheads
Scandinavian flint dagger® and bronase ornaaents are found in
graves with occasional flint knives and scrapers (f-'cbrooder,
1951, 63-6).
Burial is in flat graves (ooraeiifses with borrows) and stone
cists,
Maracltwi tz
This group in Silesia and Moravia is related to the Oder
culture, but it is also closely associated with the Early Bronco
Age (Child®, 1929, 223). The very distinctive battle®x«a
resesable the Fatyaaovo typo*
XI ota
The Xlota culture oa the Polish loess a round Kit* Ice appears
to be a late hybrid, containing elements froia Saxo—Thuri ngi fin
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and Oder Cord,—Ware, 0lobular Amphorae, Funnel Beaker, and Baden
{CMlde, 1950, 142). Bsttieaxee do not often occur, but when
they do they are similar to llnraehvits Imttleaxes. Contracted
burials are found in cemeteries of flat graves or pit-caves.
Ritu«l burials of cattle, swine, end horses recall JordansuUTil
and Baden practices*
French Cord-tare
With the appearance of Seine-Oi#e-il«ra« in France occurs cord-
decorated pottery which is paralleled by late Neolithic Swiss
cord-ware* In France, there are a number of beakers with cord-
marked ornamentation, which are also found in Britain, CMlde
has shown that this type of beaker is distinct from that with
zoned incisions and does not belong to the Western Beaker tradition
but was derived from the Cord-Ware cultures of the North and East.
The French cord-marked beakers, as well on the British beakers,
must ultimately be traced bock to the Milne 1 end (Piggoit, 1954a,
0). From the same area Northern Battlenxe elements, e.g., atone
bnttleoxes and individual burial under a barrow, pushed westward
as far as the Pyrenees and Brittany, where they or© found at the
onset of the Breton Bronze Age.
Single Grove
Relatively early in the Middle Neolithic a Scandinavian
Cord-Wore culture, the Single Grave group, appeared in west
and central Jutland. At the same tins another br noli entered
southern Sweden, forming the Swedish Boot-Axe culture. Later,
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oast Jutland and the islands were overrun, resulting in the
formation of East Danish Single Grave culture, through the
medium of these intruders, Beaker influences cause in from
southwestern Europe (Glob, 1948, 89).
In the Single Grave culture, bowls and straight-walled beakers
occur with S-profiled vessels. Since cord ornamentation was
present in the pre—doiraen Early Neolithic 8 of Bonmark and the
Vra culture of Sweden, the Opinion fens been expressed ia the past,
notably by .tberg, that Banish Single Grave evolved out of the
local Funnel Beaker culture. Becker (1948) shows, however, that
this Early Neolithic "dord-ware" is merely an el meat within
certain non-wegalitfiie groups and not true cord-ware. Scandinavian
authorities now see® to agree that n Scandinavian origin oust
be rejected. For one thing, there is « tisso-gap between Early
Neolithic "cord-ware" and Single Grave emergence. Certain structural
features such as plank cists and encircling trenches are related to
Bettlease burial in south and central Russia, as well as in British
round barrows (CM Idle, 1948b, 56.), Glob (1945) has suggested
that the homogenous appearance of the earliest pottery end
bnttleaxea speaks for an immigration within a relatively short
period. This sudden population movesent may have been caused
by a warner and wore arid climate on the steppes during the Sub-
Boreal, Such a change, acting upon a wol 1-populnted grassing
area, could result in large-scale emigration, but the exact point
of departure rem--ins « problem.
Particularly since Vrn polygonal k&ttleases coincide fairly
well in distribution with boat-axes (CM Me, 1948b, 59), attempts
have been made to derive Single Grave battleases fnm the Early
Neolithic forum, but this has not yet been convincingly demon¬
strated#
Banish Single Grave culture is known primarily fro© graves,
either single groves, stone cists, or secondary burials in
passage grave®. Only a very few settlements ore known, mid
they have not bees veil investigated, fit© typo implement is
a perforated buttlease, usually Bade of greenstone. There ore
also various typos of "doughnut" meehoeds, toagued wedges,
single- or double-edged flint axes (perforated and imperforated),
triangular cross-sectioned arrowheads with very long tangs,
caber omomenta, chisels, end long boa© needles. Only In the
final phase of Single Grave development did it become soasoa
to give the dead a drinking cup (Glob, 1945, vi),
Attention he® been drawn to the fact that Megalith!c people
occupied moraines covered fcy oak-oised forest, while Bettlease
newcomers in Jutland and Schlesvig-Holstein took over poor
outwash sands with oak-birch vegetation easily reduced t©
heath by burning and gracing (Clerk, 1945, 62), The latter
would have been ©ore suitable for sheep raised by the more pastoral
5attleast© people, the former for cattle and swine, Eventually,
of course, the- Battlease tribes displaced or absorbed fill
the MegalitMe people.
E33
On the b&ais of their position in relation to the ground
surfaee the graves have been divided into three chronological
groupst Bottom Graves, Ground Graves, and Upper Graves* The
first type was placed in the subsoil, the second at the original
earth surface, and the third in the rao«ntl fill itself* Battle-
axes ore the chief grave goods found in these tombs. Glob (1945)
divides the bait leases into a cfiroao logical series designated
by the letters A - L» which in turn are subdivided into
further variants. The basis for such a division rests upon
discoveries containing wore than one baitlease, Rounds with
superimposed graves, and typological characteristics of the axes
considered separately.
Pottery is found more rarely in single graves, but the ee resale
development can be at least partially aligned with the battle-
axe series. Both Megalith!c and Beaker influences are discernible
in the ceramics. Cord-marked beakers with an S-profile are
typical of Bottom Graves, la the Ground Graves beakers often
have incised herring-bone ornamentation. The pots in Upper Graves
are more cylindrical and have zigzag comb-marked decorations and
the appearance of flint daggers implies a dot© in the bate
Neolithic (Child*, 1951, 164).
The treatment of flint supports an external origin of Single
Grave culture, i.e., flint-work is not m fine as that of the
Megalithic (Glob, 1945, viii>. Arrowheads are relatively rare
in Jutlend single graves, though triple-faced points are eoraiaonly
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found to the east. Polished trnnBver.se arrowheads were made
throughout the area.
Amber ornaments were placed in graves of both men and worsen.
Circular amber discs ere found in male Bottom Graves. la women*s
graves are tubular amber beads, round beads, and oblong pieces
perforated at the ends. Those ere found in all periods, but
most are from Bottom Graves. The iys>es fount! with female inter-
Bonis also occasionally occur with sale burials.
/(
The Single Grave mounds vary in si&e according to the number
of graves and whether the mound was added to in later times*
The mounds nimsat always occur in groups of tea to twenty near
lakes ad rivers, and most are on good soil rather than on the
poorer gravels# Graves my or my not he outlined with ©tones.
Earlier graves ere oriented east and vestf in the Upper Grave
period they have a pore northern orientation. In eerly single
graves, the corpse was laid ia a board coffin and the bottom of
the grave paved with small siones. In the Upper Grave period,
a hollowed log was used as a coffin, a practice which wee popular
is the Bronae Age. Around the graves ore often visible circular
trenches up to one motor in depth.
Although the bodies are not ordinarily well enough preserved
for comparison, it has been determined that in the Bottom
and Ground Graves the deceased were laid on their right side®
with the left arms floxed, right arms extended, and. legs
folded. At a later period, extended dorsal burial came into
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toao, presumably because of MegaiitMc influence. Occasionally,
graves of a ma and a woman were intentional ly placed together
f- ■
in a mound, suggesting they had been ma and wife,
Simple earth-graves also appear in the Single Grave region,
and dolmens and passage graves were willingly used for sepulchres,
Stone cists were already being built by Single Grave people, so
the term "Stone Cist Period*1 is not strictly applicable to the
Late Neolithic (iMd., si),
la Sweden, Boat-Axe people also introduced a new form of
burial and new implement types. Single, flexed burials are
typical, although the graves are not covered by harrows (Child©,
1951, ICS), As is common ia other Cord-Ware group®, the graves
often form small cemeteries. Hales are buried with a boat-ox©
of stone and sometimes with polished thick-butted axes, flint
or greenstone gouges and chisels, clay eating utensils, or
beakers. The thick-butted greenstone axe of the Bont—Axe Culture
hue a characteristic for® and !m@ been recognised on sites ia
Finland and Norway, Hoilow-edged chisels or gouges typical of
Baltic and Circuspolcr cultures are very common* These are almost
certainly woodworking tools and ore well known ia Monolithic
cultures (Rieth, 1959), Occasionally amber beads and polished
boars♦ tusk® are found.
Female burials contain no bait lea ace a. One woman's grave nfc
Side, Senate., yielded two bono awls, two flint scrapers, a knife made
on a flint flake, cad a beaker (Furssaader, 1933, 12),
Pottery Ims been divided into four types (I a — h, II, nad III)
by Forsounder. All, however, ore of roughly the sotae type-
rather equnt, sore or less hemispherical beakers, the type I-a
vessels have a alight S-profile.
Trade in flint was obviously one of the major economic activities
of the Beat-Axe people. Almost nil Boat-Axe burials include
flint grave goods, and stray boat-axes are found far beyond the noin
area of settlement in southern Sweden. Many hoards of flint celts
and dag era in the flint—poor North denote well—established trade
(Clark, 1941:5a), although Becker (1052b, 61) has challenged
the Boat-Axe monopoly of this activity, at least in northern
Sweden. Nothing is known of what was bartered for the flint.
Probably the hulk of the -goods was perishable animal products
such as furs, feathers, hides, whalebone, end dried fish.
In addition to establishing itself on Bornhoh;, the Bout-Ax©
Culture i-.lso left its mark in the Cast Danish Single Grove area
(Glob, 1948, 89). In the east, there was an important extension
into Finland.
In Estonia are a large number of betileases related on one
hand to Swedish-Finnish types and on the other to East European
typos (SyrflpttH, 1952, 95). Ceramics are few in number, but
resemble East Prussian, Finnish, and Latvian cord-ware. Bone
awls, chisels, and clothing fasteners, harpoons, flint axes,
and domestic animal bones (cattle, swine, sheep or goat) are
known from single groves, which contain either flexed or very
S3?
nearly extended interments, The bone harpoons suggest an econostio
emphasis upon seal hunting, which in turn implies an affinity
with Pit-Wore cultures.
Globular Amphorae
Often found with faito rnienburg-Bcrnburg and Cord-fare are
ceramics belonging to the Globular Amphorae culture, which was
moat at home in the Scale-Elbe region and HaveHand, but extended
north to IMgeo and east into Bohemia and Poland (Child©, 1951,
139-90)• Burial customs were flexible to say the least, and most
of the material comes from graves. In the cs.ae of cists end
chambered tombs the Globular Amphora© interments are often
secondary. The association with other groups in the graves
affords about the only information for establishing the ehronologi¬
cal position of Globular Amphora©.
Earth—graves without borrows are found especially along the
middle Elbe* Bodies are generally flexed, but crouching postures
also occur. Stone cists and® of thin slabs are found in
Central Germany? a few toward the west hove porthole slabs
like Seine—Oise-Mnrne and south Swedish cists (Priehe, 1958).
In the north, Globular Amphorae materiel is associated with
chambered tombs, and in Poland, burial© are often found in
the Kujavian graves* Cremations oecceionally appear on the
northern fringes of Globular Amphorae distribution* Bones
°f pig, cattle, elk, do.deer, and crane commonly connected
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with the burials suggest that some sort of funeral feast accompanied
interments (Sprockhoff, 1938, 12), Several ritual burials of
cattle are cited by Fischer (1956, 156).
The lending cereale form is, of course, a globular amphora.
There are also wide-csouthed pots, lietaispherical bowls, and bossed
vessels (Wnrzenkechor). Secondary ceramic farms ere Hamburg
cups, Michelaberg baking plates, Oder Cord-fare hankers, and.
Stichbandkerasifc types, all of which aid ia dating 0lobular
Amphorae and Illustrate its heterogeneous structure. The ordinary
globular amphora has a globular body, o cylindrical neck, and two
snail handles at the neck, while a later version has pear-shaped
construction (Fig. 20? a, b). Sproekhoff (1938) suggests the
amphorae are clay Imitations of organic containers, perhaps pig
bladders. From Svendhorg in Ffisea, Denmark, there is the cylindrical
part of a cow's born with indications of wickerwork »t the bf.se 1
end (Jasdsewski, 1932, 81), which may represent the neck or
apout of such a bladder vessel, This may h& why globular amphorae
are decorated only at the neck and shoulder, and, suitably, the
earliest amphorae have neck ornamentation resembling wicker-
work.
The primary decorative motifs ere linear? chevron bends,
triangles, zigzags, cross-strokes, checkerboard patterns, and
so forth. However, cord ornament is not at all uncommon, indicating




at least partial coaieraporanei ty with Cord-Ware eel tares (liilden-
berger, 1953, 69-70),
A great number of implement types are allotted to Globular
Amphorae, but most are not peculiar to this culture, Trapezoidal
flint aates and cMaele have flat blades and sisal 1 baits, Other
flint tools are tanged and transverse arrowheads, spearheads,
and (at least on one site) triangular and crescent!C microlithe.
Stone double a sea turn up occasionally. Wooden clubs, > ntler axes,
and bono avie and daggers sometimes occur. Amber beads were
commonly used n» ornaments ; most are round and bored through
the center. Bone "girdle plates" were worn east of the Oder
(Childe, 1951, Fig. 94), nnd perforated teeth of bear, fox, wolf,
and boar, bene rings, and tubular beads of bird bone also
served as ornaments. Bone beads and ring-shaped bone pendants
wore borrowed fro® Schonfeld culture (Sproekhoff, 1958, 128-9).
Fragments of split boar's task often appear is the graves
(iviebe, 1938, 46).
The origin of Globular Amphorae culture is as yet « matter
for speculation. In spite of its frequent appearance in Central
Europe, we know practically nothing of its cultural make-up.
According to all indie tions the Globular Amphorae people were
well-armed pastoralists who roamed far and wide over Central
Europe, absorbing most elements of their technology from other
Neolithic groups and maintaining a good mouy from their undoubtedly
Mesolithic b ckground, They may have been nomadic robbur-merchants
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(CMido, 1929, 14a), just one of emny ami! group® of pastoral1sta
on the European plain during this period#
Globular Amphorae culture is late in the Neolithic sequence,
and prob- bly contributed to the Early Brankg Age# Stratigraphical
information shows contacts vith Cord-Ware and Walternieaburg-
Beraburg but not with the early Funnel Beaker cultures*
Bell Beaker
This final Neolithic culture is closely associated vith the
diffusion of metallurgy and need be mentioned only briefly.
Presumably, the Beaker people spread into Europe from the Iberian
peninsula* Their domain extended frora the British Isles end the
Baltic to Eastern Europe. Beaker economy rested oa the trading
of such item as minis, amber, and callafs. As they mixed with,
or dominated, local groups during their renderings, a number of
different fecies arose.
The characteristic pot form is on S-profiled beaker vith
alternating comb-marked and plain zones, but various local
forms developed out of this basic type. In conjunction with
the beakers are found flat-tanged daggers of bronze (and flint
derivatives), tanged or hollow—b^sed arrowheads, stone vristguards,
atone arrov-straightenera, and V—perforated buttons of various
materials. Burial was typically in single gr vea, bat Beaker
interments are often found in collective tombs as secondary
deposits. Glob (1948, 120) believes the Beaker people were of
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great importance in the introduction of gaetnl-working to Scandi¬
navia, as they certainly were elsewhere in Europe. Beaker material
begins to appear in Scandinavia during the Middle Neolithic.
In Switzerland, the Chniahlaades group appears to have aoae
Beaker affinities. Burials are clmracteristieal ly in stone cists,
although simple earth-graves are known as well. The graves
occur in email cemeteries fro® the Acre down into northern
Italy, hut the center seetns to have been along L. Geneva (Kits-
mi g, 1950, 142).
la Chaoblandes graves were placed largo flint axes of tootorn
European origin, knives of imported French flint, perforated
hoars* tusks, V-perforated buttons of Beaker-Bectedel 1© type,
and hoi low—brand arrowheads. The chronological position of
Chamhlandes is no better known than its cultural place, but the
grave goods suggest a date very near the Early Bronate Age.
CHAPTER XII
LATE NEaUfHIC
Through the cosing of the Host Danish Single Grave people,
the Funnel Beaker and Cord—fare groups were ©urged by the end
of the Middle Neolithic. The Late Neolithic was characterised
by a ouch more homogeneous culture, out of which arose the
Scandinavian Brenao Age. Relationships with Central cad Western
Kuroj>o»n Neolithic cultures, e.g., Seine-Oiae-Mame and Horgen,
are to be seen in pottery, grave types, end implements (Glob,
1948, 1:2-3).
The long stone cists used as burial monuments in the Late
Neolithic are gallery graves whose origins are not entirely
clear. They ©ay merely represent degenerated Scandinavian
"T—passage" graves (Daniel, 1941, 19). It is probable that
the first Banish stone cists were built by Battlease people
under the influence of Megalithie tradition (Foraa^nder, 1938,
113). Forssander eraaha.sinee the important role played by the
Single Grave group during the interim between the end of the
Passage Ur> ve period and the beginning of the Late Neolithic.
The Swedish cists appeared later than the first Banish ones.
There are two Swedish groups, a southern one and a control
one. Among the cists of the Central Swedish group are those
designated as the "Skogsbo" type, which have a porthole partition.
Swell partitions are ;uite cormb in Western Europe, and the
ultimate source of the Swedish ones was moat likely in the
Paris Basin (Seino~Oise-lAsrae culture), where there are similar!
ties in other culture! features as well (Vogt, 1938, 13, and
Forsenader, 1930, 158-9).
Baring the Late Neolithic, flat graves and, in Jutland,
single gr^ve barrows continued in us®, although the material
from them plays a minor role in comparison to that from cists*
Bettleaxes of a rather inferior type were still manufactured
but were largely replaced by the type implement of the Late
Neolithic—the flint dagger* These daggers are divided into
chronological groups I - VI (Fig* 22I a). At first lanceolate
in shape (I - III), they progressed to "fish-tail forms" (IV - V
based on Continental Early Bronze Age daggers* Type ¥1 is
similar but with a parr lie1-sided haft* The daggers reflect
the high quality flint-work of the period, which was r.t least
partially stimulated by Bronze Age implements*
Transverse end blade arrowheads were replaced by triangular
points, among which the hollow-based for® is typical (Fig* 22*
g)« Like the daggers, these are probably of Continental origin.
Large numbers of erescentic flint sickles (Fig* 22i b) reflect
the importance of cereal cultivation* Flint axes are splayed-
edge forms imitating Aunjetitz bronze axes* Slate pendants are





related to testora typos# There are several types of bone
needles, one of which is based on Continental l^ronse needles
with splayed head® (Fig# i'Zt g). Another form has spiral
incisions running up the shank (Fig# 22s h).
During the Mesoiithic and Early Neolithic, the occaponts
of Denmrk evidently were able to find enough natural flint to
pick up most of their supply from the ground or along the beaches*
Up until a fe* years ago, no flint sines sere known in Scandinavia,
except the ones in Scania which are of doubtful age (Aitkin, 1951
and 19.55}# In north Jutland at Aalborg there now here been
found pits in the chalk from which a rather poor quality flint
w o obtained (Becker, 1951b)# There were no galleries as at
Grimes Graves; the pits were just placed close together and
widened at the bottom# Actually, no galleries were needed,
since the flint woe close to the surface# A hoard of daggers
and finds of dag, er roughouts suggested a Late Neolithic date.
Although a few Piddle Neolithic sherds were found in the fill,
they may have been intrusive. No pickaxes or antler picks came
to light# The poor quality of the flint, from which the long
daggers of the Late Neolithic could not have been made, suggests
that perhaps other isinea will turn up in Jutland# Finds of flint
daggers in the Arctic culture-area, indicate that flint trad©
continued during the Late Neolithic (Clark, 1948a).
Although the Late Neolithic people received metal implements
and ornaments in exchange for amber, their economy remained
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Neolithic* Because of the seed for ruber for trade purposes,
atalier rarely appears in Late Neolithic graves (in contrast to
preceding periods) and is replaced by trinkets of slate, stone,
bone, and copper*
the pottery of the period is' coarse, simple ware with little
decoration. Almost completely dominating the ceramics is a
mortar-like beaker with straight or slightly curved sides
(Fig. 22t c, f). The comb-marked ornamentation was perhaps
taken over from Oder Baitlease ware or a related group (Childe,
1951, 194), but the pots themselves appear to belong to a late
Neolithic family which includes Seine-Oise-Marne and Bergen,
as do the Swedish porthole cists (Vogt, 1938). The exact rela¬
tionship here is very difficult to determine. Seine~ Gise-Mrrue
and 'forgen hove the appearance of Second ry Neolithic cultures,
but the Scandinavian Late Neolithic does not except in its cera¬
mic aspect. This, however, may be partially due to the strong
influences exerted by the Bronze Age of the Continent upon
Scandinavian culture at this time, which obliterated the earlier
Stone Age patterns. The Scandinavian Neolithic persisted up to
the Middle Bronze Age of Central cad Western Europe, probably






By including a short discussion of prehistory on the North
American continent, it is hoped that additional light wi 11 he
east upon the mechanisms of culture in Monolithic and Neolithic
Europe. The earliest American Indians, with a Meeo1ithic-type
culture, adapted themselves to a temperate environment essentially
the sagso as that of Northwestern Europe, and although differing
in detail, isost of the social, economic, sad technological
patterns of these hasting end. gathering societies were much
the same as those we have already considered. In North America,
as in Europe, agriculture was introduced from an external source,
and there were subsequent interactions between hunters aad
formers. It is known that certain contributions from Northern
Eurasia entered the New World, but for the most port the cultural
phenomena in North America must be treated as independently
evolved and independently functioning structures. America
is of particular interest because its prehistory extended to
the beginning of the 10th century, and as a consequence we
have a store of knowledge about the total culture of various
Stone Age societies to add to our archaeological information.
Compering these two widely-separated areas of the world is
perhaps more in the realm of ethnology than archaeology, but
only in this way does archaeology become a meaningful contrihu-
tioa to the study of human cultural development.
The following motori«1 is divided into an ureal outline of
American archaeology as a point of reference and a general dis¬
cussion of comparisons with Northwestern Europe (diffusion from
the Old World as well as independent convergences and divergences)
Emphasis will be placed upon the Eastern United States as the
area most closely related to Europe culturally and environmentally
The Soutwest culture-area is in many respects a marginal mani¬
festation of the higher centers of civilisation in Mexico and
Central America and as such will not concern us. The Pacific
Coast is relatively little known archaeologically, so any dis¬
cussion at this general level is necessarily short. Although the
Far North has not been very well explored, it belongs to the
Cireumpolar Stone Age and is therefore of eons!clernhle interest.
For the soke of brevity, individual cultures will not receive
much attention, except in cases where they are of specific
interest or have direct bearing on the cultural sequence*
CHAPTER IIII
mnmifY OF tm American TNMAN
Although there is ft significant amount of variation in
physical type among the Indiana, ail belong to the Mongoloid
racial stock, For this reason, it is assumed that the earliest
Indians entered the New World in successive migrations frost
northeastern Asia across Boring Strait, which is hy far the
most feasible entrance into North America, from Asia# Just how
long ago the migrations began is not known, but we have some
reason to believe th t those hunter® were present in the
southwestern United States 15,000 to 00,000 years ago. In
contrast to later periods there was very little hetero eneity
among the first inhabitants, or HFaloo—Indians,n in the Mew
World. The economy of the Fa loo-Indian wag based entirely upon
hunting, fishing, and gathering. Social groups must have been
small and semi-nomadic, although in regions where shellfish
were abundant relatively permanent settlements nay have arisen.
We have little information concerning the materia.! equipment
of these early Indians, bat traces of such cultures have been
found in a number of areas. The best indicators in most cases
are we11-made projectile points of flint, which probably were
spearheads rather than arrowheads*
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The best Paleo-Indian sites are oa the Western Plains of the
United State®, The earliest occupation recognised at this time
was discovered at Sandia Cave in Hew Mexico, where the remains
of extinct rmcaaals were found in association with a number of
distinctive single-shouldered flint points. This Standi a culture
lay under a Poison* occupation, and radiocarbon dating suggests
an age of fit least SO,900 years (Crane, 1956, 6T0),
The Folsois group, which appears to he the second-oldest
American industry, is the anst widely distributed of ail Paleo-
In-linn cultures and is dated 10,000 to 12,000 years ago. It was
first recognised at Folsosa, Hew Mexico, and subsequently has
been found at other sites like Clovis, Hew Mexico, and the
biadeanseier station in Colorado, The type implement of this
.adustry is a large flat- or hollow-based projectile point with
a single long fluke token off ©*ct» side, so that the cross-
section presents a double concave profile, Fol»o« points have
turned up as far east as Hew York but usually as stray finds.
It is unwise to assign too great an age to these discoveries,
for there is considerable evidence that such points continued
in use during later period® in some areas, la the West, Fo I sows
points are often associated with the remains of extinct fauna
and sometimes with other tools. Among the other stone types
are flakes, scrapers, knives, large choppers and blades, sand¬
stone shaft-smoothers, hammerstones, grinders and polishers,
and palettes for. mixing paints made from hematite and ochre.
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The larger tools are Rja.de on cores, ike natdler onea on flckoa*
Pressure-flaking w«s used as well as percussion-;fInking. Arti¬
cles such a® awls, needles, spatulas, and tubular beads were
eso.fl© of fjoae, and some were decorated with simple geometric
desigas.
In Arizona and Mew Mexico, the Cochise culture represents
a population of considerable antiquity which lived on game and
wild plant products. The leading artifacts are flat milling-
stone® «nd small hand-stones for grinding edible roots, seeds,
nuts, and other vegetable products, showing that the Cochise
people concentrated on gathering rather than bunting, in contrast
to Foisor.?.
A number of other Psleo-Iadian industries have been recog¬
nized, but most, like Folsom, are known primarily by projectile
points and will not be treated here. Let it suffice to say that
the first Americans were semi-noondie hunters end gatherers with
distinctive flint types, among which large projectile points
(probably used with spear-throwers) are characteristic. The
Paleo-Indians, like their successors, were undoubtedly Mongoloids
of Asiatic origin. Ho certain sites of this period have yet
h en found, in the North, where we would expect to find the
earliest indications of these people, but with the intensification
of archaeological exploration such sites probably will appear.
CHAPTER XIV
EAST;3RS UNITS® STATES 1MB THE PACIFIC COAST
Eaalorn United States
The general culture sequence in the Eastern Baiter! States
(driffia, 1952a) is as followss Paleo-Indinn, Archaic (Early
cad Late distinguishable ia some regions), Early Woodland,
Middle Woodland, and Mississippi, During the Mississippi
period, many Middle Woodland traits continued ia the North
and East, producing a Late Woodland complex ia these areas#
These terms vary ia applicability according to area. Tito Mid¬
dle Woodland and Mississippi phases in particular were clearly
centered geographically and were virtually absent in certain
marginal regions.
Archaic
During the Early Archaic period, small hunting groups ranged
over fairly well defined arena, and ia northern Alabama, the
Northeast, and elsewhere, large middens were raised by shell-
fiah-gntherers. There probably were no specialised roles or
crafts within the society. The atloti, or spear-thrower, cad
possibly bows were used for hunting. Fish were caught with
hooks and gorges, and vegetable products were gathered and
ground on mortars with bond-stones or pestles. Food was cooked
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by routing or dropping be ted stone® into organic containers*
The large numbers of bone awls and needles suggest skin clothing
was worn. Although floor areas have been discovered in some
middens, we know little Of the housing. Basketry was probably
made* but there is little evidence of it.
At this time, few if any polished stone tools were wade,
but bone was cut, ground, and polished. The larger atone tools
consist mostly of large flaked axes and choppers* In certain
regions like the Florida coast, shell gouges and colts replaced
stone. Projectile points and other small implements were
produced by percussion and pressure-flaking.
Burials were usually flexed and pieced in the habitation
area, often interred very casually or in old storage pits,
Secondary and bundle burials, as well as occasional cremations,
occur. So far as we can tell there was not yet any elaborate
ritual connected with de«th. Bogs were often accorded burial
with humane, a practice which ceased by Woodland times.
The Late Archaic is characterised by the appearance of
polished stone tools * colts, full-grooved nates, boats tones and
bannerstones (ntintl weights), and tubular tobacco pipes*
there is increased evidence for the use of shell ornaments,
which often bear incised designs. Painted decorations were
placed on bone implements* Bowls cut out of steatite or sand¬
stone reached a high level of development, Barbed bone paints
and stone plummets used for fishing appear in the North,
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but only the latter diffused into the South* In the far South"
east* shell continued la use for i«ples«nts as well as ornaments*
The production of artifacts from human skeletons was uniquej
suu.il cups and gorgets cut fro® crania are especially common*
Combo* spoons, end cups were made of antler, and shamans wore
antler headdresses.
No culture in native North America ever reached a true
metal age, hut copper was widely used even at this stage*
Hearly pure copper was gathered or mined by the Indians in
the hake Superior region sad traded into Canada* New England,
and the South. Exactly which group or groups worked the deposits
and transported the copper is as yet undetermined, but it
was carried out on a large scale* Although sometimes annealed,
copper was never smelted or cast but treated purely us malleable
stone, and for this reason we can not speak of a Copper or
bronze Age in North America#
The growing interest in burial is reflected in the Glacial
Emm culture of the lower (treat .Lakes, in which cremated or
flexed bodies were interred with copper beads, red ochre, cad
marine-shell artifacts in glacial deposit® (Cunningham, 1048),
la New York appears a flfoup of Archaic cultures (Ritchie, 1944?
MncNeiab, .1952; Martin, Quitaby, end Collier, 194?) which seems
to be connected with the Circauspolnr Stone Age, The Lnmoka,
Frontenac, Laurent!an, end Brewerton cultures possess such
implements as narrow-stemmed or aide-notched points, crude
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choppers, beveled adzes, plano-convex adzes, gouges, heavy
grinding implements, and net-sinkers of stone* Crescent!c
knives and projectile points were manufactured out of ground
slate. Copper was used at an early level for avla; gouges,
axes, and gorges of metal appeared later. A vide variety of
artifacts was produced from hone» awls, needles, fishhooks,
double-pointed pin® and gorges, chisels and scrapers, whistles,
gouges, knives and ulna daggers, barbed and perforated harpoons,
spearheads, and worked animal jaws. Made of antler are ahnft-
straigfiteners, combs, notched pendants, conical points, and
spoons, flafted beaver incisors served as cutting tools.
Beads, pendants, end receptacles were made of shell, and per¬
forated animal teeth were worn as ornaments. Many of the bene
and antler artifacts bear simple incised or painted designs.
All of these New York cultures are demonstrably pro-agri¬
cultural and pre-ceramic, Radiocarbon results suggest the D- stern
Archaic is 4,000 - 5,000 years old (Griffin, 1952b, 368). The
people shifted their dwelling site® at least seasonally! during
the summer larger communal groups racy have congregated in
villages (Martin, Quirnby, and Collier, 194T, 243).
Early Woodland
The Early Woodland period tr&s ushered in by no drastic
changes in economy (Griffin, 1952a, 356), end in many areas,
such as the lower Mississippi Valley (Jennings, 1952, 25T),
there is in fact no clear line of demarcation between Archaic
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and Early Woodland* The basic new traits were the erection of
burial sounds and the introduction of pottery, accompanied
by changes and specialisations in projectile points, tobacco
smoking, elaboration of polished stone forms, the appearance
of finely woven clot!;, and a tendency for the fit11-grooved axe
to become three—quarter grooved. Copper was used much more
for ornaments than far tools.
Pottery probably was first introduced in the Northeast,
where it is a coarse, granular-tempered ware with plain surface
or cord-markings. In the south—central region, vessels are
plain or cord-marked but more often fabric—impressed. Here
appears most frequently the Woodland "flowerpot" shape. This
pottery is coil-built and sometimes bears paddle impressions.
Along the Atlantic coast steatite-tempered pottery suggests
a gradual shift from stone vessels to ceramics. In the far
Southeast pottery is fiber-tempered and retains the shapes of
stoneware. The lower Mississippi Volley has the Woodland flower¬
pot for© placed on tetropodal feet. It is suapected that the
Northeastern pottery, and possibly the burial mounds, are of
northeast Asian origin (McK rn, 19-37), The ceramics in the
south tsny have been derived from the North through stimulus
diffusion.
Burial mounds seem to have appeared first in the Northeast
also, from whence they spread into the Southeast and lover
Mississippi; south of the Arkansas and west of the Mississippi
mounds were lacking throughout the prehistoric period.
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Curing the coarse of Early Wood lead, sisal! clusters of
duellings appeared on arable land, abowing increased emphasis
on farming. We bare no definite evidence of agriculture, but it
probably did contribute to Early Woodland (though it may net
■have entered, some regions until Middle Woodland). Interment
within the family house illustrates the growing importance of
burlel rites, fhe mounds, many ©f which are huge tumuli,
and large cometrie earthworks reflect social stratification
and the importance of ceremonialism* later-cultural commerce
continued to expand; possibly some groups or individuals were
tr*de specialists.
The cultural center of this stage was in the central Ohio
Valley (Morgan, 1952), where the Adena people built burial mounds
and bcnk-and-ditch enclosures. Villages usually consist of two
to five houses, a number of these then making up larger units
spread over a considerable area* The houses are circular structures
over 35 feet in diameter, the wails formed by & double row of
inward—sianting posts.
Aden® mounds usually occur in groups and are cubconical
earth structures which v ry ia height. The elaborate burial
eus tome in which these mounds played a part were for the more*
important people only* The most highly regarded individuals were placed
as primary burials in log tombs within the moundo, while cremation
or secondary buri ■ I mis accorded those of lower status. Burials
often occur on house floors or in sub-floor gr vos? others were
placed in partially constructed wounds end then covered with
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earth. Swill taounda were built over house burials and the
house burned, Some mounds were erected over a period of time*
Those dead buried in the flesh were dorsally ©steaded in simple
floor graves, earth-walled tombs, or log tombs. Separate skulls
were placed with burials or interred alone*
Log tombs were rectangular, and some had passageways sug¬
gesting the bodies were left accessible for a period of time.
The tombs often were burned, either accidentally or intentionally.
Cremations took place in circular clay basins, whereupon
the ashes either were left and covered with clay or ft log tomb
or else gathered up and deposited in mt.unds, is villages, or with
extended log tomb burials* Riiually "killed" artifacts were
burned with the body or deposited with the ashes.
Pottery was not buried with the dead hut is found elsewhere.
Small flat- or round-based pels predominate, but four-legged
vessels also occur. Most have slightly flaring rim with a
thickened rim strip or ris» nodes. The surface was left plain,
cord-marked, or incised with diamond designs*
The Mdens stone inventory includes stessaod and notched points,
ceremonial leaf-shaped blades, polished axes, scrapers, drills,
and so forth* Other tool types are antler flint-working imple¬
ments, antler points and handlest hone spatulas, turtle-shell
spoons, mussel-shell spoons end hoes, bone awls, and ft few
copper axes* Ornaments are numerous t slate gorgets? beads of
shell, copper, bono, and pearl) copper bracelets, rings, pendants,
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sad gorgets? circular cranial gorgets? designs cat from mica?
circular earrtn a warn in pierced and extended ear lobes?
engraved stone tablets? and twe-jmrt bone combs. Tubular stone
pipes were more common than platform and elbow types. Clothing
was made of skin sad fabric, and severe, 1. weaving teehniqwes were
known. Adeaa skulls are often bi-frontally flattened, and
occipital flattening was almost universal.
The earthwork enclosures ere square, rectangular, or circular
in layout. The circular type, which is most common, varies in
diameter from 50 to 500 feet. Those have a gateway and interior
ditch which was partially formed by removal of earth for the
embankment.
The Adeaa people were sedentary, although fronting and gathering
probably were fit least as important as agriculture.
Adena has been regarded in the past as ancestral to Hopewell
(Middle Woodland of the same area), hut r< dioc rbon dating has
confused the relationship (griffin, 1932b, GC8-9). th& earliest
date for the beginning of Hopewell previously accepted was e. 500
A. 0.| the highest carbon dato is about 380 B. C. The most recent
radiocarbon dates indicate Adeaa overlapped Hopewell in time
(Johnson, 1957, 242).
Middle Woodland
This period ia characterised by material belonging to Ohio
Hopewell, which ia its broader manifestations is termed Hope—
wellian. The two major centers are in the central Ohio Yal ley
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and in the Illinois Valley {including the adjacent Mississippi
Valley). Other centers ere in the Kansas City area and north¬
eastern Oklahoma, the lower Mississippi Valley, and Florida#
Specific Hopewell traits e«n be recognised ell over the Eastern
United States.
The Hopewell people {Morgan, 1952) built huge geometrical
earthworks and hilltop enclosures, or "forts." The earthworks
were built in valleys sad include circles, rectangles, and
octagons, or combinations of these* At the larger sites such
structures may be connected with long parallel walls, which are periodi¬
cally broken with openings# Burial mounds usually are associated
with the earthworks and are sometimes within them. These vary
in sis® and shape from small conical mounds to large, elongated
mounds HO feet high and 249 feet long# The enclosures wore used
as religious, social, and burial centers end were probably
operated by nose sort of priesthood#
The "forts" are typified by Fort Ancient on the Little Miami
River in Ohio. Such sites, mostly in southwestern Ohio, have
earth or stone voile enclosing relatively level hilltopa which
ore isolated hj steep valleys or ravines. Occasions! mounds are
found near or within the enclosures, which were ceremonial centers
as well as fortifications#
■i
flops-well culture is known primarily through its elaborate
burial customs# Both utilitarian and ceremonial pottery are
known, but neither woe often buried with the dead. All pots
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ore without handles and most ere gray or buff In color, Decorailon
conststs of cord-wrapped paddle—saarking, stamping, and incising.
The rims usual ly are thickened and decorated with cross-hatching
bordered by punctafciona. A common treatment m-m to cover the
entires surface with « stamped design or with curvilinear zones
of stamped impressions sot off from plain areas by incised lines.
Other ceramic goods are platform pipes, button cores to be covered
with copper, herds, circular ear ornaments, and human figurines.
Hopewell tools, weapons, and ornaments reached a degree of
design and craftsmanship never excelled in the Hastorn United
States. Almost certainly there were specialized artisans she
worked in perishable substances like wood, leather, end feathers
as well as in stone, clay, shell, metal, bene, and antler. Points,
scrapers, knives, and drills were made of local fHat. The
projectile points include triangular, notched, stemmed, and
leaf-shaped forma. Very large ceremonial blades were produced
out of obsidian, quarts, and flint. Conical points of antler
or copper also occur. Chisels were pounded out of both copper
and meteoric iron, as were axes * nd adros. Polished axes were
made of very hard stone. Stone bowls and cups are rare, but
containers of wood and coach shell were eoartoniy used. Bone
implements include needles, awls, chipping tools, skewers and
pins, spatulas, end digging tools.
Ornamental work was particularly well developed: shell and
pe»rl beads} copper, stone, and bone beadsj animal canine or
claw pendants? carved bear canines (sometimes set with pearls)?
copper earrings, bracelets, rings, and combef headdresses;
copper enrspools; scrolled or bossod copper breastplates; bird-
effigy capper gorgets? pendants of © variety of materials? stone
gorgets ad animal-effigy boatatones; htiaon re well as animal
jaws cat and perforated for auspension; designs cat from wico
and copper for attachment to clothing; bellow copper turtle-
effigy pisiform pipes; and rare sheets of gold* This gives sows
idea of the almost infinite variety of .mterials and artifacts
used by the Hopewell people and shows why there must have been
craft specialists*
Weaving was well developed, hut there is no proof that even
simple looms were ia use. Babbit hair and pleat fibers wort:
most commonly woven into fabrics.
Heir stylos and clothing are known from human representations
in art. In addition to n high incidence of cranial defer::- tion,
e«r lobes were pierced and distended for ornaments --mi faces
painted and tattooed.
Tombs were circular gt rectangular structures within the
mounds, where both log tombs r.ad stone-slab graves were need for
extended burials. Cremation recount® for T5f> of the burials,
and east of the bodies treated in this manner were defleshed
and dismembered before burning. Bodies may have been exposed
for some time on scaffolds, • a among certain historic tribes.
Burials were either single or multiple. Ritual offerings also
were placed on platforms or repositories separate from the
tombs»
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The Hopewell Indiana lived in pent: nent vi lieges, supple¬
menting ngrieulture with hunting end gathering* trade connections
extended fro® the liocky Mountains to the Atlantic Coast and
Florida. Commercial expeditious may have been sent out fro©
the Ohio center.
In Wisconsin appeared the Hopewell-type Effigy Mound culture
{Bennett, 1052) in which were built dossed, linear, and effigy
sounds. Burials were placed in the center of doesed pounds, on
the long axis of linear sounds, and at focel points {such as
the heart ores) of effigy mounds* Stone cists and stone paving
are often associated with the burials. In the lower Missouri
Valley, stone—built chambers, sometimes with passages, under
mounds are assigned to Early and Middle Woodland {Cliapnaa, 1952,
141 and 145).
Mississippi
This horizon brings us nearly to the Historic period. It
begins with the appearance of te .pie mounds la the Southenat and
Was of Mexican origin. The great Mississippi centers fell
roughly on n lino from north-central Georgia through northern
Alabama, northern Mississippi, western Kentucky, southern Illinois,
and into southeastern Missouri. There in evidence of a population
increase and intensification of agricultural -etivities although
hunting and gathering still contributed to the foot! supply.
Polychrome painting end engraving were now used as decorative
techniques on pottery, and many now pot forma appeared, including
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animal effigies. The best known artifacts be 1 oag to what is
known as the Southern Cult*
The temple mounds are truncated pyramids on top of which were
built some sort of temples or council houses. The monads were
grouped around a centre! plana, end a village (often palisaded)
surrounded the plana. The mounds were re-foulIt at intervals,
which were perhaps ritually regulated as in Mexico, Many of the
pyramids have ascending ramps or staircases. Home burials jaay
be found in the mounds, but they were no longer primarily
tombs. These villages were not independent city-states ia the
same sense aa Sear Eastern ones.
Commoners were interred ia cemeteries, but those of high
status might foe accorded fourial in the te?pie mounds. Burials
were primary (extended or flexed), secondary (defleaked), or
cremated. Several types of stone vaults surmounted by mounds
were used by some Mississippi Indians,
The Southern Cult ("Southern Death Cult," "Busssard Cult")
flourished during the late Mississippi period. The exact meaning
of this ceremonial complex ia unknown. The most common explana¬
tion attributes it to the Spanish conquest of Mexico or the BeSoto
Expedition through the Southeast, wMeh threw the Indians into the
state of panic and defeatism. However, Fairbanks (1952, 293)
believes the Cult's height preceded Cortes and that it was not
primarily a death cult. In any ease, the h->sic pattern for
such a cult vna present in Hopewell (Martin, guiroby, and Collier,
194?, 302), although some traits of Mexican origin contributed
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to the sltort-lived Southern Cult. Jtaeag traits of the Southern
Cult (Ibid., 363) are monolithic axes (henA and heft of a single
piece of 3tone)? ceremonial clubs or batons; shell pendants
with the backgrounds cut out to forts crosses ? conch—site 11 rusks
with winged or weeping-eye symbols? shell gorgets with spider,
woodpecker, and rattlesnake motifs; ceramics modeled, painted,
or engraved with skulls, serpents, crosses, etc.; large atone
figures with Negroid features? elaborate headdresses? ear-plugs
and ears{>00is 1 ceremonial celts? copper masks} and other similar
objects.
In Alabama the decline of the Mississippi period v«a marked
by the disappearance of mounds and many of the "€ult!* symbols
and the appenrnare of urn burial (XteJaraette, 1053, 263-4). the
urns are very large, usually covered, and placed in cemeteries.
The bodies were defleshed before burln 1. On® or more individuals occupied
an urn, and objects of European manufacture often appear as grave
goods.
Tito Mississippi period was at its height when early Spanish
and French explorers entered the country, end therefore we know
something of the social organisation, language, and trib; 1 rela¬
tionships (Griffin, 1952a, 363-3). Most Southeastern tribes
were matrilineal, matrilocal, osoytwua totem!e clans, and many
were further divided into exognmoun moieties as well. There is
some evidence tfr t certain groups had rigid class or cast©
distinctions. Political power ma vested in the tribe and
2-05
concentrated in the Lam!& of ft head chief or upper-elass counei 1.
Political office was inherited through the i'umile line, fixe
tribal chief in some groups was the chief priest a® -well m
the civil «n<| military leader. In other tribes the three roles
were hold by different individuals. Warfare w«s ordinarily carried
on only for blood revenge cad not for territorial acquisition.
North of Ohio, relatively few Mississippi traits or© in
evidence, and the basic Woodland patterns continued through the
early historic period. The tat© Woodland complex wm e period
of quiescence following the Hopewell climax. In some areas Late




California ecu be very quickly suamtariaed# No agriculture vrs
ever practiced except along the Colorado Fiver, where influences
from the Southwest entered the region. Acorns formed the basis
of the economy in south and central California. In the northwest,
acorns wore augmented by fish and shellfish, end in the Santa
Barbara area, sea-tarnamal hunting »»s important. Pottery was
confined mostly to the desert regions end is also attributable
to- Southwestern influence.
Northwest Conrat
This culture-area extended from northern California to
southern Alaska. At the time of discovery, the following traito
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were so tods a fee,ale®, lly similar hunting and fiaM&g economy?
extensive use of wood for art, cajmmjs, dwellings, and utensils?
preference for bone, horn, and shell instead of stone for imple¬
ments 5 high development of basketry; no pottery or agriculture?
1 ck of extensive political organisation.
The Northwest is not veil known r.rcheeologic?-1 lyt for few
of the village sites, cemeteries, end middens have been care¬
fully investigated, but it is ptite certain that the differences
between the prehistoric and the Motoric cultures were slight.
The origins of the Northwest Coast cultures remain obscure.
Large settlements were occupied during the winter, and in
other seasons extended fatally groups lived on smaller sites
while hunting and gathering activities were pursued.
Implement types include plain or barbed bono points? single—
piece and composite bone harpoons, slate projectile points?
stone chisels hefted in nailer sleeves? edssea and chisels of
stone bone, and shell? grooved mauls and hammera; bone, slate,
and shell knives; and wedges, awls, drills, scrapers, cad
gouges of bone. Unity of the tools obviously were used for
woodworking.
Burials are usually in middens. In the north and central areas,
the dead were sometimes placed in boxes, .- nd in the south,
interment in stone cairns also occurred. Cremation vim not
unknown.
The lock of archaeological knowledge must fee due ia large
part to the preference for organic materials, which swiftly
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disappear in such a d*unp climate. Most of our inferos*? tioa




This part of the Hew World was closely Associated with
Northern Eurasia, for most of the outstanding traits in Eskimo
cultures seem to have been derived from the Mesolithic and
Sub-Neolithic cultures of the Eastern Hemisphere's Arctic and
Boreal Forest Zones* The prehistoric Eskimo cultures have no
great antiquity (most of those so far recognised hardly could
be more than 2,000 - 2,500 years old), but the time—gap is
accounted for by the marginal position of the area and the
retention of equipment well adapted to an Arctic environment.
The two primary prehistoric Eskimo areas are the Western
(Bering Strait) and Eastern (eastern Canada and Greenland)* The
Eastern Eskimo cultures are Dorset and Thole, both of which
originated in the Western area. In the Bering Strait region
are the Cape Denbigh Flint Complex, Okvik, Old Bering Sea, Funuk,
Birnirk, Ipiutak, and a number of groups in the Aleutians,
similar to the Alaskan cultures but with more seafaring and
little adaptation to ice sad snow conditions*
Western Eskimo
Of Crossing's (1944) to Circumpolor strrin—coastal and
interior—only the first is very well known archaeologically or
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historically* The inland regions only recently here been
explored, and the inland ISsskisao have tended to i:iave out to
the coasts because of whaling, missions and schools, and the
reduction of caribou herds through the use of firearm (Lnrsen
and Rniney, 194^1, 24). Therefore, all the cultures discussed
below ore primari Sy coastal crnniTestations*
The Cape Denbigh Flint Complex
At Gape Denbigh, Norton Hound, Alaska, a microtithic
as emblsge was found which seems to be the oldest culture
represented in the North, The Cape Denbigh industry (Giddings,
1951) has definite UesolitMe affinities* polyhedral cores, lamellar
flakes, cad tiny blades| blades of "generalised Folsem-yawa
( Dp lee—Indian) types"? cad burins. This complex is considerably
older than wh<-t usually is called Eskimo, but there probably
is some connection with the later Eskimo cultures sad possibly
with early Indies culture® as well. Collins believes certain
Cape Denbigh traditions (lamellar flaking, burins, and blade
insets) vmj he traced into Dorset (Collins, 1951 end 1953a).
Okvik - Old Boring Ren — Fuauk
Okvik is genera 1iy considered as an early stage of 014 Bering
Sea, so these two may be tree.ted as a unit. Old Bering Sea
represents the earliest stage of ' eaten? Eskimo development,
but nevertheless it was a complex culture characterized by
excellent artistic expression. The Old ering Sea people lived
in sedentary villages of semi-subterranean dwellings and hunted
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walrus, seals, flab, end birds* A limited amount of whaling
say have been carried on. Bogs were kept end oaten but not
used for drawing sleds# The sole ceramics were saucer leaps
end deep, round-bottomed cooking pots with simple stomped decoration#
A wide variation ia tools and utensils was produceds harpoons
and lances, bows, apear-throwers, bird darts (bone or ivory points
with inserted flint blades), bone and ivory hook®, ivory ice¬
picks, leisters, walrus—tusk picks, shoulder—blade shovels,
whale-rib mattocks, hone drills and awls, bone needles, stone
knives and adzes, seropers and drills of stone, skin t «ts, and
sled©. Unnj of the artifacts are decorated with geometric or
naturalistic engraving#
The earliest part of Old Bering Res {Okvlk) has a radiocarbon
date of 2258 years (Collins, 1951, 430), and Old Bering Ren
proper goes hack to about 1 A. D.
The Punuk economy was basically like that of Old Bering Rea,
New traits are bone end ivory plate armor, bird boles, whaling
harpoon-heads, bone and ivory daggers, wristgurrds, .iron engraving
tools, and a greater use of slate implements# Most of those
now features were probably Siberian in origin (Martin, Quipby,
and Collier, 1947 , 485). Collins (1951, 431) suggests that Old
Bering Sen and Punuk occupations imy have been even heavier
on the Siberian side of the Strait.
Birajrfc
Information concerning Birnirk ia rather scanty, but this
complex appears to represent a link between the Alaskan cultures
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and Thnle in the Eastern area. Birnlrk is most often quoted
as tbo ancestor of Thule. Its exact chronological position is
undetermined? it is probably somewhat inter than Old Bering
Sea and earlier than Tunuk, but overlapping both* Birnirk villages
were made up of rectangular driftwood houses covered with sod*
Tools included bows, stone and bono projectile points, wrist-
guards, multiple—pronged bird—spears, spear-throwera, bo las,
slate knives, bow drills, flint scrapers, antler ndee-heads with slate
blades, clay lamps and cooking pots, and eating utensils of wood,
born, and antler* Multiple burials were placed in sod-covered
grave houses, where the cold preserved the bodies.
I piutak
Ipiutak culture (barsen and Rniney, 1048) *as first recognised
at Point Hope, 125 miles north of the Arctic Circle in western
Alaska, and other sites now have been located on the Seward
Peninsula and at Kuskofariss Bay (J* men, 1952, 29). Point Hope is
a rewritable site consisting of several hundred houses arranged
along regular venues. Possibly the village was not occupied the
year around, but even then the food supply must have been abundant
to allow the growth of such a large habitation. Larson and
Rainey think the Xpiutak hunters wore an inland people who
lived on the coast only in suraner, but this has been challenged
by Collins (1951, 43-;).
The Ipiutak economy was based on hunting land and sea mmis,
as well as fishing «nd fowling. Whaling seems to have been neglected.
2ta
Weapons are charaetoriaod by well-isacte blade® inserted in the aides
of projectile points, Flint was more extensively need than ground slate,
and only adzes and transverse chisels were nade of ground atone,
Ipiutnk contains & large number of widespread Eskimo traits,
bat the closest parallels are found in Okvik - Old Bering Sen,
Several typical Eskimo features, however, are absentt pottery,
laatps, sleds, ground slate, end whaling. Because of this,
Larson and Baiaey believe the Old Bering Ben complex developed
out of tpiutak. Unfortunately, radiocarbon dating bu upset
this theory, for two Ipiutek date® of 900 - 1,090 years have
been obtained, Collins {1053b, 108) feels the sraaples may have
been contaminated by grass-roots?, however,
Ipiutak ort includes e great deal of ivory-carving in the
round, Animals and animal heads were favorite motifs, a- feature
reminiscent of Scythe-Siberian art styles. Another common element
was the use of skeleton motifs, Oeosaetrie ornaraentr iion as well
t%B naturalistic occurs on bone, antler, and ivory. Among the
engraving tools were hefted squirrel incisors.
Burial customs among the Iplutak were surprisingly elaborate.
Two types of burial were discovered in the environs of the Point
Hope site. The first was interment in log coffins deeply buried
in the ground. The corpse was extended with the hands pieced
In the pelvic region, and few gr«ve goods ordinarily were deposited
in the coffin. The second type was a surface burial of scattered
bone ond wood fragments with accompanying grove goods. The
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origiafi,I appearance of those graves was impossible to ascertain*
Each of the surface burials formed a unit, and several units
sometimes were arranged in long straight rows. Characterizing
the grave good® were elaborate openwork carvings of ivory, two
animals, a dog and a loon, were accorded human burial.
Eastern Eskimo
Dorset
Dorset seems to be nearly bs old as Old Bt?ring Sea. Its
origins must be sought in the early Alaskan cultures, probably
in the em preceding the full growth of Old Bering Sea (Jennesa,
1941, 390} Collins, 1951, 428), Dorset does lock a number of
distinctive ''aki&o traits, such as dog traction, snow shovels,
wide us© of slate, bone arrowheads, and bow drills (Collins, 195.1a,
32). They were expert flint-worker® and. possessed a distinctive
geometric art style. The Dorset people hunted lend and see
animals but not whale. They probably had no pottery, bat stone
pots and temps were used.
Dorset undoubtedly preceded Thole, but there is evidence that
the two eo—existed end influenced each other for some time.
Thule
the Thule Eskimos were whalers who also hunted other sea
wuwaie. In its late phase (Inugauk), Thule casta into contact
with the medieval Horse settlers of Greenland* Thule villages
were coasts 1 settlements of semi-subierranoc.n houses. Crude
ST4
potter;/ was made occasionally. In addition to a number of
harpoon types, these people used bone and ivory icepicks, iraces
and bows, blunted arrows, arrowheads of bone, ivory, and stone,
bolas, animal traps, ice scoops, spear—throwers, fishhooks,
leisters, bone or wood snow shovels, ulna and "men's knives"
of ground slate, stone adzes, bone wedges, bone tact locks, how
drills, bono noodles, stone lumps and cooking pots, dog sleds,
and bone and ivory ornaments* Art consists of stylised bird
figures, hussna figurines, geometric engraving, and a certain amount
of pictographle design* Buria Is were placed in stone cairns,
the bodies fully clothed ami accompanied by grave goods*
The Thule Eskimos were spread across a vast area, from
northern Alaska to Greenland. The origin of Tfmle appears to be
in Birnirk or a related group* Thule Eskimos put more emphais
upon sea-Kiamfaal hunting and used for mere specialised implements
than the earlier Dorset inhabitants, who were aeculturated or
driven off by the Tliule people*
CHAPTER XVI
CULTURAL CONTACTS ITH SORTHlftN EUHAFIA
Paleo-Indiaa
The earliest Indian cultures were derived from a late
Palaeolithic or MeaolitMc background in the Old World, but
no one so far baa been able to demonstrate affinities with
any particular Asiatic industries. The sparsity of knowledge
concerning early lilhic horizona in northeastern Asia hns
been sufficient to keep most archaeologist® from tackling
the problem seriously.
Archaic and .Ear 1. y Woodlnnd
Spanieling (1946) has drawn attention to the significance
of the Northern Forest £one to both Old and New World archaeology.
The Forest Zone imposed ecological restrictions upon all
aboriginal cultures and offered about the acme resources in
each hemisphere* At the same time as it encouraged diffusion
by its lack of natural barriers and similarity of resources,
it acted as an effective insulator between the higher cultures
of Asia and America* Agriculture was impossible, end hunting
and fishing therefore were the chief economic activities. In
these economics, basic cultural unity always outweighed local
apecialisation.
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Actual intoi-contincnta1 connections are bard to prove
because of the immense gap between Northern Europe cad the North¬
eastern United States which is slnost unknown crcheeologicf Uy?
but there are enough similarities even in European and northeastern
American heavy stone industries, bone-work, pottery, and slate
tools to iIlustrato some type of cultural contact.
The so-called "bed Paint" culture of Maine and the Archaic
cultures of Ke%* York exhibit many fentares which also appear
in the Stone Age of Northern Eurasia, In a companion article
to Spa«lding*a, Ritchie (1946) points out the fact that both
Laurentiaa and the following Early Woodland cerociic complex
probably arose as a result of diffusion fro© the Old World,
It now seosjs virtually certain that those features wore not
introduced via the Eskifaoa, who must have arrived on the scene
much later, Any borrow!ag would hove been in the opposite direction
(Collins, 1953ft, 38), 0jessing (1953) in fact shows that the
Eskimos did not adopt moat of the primri ly Forest lone traits,
.'sad thus there must have been <ia earlier wave of diffusion
into the New World, la view of this, he believes the use of
slate was introduced twice into North America. However, the
earliest Eskimos used little slate and probably began the change
from stone to slate after contact was established with the
Northern Forest Indiana.
A masher of Maglesaose-Circuctpolar Stone Age traits are
paralleled in the Eastern United States Archaic and Early
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Woodland jieriods. Aaong the stone types are heavy woodworking
tools eucli as axes or choppers, adses and gouges (Fig. 23: e, h);
slat© projectile points (Fig. 23: j) And crescent!c knives;
creseeatic stone knives or "sickles" (Fig. 23s 1)| and grooved
a. *es. Grooved axes and fsauls are relatively rare in Northern
Europe hut do ocear in Sweden (Monte11us» 1922, Fig. 244-5®),
Norway (Gjessing, 1945, Fig. 71s l), and Poland (Jaxdzevshi,
1938, Fig. 438). The Swedish examples are three—quarter grooved
as well «s full-grooved. The slate knives include a type very
similar to Norwegian "hoot-shaped" implements, on which the heft
or stem cornea down vertically on a crescentic cutting edge (Fig.
23s i). The techniques of working and decorating hone ultimately
can he traced to the Old World Mosolithic along with tunny of
the actual artifact types# Parallel bone and antler forms are
awls, needles, double-pointed gorges (Fig. 23s c), fishhooks
(Fig# 23s b), ulna daggers (Fig. 23s d), polished knives, scapula
scrapers, barbed bone and antler points (Fig. 23s a), plain or
tanged bone points (Fig. 23s a), conical antler points (Fig. 3t k),
Fig. 23# Northeastern Archaic end Woodland.
a. barbed bone sad antler points It. stone goages
b. bone fishhook i. "boot-shaped" implement
c. bono gorge j. slate arrowheads
d. ulna dagger k# conical antler point
e. rectangular adzes 1. crescentie flint tools
f. antler pick. m. side-notched endsercper
g# bone comb a. bone arrowhead
(After Gjeasing, 19445 Ritchie, 1944.)
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8h«ft-atri ightoners, combs (Fig. i3: g), gouges and chisels,
antler picks (Fig. 23s f)» and antler headdresses. Notched
antler pendants are ascribed to the Archaic as veil as to Western
European Neolithic cultures. Split beaver incisors and rare
bono whistles of Maglesose (Clark, 1030, 110 and 113) also
occur, in the Eastern United States.
In north Scandinavian rock-drawings, animals often are portrayed
with .-a heart connected to the mouth by a line. This "heart and
Hi
ae" motif is common throughout the Circnnpolar area,
inc.biding large parts of North America (0,leasing, 1944, 57-8).
/ V .
A Lisast every feature of Early Woodland pottery is present
in the Neolithic ceramics of Northern Eurasia (Griffin, 194G,
45/)• Woodland cord-marked pottery is almost identical with
Enrasiatic co^b—ware, and Eastern woodland cbook-stamped were,
!
which also oc «rs in northern Norway, seems related to textile
/ r
wire (Gjessin;.;,,- 1935). The primary difficulty in deriving
(| j f
Woodland, jiottmey from Eurasian material hns been the large gap
. i r
in- distribution from Manitoba and Saskatchewan (Fewkes, 1937)
i !f
tp the Hating: Str it. Until the Cope Uenbi h site was discovered,
/'■ ■ j , i ; . . '
/Ojftiy latfe' preMstoric Eskimo -pottery was well known, but in the
! i / ' // ! I ; j
first ceramic level at this site (53 B. C. to 500 A. B. ) was
j ' /
found check- and line"r-stemped pottery which may represent
a "relic" of west to east diffusion (Griffin, 1953),
j It has been postulated that Early Woodland burial mounds,
j ■ i
like the pottery, were of Asiatic origin, but this has not
■ | '
advanced beyond the stage of hypothesis.
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Archaeologies! data suggesting Eurcaiotic-Ame rican contact
is supported by ethnological and folklore elements (Gjessing,
1953) such as bear cults, the shaman complex, hanging cradles,
composite bows, tailored shin clothing, conical tents, folk¬
tale motifs, and so on*
Explanations regarding the mode of diffusion between Northern
Eurasia and eastern North America await further investigation
of western Canada and pro-Eskimo horisons in Alaska.
Eskimo
It is obvious that the Eskimos were of Asiatic origin, for
the basic features of the earliest Eskimo cultures are more
Eurasian than American (Collins, 1951, 435). There are parallels
with both the Siberian Neolithic and the north European Mesolithic*
Collins points out a number of similarities in geometric art
between the European Mesolithic and Dorset-Old Bering Sen, On
the other hand, Griffin (1940, 45) states that the presence in
Old Bering Sea of plain and paddle-iaarked pottery, stemmed stone
and slate projectile points, slate ulus, and end- and side—scrapers
illustrates affinities with early Eastern Woodland cultures, and
also that Dorset and Old Bering Sea flint and atone inventories
are closer to those of Eastern Indians then to later Polar cultures.
On the basis of these observations, we my .assume that a great
deal of tlie content of early Eskimo cultures ia e "relic" of
Eurasiatic—American diffusion through the coniferous forest belt.
mo
It is interesting to note that the Indian tob^ cco-srjoking
trait did sot reach the Eskimo area until pipes were introduced
by Europeans into the Old World, diffused across tbe hemisphere,
sad were re-introduced into North America via the Bering Strait#
Northwest Coast
The origin of Northwest Coast cultures as p. whole remains
unexplained but Jennese (1941, 38b) has extracted certain ethno¬
logies! traits which point toward the Alaskan-Siberian regions
whaling, stone lamps, slat armor, woven hats, curved fish knives,
totem poles and grave snonuiaents (similar to Actor River grave
posts), music and art styles, mythology, and social status
based upon wealth. To these one might add the extensive use
of hone cad antler, slate knives end points, antler sleeves,
barbed bone points, heavy woodworking tools (adzes, chisels,
gouges, .grooved hawsers), and bone wedges and gouges.
CHAPTER XVII
INDEPBNDEMT PMlAhhEbfl BCTSKKK NORTH AMERICA AMD TUT PTE
Uuntiag and Gathering versus Agriculture
It is almost certain that agriculture was independently
developed in the Americas, probably in the Andean region of
South America, Eventually, agriculture spread Into North Ameri¬
ca and ultimately was practiced as far north as the St, Lawrence
River Valley, However, North America, like Europe, had a
long period during which hunting, fishing, and gathering were
the sole means of obtaining food, and as in Europe, hunting end
gathering continued to bo of considerable importance long
after the introduction of agriculture. In certain regions,
even within the temperate aono, agriculture never was adopted
in the prehistoric period.
The introduction of agriculture in the East and Southwest
brought no more immediate, overall change than it did in Hani eh
Early Neolithic A* It is likely that certain groups in the
Eastern United States began to use pottery before they adopted
agriculture, which may have been the ease in Erieh/lle also.
The pre—agricultural "Archaic," i.e.. Palaeolithic, stage
was characterised by far more cultural homogeneity than the
developed agricultural stages because of closer adaptation
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fco the environment* but once the diffusion of agriculture w«s
veil underway, the prehistoric Indians followed different lines
of development, producing a vide variety of distinctive local
culture complexes* The seme thing took place in the European
Neolithic, in which on© of the primary features was n trend away
froib cultural homogeneity toward cultural diversity*
Sholl Hiddena
In coastal and riverine areas, shellfish gathering permitted
relatively ^rennent settlement in the pro-agricultural era and
anticipated the more sedentary life of farming economies*
The s is© circumstances existed on the coasts of Europe and
are beat iI lustreted by the MesoIithic-Neo1ithic transition
in Denmark.
Dor e»tie Animals
With the exception of dogs and possibly turkeys, no anitccIs
were domesticated in native North America, so no comparisons can
be made with this economic aspect of the European Neolithic*
The lack of domestic animals undoubtedly resulted in « greater
emphasis upon hunting after the adoption of agriculture than
was the case in Neolithic Europe#
Mining
Mining ma an important industry in North America, but
these activities have never been, thoroughly studied by archaeologists*
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f» n. Seises made a number of surveys and invest!getions of
native mining industries, and so fur no one has carried it ruucls
further. The Indians extracted a wide array of minerals, including
building stone; flint, chert, obsidian, and related materials;
steatite; mica; cat Unite (pipestone); turquoise 5 hematite arid
other pigment minerals; copper, silver, and gold; clay; and salt.
Moat raining was done by pitting or trenching, but there are ft
few old mines which exhibit tunneling. Near Leslie, Missouri,
hematite ore beneath the surface of the ground was honeycombed
with ancient tunnels and galleries, some large enough to accomo¬
date standing workmen (Holmes, 1919, 266), la ao theru Illinois,
native flint miners sonk pits to a depth of .20 to 25 feet and
then dug irregular tunnels at the bottom to extend the working
surface without digging new shafts, and a mica mine in western
North Co.ro Sine is said to hove shown signs ol" the tame type of
tunneling {Ibid,, 196; 245). In most cases, there is little
indication of the miners' identity, although in the Historic
period, it was observed that certain Indian tribes belt! "mining
rights" to well-defined deposits of raw material.
There seems to have been no instance in which antler picks
were associated with mines, but antler flint-chipping tools are
commonly found in adjacent workshops.
Trade
In the Eastern United States, Lake Superior copper filled
the same role as Baltic ember did ia Europe, Copper trade began
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in the Archaic and continued throughout the prehistoric period.
In the opposite direction, marine shells fro® the Gulf of Mexico were
imported into the north, paralleling European trade in Spondylites
shells, Many other raw materia la as well as finished products
were important items for tro.de, and by Early sad Middle Woodland
times commerce reached a significant level in Indian economies.
It is believed that the Hopewell people in particular ranged
over vast areas of North America bartering their own products
for exotic goods such es obsidian. At least indirect contact
with the higher centers of culture in Meso-America is indicated
by the inclusion of non-WoodLand elements in the Inter prehistoric
culture® of regions as far north as Wi sconsin, and roueh of this
diffusion must have arisen as the result of trade.
Ceramica
North American ceramic® appear to have be- n derived from
Forest Zone pottery in the Old World, but once adopted in the
Western Hemisphere these ceramics underwent further elaboration,
especially in the southern United States. Martin, '/uiroby, and
Collier (1947, 30-60) attributed the following ceramic technique®
to the North American Indians* construction by coiling, modeling
(with the hands or with pa'die and anvil), and molding in baskets
and decoration by incising before or after firing, stamping and
impressing, rouletting (rocked dentate stamping), punctctiag
and embossing, plastic decoration (including zooroorphic and
anthropomorphic vessels), positive and negative pointing,
slipping, t mi glossing. Some oi the simpler forris of decoration
presumably were introduced with the Asiatic pottery, but the
rest were American developments* However, aor.it techniques,
such as negative painting and glossing, clearly originated in
Mesa-America.
Neither the potter's wheel nor any other type of wheel was
ever used in aboriginal cultures of the Western Hemisphere.
In addition to pottery, other articles like tobacco pipes,
ornaments, and human figurines were made of fired clay.
Stone-work
Moat European flint- and atone—working techniques were
duplicated in North America, with the exception of microJithic
industries. The Cap© Denbigh Flint Complex really contained
aicrolithic techniques rather than types. Burins are generally
lacking, although they occur at Cape Denbigh and continue into
Dorset according to Collins (1953a). Ground and polished
stone implements appeared in the Late Archaic and were corns-son
thereafter. Some of the ceremonial implements in particular
are fully as elaborate as European atone hattleases. Axes
sometime® were grooved or notched to facilitate hefting but
apparently were not perforated, although hour-glass end tubular
perforations occur in other stone artifacts.
eso
An a least infinite variety of steimsed, notched, trinagnlar,
and leaf—shaped projectile points were manufactured, but one
leading European type—-the petit traachet—is absent duo to the
lack of true aicrolithic industries. One flint type, the side-
notched end-scraper (Fig# 23s is), is somewhat reminiscent of
the transverse arrowhead and if hefted would hove provided roughly
the same sort of projectile point.
Before pottery even was introduced, containers commonly were
mode of soft stone like steatite. Many of these bowls were
roughed out along a rock outcrop and then doinched end polished;
partly finished vessels often are found still attached to the
living rock. Stone vases are found in the Near Fast, Malta, and
Egypt, but not in Northern Europe—even the Greek and Balkan
examples may represent imports (Chi 1 fie, 1953, 202),
The so-called bannerstones, which now nre thought to be
atlatl weights rather than ceresitoniai objects, often bear a
striking resemblance to European double—edged bnttloases# Holmes
(1913, 23) thought these cvliadrically—perforated implements
were based on the double-axe of the Old World, but since such
bannerstones occur in the Archaic, they probably represent a
case of fortuitous morphological similarity.
Bone and Antler
Bone end antler were utilised much as they were in Europe,
and undoubtedly the techniques .for working these materials as
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well ps many of the implement ferns can he attributed to Old
World influences. One trait which probably developed indepen¬
dently in Europe and America was the use of human skeletal
material for artifacts such as cranial—disc pendants.
Shell
Shell seems to have been used much more widely for imple¬
ments, containers, end ornaments than it wag in Europe. At
least in certain regions this was due to the scarcity of suitable
flint and stone.
Houses
Both circular and rectangular house foundations have been
found on American sites. In some parts of North America very
large rectangular houses were used rb tSweilings. On the basis
of historic evidence it is known that tribes like the Haida,
on the Northwest Coast and the Iroquois in the Eastern United
States used such structures as extended family dwellings (Mur¬
doch, 1934, 237| 297-8). This suggests that perhaps the
K8In-Lindenthal "barns," and similar houses in Europe, may
have served the same purpose.
Ceremonial Structures
The Woodland geometric earthworks reflect complex ceremonial
activities in the same manner as the Hengo iionumcnts of Western
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Europe. The most common type of Adena earthwork is a circular
bnnk-and—ditch enclosure with at least one oj>en gateway. The
resemblance to European causewayed camps is obvious. These
Adena enclosures must have been for ceremonial purposes} since
there was no animal husbandry, they could not have functioned
as "kraals," That the causewayed camps of Western Europe also
may represent ceremonial structures cannot be dismissed too
lightly, particularly in the light of the Hengo monuments present
in the same area.
Warfare
One can only guess at the importance of warfare during the
pre-sgricultural stage, but inter—tribal conflict -.rob-ably increased
radically after the introduction of agriculture, as it did in
Europe, At the time of European colonisation in the New World
there were well-established patterns of warfare among the Indians,
and the colonist® soon learned to take advantage of traditional
enmities to serve their own ends. The number of weapons and
the increasing occurrence of palisaded villages and hilltop forts
(and Southwest cliff-dwellings) seen in the fsrehneologicol record
show that this sort of conflict was of some antiquity.
It is believed that Indian warfare was largely a mat-tor
of prestige and revenge, but presumably there were underlying
economic factors playing a part as well. Certainly the measures
taken to fortify settlements suggest this.
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Types of Burial
Foriss of burial in North America were even more varied
than in Europe* la addition to flexed, extended, and cremated
remains, we find a number of types of secondary burials, such
as bundle burials, in which disarticulated remains were interred
in a fabric or skin bag* The burial of detached crania recalls
similar occurrences in Europe, e*g., Ofnet and Belgian litchela-
berg* As in Europe, both single and multiple burials are found.
Tied ochre era used r,e widely in America as in the Old World,
Intentional interment of animals, especially dogs, was com¬
mon practice in a number of areas. As in Europe, such burials
occurred separately or in conjunction with human remains*
In the Into prehistoric and early Historic periods, ceremonies
were held at intervals by certain tribes to lienor the dead.
At the ceremonies those who had died since the previous ritual
were deflsahed and exhibited on wooden scaffolds before being
permanently buried. Accounts of such ritut Is were given by early
European explorers.
During the Archaic, as in the European ftk-aolithie, burials
usually were placed casually in middens, refuse heaps, or old
storage pits, but after the increase in cultural sophistication
brought about by the formation of agricultural economies, burial
ritual became more and more complex* Burials were deposited
in houses, mounds (including glacial kames), cemeteries, stone
cairns, log coffins and tombs, -stone vaults approximating
passage and gallery graves, stone cists for single burials,
urns, end specielly-buiIt grave bouses. Besides utilitarian
grave goods, ceremonial objects were buried with the dead.
Ritual Deposits
Paralleling the ritual deposits of Banish Funnel Seeker
culture or© Hopeveil ceremonial offerings placed upon wooden
platform*.
Social Stratification
Following the introduction of agriculture, social groups not
only were more permanently settled but larger, and within these
societies we can detect social stratifie* tion. Historical
evidence shows that such stratification existed when Europeans
arrived, but « rchaoology likewise is able to reconstruct the
existence of different roles within Indian cultures.
The construction of the large mounds and earthworks reflects
effective political control as do the burial and ceremonial
monuments in Europe. The Ohio earthworks and Mississippi temple
mounds also suggest the presence of on organised priesthood,
which «ny or any not have wielded the political control of the
group as well.
Although most males did {or could) take part in war, there
were wnr leaders or chieftains who attained the position either
through inheritance or prowess as warriors.
A glance at the wide variety of raw materials and finished
products used by Hopewell and Mississippi Indiana is enough





ME,SO LI X ill C AND NEOLITHIC CONTRIBUTIONS
Before beginning a discussion of Mesolithie influences in
specific NeolitMc cultures it ouist be determined which traits
are to be considered as Mesolithic and which as NeolitMc in
origin. In certain instances the conclusions are based on
clear-cut archaeological evidence, but in other cases the ans¬
wers can be reached only by inference.
Economy
Implicit in the definition of "Neolithic" is the introduction
of agriculture to supplant the Old Stone Age hunting, fishing,
and gathering economies. As we have seen, the two systems were
not mutually exclusive. Many Neolithic societies either retained
hunting and gathering techniques from their own Mesolithic
background or adopted them from Mesolithic tribes with whom
they came into contact. TFie resultant Neolithic economies
ranged from wholly agricultural (Early Danubian) to virtually
non-agricultural (Pit-Ware).
Although there is evidence of trade in such items as Baltic
amber and Mediterranean shells during the Mesolithic, commerce
was of far greater volume and regularity in the succeeding
era. It is almost certain that Neolithic trade was more
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formalised, with individuals or groups of individuals devoting
themselves entirely to such activities.
The origin of Western European flint-raining remains in doubt.
Whether or not the mining industries had a otolithic heritage,
it is clear that this work assumed great importance during the
Neolithic* Furthermore, the mines may it ve been exploited by
communities of mining specialists, as at Spienaes, during the
Neolithic period, which would not have been the case at the
pre-Neolithic level*
Because of these differences in economic emphasis, Neolithic
culture® became more and more diverse as time progressed*
The appearance of Neolithic Europe is one of cultural hetero¬
geneity in comparison with the relatively homogenous Mesolitliic
period# The asine phenomenon is apparent in North America after
the introduction of agriculture*
Dwellings
Throughout the Mesolithic period small, irregular huts or
windbreaks were used for temporary or seasonal habitation,
while raoat Neolithic structures were more complex and permanent*
The dominant house type was n one- or two-room rectangular structure,
which might attain considerable size, as at E81n—Lindenthai*
Increased warfare led to the erection of fortifications and
the selection of defensible sites* In Western Europe, the
causewayed camps, or kraals, reflect the importance of animal
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herding* Ceremonial structures, mch as the flenge monuments (and
possibly the CRiisearayed camps), illustrate large-scale cocaauaal
participation in the construction of non-utilitarian "public
works*" These monuments, like the elebomte tombs, offer
striking proof of the increasing complexity of social organi¬
sation during the Neolithic*
Burial Patterns
With the exception of the Teviec tombs, burial during the
MesolitMc was carried out in « casual manner* Most bodies were
placed in middens or refuse pits with or without gr»»ve goods*
Extended burial was predominant, although flexed burials also
occurred. Cannibalism has been attested in some coses, notably
at Pyrhelmen*
Neolithic burial ritual varies from refuse-pit interment to
the use of stone-built tombs containing one or many corpses and
cemeteries of individual graves* Cremations as well as flexed
end extended burials ore attributed to the Neolithic* One
peculiarity of the Central European Neolithic is the occurrence of
animal burials, either as separate interments or as accompanying
features in human graves.
Technology
The beginning of the Neolithic period is narked also by
the appearance of ceramics* There is no indisputable evidence
for the manufacture of pottery during the Meaolithio, We are
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justified in aascueing that containers of wood, bark, sMti, or basketry
were need, since they ere cocnon enough elements in pre-ceramic-
cultures elsewhere#
The techniques of cutting, grinding, and polishing bono and
antler were well known in the Mecolithic, but these techniquea
were not often used in the product!on of stone implements* There
are relatively few examples of polished stone tools in the
period preceding Neolithic influence; most tools were merely
flaked or chipped* Most Neolithic axes, on the other hand, are
polished, ©accept in eases where there was a "Csmplgpnisa" element
connected with flint-mining* In contrast to MesolitMc oes,
n&ny Neolithic axes have cylindrical perforations* Any perfora¬
ted implements of the MesolitMc period have double-conical
rather then tubular sheftholes* Blade and micro!itMc industries
were of Upper Pa lneo 1 i thic-Meso Ii thic origin, nad associated
with these are petit traachets and derivative arrowheads, based
upon the Tr.rdenoisian trapese*
Among the stone types which «re typical of the Meaolithie
are axes, ndaes, and chisels (unpolished and imperforated) made
on flakes or cores; transverse axes; transverse arrowheads!
stneehe&ds with hour-glass perforation; hollow-edged chisel®
(gouges)| microliths and blades for insertion in composite
implements! and a variety of tools made on blades* The use of
ground slate, as Gjessing suggests, probably represents the
transfer of Meso11thic bone-working techniques to that tanierial
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in regions where suitable flint was lacking. Non-Mesolitliic
types in the Neolithic include polished axes, rtdscs, and chisels
(perforated or unperfornted), t8ftceheo.de with cylindrical perfora¬
tions, triangular, tanged, and leaf-shaped arrowhead*, polygonal
baitleases, and spinning whorls. The statue of single-piece
sickle® is not clear. They may have been derived from curved
flint and slate knives which appear in the Circumpolar Pioae Age
and which in turn could bo based on boar'0 tusk knives of the
Mesolithic.
Most bono and antler types and the techniques by which
they were nude are of Ifeso iithic ancestry. A number of Monolithic
bone and antler ty es continued in use during the Neolithic, and
included among these are antler axea and picks end antler
sleeves? barbed bone or antler points, plain end conical bone
points| socketed bone spearheads? points grooved for flint
inserts ("bird darts")? bone awls, needles, spatulas, scrapers,
wedges, double-pointed gorges, fishhooks, and daggers? bone
or antler gauges (upon which the stone gouges were based)? bone
and antler ornaments? worked boar's tusk (knives, scrapers, or
pendants)? and perforated animal teeth. Geometric or pit-decora¬
ted designs on bone implements or ornaments also can be traced
bck to the Mesolithic*
An affection for amber ornament# and ramieis was initiated
in the Mesolithic, but since this interest persisted into the
historic period the use of amber does not see® to warrant a
distinctively Mesolithic label.
enAPfnn ux
MBSOUTHIC CONYftIBUT I0K8 TO THE NEOLITHIC
The introduction of agriculture was the first step in
breaking down the Meeolithie way of life, which took centuries
to complete. The tenacity of MesolitMc tradition was greatest
in marginal areas and seems to have been increasingly strong a®
Neolithic populations regressed northward. Especially in the
far north Monolithic traditions persisted throughout the
Neolithic period, and the final result was the erection cad
diffusion of the Circurapolar Stone Age.
In the southern pert of the Continent, the force of the
Neolithic diffusion must have been sufficiently powerful to
submerge the Mesolithic population# It is hardly reasonable
to assume that there was no well-developed Mesolithic tradi¬
tion in the south. That such a tradition did exist is shown
by the cultural remains at sites like Lengyel. On the other
hand, it is more than probable that the Neolithic colonisation
lost some of its intensity as it spread into marginal and less
desirable areas. Because the vigor of the Neolithic revolution
was reduced, hunting end gathering cultures were much longer
in dying out.
This differential nccultur. tion was a fundamental source of
the cultural diversity characterising the European Neolithic.
im
Nor was this Iiraited to Europe, for the suae process can be
fallowed, across Asia and the Western Hemisphere.
For socio time it Im® buea clear ih«t virtually all Neolithic
cultures contain Nesolithie traits. Only the first Donubiaa
farmers (Bannbian I) used no Mesolithic equipment, aml this
very fact has been used as proof that agriculture we© not an
indigenous development in temporete Europe, In spite of this,
few attempts have been raado to sussserire and explain this New-
Stone Age extension of the MesolitMc* Stuart Piggoti {1954b)
has made considerable progress in this direction with British
material, aad J, G. D, Clark (19-52) has discussed the retention
of Mesolithie traits from the point of view of economy and
technology rather than through the medium of specific cultures,
,4 noteworthy attempt to summarise Mesolithic influence® on
Neolithic cultures of the Continent has been made by Mazalelt,*
although Ms material ia rather limited in scope,
Maxalek cites three types of evidence for the co-existence of
Mesolithie sad Neolithic economiest (1) the existence of "pure"
Mesolithic sites, (2) the occurrence of mixed sites, and (3) non-
archaeological dating proving the contemporaneity of (!) and
{2).
I, "Ztir Frag© der Bexiehungen zwischen Mesolithifcura und
Noolithikure," Anthro -ozoimm III (1953)t 293-34,
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Masalek*s criteria of relationship are the bind© tmd iaiero¬
il tMe flint industries typical of Asiilian, Tr rdenoisi&ii, find
Swidorian, which at least in their later singes are co-existent,
or directly associated, with Neolithic economies in Western,
Central, ant! Eastern Europe, The Northern Forest cultures are
disregarded because of their uncertain correlations with other
ISesoIilhie cultures. His conclusion is that all post-Danubicn I
cultures exhibit Mesolithic blade or microlithic flint type®.
In most of Europe, these influences are associated with the later
Tardenoisiaa levels, but ia France even Tardenoisian I shows
contact with the Neolithic, this my have been what let! Baron
de Lo6 (1928, 103} to classify Tardenoisinn rm the initial Neolithic
culture of Belgium, Figure 24 on the following page presents a.
tabulation of if&zolek's findings in somewhat compressed form.
Although other blade sad mierolithle tools occur in variable
quantities, the otit tranchet la rlmost invariably present,
either as the trapezoids.! form or a derivative. The ssierolitlsic
type moot infrequently encountered is the sicroburia, which occurs
occasionally in Western Europe but never in Eastern Europe.
In addition to Uazalek'a distribution of transverse arrow¬
head®, we find them ia Early and Middle Neolithic contexts in
Scandinavia, ia British Secondary Neolithic cultures, and in
the Spanish Neolithic (Fig, 25), The one place where transverse
points are extremely rare is Switzerland, for both Certai1led
and florgen concentrated on other types of arrowheads* In all
Fig. 24

















































































parts of tempera te Europe re find late fardenoisiaii and even
A'ilinn counterparts of the chisel-ended projectile points used
in Neolithic cultures* In ScundittaviR, transverse arrowheads
appeared in Magleraose (Fig. 7 s b) and the rhombic fere (Fig, 7:
c) became typical of Ertobj/lle. Although Tardenoision II - III
contains virtually every nicrolithic forrs suited for use as
transverse points, Avilion offers primarily triangular and
creacentic types. Other blade or nicrolitbic implementa, while
not so widely distributed, are present in quantities large
enough to indicate the tradition as a whole was passed on,
rather than just this single form.
It is somewhat unfortunate that Mftznlek chose to ignore both the
axe cultures and the non-lit ic elements of the llesoiitkic which
are equally informative. Aw a result, Mesolithte influences
during the succeeding period are treated primarily oa technologi¬
cal relics, while the continuation of economic patterns associ¬
ated with hunting end fishing escapes attention* Besides a





c. Scandinavian Passage Grave
f. British Secondary Neolithic
g. Globular Amphorae
h. Moravian Pointed Ware
i. Cord-Ware
(After Petera, 1941; M&zalek, 1954; Ifoiaftl-Nandrin, 1930?




consideration of ecological limitatiens or potentialities,
we may profit from an examination of the evidence offered
by fauna1 remains and non-lithic Cultural material, however
scanty they may be.
In any study of this type, it is imperative that wo bring
in the Baltic Meeolitfsic to bolster the poorly~documented Asi linn
and Terdenoisian industries. Although axes and other finery
implements seem to have been somewhat limited in distribution,
surely many of the implements used by Maglemoae and Eitebj/lln
hunters were not solely Baltic forms, as ho® been suggested
already in Chapter VI. Moreover, the discovery of nntlor har¬
poons, bone fishhooks, antler axes, or other similar tools in
Neolithic contexts proves these were used in Mesolithic cultures
of Centra1, as well as Northern, Europe.
Fauna1 remains offer n effective gauge of economic pursuits,
although information on this subject is woefully inadequate.
However, in a number of instances our knowledge is supplemented
by descriptions of bone material recovered.
If am*i of the late liesolithie r- a contemporary with the
Neolithic, we might expect to find domestic animals as well
as pottery or polished stone tools occasionally associated with
Mcsolithic industries. Either due to the lack of preservation
or inadequate descriptions, this is seldom the fact. Degerb/l
feels many of the ox bones on Krieb^lle middens say belong to
domestic animals. Peters (1941, 8) lists wild swine and cattle
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among the fauna of the Upper Banubian A»iHan, and in this and
other similar situations one vonders whether the distinctions
between the wild and domestic forms of these two animals ere
always correctly ascertained. Remains of sheep or goat and
cattle were reported from the Xardenoisian II - III levels of
Cuaotil tie Oraiaat (Laca®, Niederleader, and Valioie, 1944), and
a single molar of aheap or goat was found at Teviec (Pequart,
Boule, and Vollois, 193?). In the case of Teviec, this suggests
the settlement was not early Mesolithic, which is in accordance
with the coastal economy and the use of transvera© arrowheads.
With regard to either Mosolithic or Neolithic sites, the
proportions of individual species is indicative of the importance
of each in the economy. Clerk (1930$ 1952) has shown how forest
and coastal facies of the Baltic liesolithic vary in this respect.
At a later date, the suggestions of seal-hunting in Erteh^lle
are multiplied as this became an important industry, not only
in Scandinavia but as far south as sites like Br Yok in France.
In this respect, Clark has expressed the opinion that increased
emphasis upon sea-suuamal hunting rose through the stimulus
for trade provided by the appearance of Neolithic farmers.
Not only did liesolithic man contribute to Neolithic technology
because of his familiarity with the resources of the son, but
because of prior adaptation to life in the forests was able to
aid Neolithic fa risers in coping with this very important aspect
of the environment. We know that Neolithic colonists did not
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avoid the forested areas of Europe and living in thea drew heavily
on Mesolithic lore (Clark, 1945, 06). This certainly would account for
the adoption or continuation of hunting end gathering practices during
the Neolithic, end in the case of more conservative groups
who preferred to fellow the older established patterns would explain
the apparent anomaly observed in occasional increase® of hunting
and gathering during the later Neolithic. Even in predominantly
agricultural economies we almost invariably find some evidence
of hunting or fishing, even though this may have been primarily
for sport or destruction of vermin.
This brings us to another way in which founal remain® any
be very enlightening. Particularly in Switzerland and Denmark
there is a certain amount of statistical information regarding
the proportions of wild end domestic animals, providing a basis
upon which to judge the relative importance of stock-raising end
hunting. It is obvious that Switzerland is characterized by
Far greater emphasis upon hunting in the early Neolithic than
w«® the case in Britain, France, Germany, or Beaiaurk. However,
if Troels-Smith has interpreted Erteb^lle correctly, we will be
forced to credit the early Neolithic period in that country with
much more hunting and fishing than we have in the past.
In Switzerland, another peculiarity arises when we compare
the percentage of wild animals in the Early and Middle Neolithic
periods, for here we see the best fauna! evidence for an increase
in hunting in a Infer period of the Neolithic. Significantly
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or not, this increase is associated frith a Secondary Neolithic
culture which reveals other hints of cultural conservatism or
retarded acculturation.
Much as we would like it to be otherwise, there is seldom
sufficient fauna1 evidence to indicate the importune® of hunting
f-nd fishing. However, we are not altogether restricted, since
the cultural material recovered from the settlements throws
some light upon the situation. It is not irrational to suppose
that if we find implement typos related to Monolithic forms,
Mosulithic economic pursuits are involved as well. In any case,
the fact that these older artifact types are duplicated in the
Neolithic shows we are dealing with a continuum. In addition
to the presence of transverse arrowheads, even better evidence
of hunting and fishing is offered by bone fishhooks, gorges,
and barbed points, which hardly can be interpreted other than
as hunting or fishing oquipmeat*
Needless to say, if these or other implements are made of
wiId-animal bone, hunting is almost necessarily implied. The
use of antler is not <uite so clearly correlated with hunting,
for in Britain raoat of the antler proves to have been shed. If
boar's tusk was widely utilised or perforated teeth worn «« orna¬
ments, the implication a,gain is that hunting was part of the
economy, and we can gain some insight into the types of animals
hunted. The vise of antior "axes" or "/ulaes" also may reflect
hunting if we interpret the® «a tools for cleaning game.
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Another f>.eet of Mesolithle influence w a in forest-clearing
and wood-forking, Rati evidence of this is present in the forts
of antler sleeves for hefting axes end gouges of hone and antler,
or stone gouges ground and polished in imitation of the latter.
Some of the antler nxes any have served as wedges for carpenters,
and stone axes themselves vers invented by Mesolithic woodsmen.
The appearance of the socketed, Erteb/lle—type antler axe in
Central Europe, especially in the Eastern Danubi; n cultures,
strengthens the Assumption that there w? s a certain amount of
uniformity in the underlying Mesolithic cultures in different
areas,
A number of other Ijoro and antler tools were utilised
in the Mesolithic and outlived the period because of their
usefulness and ease of manufacturet awls, needles, daggers,
scrapers, wet! es, picks, ornaments, and so forth.
In the realm of art, one may point to simple geometric orna¬
mentation and pii-docoratien, of which pit-ornament is perhaps
most significant because of its more limited distribution.
Such decoration of utilitarian and ornamental objects was typi¬
cal of Magletsose and appears in Tardenoisinn (Fig. 116* b) and
in some Neolithic cultures (Fig, 26* a, c-g). It occurs most
frequently in Northern or Central European Funnel Beaker cultures,
although the technique apparently was employed in Belgium
(Fig. 20i a) and Switzerland (Gonzenbaob, 1949, fab. 12* 11)
and appeared at Jordansn&hl according to Soger (1906), In passing,
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one might wonder if this Mesolithic trnit inspired pit-deeorntion
of pottery in the northern Sub-Neolithic cultures.
Fig. 26. Neolithic pit-deeornted objects,
a. Belgian Neolithic (SOM?)
b. Belgian Tar lenoisitm
c. Banish Early Neolithic
d. Banish Passage Grave
e. Banish Single Grave
f. North Gerann Passage Grave
g. Central German Passage Grave
(After Lob, 1938? Glob, 1652? Sprockhoff, 10,38.)
 
ciiapter xx
PRIMARY AM!) SCCOSfURY NEOLITHIC CULTURES
The earliest Neolithic settlers of Early Raaubian had no
Mesolithie traits of importance, at least so far as excavation
has shown. There must have been nothing but the most casual
relations with indigenous hunters and gatherers initially,
largely because of the sparse population. Certainly the rarity
of weapons and absence of fortifications well illustrate the
lack of any sort of corapetition for land. However, as the
colonization of Europe expanded, increased contact between
hunters and farmers and between different Neolithic groups
brought about significant changes and diversification in cul¬
ture patterns. One of the most important changes is that we
have been considering, the incorporation of Monolithic cultural
elements into the agricultural complexes. Aside from the fact
that ueculturnted populations tend to retain some of their old
ways, it has been admitted that the Mesolithic inhabitants of
temperato Europe were able to offer means of adapting to the
forests in which the farmers found themselves.
The Stroke-ommaented Ware cultures probably developed as
the result of the Influence of Ramifeion colonists upon local
Meaolithic economies. Baaubinn tools and pottery still provided
the bulk of material equipment, but there were some alterations
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and additions. While ceramic forms also remained essentially
Danubian, decorative techniques were modified considerably.
Linear patterns of short furrowed strokes replaced the incised
meander designs typical of Early Danubian, and some Bhssen ware
was made ia imitation of basketry. A number of liesolithic arti¬
fact types, suggestions of an increased importance of bunting,
and certain burial features betray a Mesolithic undercurrent.
In the Eastern Panuhian cultures, there was again a prepon¬
derance of Danuhian traits, although both Mesolithic and new
Neolithic , n?nyShe detected. These people used blade and micro-
lithic tools as well as a wide range of bone and antler imple¬
ments ant! ornaments, end we may infer that hunting was more
popular than in Early panubion. ilesolithic elements were
being absorbed by a Neolithic economy which by and large managed
to maintain its Dnnnbian character. More important wore new
ceramic and metallurgicel elements filtering in from the Mediter¬
ranean, promoting cultural divergences and far outweighing Meso¬
li tide influences.
The question of whether the Funnel Beaker cultures arose
through acculturation of Northern Forest tribes by immigrant
Danubians must be left unsettled, but llesolithic traits seem
to have been relatively few in number. In the cose of the
Scandinavian groups, wo have direct evidence that hunting
provided an insignificant proportion of the food supply, for
wild fauna ore scarcely represented in comparison with the
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large number of domestic animals, This of course does not include
other cultural assemblages of Scandinavia, such as Erteb^lle and
Fit-Ware, which in contrast were more Mesolithic than Neolithic
in their patterns of life.
Western Neolithic cultures of France and Britain were alike
in their emphasis upon cattle-herding and disregard for hunting
and gathering, Even Me so li tlsic artifact types ore rarely
associated with them, and few traits of any type may be traced
back with certainty to the preceding period, Cortaillod, the
Swiss version of the Western Neolithic, presents a different
picture, however. Not only do we find many lieso 1 i thlc-type
artifacts but an astounding dependence upon hunting and fishing.
Analysis of the fauna1 debris on Cortaiilod sites has revealed
that at least 3 $» and sometimes more, of the animals repre¬
sented belong to wild species, and it raay be determined further
thot most of these animals were killed for food. Lake-side
settlement in combination with equipment for fishing is sufficient
proof for the importance of that industry, Large as the percentage
of wild fauna is on Cortai1led sites, it increases still further
in the following Horgen levels.
Figure 27 gives a sample cross-section of Meaolithic traits
ascribed to various rimry Neolithic cultures.
Secondary Neolithic cultures are those which ore characterized
by a number of traits whose origins lie in the Meaolithic or can
?>e explained as the result of Mesoiithic groups changing to a
Pig, 2T. Heaolithic traits in Primary
Neolithic cultures.
A B c JD ! F G n I
Blade or nicrolithic tools X X X X ' X X X X
Transverse arrowheads X X X X X X
Core or flake axes X X X
Stone gouges X
Antler axes or picks X % X X X X X X
Antler sleeves X X X X
Barbed points X X
Fishhooks or gorges X X
Bone chisels or scrapers X X X X X
Bone avis or needles X X X X X X X X
Done or antler ornaments X X X X X X X X
Bone daggers X X X X
Pit-decoration X X X
Perforated teeth X X X X X X
Worked boar's tusk X X X X X
A, Stichbandkernmilt-fldasen






H, Northern Funnel Beaker
I, Eastern Funnel Beaker
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Neolithic eeonorsy. the appearance then is one Of reversion to
a Mesolitliic way of life, rather than progression to anagricultural
economy which is really tile ease. As we would expect, those cul¬
tures have certain aifili.tions with Dnnuhian, Western Neolithic,
or Funnel Beaker cultures responsible for their acculturation.
Also, as Professor Piggott has indicated, the Secondary Neolithic
cultures are in certain respects ft part of the Circuiapolar Stone
Age continue®, whose components tnay he termed Sub-Nee lit">ie.
Figure 28 eaoaaemtea individual traits which seem to he
of some analytic value and shows their occurrence in Secondary
Neolithic cultures end some related groups. The diagnostic fea¬
tures fall tinder (1) economy, (2) burial practices, (3) stone
type®, (4) bone and antler work, (5) ceramics, and (0) rela¬
tive date.
In all the cultures defined as Secondary Neolithic, there
are at least suggestions that hunting and fishing were of
greater economic significance then ia the Primary Neolithic
cultures, Ia the case of fforgen, statistics on the fauna show
an increase in hunting, which is all the more marked in view of
the relative importance of this in Cortci1lod. With regard to
other Secondary Neolithic economies t ds type of evidence has
not been obtained, and at best we have only general state¬
ments about the proportions of wild animals. Wild animals
are said to he abundant on Michelsherg sites, and at Skara
Fig. 28, Secondary Neolithic traits of diagnostic
value.
A B c JO E F4mm G H I J
1. Hunting and fishing I X X X X X X ? ? X
2. Extended burial I X X X X
3# Blade/microlithic
industry 1 X X X X X X X X X
transverse arrow¬
heads X X X X X X X X
"Csrapigniarf' com¬




Single-piece sickles X X ? X
4, Antler axes, adzes,
pi cks X X X X X X X X X
Antler sleeves X X X X X X X
Bone or antler
barbed points X X X X X
Bone avis or needles X X X X X X X X X
spa tubus, scrapers X X X X X X X X X
doub1e-pointed
gorges X X X X X
fishhooks X X X X X
daggers % X X X
Bone or antler
gouges X X X
(leom. and pit-dec.
designs X X X X X
Bone or antler orna¬
ments X X X X X X X
Perforated animal
teeth X X X X X X X
Worked boar's tusk X X X X X
5. Deteriorated ceramics X X X X X X X X X
6. Chronologically late X X X X X X X X X
A# Erteb^lle E. Michelaberg
B. Circurapolar Stone Age F» SOU






Brae in the Orkneys (Hinyo-C1kgton) there ere indications of
considerable hunting} fishing, end fowling. Since Seine—Oiso-
Msrne material is predominantly fro® graves, we know relatively
little about any aspects of the economy* At Fort-Hftrronnrd
agricultural activities seem to have been ©ore important
than hunting ad fishing, although fishing appears to hove been
of greater significance than the reports indicate* Moreover,
one suspects that other sites Bight reveal evem imre evidence
of these pursuits*
In the absence of found descriptions, we are forced to rely
on the use of implements suitable for hunting end fishing in
order to assess their importance, and for this reason our
estimation is intimately related to the presence of revealing
stone, bone, and antler types# In t is respect, we my refer
to the presence of transverse arrowheads, barbed points of bone
or antler, and bono fishhooks or gorges# In addition, the wide
use of bono end antler, boar's tusk, or perforated teeth may in
many instances reflect the scope of hunting practices* All
the Secondary Neolithic groups contain a wide range of those
traits, whereby we nay assume hunting sad fishing were empha¬
sised in spite of the fact that we do not always have direct
evidence* Hergen, which lacks both transverse arrowheads and
barbed points, provides us with plenty of fauna1 evidence that
llesolithlc economic pursuits were not only present but rein¬
forced.
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Another aspect of Second ry Neolithic economy, probably
initiated by Western Neolithic people, was flint-saining with its
associated "Campignian" traits. Only Bergen failed to become
involved in this pastime, and this amy be credited to its
geographical location outside the primary Western European area
of flint exploitation. The possibility exists that flint-mining
was a carry-over from the Mesolithic, but this is difficult to
prove.
The least important and informative feature is burial ritual,
since individual Secondary Neolithic groups usually followed
local Neolithic practices, including the use of megelithic
tombs. Extended burial is predominant only at Fort—Harrouard,
although it occasionally occurs elsewhere, and the burial habits
of Miehelaberg and Tforgen are virtually unknown.
All Secondary Neolithic cultures possessed blade tools, and
all but liorgen used transverse .arrowheads. Blade and microlithie
industries, as we have illustrated, clearly represent on extension
of Mesolithic technology into the Neolithic period. Less wide¬
spread flint and stone forms are single-piece sickles (British
Secondary Neolithic and perhaps Fort-Harrouerd) and stone gouges
(British Secondary Neolithic) based on llesolithic bone and antler
gouges. Both of these appear in the Ci rentspolar Stone Age and
provide a link with the Northern Sub-Neolithic. The single-
piece sickles may be genetically related to curved slate knives
and boasts tusk knives of that region.
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Most of the boa© r-ad antler tools can be duplicated lis
Mesolithic cultures and therefore may be traced back directly to
that period. Generally speaking, it is of these implements that we
know least, since they normally disintegrate rapidly. The use of
pit-decoration on bone, antler, and ' »her my have been more
common than the chart illustrates*
Most of the traits discussed so far are to be found in other
Neolithic cultures, although with lower frequencies. In combina¬
tion with these, two further features seem to set off the Secondary
Neolithic as a distinct if heterogeneous cultural unit. Character¬
istic is a deteriorated ceramic tradition with simple pottery,
poorly-ma.de and sparsely decorated. While the pottery of the
individual cultures is not necessarily related, even in the
case of Seino~0iso-Marne and Eorgen, all of it appears degenerate.
Possibly, as Piggott has suggested, this reflects increased use
of organic containers or, we might add, unfmaiiiarity with the
more refined ceramic techniques. Figure 29 illustrates some
of the eerniaie forms typical of Secondary Neolithic cultures
and related types from other Neolithic cultures. Of particular
Fig. 29. Second ry Neolithic ceramic types#




g, i, Polish Funnel Beaker
h. Altheia
j, k* Scandinavian Late Neolithic
(After Chi Ide, 19501 Piggott. 1954b; Jazdzewski, 1906;
Butiler, 1908; lleinecke, 1924.)
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interest is the occurrence la c rly Polish Funnel Becker culture
of pot types comparable with both the round—bottomed beakers of
Michelsberg (Fig. 23: g) and the flat-based, straight-sided vessels
of the other Secondary Neolithic cultures (Fig* 39: 1).
Each of the Secondary Neolithic cultures begins relatively
late in the Neolithic which, when compared with preceding Neolithic
cultures, mokes it appear degenerate* Therefore, a chronologic**ny
late date may be used as a final criterion for recognising a
Secondary Neolithic culture*
Further information concerning Neolithic cultures on the Continent
may result in the recognition of other Secondary Neolithic groups*
Belgian Otaalian, for example, obviously contains n number of Meaolithie
traits, especially in its flint-work (fig* 18: f and Fig. 25: c).
Certain "Ccuapiguinn" flint types suggest n connection with Belgian
flint-mining, and a number of other features indicate affinities
with the Secondary Neolithic and Cireuapolar Stone Age*
Altheim, another Bnaubioa sub-group, is suspiciously like
Horgen with regard to its date and location, house typos, pottery
(Pig. 29: h), blade industry, and bone-work, The use of single-
piece sickles provides a relationship with the British Secondary
Neolithic*
We 1 temienburg-Bornburg ia characterised by a number of
Moso1itkic-derived traits, but whether these speak for a con¬
tinuation of elements present in Baalherg-Snl r.iidlnde or »
re-emergence? of Mesolithic tradition is not clear* It is not
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entirely certain that Wn1iernienburg-Bernburg wa® merely a further
development of the Btiftlberg—Salziattnde sequence, and it acorns to include
a greater proportion of Mesolithic elements.
In conclusion, it has been possible to extend Professor Piggott's
concept of the Secondary Neolithic to the Continent, where the processes
of acculturation lending to the formation of such cultures rmy be
detected in northern France, Germany, end Switzerland, With
certainty, we are able to add Seine-Oise-Marne» Fort-*H<urrounrd,
Miclielaborg, and Ilorgen to the roll of Secondary Neolithic cultures
in Europe, It is likely that other additions, such as Octal!an,
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